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Foreword 

This commentary by Professor Kadushin to Midrash Levi
ticus Rabbah, an early rabbinic interpretation of Leviticus, may 
be viewed as a companion volume to A Conceptual Approach to 
the Mekilta, Kadushin's annotations and expositions in both of 
these works exemplify and substantiate the original principles, 
perspectives and conclusions which he had formulated and 
elucidated in his classic studies of rabbinic thought. 

In this book Kadushin examines each rabbinic text or 
sequence of homilies in order to uncover specific value concepts 
which are reflected in them either explicitly or implicitly. After 
skillfully revealing these value concepts, he proceeds to elucidate 
them in light of the midrashic context under consideration, and 
then discusses their meanings and significance within the entire 
rabbinic value complex. These explications, based upon 
Kadushin's conceptual approach, clarify the frequently obscure 
nexus between the biblical citations which initially served as 
verbal stimuli and the rabbinic comments which appear to be so 
far removed from them. Furthermore, particularly when ana
lyzing rabbinic texts in which biblical conceptual terms are 
employed, Kadushin adroitly demonstrates the similarities and 
differences in meaning and nuance between the distinctive levels 
of usage. In addition, Kadushin's notes underscore the organ-
ismic relationship and interdependence of all rabbinic value 
concepts, highlight the indeterminacy of belief and the genuine 
emphatic trends that distinguish rabbinic Judaism. They also 
call attention to the special character of the rabbinic religious 
experience which he had earlier described as normal mysticism. 

For further exploration of Kadushin's terminology and meth
odology, I refer the reader to the introduction to A Conceptual 
Approach to the Mekilta where they are summarized, and to his 
detailed discussion in the volumes listed on page vi. 

Avraham Holtz 





Preface 

This commentary attempts to describe the role played by the 
rabbinic value-concepts in Midrash Leviticus Rabbah, a book 
consisting largely of Haggadah but which also contains a number 
of halakic passages. 

The way the rabbinic value-concepts functioned in haggadic 
literature reflects the way they functioned in everyday life. In 
other words, Haggadah is a literary expression of the value-
concepts. But the value-concepts are experiential, and hence they 
are fluid and dynamic, just as the situations and potentialities in 
life are fluid and dynamic. Haggadah not only allows us to recog
nize these qualities of the value-concepts, but also possesses 
kindred qualities of its own, a quality for example, such as 
indeterminacy of belief, which we discuss here in the Introduction. 

Haggadah consists in the main of rabbinic interpretations of 
the Bible. They are obviously seldom attempts at exegesis. Instead, 
they are new, original ideas stimulated by texts of the Bible and 
informed by the rabbinic value-concepts. The rabbinic interpreta
tions thus represent, as we have phrased it in the Introduction, 
fresh impacts of the Bible on the complex of rabbinic concepts. 
These impacts are possible because, as we demonstrate there, the 
Bible and the rabbinic concepts are in the same universe of 
discourse. 

This commentary is pegged to the critical edition and commen
tary of Midrash Wayyikra Rabbah (5 parts, Jerusalem, 1953-60) 
by Mordecai Margulies. We have assumed that the reader will use 
this commentary side by side with ours, and therefore we do not 
usually take up matters dealt with by Margulies. However, our 
commentary is not altogether tied to the Margulies edition. 
Because every one of our comments is prefaced by the chapter 
number and paragraph number of the rabbinic statement to which 
it refers, our commentary may be used together with any edition 
of this Midrash. 

The date and composition of the Midrash, and similar prob
lems are discussed by Margulies. 



VI 

We refer to our earlier books by the following abbreviations: 

TE: The Theology of Seder Eliahu: A Study in 
Organic Thinking. New York: Bloch Publishing 
Company, 1932. 

OT: Organic Thinking: A Study in Rabbinic 
Thought. New York: Jewish Theological 
Seminary of America, 1938. Paperback edition— 
New York: Bloch Publishing Company, 1976. 

RM: The Rabbinic Mind. 3rd edition. New York: 
Bloch Publishing Company, 1972. (First edition, 
1952.) 

WE: Worship and Ethics: A Study in Rabbinic 
Judaism. Evanston, 111.: Northwestern University 
Press, 1964. Paperback edition—New York: 
Bloch Publishing Company, 1975. 

CA: A Conceptual Approach to the Mekilta. New 
York: Jewish Theological Seminary of America, 
1969. 

Hebrew commentaries are referred to using the following 
abbreviations: 

pKra^K t̂ KYi IKT n = rnnn 

rtnm rmriE = yn 

Km*? t n n = V'Ti 

|WK"ltW *?10)3tt7 "1 = W"W^ 

To explain how we designate a statement or passage of the 
Midrash, we shall give the following example: 

1.4 (13:2 ff.) 

The Roman numeral I refers to the chapter number of Midrash 
Leviticus Rabbah. The Arabic number 4 immediately following 
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refers to the paragraph or section in that chapter. The notation 
(13:2 ff.) is to be read thus: Margulies edition, page 13, line 2 and 
continuing on the following pages. Throughout the commentary, 
a notation such as 13:2 without the name of any book preceding 
designates page and line numbers in the Margulies edition. A 
notation such as :2 (with no number preceding the colon) indi
cates a line number on the page that was most recently referenced. 





Introduction 

In the Bible, the forty years of wandering in the wilderness is 
represented as a punishment. "And your children shall be wan
derers in the wilderness forty years, and shall bear your strayings 
until your carcasses be consumed in the wilderness. After the 
number of the days in which ye spied out the land, even forty 
days, for every day a year, shall ye bear your iniquities, even forty 
years, and ye shall know My displeasure" (Num. 14:33-34). 

But the Midrash gives an entirely different reason; it accounts 
for the forty years in the wilderness in a manner so different as to 
make the rabbinic reason practically contradict the biblical reason. 
"As soon as the Canaanites heard that the Israelites were about to 
enter the land, they arose and burnt the seeds, cut down the trees, 
destroyed the buildings, and stopped up the wells. God, then, 
said: I promised Abraham to bring them not into a desolate land, 
but into a land full of good things as it is said: 'And houses full of 
all good things' (Deut. 6:11). Therefore I will make them go round 
about through the desert forty years, so that the Canaanites will 
arise and repair what they have spoiled" (Mekilta, ed. Lauterbach, 
Vol. I, p. 172, lines 36 f.). 

When we consider the concepts embodied in the two reasons 
given for the long wanderings on the road to the land, we are 
aware that the reasons are not only different but definitely con
tradictory. In the Midrash the concept embodied is Middat 
Rahamim, God's love, and in the Bible it is God's justice (Middat 
Ha-Din, in rabbinic terminology). But how can such a contra
diction to the Bible be entertained? We learn from this and from 
other such contradictions, some even more unequivocal, to rec
ognize a pervasive feature of all haggadic literature. Haggadic 
literature as a whole was accepted with what we may call 
indeterminacy of belief, a kind of qualified belief, shadings of 
belief, an attitude of mind which is neither complete assent nor 
complete dissent; indeed, that is what is implied by the term 
Haggadah. This attitude of mind is made strikingly evident at 
times, especially when there is a clear contradiction between a 
midrash and the Bible. 
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Indeterminacy of belief is elicited by Haggadah because the 
rabbinic concepts imbedded or named in midrashic literature are 
themselves characterized by indeterminacy. The abstract rabbinic 
concepts are never defined, which means that these abstract con
cepts are not delimited. Instead, they are pragmatic as well as 
indeterminate, possessing a drive to be made determinate, or to be 
concretized, in a situation or in a statement or in a law. For 
example, Middat Rahamim, embodied in the midrash we quoted, 
and interpreting there the forty years in the wilderness, also inter
prets or gives meaning to any number of situations, from the 
dawning sun to a morsel of bread. 

A midrash in Leviticus Rabbah (ed. Margulies, p. 542) affords 
another illustration both of indeterminacy of belief and of the 
indeterminacy of a rabbinic concept. Resh Lakish derives from a 
word in Judges 4:18 the idea Vttn 1JT1K PD VAJ K*7W, that Sisera 
did not cohabit with Jael. But this interpretation patently contra
dicts the biblical verse, MW VDJ y^D rvbn \>1 (ibid., 5:27). 
Margulies, in his commentary, points out this contradiction and 
is puzzled by it. However, to us this is only another striking 
instance of indeterminacy of belief. 

This last midrash also demonstrates another way in which an 
indeterminate concept is made determinate. Rasha', the term used 
by Resh Lakish, is an indeterminate concept, for it refers to a 
person who is capable of any number of wicked acts, such as 
killing, stealing, etc. Here it is made determinate by the imbedded 
concept of Ni'uf. Ordinarily, the midrash implies, this Rasha' 
engaged in Ni'uf, but he did not do so here. We shall call attention 
to indeterminacy of belief in other midrashim where it ought be 
reckoned with. 

The rabbinic concepts endow events or situations with signifi
cance or value. We have therefore called them "significance-
concepts" or "value-concepts." Following, is a list of some of 
these value-concepts: njm, anon rn^m, num ump, Dum ^ n , 
maiK, prny, nan Tnbn, bn, myn, rmn, etc., etc. They have 
several characteristics: 

(1) No sensory experience is involved in the value-term, sen
sory experience such as is involved in terms like tree, chair, high, 
round. Concepts of the latter kind, those crystallized out of sensory 
experience, must be named when used. On the other hand, value-
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concepts are sometimes named but are usually imbedded in a 
situation or statement as, for example, the concept of God's love 
in the Berakah on bread. 

(2) All the value-terms are noun forms found in rabbinic 
literature. Some of them are also found in the Bible, but in 
rabbinic literature these terms usually have different connotations. 

(3) Some of these value-terms or concepts are what we call 
religious concepts and some are ethical concepts. (See the Fore
word to the 3rd edition of The Rabbinic Mind.) 

Value-concepts are not related to each other logically. They 
are not logically connected, so that there is not only one possible 
combination of given concepts—for example, the concept of 
Rasha' may be combined with the concept of the Nations of the 
World, but it may also be combined with the concept of Israel. 
Instead of being logically connected, the concepts interweave with 
each other. Notice how in the first midrash cited as an instance 
of indeterminacy of belief, the concepts of God's love, 'Abot 
(Abraham), Nations of the World (Canaanites), and Israel inter
weave, and how in the second midrash cited, the concepts of 
Rasha* and Ni'uf interweave. To give one more example, in the 
Berakah on bread, mentioned above, the concepts of God's love, 
Malkut Shamayim (the Kingship of God), Berakah, and the con
cepts of Man interweave. 

What allows rabbinic concepts to interweave? They have a 
unity to start with, not a logical unity in which concepts are 
placed in a hierarchical order, but an organismic unity in which 
each concept can combine with any other concept in the entire 
complex. In other words, they are elements of one organic whole. 
In fact, in every situation or event, the whole complex is involved, 
and the concepts concretized are the maximum number that can 
be concretized in view of the particular circumstances in that 
situation or event. We have called the utilization of such concepts, 
whether in actual life or in rabbinic literature, organic thinking 
or organismic thought. 

The rabbinic concepts are, in every instance, rooted in the 
Bible; there are always biblical antecedents for every rabbinic 
concept. But the conceptual terms themselves, the names of the 
concepts, are often lacking in the Bible. It is this fact, and its large 
implications, that make for the difference between the rabbinic 
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concepts and their biblical antecedents. The conceptual term 
enables the rabbinic concept to have a much wider application, to 
carve out a much larger world than that of the Bible. Compare, 
for example, the manifold concretizations of Kiddush Ha-Shem 
with its biblical antecedent in Leviticus 22:32; and the concretiza
tions of Hillul Ha-Shem with its biblical antecedent in that verse. 
(On this matter, see RM, pp. 289 f., and the references there.) In 
short, the rabbinic concepts represent what we certainly can call a 
development out of the Bible. 

The complex of rabbinic concepts constitutes a new organis-
mic level which emerged out of the Bible. It must have emerged 
from the very beginning as an integrated complex, for had the 
concepts emerged singly they could not have possessed that organ-
ismic unity, which they exhibit in rabbinic literature. Since not 
only are most of these concepts new, but their integration new as 
well, this integrated complex of concepts is a new organismic 
level. 

Although with respect to the Bible, the rabbinic concepts con
stitute a new organismic level, the rabbinic concepts and the Bible 
are in the same universe of discourse. This is especially evident 
when the Rabbis occasionally employ some concepts as they are 
employed in the Bible, despite the difference, ordinarily, between 
the rabbinic and the biblical usages of those terms. For example, 
although Zedakah in the Bible usually means righteousness or 
justice whereas in rabbinic literature it usually means charity or 
love, there are occasions when in the Bible, too, Zedakah means 
charity and, on the other hand, there are also instances when the 
Rabbis definitely retain the predominant biblical usage of the 
term as justice. Similarly, in rabbinic literature, 'Olam ordinarily 
means ''world" whereas in the Bible it refers to time, yet there are 
instances in rabbinic literature, too, in which 'Olam refers to 
time. There is, indeed, a passage in this Midrash in which 'Olam 
is used once in its biblical meaning and several times in its 
rabbinic meaning (see RM, p. 288). But the common universe of 
discourse is to be recognized not only when the Bible and the 
Rabbis use the same conceptual terms. When the conceptual term 
concretized in a statement is purely rabbinic, the proof-texts from 
the Bible are often completely congruent with the rabbinic idea, 
so much so that the proof-text itself can be taken as a concretiza-
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don of the concept imbedded in that rabbinic idea (see RM, 
pp. 288 f.). 

Midrash Haggadah is, as a form of literature, apparently 
without any parallel. If that is so, then it is because the relation
ship between the Bible and the rabbinic concepts is itself unique, 
the Bible making fresh impacts continually upon the rabbinic 
complex of concepts. To the creative mind, or rather the creative 
imagination, the plain meaning of the Bible provides a stimulus 
for the expression of new ideas embodying rabbinic concepts. 
There is always a connection, to be sure, between the biblical text 
and the new rabbinic idea, but the connection is often tenuous in 
the extreme. Moreover, since the connection between the text and 
the rabbinic haggadic statement is not a logical one, the same 
biblical text can act as stimulant to other rabbinic interpretations, 
can give rise to multiple haggadic interpretations. All this is to 
say that indeterminacy characterizes the very process of haggadic 
interpretation. That is why philosophical, allegorical interpreta
tion presents no parallel to haggadic interpretation. Allegorical 
interpretation is anything but indeterminate and is, indeed, in an 
entirely different universe of discourse. There may perhaps be a 
kinship between Midrash Haggadah and the interpretations of 
the Dead Sea Scrolls, but the latter does not seem to be character
ized by multiple interpretation. 

Without expanding on the point now, we ought to say that 
just as the process of rabbinic interpretation is unique, so too are 
many of the rabbinic ideas unique and especially so are the 
rabbinic concepts embodied in those ideas. 





1 

P A R T O N E 

Chapter I 

1.1 (1:2 ff.) 

[1] nriD ''K '̂Un (:2)—A nrpriD is a compositional form which unites sev
eral haggadic statements. It consists of different interpretations of 
the same verse, usually one taken from the Ketubim, so given that 
the last interpretation leads directly to a verse in the lection from 
the Pentateuch; here the verse given various interpretations is 
Ps. 103:20. Each of the interpretations is an independent entity, 
and what unites them is a form which organizes these independent 
entities. What does unite the midrashim in the nrPDD is, in fact, a 
unifying form, not a unifying idea. In general, the function of a 
form in rabbinic literature,~whether in Haggadah or Halakah, is 
to build a larger structure out of what are primarily discrete enti
ties; in Halakah, see for example Megillah 1.5. 

[2] YOK^E . . . nmnnnn DK . . . n la-a (:2f.) 

D^V^yn (:3)—Refers to angels. Angels is a cognitive concept, not 
a value concept; angels are thought of as possessing bodies (wings, 
feet, etc.). They always act as background in the concretization of 
value concepts, here as foil for the concept of man. 

D^innni (:4)—Refers to men. The concept of man is a universal-
istic concept, and so are nVlV and JT'U/KIl, all of which emphasize 
universalism. 

. . . DW^y K^K(2:1)—Angels always carry out commands of 
God. These commands relate ordinarily to their function as 
agents; the word for God's commands is YHIpDn (:2). 
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... D'linnn:i 7:l!C(:2)-Many men are not able to carry out 
commands of God. Again the word is ,,,ipnn (:3) but now these 
commands are nmrn (4:3) and are intended for man. The men 
who do carry out His commands, however, are designated 1':J!C7n 
(:3). The concepts concretized here tell why; angels are holy and 
thus concretize the concept of ilWi,p. When carried out, the nmm 
confer ilwi,p on men, and thus such men (Israel) are c,w,,p 
(,,n,iyn:i ilw,p ,�!< ). The value concepts here are: Man, ni,Yn 
and ilwi,p. 

[3] ... 1!<,pl !<", (:4)

. . .

!<", (:4)-The term implies not only that this interpretation is 
"valid," but that the preceding one is also valid. In other words, 
in Haggadah there are multiple interpretation of a verse and 
this means that the belief demanded by any given interpretation 
is an indeterminate belief. (On indeterminacy as a 
characteristic of organismic thought, see RM, pp. 131 ff.) 

•i:,i D':J!C7n  i!<,pl (:4)-Num. 20:16, employing the word 
1!<7n (:4) is taken to refer to ilW'n (:5) obviously because it was 
Moses who was sent, and this indicates that the prophets are 
called D':l!<7n (:6) . 

. . . D'!C':llil . . .  pn,, •, (3:5 £.)-The function of 1!<7n and !C':ll 
is the same; both are messengers of God and hence prophets are 
called D':J!C7n (:5). This is derived from Haggai 1:13 which is to 
be regarded as the basic text in this matter. 

[4] ... ,,::i, ,u,,y (5:2)-The resolve of il,,W'l1 (:3) even before iTY,nW is
"strength." Concepts of il1Yn, Torah and Israel are involved; 
,,::i,1, a neutral, purely descriptive concept is here given a valua
tional quality, cf. above, 4:1. 

[5] ilW'n 7!< !C,p,, (5:4 £.)-The capacity to "absorb" ,,::i, at Sinai was
beyond the power of the 600,000 men of Israel; only Moses had it; 
hence again iltun 7!< !C,p,, (6:2). The concepts here are: ,,:i,; 1nn 
min; Israel and !C':ll. 

,,::i,,il (6:1)-Perhaps ,,:i,,il here is also an appelative for God, 
notice ,,:i,,il x,p !<7 (:1), and following that ilW'n 7!< !C,p,,. 
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1.2 

Appelatives (il":Ji'il, Xlr.lni, 11:lniil, ill':Jtu, cipr.l, D'J:ltu:Jtu il':JX, 
etc.) are expressions of reverence and love; all of them refer to 
God's nearness, not remoteness. Notice here ,,:::i,,il xip, were it 
meant to be "mitigation" of anthropomorphism, would there be 
"calling," a decided anthropomorphism? In medieval philosophy, 
where no anthropomorphism is acceptable, ,,:::i,, is a Divine 
Light, a new Platonic idea, created by God. 

[l] ... nm, in:::ix ,, (6:3)

D'ilil (:4)-A rabbinic concept. Biblical ,1 comes from iu; 
rabbinic il comes from i!a. Note organismic development out of 
the Bible-il is emphasis on universalism. See RM, pp. 290-93. 

',xiu,,:, ,p,y itul7l (:5)-D'il are authentically ',xiw,. 

c,,1 ?tu 1mr.itu ,',y :::i,:::in (:7)-Exalting of ,1. Concepts are: God's 
love and D'il. 

•i:,, Dil'nmil71':J',r.itu (7:2)-Derives from 1�?- Concepts are: 1ii37;
ili!l:>; ',xitu'; note interweaving of concepts.

1.3 (7:7-8:1) 

[l] ... lM'l x', (8:1)-Midrash Haggadah, according to these authorities,
is not solely a rabbinic product, but inherent, as a method, in a 
book of the Bible. Apparently the many lists of names, as here, 
seem to be otherwise irrelevant. In tui,, biblical words act as 
stimulus: t,tu!l is stimulus for tui, and tui, is a creative matter 
utilizing any kind of association of ideas. (RM, pp. 116 f., 132). 

[21 c',iy:::i c,,,il, (:4) 

Notice that ,,,il, relates to religion, not to a people here; thus 
il'M:J is il,,,il'il because she converted. Biblical antecedent is per
haps D'il',x ny, (Hos. 6:6). 

[3] •m D'J:lil ... il,',, (:4 ££.)-Following are interpretations of names as
referring to Moses. In these names of Moses and in others, there is 
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an emphasis on the individual. Moses' character is enriched as 
against the biblical-,,, (:5) brought down the iTl,:,w to earth by 
building the Tabernacle. 

Notice, this interpretation of,,, is introduced by X", (9:1), 
i.e., it is another interpretation by the same authority (Xlln ,,
8:5 )-a striking example of indeterminacy of belief; see RM,
pp. 72, 105 for other even more striking examples. Note the mul
titude of concepts here and above: ni,n; nu.vii!>; iTl,:,w ,,',l;
(c,r.,tu::itu il,::ix, :5) God's love; c',,,v (:5) = Israel; w,,pn nii; x,::ll;
n,,::i.v.

1.4 (13:2 ff.) 

The nn,n!> here is unusual in that the separate interpretations of 
Ps. 89:20 are connected through the concepts of ,,::i,, (:3) and 
1,,1,n (:4). Yet these are also separate statements. ,,,:,r., on the verse 
has each statement introduced by X",. 

Concepts of ,,::i, and 1,,,,n are rabbinic subconcepts of ,,i,l 
ill,:,'IU. Here they classify, grouping together three men. 
But, as rabbinic concepts they have a wider range than the 
biblical antecedents. In the case of David, even the verse quoted 
(II Sam. 7:17) shows Nathan the prophet to have experienced 
the ,,::i, and 1,,,,n, but David did not (and see v. 4). 

All three men are characterized as ,,en, an ethical qualifica
tion, as well as ii::il and ,,n::i; each of the three is the "first" or 
"chief"-Patriarch, Prophet, King. 

1.5 (16:3 ff.) 

[l] c',xu . . .  DX'IU (17:6)-Moses is a ',xu-an example of the larger 
range of rabbinic concepts. 

A rabbinic concept is a generalization; it must have more than 
one concretization; n,wr., is also ',xu; so are Aaron and Miriam; 
so is Elijah (Pes. R. 13a). In regard to nin:, too, the concept has 
many concretizations: e.g., ,,,n ',y c,onnl c,p,,y (Shah. 33b); a 
son is to say: i::i:,tur., nin:, ,lx (Kid. 31b); people say to the High 
Priest: 7nin:, ux (Sanh. II.I) etc. 
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iltuJ:J ',x ... o,:i (:6f.)-m1ll1 of Moses is enlarged upon
emphasis on individuality in rabbinic literature. 

1.6 (18:7 f.) 

[l] ny,, (:9)-A trait or property of man, and belongs to the first phase of
y,x ,,,, a neutral concept (see WE, p. 39 f.). 

[�] ,,,:i,,tu (19:4)-ii:i, of man-again a trait of man-the first phase of
y,x ,,,. 

I. 7 (19:7 f.)

[I] Parable-as always a parable is not a complete analogy; (see CA,
pp. 51, 252, 255). Here in the '1tuJ:Jl Moses does not write on the 
posts and walls the name of God as in the '1tuJ:J. 

[2] Notice the implication that iltuJ:J nx ,, mY iwx:, (20:8) was, in each
instance concerning the ptuJ:J, written by Moses himself. A par
able always adds something. Here these words, •i:,i iwx:, are char
acterized as giving ,,:i:, to God. �oncepts are: ni,n; ,i:i:,; n,J:J 
1,,n (reward of Moses); nw,,p (1:>tuJ:J). 

1.8 (20:IOff.) 

[l] m,w:itu . . . (21:1)-A reference to the bowing in the n,,J:JY (n", ).
The i1'1Dn is 1:iip O1j,J:J:l in the ptuJ:J or better, the bowing in the 
n',Dn is related to m,:,u, ,,',1 in the 1:>tuJ:J. 

[2] ilJ:Ji, ,:i,n i1J:J'1 (22:6)-There is no element of love or reward in the
parable, but only of concern for the state of affairs: the king 
seeking information turns to his 1iJ:Jilil.K. 

In the ',wm, the importance of Moses in respect to Israel's daily 
sustenance. 

Moses did not originate the instructions to Israel, yet he is given 
credit for them. The agent in an act is the "efficient cause" of the 
act. 
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God's love, not for Moses but for Israel (God does not seek infor
mation) combined with T',il n,r.l (reward for Moses-also the 
concept of ,,:i,,). 

Note: Concepts are often fused as here: God's love and justice. 

I. 9 (23:5 £.)

[I] When God speaks with Adam, Noah and even Abraham, it is because
of a definite "homely" specific relation to each of them-not so in 
the case of Moses. Even Abraham is no more than the "host" to 
God (:6-7). 

[2] Moses is of higher rank than even Abraham. But nowhere is there any
idea that Moses is "the perfect man." Highest rank does not spell 
perfection. Moses is the superlative J<':il: he is c,x,:ilil ,:,,x, as a 
midrash here says. The concepts are: Man (Adam, Noah); Patri
archs (Abraham); ,,:i,,. 

I.IO (24:7££.)

[I] •i::,i ;,,in ••• (:7 f)

Torah, apparently all of it, already at Sinai! If this was "theory" 
why do the Rabbis emphasize it? Because all of Israel heard it 
there; hence every individual heard it, not as with ,yir.3 ?i11J< 
when only Moses did; therefore the Rabbis could say: (Shebu'ot 
111.6) 'l't> ,;,r.3 il'?l1 31:::ilUJ? J<iillU ili:!i'J:l; also (Mekilta, ed. Horovitz, 
p. 253) ,,,:ix ',::,r.3 YYin J<'il :illi 17i11 :imn J<? i1l1r.llUW 1r,x.

[2] Notice again that the parable is not a complete analogy. ,yir.3 ?ill<
(25: I) is not really a public square (il't>ir.J,,:i; 25:2), quite the 
opposite; but the point is made that the i1J<iii1 (:5) was for all 
Israel. The concepts are: m,n Jnr.l; ?J<iw,; ilJ<im. ;,iin Jnr.l is 
modified by the concept of min. 

1.11 (25:6 £.)

[l] ,yir.3 ?ill< (:6)-is always within Israel, a particularistic institution,
but it has a universalistic aspect for it saves D?il1i1 nir.JiJ< (:6). 
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[2] The ,,:i,, (26:2) is described here in terms of the otherness of God. If it
is a ,,:i,,, it is nevertheless unlike that of man; its sound is 
unbearable, throwing the non-Jews from their palaces. They are 
therefore safe only when the ,,:i,, is in the ,yn� ',me and so ',ip 
j:''O!Jl (27: l) is there. 

Here (:4),,:,,,, (',ip, :2) gives life to Israel who accepted the Torah 
and death to D71Yi1 n,r.n.tc who rejected it-apparently refers to 
:i"i11Y. 

[3] The concepts here are: iltui,p (,yir., ',n,x ); Y"i11.I<; ,,:i,,; nuy,i!J
(1,t,mi) (n,r., D'O); n:i,"n n,r., (c,,n D'O); ',x,w,. 

1.12 (27:2) 

c',,y;, n,r.,ix ... nx,:il--There were Gentile prophets, 
especially cy',:,, (and others, e.g., Job and his four friends-see 
Ginzberg Legends s.v. "Prophets, Gentiles") but they still 
remained Gentiles, were not converts. The idea is: Nations 
cannot say they were, so to say, shut out since they had prophets. 

[I] ilD,x x',i ,,mnx (:3)-0nce Israel had m,:::,v, ,,',1 in the ,11,r., ',n,x,
she refused to give it up. The idea is that m,:::,v, ,,',1 and il.tci:il (:2) 
are related and used here interchangeably. il.tci:il was not often a 
comfort but conveyed prophesies of doom and punishment, 
whereas cy',:,, (:4) prophesied after the ,yir., ',n,x was established, 
yet was allowed to be a prophet because his prophesies were 
',x,v,, ',v, 1n:i,"', (:4). 

Israel prized il.tci:il because it was the word of God, not because 
of happy tidings. 

1.13 (27:7(.)

[I] The D71Yi1 n,r.,ix ,x,:il (:7) were Gentiles and remained so, not con
verted to Judaism despite having experienced ,,:i,,; hence they 
were regarded with opprobrium, even called c,yw, (29:1-2). The 
Rabbis recognized them as c,x,:il because, in the Bible, God does 
speak to them (especially to cy',:,,) though in the Rabbis' own day 
there were no Y"i11J< ,x,:il. 
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[2] i1V1i,p (28:6) and i1,i1t, (:6) are both the obverse of mer.nu. il!CJl1U is
one of the concepts which has two obverses. 

[3] c,wl.tc ... ,0,, ,, 'Jl.tc (29:5 £)-Secret, almost surreptitious quality of
,,:i,, to Gentiles (as when men are separated, not wont to meet). 

1:li11.tc Dl7 ... .tclln ,, (:8£)-In this interpretation of Job 4:12, 
.tclln ,, has the verse complete the idea: Those who are not 1:li11.tc 
(30:1) speak with Him through a curtain, not directly, by stealth 
as it were, whereas His i:im.tc speaks with Him directly and these 
are the ',,te,v,, ,,te,:ll. 

1.14 (30:I0ff.) 

[I] ... i1,,i1, ,, (:10£.)-Apparently through many n,,,',pDo,.tc (31:1)
the view is fainter and that is what the rest of the c,.tc,:J.l saw; 
whereas Moses saw through one i1,,',pD0,.tc, a much sharper 
vision-but this kind of vision is the same, "As in a glass darkly" 
(I Cor. 13:12). 

[2] '111 i.tc,i ... i1Ti1 D71l7:J.V1 ,DC, (32: 1)

o,,,n,n (:2)-i1l,:::,'IU ,,',1 is not a concept within the experience of 
man or Israel generally; it is experienced by only a few individuals. 
In my terms, it is not a pure value concept, for cognitive elements 
are involved. But the name Shekinah often does not refer to ,,',1 
i1l,:::,V, but is an appellative used in normal mysticism in contexts 
telling of God's nearness, as in those of prayer, i1,in ,iJl',n, etc. 

1.15 (32:5£.) 

[I] m1, ,:i T,.tcv, c:::,n ,,Jl',n (:5)

ny, here means "sensibility" and relates to manners, the third 
phase of y,.tc 7,,.

From the example of Moses, a man's achievements do not entitle 
him to override common courtesy. 

[2] ,:i,', ... p,0Di1 i1l0:l (33:4)

God called Moses, then told him: ci',q ::,,,pn 7.tc and only then: 
,Jl.tc,,. 
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Chapter II 

II. I (34:2 £.)

[l] UYJ:l n,',:,o (:7)-In this midrash UYJ:l ni',:,o is laudatory and may
refer to a noncalculated "foolish" act as a departure on occasion 
from a man's normal careful behavior; a "simple" act on the 
part of a wise man. The concepts: ni',:,o, illi:in, ny, belong 

to the first phase of y,x ,,,, traits of man, and so does 
,w,y (see WE, pp. 39££.). 

[2] ... c,r.>Y iTT ... .tc", (35:7 £.)-Apparently the progenitor of Moses
had to be the p,,y of his generation; again ,:i:,,, i',,nx (:8); also a 
np,Y, but not quite like Amram (D,r.>Y) . 

. . . iltur.l iTT ••• x,,, (:8 f)-Moses was the p,,y of his genera
tion, and notice: no ,',,gx here. 

[3] lil,n,n',, ... ·x ,, (36:1-2)

A view describing women as superior to men, in contrast to the 
preceding views, the concepts are: Israel; niiYr.>; 'Arayot.

[4] •,:,, n,nntur.> mn!Jtur.> (:5)-The c,3:, and :i,i belong to God and in
sending them on Pharaoh, God gave them up to him. In them
selves, these ninntur.> have a worth as God's creatures. 

11.2 (37:1) :i"my', x',, ... cipr.> ',:,-,', 

[ 1] .K:lil c',iy', x', (: 1 )-:l"iliY is a dogma-a concept in a seriatim series,
connected in consecutive order; pure value concepts are never 
connected in consecutive series. 

The series is: ( 1) T"ililT, (2) 'tur.lil mr.>,, (3) c,nr.>il n,nn, 
(4) :l"iliY.

[2] Further, it is a dogma because il,ir.> and ,n,:, are applied to it.

But not pure dogma for there is room for different views (RM, 
pp. 362 ££.). In our midrash, for example, Israel, Sanhedrin, priests 
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etc. function in :i."inY, whereas pn,, ,, (Sanh .. 99a) insists that 
only God knows "what He worketh for him that waiteth for 
Him" (Isa. 64:4). D?'!Yt,;n is interpreted as :i."inY there. 

:,.•my is obviously regarded here as taking place on this earth for 
Israel, Sanhedrin, priests, Levites, etc., are regarded as continuing

in :i."inY. 

11.3 (39:3 f.) c,y,v,yv, ,',, D.K 

[I] For Me to punish him justly by rebuking him is enough; and I cannot
actually punish him i', ,yr.i ir.i;, ,::3 (?",,) Combination of the 
concepts of c,r.in, n,r.i and,,,;, n,r.i; ,,:i,, (i1n::lin) and Israel. 

11.4 (40:3((.) 

[l] ,', ,,p,:i., li1tu (41:5)

The verse (Jer. 13:11) embodies the concept of God's love; and 
Israel alone being the subject of God's commands to Moses is 
regarded as indicating God's love, but the concept of nmrr.i (that 
Israel performs) is also implied, and that means that Israel, too, 
has to do something. If Israel must deserve such love through acts, 
can the midrash be taken as expressing the idea of the Chosen 
People? Were it simply a matter of being the Chosen People, 
Israel would not have to do anything. 

[2] •1, 7i',r.i, ... 1,:,.x ,, 'r.J.K (41:6-42:5)-Again, Israel deserves God's
love. 

c,;, ',y ,n,x i::3,',r.i;itu (42:5). The concepts are: c,r.iv, n,::3',r.i; 
Israel; God's love and justice combined. 

[3] ,J,c:i. ,n,::3',r.i i',:i.ptu (:10)-Again,Israel deserves God's love-nn (:7),
scholar, lawgiver, hence ,J,c:i.. 

In both [2] and [3] here there is the implication that by accepting 
c,r.iv, ni::l?r.J, Israel can be expected to perform nmrr.i; just as [l] 
implies the concept of nmrr.i. In other words, God's love is only 
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one aspect, the other is God's justice. A combination of the con
cepts of God's love and His justice, and not an idea of the Chosen 
People; also c,r.nu ni:J1m. 

[4] ',x,w, . . .  1,,, ,, 'DX (43:1)-Frequent mention of name indicates
almost involuntary expression of love. 
Association of ideas (God's love and Israel) and not an interpreta
tion of ',x,w, ,l::i ',x ,::i, (:6). 

11.5 (43:3 f.) ',x,w, ... 11l1Dll1 ,, 'DX 

Question addressed to ,n,::i 1::i in (:4): x,Do ... ,,::i ?:JX. Here the 
interpretation embodies the concept of God's love but the concept 
of nmrD is not implied, for the parable indicates that it is a matter 
of solicitous concern only-i11:Yr.J iT":li'iT iT,iT c,,, c,, ?:J:l 1:J 
illllr.J nx (:5); the emphasis is on c,,, c,, ?:J:l in the ?Wr.Jl. 

( l] ,xDnx ... iT,,iT, ,, •r.ix ( 43:6-44:3) Another interpretation of ',x ,::i, 
',x,w, ,l::i-This is understood not as referring to nii:Yr.i at all but 
to praising, glorifying Israel (probably ',� here = ?l?). Not as a 
pedagogic device but what Israel will deserve in the future. The 
concepts are: God's love and justice combined. The idea here 
concerns Israel's destiny, but a destiny marked by their character 
(ilnx ,,::131 ) and not simply an undeserved boon. 

11.6 (44:4 f.) ',xiu,,', ,,::i:J ,p',n c,::i,n:Jil (:4) 

[l] c,::i,n:Jil �x-Concept of Torah (c,::i,n:Jil), but personified: c,::i,n:J
,i::i:J ip',n. Personified and thus an example of indeterminacy of 
belief in a poetic metaphor. 

,i::i:J-a value concept; pip a subconcept of iTWi,p, hence 
the context of the verse is ,i::i:J and thus the verse speaks of 
D:Jr.J (Israel). 

,nx ,::i,', (:5)-Note the delicacy of expression (in contrast to 
today's "literary" language). 
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[2] yiKH . . . bwnUJ "1 (:7)—A midrash that builds on the preceding 
one, not at all an uncommon form. The idea in common is tJK 
"D1 D'Oimn (:4) 

[3] nbbpn (45:2)—A value concept, literally consists of words. 

muniD (:3)—A sub-concept of |HH m)3; 0*7^—a value concept, 
here refers to Israel in view of the biblical context, as in Avot VI.6: 
rMyb n'niQ KOB . . . naiKn. 

D^plSf (:3)—A value concept; this emphasis on JTU3TT19 is not 
something deliberate. The very presence of D'p'ny prevents 
maniD from taking place. 

Idea of corporate personality—Presence of D^pnjf in Israel averts 
the punishment deserved by the rest of Israel. 

11.7 (45:5) 

[1] HT DTKb n"3pn *\b "tEK (:5)-—An expression often used, which is itself 
an indication of indeterminacy of belief, despite the halakah here. 

[2] JWlCin DTK (:6)—Adam, but called ] W m n , a usage which indicates 
that D1K here is conceptualized, means "man" in general, empha
sis on universality. 

[3] "pUttnn (:7)—Taken by force, a form of bu; the latter is a negative 
value concept, p i p is nttmp which is impossible with a Tlb^U. 

11.8 (46:1 f.) 

[1] m j n . . • nnn ]Wb nt OIK KWT (:1)—DIK is a concept emphasizing 
universality, but it also has connotations of love, brotherhood, 
friendship (mnK, nan, m j n ). Perhaps the connotations of the 
word "humanity'' (compassion, universality) derive from this. 

[2] impnn . . . inKn KttW (47:3 f.)—Concept of DOT ttmp—but by 
angels, not man. Outside of the ntPTlp of the Amidah which 
states that Israel imitates the angels, DttJn ttmp by man in speech 
occurs in "D-Q and Wlp (WE, pp. 135 f., 141 f.). 
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Indeterminacy of belief; in the Slump of the 1XV, the angels 
say: 'X\ Wnp, and 'pn n v m D̂ JDIK respond antiphonally with 
'X) ^nn (continually every day)—nump of the angels is therefore 
no dogma—and there are other versions. 

"Angel" is a cognitive concept. Angels give dramatic background 
to value concepts; here to Dtt/H VJTtp. 

[3] p"110wn DriK puynn (:6)—You object to pTlD", chastisements, sent to 
correct and purify, p-no1" is a subconcept of both God's justice 
and His love—the exile and the troubles before it (the proper 
attitude to these pTlD1" is expressed in saying: *\ybl l^KU n ^QBT 
"D1). 

. . . ]ynb . . . I72K(:6-7)—Concept of D U / n ^ n . What might be 
DU7PI ^l^n by God, rrn being the effect of action, or refraining 
from action, on others (DrU TV^ [in the verse]). The idea here is 
that not only can there be DU7H Wlp by God, but also rrn. 
Notice biblical antecedent here in Ezekiel, practically the same as 
rabbinic. 

II.9 (48:1 f.) 

[1] "Un X1K JCOn̂ ? D1K . • .(:3)—Concept of "U is a universalistic concept, 
and notice that it is associated with D1K, also a universalistic 
concept. 1A in the Bible is a "sojourner," in rabbinic literature it 
is "convert"; the rabbinic emphatic trend to universalism—the 
rabbinic concept is always of wider range than its biblical antece
dent. The conceptual approach helps us here: ]yip is nttrnp, or a 
subconcept of TWYip; since only Israel of all the nations are 
D^ttmp and since p i p is in some sense a projection of the indi
vidual or of the "my, only D'HP'np can bring a \X*lp. But a "U, a 
convert also embodies r w n p and hence can also bring a imp. 

[2] nVlV *PM . . . M E (:3)—DM —Exclusive, not all of you. "HA may 
bring nViy, but ^ttlD WK—this halakah exhibits a trend to uni
versalism, but not an emphasis on it. An emphasis on universal
ism occurs when a number of concepts embody it ("U, DTK, JTD^D 
D'DW, etc.). A law (or statement) may exhibit only a limited trend 
to universalism—probably not true of other emphatic trends—but 
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rD'EO symbolizes the relation of the 3np)3 to the p i p . It is a 
projection, symbolically, of the 2"Hj?)3, even perhaps the symbolic 
substitution of the p i p for the l"np)3. Since "HA does not embody 
iTOVTp, P"lp is not a projection of him; he ought really not be 
allowed to bring a p i p , but so strong is the trend to universalism 
that he is permitted to do so. Moreover, n^BD even for the Jew is 
not an absolute requirement. 

[3] "HA (:3)—In the Bible refers to "nation" and so to Israel as well; in 
rabbinic literature it refers to an individual non-Jew; this change 
marks an emphasis on the individual—yet the biblical meaning is 
not lost for the Rabbis since they use the term occasionally with 
regard to "nation." 

"na is not a pariah in relation to Israel—he has real association 
with Israel. Notice that although the whole idea of p*1p is biblical, 
the halakot governing it embody rabbinic concepts. 

[4] '31 iri^ny W17W (:4)—Notice that if a *»1A has not provided D'ODJ, they 
are provided by the TQSf (i.e., Israel). Israel thus encourages the 
"HI, even shares with him—the trend toward universalism is not so 
limited after all. 

[5] rnu/n nan (49: iff.) 

D^iyn mmK^ Troy UW2.1 'T (:2)-—Function of mfclK w n a 
DViyn is to exhort or warn the Nations to accept the Torah, to 
convert. Concepts: J7TT1K; K^U; Torah. w n a (:2) is a subconcept, 
usually of rrmy. 

V'TTIK refers to the Nations as a collective personality, whereas "H* 
refers to the individual non-Jew. 

niOttm ">D:D firm ID^Dn^ (:4)—nratP is a term for God, and 1*, 
like Israel, thus belongs in a special sense to God, i.e., is holy like 
Israel! Furthermore, the Nations cannot claim m i n xb run J K^ 
•un.VTWT K"7 pHjn (:3). The very fact that they see una indicates 
that anyone can accept the Torah—the "invitation" is always 
there. 

Again, an emphasis on universalism. The Nations are not neg
lected by the Rabbis, they are reached by the normal functioning 
of Judaism as the Rabbis see it. 
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[6] . . . yin . . . ptapn . . . n n n i n (:6f.)—Properly, they ought not to 

accept D^mt from ^ K W "»yttn (:7); the latter are not holy, since 
rmy)3 make Israel holy and ^ K W ''VUn do not observe them. Not 
embodying ntt/rrp, they are ineligible for JTUlIp, which are 
rremp. 

^KlttP ' W l (:7) had nw\1p but lost it, hence they are like nni"Q, 
of lower status than "neutral" human beings. 

btfVW "Wl (:7), for there are, of course, D^Wi in y m K . The 
opposites are parallels too—D^pHY and the term y m K ,|pH2f 
(e.g., inn1, Antoninus etc.). 

[7] m r w n *5U3 n n n jwan!? "HD (:7)—This expression is used for a m 
when he becomes a *tt. No divine immanence as a principle is 
permanently within Israel. 

When one of I7K1U7'» ij/un wants to bring a p"")p it may mean that 
he has a twinge of conscience and needs encouragement, the feel
ing that not all is lost. 

*PUmDn . . . TOWttn |» yin (:7)—All three are apostates; yet, of 
course, this does not mean that they can no longer repent. But 
they must make their own way. 

11 .10 (49:9-51:3) *DTT . . . "lpn J» 

For each biblical character here there are numerous other sources. 
Each statement is therefore basically an individual statement, but 
they are united by the same theme, namely, that each of these 
characters observed a biblical commandment, although the Torah 
had not yet been given; hence all could be gathered together— 
jrr^Kn . . . nm . . . KVIP (51:1). 

[1] The connection is not only with the sacrifices of |Kyi *1p3 of the text, 
but also with the first example, D1K (50:1), which relates to D1K 
nnpi "O (48:1). 

[2] . . . Ifcyy 1Q0U7 . . . 7 m (49:10)—"He counted Himself with," as 
Albeck says. A softer expression is "associated Himself with"; the 
implication here is made evident in the conclusion of the passage. 
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D'litux,;, c,p,,:im DY (: I 0)-The term refers to superior c,p,,Y, 
higher than the other c,p,,Y. "D'lituxi;, c,p,,Yi1-'' were c,,,on, 
,,on being higher than p,,y (Abot de R. Nathan, A, VIII, p. 38). 
The term D'litux,;, means not only earlier in time, but greater, 
e.g., D'litux,;, c,,,on in Ber. V.1, whose practice could not be
excelled. The full implication is given in the conclusion of the
passage-they were "perfect" or near-perfect.

Since excellence consisted in observance of the Torah, the p,,y in 
general is he who observes the laws of the Torah. 

[3] ir.,yy 1'7tul"Ti (50:3)-Isaac was a voluntary sacrifice, hence the concept
of n,:,,x n,::::,r is associated with pny, n,,py, the deed of Isaac 
rather than that of Abraham. 

[4] ,,r.inn x', ... c,p qo,, (:5)-Leaves out the proofs given in Seder
Eliahu; perhaps they were assumed to_ be well known. 

[5] ,::::i,, . . .  c:i.;,x ,g', (51:1 £.)

... mtum (:2)-"Equated." Only of perfect men could this be 
said. 

,,, ,r.,,r.,n (:2)-Interpreted as "perfect," and thus associated and 
equated, too, with i',yg c,r.,n ,iYl"T, and even more clearly by 
means of the verse i::::,,, c,r.,n ',x;,, where the phrase i:,,, c,r.,n 
corresponds to,,, ,r.,,r.,n. 

The idea of "perfect men" is a rabbinic idea, but it is not the idea 
of a Perfect Man. 

A great number of concepts in the passage: p,,y; Torah; 1:i.,p 
(l"Ttui,p); n,:,,x n,::::,r (pny, ); n,r ;,,i:,,y (:,,py,), the various concepts 
in the Decalogue (:ix ,i:,,:,, etc.), God's love combined with God's 
justice (l"Tituni); ni:i.x. 

II. I I (51:4 ff.) 'l"T ,lg', ... ,l,,Yr.> ... unw,

[I] ',,x (:4)-Reminiscent of ',,x sacrificed by Abraham in place of Isaac.
The 1,,,r.,n (,,r.,n, :6)-c,w::::,.:,, morning and evening to "remind 
God" of pny, n,,py (:7). ,,r.,n is made a symbol; concept of ni:,r 
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maK is embedded. Involved is the idea of corporate personality. 
What Isaac has done brings reward to his decendants—they are 
not separate from Isaac. 

[2] mn mpfcn HK jmpl (:6)—"Or read this verse," after the p m n 
(nwD'1)—the verse is a surrogate for these sacrifices, and therefore a 
prayer, just as the JTPEy is a surrogate for these sacrifices. 

"Dl VjOttn pa "n* "pa . . . tyrwa—No one is unworthy to utter 
this prayer, and thus "to remind God"—the universalistic idea is 
a cliche, a kind of hyperbole for emphasis here, since a "HI would 
not ordinarily be expected to pray for Israel. 

[3] pmPJVPpy . . . n31T(:8)—There is no assurance other than that God 
"recalls," just as in prayer there is no assurance other than that 
God hears the prayer—no theurgy. 

[4] '31 apjm . , . TWim 1*33 (52:1)—maK mat—Deeds are those of the 
maK but the reward is stored (D ÎDST, :1) for their descendants. 
This idea of maK mat was enlarged to include the righteous of 
past generations in general. The idea of corporate personality 
allows for expansion. 

wntnn . . . n-i»y ,trw>. . . nrnaK, (:3)—The deeds of the 
D^ttnn are also treasured for Israel, the D'tfnn being no less worthy 
in their deeds than the maK. 

D'HttO (:3)—Apparently it was not necessary to be D p̂Har for their 
deeds to be treasured for their posterity. D'HttO are below D'p'Har 
evidently and only Ditty is a p^lX. 

-PKB "i bm . . . rwfc bw vnian (:4f.)—Notice lrman in :4, 5: 
not occasional individuals but a "company," a society of men of 
virtue—reminiscent of rabbinic riVTian (Pharisees). Israel at its 
best, not just outstanding individual men. 

The sense of corporate personality was very real to them, past 
and present, so to speak. Psychologically they could feel this way 
because the individuals and the groups in the past were looked 
upon as having an outlook, a manner of life, no different from 
that of the present. 
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11.12 (52:6ff.)

[l] c,l!J ... ,r.uc, x',v, (53 :5)-Here the intention of a man is described
(,r.ix, x',v,). His intention is to commit sins: p,x,u ''Tl D,,Yl::>J:1 ,, 
c,,,x, (:5), (euphemism for sins) and to propitiate God by means 
of a costly sacrifice (n:i,n ,v,:i, 54: 1 ). 

n:iiv,n:i ... c,:i,u c,v,yr.i ... x',x-Here God speaks (54:1-2); 
c,:i,u c,v,yr.i are ethical deeds; no propitiation, evident again 
from the less �ostly sacrifice (',,x )-simply the attitude of a pious, 
ethical God-fearing man. 

[2] n:iiv,n:i (54:3)-n',,y is a illnr.i to atone for sins unknown to a man or
when asking a favor from Him, lest such a sin prevent his request; 
n:iiv,n here, then, is not repentance of actual sin. No real 
equivalent in English. 

',,x:i n:i,pn (:3)-To indicate that this is a heartfelt gift, not a 
propitiation. n:i,pn = gift (::>"J:1). 

Chapter III 

111.1 (54:5££.)

[l] ... nn!J pny, ,, (:5)-The n,n,n!J end at 59:1 (1', p,n:i l].K); and
with .tc", (59:1) there begins the nv,,, on :i,,pn ,::, Vl!Jl, Lev. 2:1 ,  
the verse of the lection. 

[2] ,,::,, c,,,0 ,3v, . . . tt::> x',r.i :i,u ( :5 f. )-Three applications of the verse
to n,,n ,,r.i',n-all contrasting the ,,r.i',n of integrity with 
"four-flushers" interested only in having a reputation (concept of 
ill.Kl, a sub-concept of y,x 7,,). 

Perhaps nm tt::> (58:2) in all these instances refers to the steady 
mood of study (satisfaction in study) in contrast to strain and 
hurry of sheer striving after more. 
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[3] HOU1K n)3 . , . mu (55:4 ff.)—Three types of "four-flushers" in prac
tical life; the concept of y*1K "pi (business). These teachings are 
folk wisdom, types characterized by the folk in popular apo
thegms, as can be recognized from their being in Aramaic, the 
language spoken by the folk. 

KUWnn!) (56:2)—It is no accident that a Greek word is used. The 
contact of Jews and Greco-Romans was in business. 

KnmyB n)3 (:4) = np-lY ^yn. Notice that both in Hebrew and 
Aramaic m^)3 = npl^; this indicates that myn has an ethical 
connotation. All ethical acts are grasped at once by an ethical 
concept and by the concept of myfc. KHloyfc "HE—the term indi
cates that np*ry byi was a real category of Jews. There was no 
philanthropy in Roman (and Hellenistic) life; gifts were given 
only to the state. Notice that nplX - love = charity (caritas), i.e., 
help, money, clothing, etc., given to another out of love. Hence, 
acts of bu, etc., can only mean that Hpiy is given from another 
motive: self-aggrandizement. The modern idea that "charity is 
stealing in wholesale and giving in retail*' is hardly related to the 
idea in this midrash. 

[4] n^uo nxT»n *b . . . main, n '»K (57:3 f.) 

Ĥ IKA nTT»n m i (:5)—-miM nn)3 to which Exod. 12:12 refers is 
the proximate cause of redemption. The concept of n^llO is usu
ally redemption from servitude, never redemption from sin. There 
is hardly any point in saying God's deed is better than that of 
Moses and Aaron. But there is a point if we recognize that there is 
a contemporary warning here. The redemption from Roman ser
vitude can come only by God, not by man. 

[5] p r o • • • rrmjn (:7)—Men are not averse to working; more leisure 
would bore them. (Romans chided Jews for resting on rQ\P). 
Better: Jews need to work during the six days in order to make a 
living; they "want to do their work" because they have to. 

pyttTPH . . . "\b jnn (:7f.)—Israel will be redeemed because of 
keeping rtntP (nnttO, 58:1). This is "the proof"; not how impor
tant nrmn is. 
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Medieval Jewish philosophy has a rational approach to rQUJ, 
e.g.: 

1. Saadia says there are social benefits: study of Torah; they 
can make annoucements (in the synagogue?). 

2. Maimonides says: By resting on that day, one proclaims the 
idea of nViyn ttmrt; one seventh of man's life is spent ilKirD 
nrrumi. 

Occasionally the Rabbis themselves offer a similar rationaliza
tion for niU7 (and for rmytt as well). See OT, p. 108-9 for other 
rationalizations of rmYB. 

This rationalization-type of approach blots out the concept of 
TiMJTip; observing Ti^VJ is experiencing TWTtp since J"QU7 heads 
the hierarchy of TWTip of holy days—a psychological experience. 
Now, what of the concept of nmM? It is not a value concept in 
itself but it belongs to the first phase of y^K "pi, being the oppo
site of PDK^tt. It is associated with ntPTTp since HITUn helps to 
make TWTtp palpable—refraining from the 39 XTDK f̂c. rQW is 
called TVnfyi; nnun, complete HITOn, since the TWTtp of IUtP is 
the highest in the hierarchy of holy days. The Festivals are not 
rnohw nrrun. 

This midrash represents pure rabbinic thought. It does not 
enlarge on nmM, for then it would have to rationalize; instead it 
combines JIM? (58:1), which is TWTtp, with another value concept, 

[6] a*nWT m n m tp (58:2)—nm = n n m\p (:5), gratification. 

]HH KD^Vn . . . K̂ 7K (:3)—D'Wttn cause it to be otherwise for 
themselves in 3" my by deliberately doing bad deeds in rmy— 
deliberately for yinmjn (:3), their desire. 

[7] p pirn . . . pnan n (:6ff.) 

]TVTt *Q3D . • . K^BE (:8)—Since grazing requires far more land 
(cf. the ranchers vs. the nesters, in America). 

I ^ p i n i . . . pnmyn(:9)—The Aramaic here and throughout in 
explanation of m i m j n (:8-9) is the result of rendering m j n as 
"desire." Perhaps this is an attempt to prevent emigration from 
the land of Israel by stressing its fruitfulness. 
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[8] n m j nmi3 yaip (59:1-3)—it is nm:i (:2) and not a n m a brought as a 
sin offering by the very poor (m^T ^ l a ) for here it is brought 
with ]12VJ and nJD^7 (Lev. 2:1), and there, without them, specifi
cally because it is a sin offering (Lev. 5:11). 

n n j (:2) is a value concept, having kinship with npT¥, and is 
also a sub-concept of p*lp (TWYlp), as here. 

nrtJE (:3) is a value concept, subconcept of l^lp. V^lp (:3) is a 
cognitive concept, a measure of quantity. TQ3f (:2, 3) is a cognitive 
concept of relationship ("heap") often associated with the value 
concept of Israel. 

. . • m 3 3 rmyu VW . . . (:4)—"This carries with it ITIM" 
(mntt)—iT"IM, that is, for sins (of the TQ1*), whereas the n m » 
"̂ V here is not for sin but free will. In the case of the mittp (:3) of 
the TDar, the value concepts embodied are: TWyi'p (Exod. 30:37); 
rtnD, for every offering must be dedicated to God by HJ1D (inten
tion); ST1M (:4), and of course KUn. 

In the TXtfTW . . . n m o (:3) the concepts of TWXTp (]l^p, :5) and 
PfJID alone are embodied, and in the case of the ^V (usually only 
an "»3V brings a nriM) it is as though he offered up his life—it may 
be all he has. Only in the case of the "0J7 nifM, of all the sacrifices 
mentioned, is the word tt/SJ (:4) used. 

III.2 (60:1 f.) 

[1] DTOIP ,|KTI l^K • . • (:2)—"Fearers of Heaven" were semi-proselytes— 
they were Gentiles who acknowledged God and the moral laws, 
but remained uncircumcised. See Lieberman, Greek in Jewish 
Palestine, pp. 81 ff., on these and other types of semi-proselytes. 
Regarded here as individuals who praise God though not Jews— 
an emphasis on universalism. The concept of W12\U WV as stand
ing for a category of D'HA is itself universalistic. 

KD . . . plO (:3)—Are technical terms for "come to be converted" 
(Lieberman, ibid., p. 80). The question is: "If converts (pT¥ *HA) 
will be accepted in the Days of the Messiah, then Antoninus will 
be accepted at the head of them." (Line 3 from "Whether they 
will be accepted" is a moot point.) This opinion implies that 
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Antoninus remained one of the W'OVJ "iKT1 (Lieberman, ibid., 
pp. 80 ff.). 

[2] XY2\p . . . DViyntPirran(61: If.)—The parable is not a complete anal
ogy, as usual, since God is just, but the point is made that He 
hears the prayer of the poor: "»JJ/ mJV . . • "UPI "1 (:3 f.); the concept 
of D^Bm m)3 is emphasized. 

nnpn . . . K̂ W DU7D (:5)—n^an is equated here with pnp. Not 
only the Amidah and DHTOn, but prayer in general is equated 
with l l l p in general. 

III.3 

[1] "Dl "m:ny to by (62:2 f.)—Three concepts of sin: VU7D, \\V, KUn; KUn 
equals rUMP; pV and VU7Q are similar except that VU7Q may have 
the connotation of "rebellion" (^KlttP lytPIE)). 

toft and flto are "forgiveness." "1M here is also "forgiveness" 
but elsewhere it means "atone." The terms are sometimes inter
changeable, apparently. 

[2] Tin HT . . . n w (:3ff.)—DTlto (:4, 5) is greater emphasis on God's 
love than imam1! (:3), the word in the text, interpreted now as 
irnan^n. No new concept but the idea of God's nearness, of close 
relationship, is added. Concepts are: D^EITl mil and niltt/Jl both 
in the verse. 

[3] Gen. 15:9 (63:1) is taken here to be God's answer to Abraham's ques
tion: mUTPK "O JHK n n i (Gen. 15:8); Israel will inherit the land 
because they will make atonement for sins committed. 

The idea of corporate personality both in the Bible and in the 
midrash, except that in the midrash there is the concept of JTIM, 
implying, too, God's love, for He thus provides for Israel inherit
ing the land—also m t o ^ HIT (:5). 

Does not accord with px i . That opinion involves the idea of 
corporate personality, for HD̂ KH rPTUJy was part of the answer to 
mttTPK *0 JHK nnn of Abraham; here (:5) it is divorced from that 
answer: itoftt . . . n m t o vh TrPH (:6) and not involved with 
corporate personality. In contrast with the "answer" it is a new 
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tlTVbv given U^ (:6), to the individual who brings the offering—an 
emphasis on the individual. 

111.5 (65:4 ff.) 

[l] ^ybw . . . yuun (:4f.) 

m n n nntn (66:1)—Concept of rm)3 i n n applies to sacrifices 
(see Yoma 34b) both in regard to n^in and rma as well as to JY'O, 
"p^Dn, etc. 

"Oŷ tP 112Tlp3 (:1)—The poor man, in offering the fowl, gives 
more than he can afford and his intention (HID) of my)3 i n n is 
therefore to be fully realized. Concept of 7V\X12 "inn is a subconcept 
of rtilD, also embodied in concept of D^ttm m n . 

[2] nrPttWttJ . . . ODnAK (:1 f.)—Two examples (the other is at 67:4) of a 
poor man's small offering as more worthy than a rich man's large 
offering (jrD,»). 

'nOJIS *|mn nmN (:5)—This idea is not compatible with true 
HJ1D—it is theurgy. In prayer, manifestation of God's love is only 
hoped for—here p i p is literally quid pro quo—apparently a 
popular folklore view (the story is obviously a folk tale) of p i p 
rm3 as efficacious for specific practical matters. 

[3] i m p tivbw . . . rwyn (67:4 f.)—Folk tales representing the poor as 
more virtuous apparently or perhaps as favored by God—but they 
lack the concept of HJ1D. 

[4] . . . rWKl 71UW12 (:7 f.)—United with the two preceding stories because 
the message here, too, is given in a dream. But now the "folk-tale" 
contains a true rabbinic idea—mnpn HU7DJ l^KD (68:2). Further
more, the folk motif, the dream, is used only as background for 
the rabbinic interpretation of that verse. 

111.6 (68:5 ff.) 

[1] m&tP *7D . . . yttpl (:6)—This is TO^H, but notice how it forms back
ground for min—integration of Halakah and Haggadah. Other 
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examples: 45:7; 48:2 f. (here, Ttebn cannot be understood properly 
without awareness of the value concepts involved); 65:4 f. The 
integration is possible because Halakah and Haggadah are not 
two altogether distinct and separate categories since both are 
products of the same value concepts. 

HMl n»3 . . . JOnnw n n (:8 f.)—The concept of TOD is involved. 
The man brings the nm)3 from a long distance but with no 
specific purpose, in contrast to 66:5. Apparently he hopes for a 
manifestation of God's love in some manner. Notice that others 
reassure him. ilJD here is almost like prayer. 

[2] TnilK Dnttnn . . . *nnn (70:5 ff.)—This baraita from the Sifra (ed. 
Weiss, 45d-46a) interprets Mai. 2:5-6 as referring to Aaron, and is 
an example of the rabbinic emphasis on the individual. None of 
the characteristics attributed to Aaron here are even hinted at in 
the biblical narratives. The acts and attitudes attributed to him 
here are all concretizations of rabbinic value concepts. The 
character of the individual depends on the value concepts he 
concretizes. 

^Klttna DlbVJ . . . D*»nn (:6)—D"tt quotes the famous passage in 
Abot deR. Nathan, Chapter XII, Version A, ed. Schechter, p. 25a, 
of how Aaron made peace between two who quarreled by first 
going to one and telling him how sorry and debased the other felt 
and then going to the other with a similar tale, the result being 
that the two became warm friends; a "modern" may object to 
Aaron's lying to both men. In an organismic complex one concept 
may be stressed over another, and here the concept of peace is 
stressed over truth (DDK). On the other hand, truth is stressed in 
riBK rv'ipn bw inmn (Shab. 55a); and i*7*o m m t^man ^ 
V'V TOW (Sanh. 92a), etc. 

[3] The '131 rocra nfcno (:7) describes here the attitude of the student 
(Aaron) to the teachings of the master (Moses)—in other words to 
a situation of m m TlE^n. Elsewhere this attitude is enjoined 
upon the student in general but there it is based upon the idea 
that the very same emotions were experienced by Israel at ]n)3 
m i n . This was also the attitude required of Moses when he was 
taught the Torah by God—again m i n ]n». 
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This reflects an aspect of the normal mysticism of the Rabbis. 
Learning from the master was like n,,n 1nJ:J-in other words 
n,,n ,iJ:J',n was an experience akin to n,,n 1nJ:J, as it were. That 
is why the same expression •i:,i n.1<,,:i i1J:J,J<:J. (:7) could be used 
for both: n,,n 1nJ:J was learning from God directly; m,n ,iJ:J',n 
was learning from God indirectly. 

The presence of the word n,,n in both concepts indicates that 
they are both subconcepts of Torah; as such they are akin to one 
another. In this case, the conceptual kinship requires the same 
emotional experience. 

n',,31):] (71:3)-A negative value concept with the connotation of 
"false dealing" (see Jastrow). Combined with the concept of 
mu,,p, it has the specific meaning employed here 
(misappropriation of a holy thing; see i"t,nJ:J). 

[5] ,,,, J<iM ... lJ:ltu:I (71:3)-Anointing made Aaron holy, holier than
the rest of Israel. (Holiness occurs in -hierarchies-see WE, 
pp. 216££ .). Aaron was thus made holier than Moses, but Moses 
rejoiced as though he himself had been made holy. 

[6] With regard to let.JU (:7, 8), the question is whether what he said is
nJ:JJ< n,,n (:7); even if the decision was wrong, a person is permit
ted to eat and drink 1,',,n that is .Kt.JU (see Maimonides, ni:,',n 
1,',:,il< n.1<J:Jiu, XVI.8; c,:,,::u n,iJ:J, Part III, Chapter XL VII). The 
concepts here are i1J<J:Jiu and mnu. 

[7] n,,n ,iJ:J',n', ... c,:i,, (:IO)-What has n"n, study, to do with 1i31,
acts? There is a conceptual phase of Torah, the efficacy of Torah, 
which teaches that knowledge of Torah has an immediate, though 
not inevitable effect on conduct (OT, pp. 68 ff.)-n"n already 
implies c,yv,u, (:IO) have changed their ways. Concepts are: n"n; 
tiY; 31v,u1; n:iitun (:i,v,n, : IO). 

III. 7 (72:4 ff.)

[l] cipJ:Ji1 ... i,J:JJ<i (:6)-Sacrifices are not propitiation: 1,v,p n,v,31):]
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(:6) a symbol for harsh deeds—'p'HlO . . . D'HI (:7), euphemism 
for sins. 

[2] "M |EU7 . . • lb "1BK (73:1)—By means of symbolism, the sacrifice is 
moved from Temple ritual into the sphere of personal ethics— 
rmri n m n ywyn nbbl (:1), knowledge of Torah is related to 
WVJyn because of efficacy of Torah (see above 71:10). 

]72VJ (:l-2) symbolizes both rrnn and D*aiU D^VE (:2), the 
same symbol used for both because of efficacy of Torah—"ptttt; 
(:2), plural because it refers to m i n and W12 (IT'D1). 

As a reward (:3-4) for our desire to learn Torah, God C])3U7, :4) 
teaches us Torah. A combination of concepts: God's love and His 
justice (as in n i l rQHK). 

yfcttU iVlp pKI (:3)—A student does not become prideful (miTO); 
or perhaps: "Though His voice is not heard" in the oral teaching. 

[3] "D1 mu MnW2 pn (:5)—Sheer love of God, disinterested love. 
Emphasis on universality—some Gentiles come to this through 
stf//-effort: "D1 m a m ma^rm (:4). Also Torah is not irrational. 

TDriK . . . K"l (:6f.)—The essence of life, time itself, loves 
God—a poetic projection. 

[4] Here nmbv (74:6) is taken as JTin ^y, i.e., vbv HE "»QK (:5-6), even 
though slain. Again the idea that true knowledge of Torah brings 
with it love of God. Normal mysticism at its best comes only with 
true knowledge of Torah. Normal mysticism varies in intensity. 

[5] Kl>m . . . miri . . . ttP (:7)—An explicit instance of the efficacy of 
Torah. The nnJE of such a man is given out of love of God—sheer 
HJID, true rQTI nnJtt. Symbolism of oil is not necessary for there 
is the presence of Torah in such a man already. 

. . . IJDU'H . • . (75:1)—Yet there is also reward: such a man will 
not forget his Torah—D'lp'lfcy D"»E (:2); D"»n = Torah. 
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Chapter IV 

IV. I (75:5 ff.)

[ 1] ;,,i,J< . . . Will ( :5 f. )-In the interpretation of Koh. 3 :6, from here
through 79:8 (c,ow:i), the emphasis is on God's punitive justice. 
It is entirely deserved even though at first it seems overly harsh-
an avowal of God's justice in history. On the other hand, the 
question is raised. 

nnmr w,ip;, n,,, (76:1 and 77:3; etc.)-The c,:i,n:,, including 
n',;,p, were regarded as given by God through the medium of 
human authors. Hence they can say here that the Holy Spirit cries 
out, but the first part of the verse is taken as a complaint addressed 
to God. Turning the verse into a dialogue is an aspect of indeter
minacy of belief (RM, pp. 131 ££.), for it means inconsistency as to 
its authorship. For that reason, there is no need to be specific as to 
those who complain. 

[2] c,np,,yw cipr., (77:4; 78:1; etc.)-"Where I acted with love toward
them" -like the interpretation of c,:,,,;, ,p,,:irr., (Dan. 12:3) in 
Sifre on Deut. 11:21, which interprets ,p,,:irr.,i as c,:,,,;,xr.,;,. For 
;,p,:ir as love, see OT, p. 303. 

[3) p,:i (77:8)-The judgment after c,nr.,;, n,,nn; but there is also the 
view that there is p, for c,31u,1 in Clil,l after death, and also p 
1,31 after death for the righteous (Abot V.19-20). 

,n:i,n:, (78:1; :7)-Book of Job, written by w,ip;, n,,, but this 
"writing" means a manifestation of God's love in some definite 
manner. 

u,:ilTl ... ?J<? iir.,x,, (:2) ;,i,g:, (see RM, pp. 341 ff. on ;,,,r., 
and igi:, )-Rebellion against God is not denial of the existence 
of God, a philosophical principle. Notice that this idea is not 
only rabbinic but biblical as well (as here in Job). 
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[4] npnnn Kb JTOia "»jy T (79:2)—Ezekiel here (Ezek. 16:49) refers to this 
as the sin of Sodom, not the sin of sodomy, and the midrash 
therefore accounts it as another sin of the Sodomites, a sin 
especially noteworthy in view of their fabulous prosperity. 

[5] . . . rmann . . . (:5)—In the explanation, the nQM (Num. 25:9) is 
taken as punishment for the J1W (ibid, v. 1) and not this time for 
idolatry, and hence the double punishment. (In v. 5, punishment 
is for my a byib DHTMJS.) 

D^npTWP (:6)—is a manifestation of God's love; it is borne out 
here in "pn^K H "pro$ "g, which in Deut. 23:6 are the words 
which follow "Ul H " p m . 

Hpiyi (80:1-2)—Either TlplX is charity (love) or else it is "right
eousness"; the literal meaning is not lost for the Rabbis (CA, 
pp. llf., on npiy). 

[6] U7DJ (:3)—The rabbinic concept, WW, is an amorphous concept, i.e., it 
has different meanings, practically independent of each other. On 
68:3 U7D3 means "life"; WZ1 in nm^ ^ S U DK ((Jul. 78b) means 
"desire," etc. (see Jastrow, U7DJ). The meaning of \PDJ is therefore 
dependent on the context, that is to say, the word U7DJ has to be 
mentioned, for the context without the word is not enough and in 
this respect it is like a cognitive concept. Yet it is not entirely a 
cognitive concept for it does not involve sensory perception nor is 
it a quasi-scientific concept. On the other hand, it is not a value 
concept either, for it is never imbedded in a statement. 

But there is one usage of the word U7QJ which is related to 
value concepts. In the midrash here, it has relations with God's 
justice and with sin. It also has a vague implication of an entity: 
OM7J3 Dlpnn (mVU) (80:4) and "D1 D1p»» room but here, there is 
more emphasis on relations with value concepts. Because of its 
relation with value concepts, U7SJ is included in the ambience of 
the value complex, but only when it is thus related, i.e., when it is 
a permanent element in the category of significance. (On the 
category of significance, see RM, pp. 107 ff., 192-3). 

DDU7E mpfcn (:4)—Refers to the law forbidding DT which is vio
lated, hence VU/in J/fctf/ (79:1). 
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n.tcuin, ..• ,n::in:, ,l.K (:5)-After c,n (:6) the verse continues 
with: WDlil .K1i1 c,n ,:,, taken as indicating the special relevance 
of c, to WDl. 

IV.2 (81:lff.)

[I] ••• UW11i1 l'J:l l,.Kyi,n ••• (82:1-2)-The idea that the WDl is a bit
"larger than its point of exit" indicates that WDl is regarded as an 
entity-the difficulty of egress implies, apparently, its being loath 
to leave the body. 

[2] ... m,,�� i1'J:lYl17 ... (83:1)-"Whatever it achieves by its labor, it
achieves for itself." This idea is based on the relation of the WDl to 
the value concepts; its "subsistence" consists of U"l1'J:l1 niiY'J:l (:I£.) 
and hence it is never sated with t,"l1'J:l1 niiY'J:l. (We derived the 
notion of "subsistence" from n31,::iv, (:1), it hungers for them.) 

i17l1'J:l7'J:l (:4)-Refers to the constitution of the WDl as being of the 
same character as that of the angels. See the same use of i17l1'J:l7'J:l 
in Ber. R. 8:11, ed. Theodor, p. 64; also in reference to WDl see our 
comments on•,:,, c,li,C,,31n l'J:l n.K (90:7) below, IV.5[4]. 

[3] n,:,C,J:lm ... T,C,t,il i1W7W (:7)-Reflects a favorable attitude to Rome,
as the other instances seem to indicate; heavy taxes were spent by 
Rome for the public good. 

[4] illlW::l ... l1W1i1, ,, (84:1)-Were it not for the creation of the WDl, all
the other things of n,w.tc,::i i1Wl1'J:l would not have been created. 
An emphasis on the individual rather than on society. 

Apparently the nearest equivalent to WDl is the consciousness of 
the self, something not to be found in the rest of created things. 
(Yet I question my statement because it is not applicable to many 
other ideas here about WDl.) 

illlW::l ... i1.KY1, n.K (:3)-Instead of showing itself to be 
the purpose of creation, the WDl commits sins. There is no 
logical connection between not committing sins and being the 
purpose of creation. The latter is just a way of attaching 
high status to WDl. Not committing sins is a kind of noblesse

oblige, an obligation to its high station. 
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IV.3 (84:4 ff.) 

[1] Ktfin . . . m—Three interpretations of Prov. 19:2. In all of them K^n 
niD K*7n VT (84:6; 85:2, 5) means that the nw should have been 
more careful, and that he is 110 K^l. Of course if he did know, he 
is a T»T», but that is regarded as HttDI HttD nriK by (84:6, etc.), 
only an aggravated case. 

[2] imn nmtn. . . pnr» n (85:6 f.) 

Another interpretation of Prov. 19:2—\1T\V "1 interprets N^2 DA 
riVl (86:2) as referring to DWK1 riKUn, brought on mutt? which 
are really lit) N^ (:2), but not prohibited since he has to bring 
them, and he interprets KDin D^JTQ yx (:2) as referring to him 
who always brings m i l l 

Such an attitude indicates a negative attitude to sacrifices, and 
reflects the bond between the Rabbis and the prophets. In some 
ways the Rabbis are more negative than the prophets, for even 
heart-felt offerings make a man a KDin according to p n v "1. This 
is in line with the passage above (73:1; 74:7) which takes the 
nirun as being symbolic. 

[3] pawn xunn . . . r n n (86:2) 

TlKUn nniK 7WJW 7XXXV . . . (:3)—This is the clearest statement 
that nutP amounts to a KUn. The emphasis on the individual is 
here unmistakable: in the Bible, the AA1U7 brings a sacrifice and is 
forgiven (1̂ 7 n^DJI, Lev. 4:31), but the Rabbis in this passage 
declare him to be 31U K̂ 7. The stigma remains—the individual is 
responsible no matter what the circumstances. 

IV.4 (86:4 f.) 

[1] U/DJH riK punawn (:4)—The purpose of all these things is either to 
enable the body to function and thus to sustain the U7DJ or else to 
serve as instruments of the U7DJ, in either case thus to serve the 
tf/DJ. 

[2] 0*713)3 nbyicb (87:1)—The tf/DJ is above them all, i.e., superior to all of 
them, since they but serve the U7DJ; the tt/QJ is the purpose of the 
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existence of these things. In all these interpretations of U7DJ, there 
is an emphasis on the individual person. 

[3] (mAU7n) KOnn . . . nb 'BK (:1)— The superior status of U7DJ should 
have kept it from sinning through a kind of noblesse oblige as in 
84:1. Here, too, as there, there is no logical connection between 
superior status and not sinning. 

IV.5 (87:4 ff.) 

[1] IKPy . . . tayw "1 "Un (88:1 ff.)—According to this famous passage, 
the tt/DJ and the tyu are equally guilty in sinning; one could not 
sin without the other. This is not implied in all the midrashim 
presented here so far. 

[2] "Ol t\vb n»lM "Ptnn (89:6)—This implies resurrection (DVinn ]T»nn), 
and hence 10^7 TTiy^ (:2) here refers to the judgment after rPTttl 
DTlfcn. (On nvinn Jl«nri as a dogma, see RM, p. 361 f.) 

n»U73 (:6, 7)—An alternate for tt/DJ (:2, 5) but only as the latter 
relates to value concepts. 

[3] w y . . . T n n (:6f.)—The original home of TmW is heaven (DnatPn, 
:7) and the original home of tyu (90:1) is the earth (yiKH, 89:7). 

After death, apparently, HEUJJ returns to heaven as tpA does to 
earth, and hence they have to be brought together again for 
judgment, and that is implied also in *p 1T\K\ (90:1), an indication 
of lapse of time. 

W y (:1)—The entire verse is made to refer to the individual, not 
as in the Bible to the people (1)3y, :1)—emphasis on the individual. 

[4] Kin1? Tny^7 (90:5)—Here the term may refer to the time after the death 
of the individual for there is no mention of resurrection. The U7DJ 
alone is placed in judgment, 

pKDin . . . D^V^yn (:7)—Drm^y are the angels dwelling in 
heaven where there is no sin, but the tyu is of the substance of the 
beings below on earth, and the earth is the place where there is 
sin. The very origin of the tyu renders it susceptible to sin and 
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hence less to blame than the tu!>l-mitigating circumstance. By 
placing the primary blame on the tu!>l, the individual person is 
held responsible, whatever the circumstances. For all intents, 
the tu!>l, not the �U, is the individual self. 

IV .6 (91:2 ff.)

(l ]  •u, icun, ... n,p,n ,3n (:2)-Israel is regarded as a corporate entity, 
so that if one sins, all of them are punished. 

'm .Kun, ... (:3)-The rest of the words of Num. 16:22 read: ',37'1 
�Ypn niyn ',:3, that is to say, all the people are punished; it is not 
taken as a question. This verse (Num. 16:22) is the proof text, and 
hence the comment is not an interpretation of KYIJ-0 ,:3 tu!>l. 

[2] ,,n,liiy ... '('IYr.Jtu ,, ,3n (:4 £.)

'i:li Di.K ,3::,.', ',tur.J (:4 £.)-The parable is applied here to Job 
and his friends. the situation makes of them, for the time 
being, into a corporate entity. 

P,D0r.J (92:3)-We are partners in your sinning, for we hear you 
blaspheme and do not refute; when Job sins it is not, as he argues, 
that he alone sins. 

(3] mt ni,::,.y', (92:5)-mT ni,::,.y refers both to idol worship and to the 
idol itself. Its biblical antecedent is D,,M.K o,n',x, but the rabbinic 
term is distinctly pejorative. 

mp:,. nn,n, (93:2)-"You pushed him away with a reed." Used 
frequently by the students who hear the reply of the master to a 
question by a ,u (e.g., Tan. l;lu��t, par. 8; Num. R., 19:4). Here, 
however, the master's reply to the Gentile is in harmony with the 
one to the students: How can we agree with you when there is no 
agreement among yourselves? You yourselves differ with regard 
to your gods. 

[4] Because(,,, ',y, :6) Esau worshipped n::,.,n n1n',.K (:6), his household
(in,:,. nituDl, :4) is described as n::,.,n nituDl (:6) though its 
members were much fewer than Jacob's, each person apparently 
worshipping a different deity among the deities of Esau. But 
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because Jacob did not worship n m n mri^K his household is 
described as nnK U7DJ (:7). Though consisting of 70 members— 
U73J D'yaw (:5, 7)—the 70 are nnK W*to, that is, a single corporate 
entity. 

ni"in mri^K is the equivalent of T"V and hence the singular m^K 
is not used here as a generic term, a term including God. That is 
also why the singular cannot be used here to describe what Jacob 
did worship, for that would imply that Jacob worshipped one 
among many possible gods (see RM, p. 198 f. on generic terms for 
God). "Monotheism" is not a rabbinic term. 

Obviously implied here is that it is the worship of God which 
makes Israel a corporate entity, a people. Today the idea is 
advanced that the unity of Israel gave rise to the idea of mono
theism; but of course there were so many other peoples who had a 
sense of unity and were at the same time polytheists. 

IV.7 (94:1 f.) 

[1] 'TriK ''WDJ "Ô n (95:1)—There is an affinity between the U7QJ and the 
ttJBin. Perhaps: the manner in which the U7DJ praises God is by 
reciting tPBin—n T\K nPSU *»D"in. Or: U7DJ thanks God for the five 
books of the VJmn. 

[2] "ui Tiy . . • wirr n (94:2 f.) 

mn^iy ntran TOD . . . (:3)—ThetfJD:) ought to praise God on the 
five occasions when a man "sees" a new stage of his life, a new 
"world," implying that it is the U7QJ which is aware that there is a 
new stage. 

"Dip (:4)—Not really his own but his mother's. Even in the 
mother's womb, the U7S2 itself already exists as complete, not a 
matter of birth and growth. 

KUb T»nj^ (95:3)—In which there will be no n^KUn and D W 1 . 

D^yun bw jn^D&n rontP . . . (:5, 6)—One of the great boons—a 
reflection of their own oppression. 
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IV.8 (96:1 ff.) 

Related again to U7DJ in Lev. 4:2. We describe as "related" a mid-
rash which is not an actual interpretation of a word in the "HO 
but is merely associated with such a word. This form of associa
tion is only a little stronger than the association exemplified in 
rnrPHD, each midrash in the latter being completely independent. 

[1] These words, TV'Zpnb vbpb TTf b\U WZ1 nniO H)3, begin a passage 
frequently regarded as containing the Stoic idea that God is the 
soul of the world. This view of the passage is not correct. The 
Stoic idea is pantheism, that is, the world and God are co-existent; 
here, however, it is stated that mbw HK r6n)3 JT'npn (97:2, 4). 
"God outlives (survives) His world"—the world and God are not 
co-existent. There is a decided implication, also, that God is 
beyond the world even when the world exists. In the Stoic outlook 
a man's soul and the world's Soul or Reason are not two distinct 
matters, but a man's soul or reason is itself a part of God, a shrine 
of God. Here, however, the U7DJ is regarded only as analogous to 
God and as distinct from God, e.g., IT'npm t p n HK 1**7)3)3 IT WDJ 
ubwn bl riK K^ttfc (96:1, 2); were the U7M a part of God it could 
not be regarded as analogous to God. But the entire analogy is 
only an idea in the service of the main idea in this midrash. The 
main idea involves a value concept, Dl^p, found in every analogy 
given here—why the soul is peculiarly fit to praise God. If the 
value concept of praise is ignored and the analogy alone con
sidered, the real point of the midrash is lost and the midrash as a 
whole is misunderstood. Only when the value concepts are 
reckoned with can we comprehend a midrash. 

[2] t ^ l mini) (97:8)—It is the tyu which becomes levitically unclean. 
Also, the idea that the U7DJ itself does not become sullied though 
the man does evil. 
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Chapter V 

V. I (98:8 ff.)

[I] ,,.ten ,,,, ... Jil:m CJ< (:8£.)-A statement that God is indifferent
and hence a rebuke by the c,n:,n. But it is curious-no love, no 
justice! 

[2] Ji',m (99: I )-When the curtain, velum, was drawn, the judge no longer
saw what went on outside (Lieberman, here, p. 872). 

[3] .nn.tc ... .tcim .tc", (99:3-102:4)
The fabulous circumstances and security of the ,,:inil ,,, (:3) are 
presented as justifying God's punishment all the more-there was 
no cause for their sinning; God's justice . 

. . . ,n.tc c,,r, ... c,n, nll1'W'r, (99:5 £.)-Rabbinic folklore. An 
example of indeterminacy of belief. Notice the differences among 
the various descriptions. 

1' 37,in ... ,,n.tc (100:4 £.)-Like Paul Bunyan stories, obviously 
folk tales and hence soon lapses into Aramaic, the folk language. 
The Rabbis' interaction with the folk is expressed, among other 
ways, in their use of folk tales and, even more strongly, in justify
ing these tales by means of support from biblical verses. Interac
tion with the folk, just as is the case with indeterminacy of belief 
produces a type of thought entirely different from discursive phi
losophic thought. 

[4] il,iw:, (102:1)-Relates to il,,w, (101:6) (:S"n). God's justice .

.nn.tc ... ,n, (:3)-,n, (:3) is taken as ,n.tc. ,u is here taken as 
"nation," i.e., the biblical meaning is not lost for the Rabbis. 

V.3 (103:6ff.)

In the two preceding sections, the Rabbis, by their utilization of 
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extravagant folk tales, reflected the integration of the Rabbis and 
the folk. The present section reflects their character as, in addition, 
a distinct group within the people as a whole, an academic, intel
lectual, educational group of spiritual leaders: they take pains to 
identify biblical cities; they emphasize God's justice with regard 
to Israel's position in their own day by a midrashic interpretation 
from a prophet; they implicitly warn against license and luxurious 
living; they make a point of emphasizing the individual. 

[1] nnj/Bl DWBl . . . 'OlpJ (104:3)—The Rabbis taught that Israel was 
among the most ancient peoples. 

[2] -PWV . . . D^iyn nifclK (:4)—As against Israel, all the other nations 
constituted a single collective personality (yniK); they could thus 
boast with men from different nations. Israel counters with its 
own boast, "Ahitophel was not a wise man?" etc., descends thus 
to Jll̂ QJl (:5), frivolity. In this boast, men of poor character are 
doubtless named deliberately. 

[3] DnVmfc . . . Tiny (:7f.)—This attempt to identify the biblical cities 
with those of their own day is a prelude to the Rabbis' interpreta
tion of the next verse as referring to their own day. 

[4] onn . . • D'HMn (105:2)—God's justice as prophesied by Amos. 

Tvbl (:3)—A value concept. Often Jll^a is characterized as "night." 
Here it refers to the Jewish communities in the Roman Empire, as 
indicated in the following entry. 

-|Dnn . . . pttnam (:3)—The present Jll̂ A is the result of Israel's 
past deeds. 

[5] 'UlO'Via . . . D*»nniU7n(:4-108:l)—License and luxury were the basic 
cause of TXlbl; an implicit warning for their own day. 

nvniniT . . . XI (106:3)—Three opinions of scholars—not only 
descriptions of play and luxury but reflect academic interest in 
the meaning of p1T)3 (:3). 

pnttJK . . . p"»n)3(:5f.)—These statements are ethical in purpose 
rather than academic. 
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1711 1n!:lnl ( 107: 1 )-This and the preceding "etymology" are mid
rashic interpretations of names, and notice, not biblical names. 
This is a kind of "excess function" of midrashic interpretation, 
but this type, too, has moral bearings. 

. . . 171, i1nl1 l::37 ( 108: I)-The punishment is to be exiled, 
measure for measure, the exile of Rome. A good illustration 
of how a biblical verse is itself part of the midrash. 

[6] 1i1r.J i1'1Ul1l ... nr,r.J 1ilr.J (:2)-The luxury indulged in included licen
tio!1sness (:J.131,n, :4)-all of one piece. Hence exile was God's
justice. 

[7] This i1n,n!:I leads directly to verses in the ,,0.

God shows favor equally to a ,1:J.Y (109:6) which has sinned and 
to an individual (,,n,, :6) who has sinned, unlike man who shows 
favor to the ,1:J.Y but not to the individual. Both the High Priest 
and the ,1:J.Y bring the same kind of sacrifice for an unwitting 
sin-a ,D (:7, 8). 

Here is a decided emphasis on the individual by the Rabbis. True, 
the Bible texts themselves prescribe the same kind of sacrifice for 
the High Priest and the community but the Rabbis point this out 
and hence supply an emphasis and the rank of the High Priest is 
"lost," as it were, when he is spoken of as a ,,n,. It is not his 
preeminence which is the factor in the rabbinic teaching but his 
being an individual. 

The concepts here are: God's love (forgiveness) and justice 
combined; xun; 1:J.,p (i1'1U1,p). 

V .4 (110:l ff.) 

[I] 171,:J.,n,r.J ,nlnr.J ,5:17 (:3)-"In accordance with thy gifts, thy (borders)
will be enlarged," but the omission of "borders" indicates that the 
midrashic rendering is directed to the individual everywhere. 

1Mlnr.J ,5:17 (:3)-The idea in the verses is generalized and made to 
refer to i1p,Y in general, not just to the ,,7. 

17 ,,:J.,n,r.J ( :3 )-You will prosper according to the size or amount 
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of your gifts to the needy (illnr.i, ilp,Y). The concepts are ilp,Y; 
God's justice. 

[2] i11UlJ'J:l . . . .Kliil ,, ( :3)

,:i,', c,,p ,:ilJ (:4)-The larger offering (,D, :3) of the ,:ilJ is 
sacrificed first. ,:ilJ is thus honored by being given precedence 
over his master-7', 1,:i,n,'l:l 7nln'l:l (:3). 

The concept here is illi:J. The circumstances of a person indi
cate how intense is the illi:J in bringing the offering. Compare 
to the offering by the woman, at 68: 1 £. There is no need to 
reconcile the various rabbinic ideas on illi:J, e.g., il:l,'J:lil ,n.tc 
D,'J:l,u', i:i', 1,::,,,u ,:i',:ii u,lJ'J:l'J:lil ,n.tci (Men. 11Oa, Ber. 17a)
circumstances differ. 

i11UlJ'J:l .. , pn, (:4)-Because the sacrifices are equal, that of the 
High Priest precedes, but if not, the inference is that the larger 
sacrifice of the ,:ilJ precedes. 

[3] ,, ... il,,'l:l, ... c,.tc 1n'l:l (:6 ££.)

i', ... o,r.i,u ... 1nr.i (:6-113:2)-The concept of God's justice 
was always in need of concretizations and this was done in stories 
approaching folk tales, as here. 

iliYJ:I (111:1)-ilp,Y is also a iliY'J:l, i.e., the act is interpreted by 
both concepts, but so frequent were such acts and so highly 
esteemed that ilp,y was regarded as a mYr.i par excellence, and 
thus iliYr.i was used in place of ilp,Y. An ethical act is always 
grasped by at least two concepts, an ethical concept and the con
cept of iliY'J:l. 

7li,0n .tc','J:l, cip'l:lil (:5)-Said to a person at loss of property 
(Ber. 16b; Y.D. 377). 

[4] ·m ,, ... ;,,,n ,, (113:2 f.)-•u, (:4) i.e., ilm, c,,,,l ,lD'1-The Rabbis
were aware of their spiritual status. Evidently it was deliberately 
omitted in 113:2 for there the point is made of divine compensa
tion to 1,,, .K:l.K, yet he was also honored, c',Y.tc im:i,,uim (:1). 

,,'J:l, il,il .tc', ci',,ui on ( 114: I)-Two concepts are involved: ,.tc'J:l, 
and ilp,Y, but ,.tc'J:l, is negated as not really applicable here. 
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l"7 nTlT* (:3)—Without "in (see [4] above) here, too, man's 
affluence is regarded as compensation for his frequent generosity. 

V .5 (114:4 ff.) 

KQ"U—Interpretation of the 110 directly; no nrpriD. 

[1] KJQW HT (:4)—The verse KUm rptf/fcn 1HDH DK (:4) relates only to a 
solitary instance. It was hardly thinkable to them, apparently, 
that it could refer to High Priests in general. Why? Because D"0PD 
are D'WTp in a higher degree than Israelites and nump implies 
observance of the JlVl̂ E; the "̂HA ]712, by his rank, has the further 
obligation of noblesse oblige. Moreover, KUIT here is taken as 
sinning not occasionally but steadily, i.e., as characterizing a sin
ful person, if we are to judge from JG3U7. 

[2] ^ru ]i"D (:5)-^m)3K (:6)—An official in charge of the treasuries in the 
Temple. In either case, the concept of n^ytt (diversion of holy 
things to his own use) could be applied, and is so applied in 
117:3 f., below. 

[3] rpyttPirppTm . . . rtOin '"1(117:6)—Add treachery (nTUn) to his evil 
acts. 

nKYn ( : 7 ) - r n n n calls attention to II Kings 19:2 which mentions 
JG2U7 but not PINT, whereas in 18:18 both are mentioned, some
thing which may "indicate" that IlKY1 had defected in the brief 
interval. 

V .6 (118:4 ff.) 

[1] TD1 (:5)—pm in most manuscripts, referring to Yoma I.l. We shall 
see in V.7 that the ITU/ft ]HD ought properly to be a p*Hy. If, 
instead, he commits sins, as the Bible indicates here, then he 
should, by bringing a HKUn, at least be free of sin when he is 
""1MB for the sin of the Tllpy. 

[2] IU/DJ . . . iron DK (:6) 

KUn l"PtP)3 ]nD1 (:6)—Said in astonishment. Obviously, it is 
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assumed that he is, in general, a p"HY—notice how Aaron is char
acterized as p"HY (Abot deR. Nathan I, ed. Schechter, p. 25) and 
there in the well-known description of the High Priest pyatP 
pHYil in Ben Sira. The concept of pHY is imbedded in the midrash 
whereas it is in no way implied in the Bible text. 

]tt7QJ . . . vfy "l 'EK (:6)—Analogies suggest that the TQ^Y suffers 
seriously when the rPttra jriD is not a pHY. The entire function of 
the High Priest is impaired. 

[3] WK . . . 'BK "p (119:2, 3)—An example of indeterminacy of belief. It 
says here that TV'lpTl (:3) not only had KJ3U7 (:3) specifically in 
mind but that, in this verse, He also stated the manner of his 
punishment. All this amounts to saying that this verse is a 
prophecy, but was it indeed regarded as a prophecy? 

nittrrpnn (:3)—But the word rmmp is used at 117:3. Both parable 
and bwm contain the idea of m a TO3 m a . 

[4] |^DK . . . WK "1 'aK (:3-120:4)—Associated with [3] because of m a 
m a "UJ3 (he prevented the dogs from getting the meat that was 
theirs). Again a case of trust and the exploitation of that trust. 

[5] "1*1 "lDn . . . loam (120:5)—Another example of indeterminacy of 
belief. 

JYTn (:6)—a gift, refers to the sacrifice, and "poi^p refers to the 
accompanying vnrl , confession of sin. But the sacrifice is a HKUn 
and the "HTn, being a confession, is not praise of God. The 
midrash, however, changes, as it were, the HKUn into a n x u , a 
gift to God, and the ->rv\ into ptnVip. 

In view of the explicit biblical character of sacrifice as HKUn^ 
(Lev. 4:3, the preceding verse) the meaning given it in the midrash 
must represent indeterminacy of belief. 

The midrash is informed by an emphasis on God's love. The 
High Priest who has commited a sin is now characterized as a 
"lover of God" (liniK, :6) and the new, midrashic view of the 
sacrifice as a whole embodies the concept of God's love. 
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V.7 (120:Sff.)

[I] Dil,,, ..• 1:,r.n,1 (:8)-1':,i:m:, (:9) are supporters, leaders who sustain
them. 

il,l7il 'li'T 1:,1:lt,1 (121:1)-The il,l7il 'li'T are the spiritual leaders; 
il,.11:nu 1,,n,,l:lil (i.e., 1,,,ill0) (Sanh. 13b). The actual il:,'l:l0 
here is done by the three D'li'T (ibid.); they are few but sustain the 
people of Israel. Israel is regarded as having a corporate character 
in which the virtues of the spiritual leaders endow the people as a 
whole with virtue. Notice that the midrash does not use the bibli
cal text literally; according to the verse (Lev. 4:15), the iT:,,l:lt, is 
,Dil tznc, 731, but the idea of "supporting" as is to be seen from 
D',Yl:l ,:,l:l10 17Dl1 (120:9) implies bracing from below. 

[2] il,37 ... ',x,v,, ... il,37 ... l7"i11.tc (:2£.)-Begins a series in which
the same terms are employed as designations of both l1"i11.tc and 
Israel, but in dispraise of l7"i11.K and in praise of Israel. The effect 
of the same designations is to make the contrasts all the sharper. 

il,l7il 'li'T 1:,1:lt,1 ( :3 )-This is used in the same sense as in [I] 
above. The virtue with which il,37 is endowed, in contrast to tpn

(:2) characterizing the il,37 of the Nations . 

. . . :i', ,,,:uc (:5)-It seems to me that :,,', ,,,:ix is taken as 
controlling their ,y, (:>.?) in contrast to c,,,:i.tc which are like 
cattle. 

c,p,,:Y D'tul.K1 ( 122:2)-There are some individuals also who 
are c,p,,:Y among the l7"i11.K, but the entire people of Israel are 
c,p,,Y, i.e., c,p,,Y c',i:, 1l:ll7 (:3). 

,,:i, ,v,137 n:, ,,,:il (:5)-Those who perform n11:Yl:l, i.e., Israel. In 
all such comparisons, it ought to be recognized that any individual 
member of the l7"i1UC can become affiliated with Israel, and so 
change his "character" completely, through conversion. 

V.8 (122:6££.)

[I] 1x,1:i ... 1',ll ill:l (:6)-Only analogies follow this statement-how
the people of Israel show that they know how to make themselves 
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acceptable to God is not told. However, it seems obvious that the 
statement refers to the n^QJl, which begins with praise of God 
(the first three JTD""n), and only then goes on with mu/pD. Inte
gration of Haggadah and Halakah. 

VHAJ (:6) = |njJ (in printed edition)—Artisans, "clever" (D"E). 
Here is another quality of Israel, and thus associated with the 
preceding passage although no verse is given, and neither is there 
a comparison with ViTIK. 

[2] Tlttn . • . ]TP "VT3K (:7f.)—This analogy and the subsequent ones as 
well give instances of cleverness in asking, but they do not throw 
light on [1] above. Their purpose is to entertain rather than to 
instruct; they describe amusing situations with which the hearers 
were familiar and hence would arouse and hold their interest. 
Because of that, however, they call attention to the point made in 
[1]. In contrast to [1], however, the "stories" are in Aramaic— 
reflect folk experience—examples of how the Rabbis were inte
grated with the folk. 

[3] 1K*7 . . . KnK "1 'EK (123:3 f.) 

"D1 NnrPK rPN (:3)—Must have been intended to catch the interest 
of the women, speaking as it does of the housewife's experience. 
As for the application to [1] above, women are also obliged to say 
the n*7Dn. 

•p* . . . K W 1 '»K (124:2 f.)—This authority addressed himself 
to the probably large number of tenant farmers in his audience. 

[4] n r m y . . . TVT KOin n 'BK (125:6 f.)—This passage on David bears 
out, we think, what we said about [1] above. Ps. XIX is interpreted 
as a prayer beginning with praise of God (DlV'pa "HttJB, :6), and 
finally going on to nwpH. And it is introduced with a reference 
to "the good tenant," a story first supplied by the same author 
who apparently told it after quoting [1]. 

nriK . . . JPpin . . . DTOttm . . . 'EK (:7)—Perhaps: God said to 
him, "Have you indeed been in the heavens . . . in the firma
ment?" Else how did David know that they tell of His glory and 
His handiwork. D*HD0)3 is taken to mean actual speech and *pK 
"ttl H)31K (v. 4) to refer only to day and night. 
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nrpny . . . mKUU7( 126:2)—David's "cleverness" is expressed not 
only in first singing praises but extends also to his mtfJpl—he 
begins with light sins and ends with grievous ones. 

1̂ 7 pUU7 Km nu/ KH (:3, 4)—A formula indicating forgiveness 
(compare 1Ĵ  btV2 . • . 1Ĵ  n^D in the Amidah). So certain are the 
Rabbis that God always forgives when appealed to for forgiveness 
that here there is interpolated in the text of the Psalm a response 
by God expressed in the formula for forgiveness. The concepts 
are: God's love; forgiveness; sin. All this, the pleas and the 
response are given in Aramaic for the benefit of the folk at large. 

[5] K i r m . . . TPpJI (:5)—An independent midrash—a different author
ity rb "1 (:6). 

. . • n^K (:6, 7)—A generic term which, therefore, includes any
thing accepted as a deity, as well as God. The Rabbis usually 
employ appellatives, e.g., JY'̂ pn, not this generic term, except in 
discussions with Gentiles. See RM, p. 206 f. Here, evidently to 
negate the generic quality of the term, two appellatives for God 
immediately precede: (:6) D*71 V bw "tiim, TV'lpn. 

Chapter VI 

VI . 1 (127:2 ff.) 

[1] bvnvn I^K (:3)—They are DJ»n IV (:2). 

[2] "\X\ HV DJ1K1 (:3)—From the sequel, "HV here means that Israel's func
tion is to acknowledge D^tt/ JTD^B. 

m p n HT . . . ^JTQ (:3)—JH is a term of normal relationship and 
here it expresses a relationship to God. Other such terms are: 
"Father," "King," and "Brother." The relationship to God cannot 
be expressed otherwise than through various terms of human 
relationship—a mystical experience struggling for expression 
through different terms of normal relationships—normal mys
ticism. (See RM, pp. 270 f.). 
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awn . . . "pri (:4)—identifies nwnpn as -pn. 

"Ul ynb* n*7K bwb . . . t^xh (:5)—By worshipping T"V, Israel is 
m n ny (:2) (i.e., "1ptt7 ny—n"^), false to its function as "IV. Con
cept of W*VM JTD^B negates V'V. Concepts embodied are: JTD^E 
xmw; rru rrnay; toatm; ipw. 

[3] I1? nuWK . . . KI1K "1 '»K (:6)—Frequently, as here, refers to divine 
inspiration of Proverbs and other Books of the Ketubim. Here, 
however, it is in a context where it speaks to God and is thus 
distinct, in a manner, from God. This is made possible by virtue 
of p"im being a concept in itself and thus permitting personifica
tion. That is also true occasionally of p i n m o and of DTOm JTTO. 
Again, this is possible because of the wide latitude of indetermi
nacy of belief. 

[4] ttPK K l̂ . . . ortPS "1 '»K (:8)—This statement is also found below at 
139:8 where the phrase IVD TOV (Hos. 6:7) refers, in the rabbinic 
context there, to the transgression of the covenant at Sinai. Here, 
however, no such reference is actually given. We take it, therefore, 
as an interpolation here by the editor who was unhappy at the 
idea of the preceding statement that God needs to be reminded, as 
it were, to forgive. 

nan IV (Prov. 24:28) is implied, for p i m (128:2) is such an IV. 
First assenting and then refusing to give testimony, he amounts to 
a "false witness." 

VI.2 (128:8 ff.) 

pJ^npn (129:1)—Buyers of stolen goods. These were killed where
as the thieves themselves were only flogged. 

mD^nn ]tt n n (130:1)—This is not said in definite approval, but 
only to indicate that W!U MW :m UV p^in (128:8)—incurs his 
own death. 

rnDfc ^lp VEttr (:3)—This impressed the man with the sin he 
intended to commit. 
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VI.3 (130:5 ff.)

[l] n,r.uc ... leDU (:5 f.)-leDU, meaning, the passage interprets the text
directly, i.e., no ;,n,nD. But here, apparently the idea of ,y in 
Lev. 5:1 gives rise to the related matter of leiW nyi:,,v, (:5), and 
;,yi:,,v, in general (nr.ile ',y ... ''Ole ,,, 132:1). 

[2] nr.ile ',y ... 11r.i,0 ,, 'tile (131:5)

'i:Ji y,:,,v,r.in 1::l (132:1)-He who causes someone to swear in a 
trumped-up case (ipv,',, :1) will be thus punished. But this is 
introduced by a statement regarding the swearing in of a person. 

[3] ',iy,n le? ... len,,,:i, (135:3)-A folk adage, and there is a Greek
equivalent (Lieberman, Greek in Jewish Palestine, p. 124). But 
the entire story is a folk tale and indicates how deeply the folk felt 
on not swearing, even to the truth. 

[4] ;,',:,,n '::lle?J:I (:5)-Punitive angels-apparently a group of angels
assigned only to the execution of God's justice. Instead of the 
abstract M?,tc, the midrash has the man punished by the more 
concrete ;,',:,,n '::lle?J:I, a conception familiar to the folk. 

l'Y'Di' Ji17 J'le (:5)-"They have no joints." "Angels" is a cognitive 
concept, since the idea involves cognitive concepts as here (joints). 
But it is a cognitive concept employed only as background for, 
or in behalf of, value concepts-in this case, on behalf of 
God's justice. 

Not having joints, they are always mobile, apparently an indica
tion that they perform their function without tarrying. But when 
it comes to punishing for a false oath, they not only tarry but stay 
in the house, implying continuous punishment. 

VI.4 (l36:4f.)

[l] ,y leim (:6)-Refers to God. No other ,y was there. So also Mlei ile
(:7), and y,, ile (:7) refer to God (n"D'). Obviously here the idea of 
God's omniscience is implied but such ideas are not crystalliza-
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tions of a person's experience, and hence are not crystallized in a 
rabbinic conceptual term. These are always tied to what is a crys
tallization of experience, a value concept. Here the idea of God's 
omniscience is tied to the concept of sin (riKUntt/, :5). See RM, 
pp. 55, 220. 

VI.5 (137:3 ff.) 

[1] KDnn "O tPQJ (:3)—Lev. 5:1 relates in its literal sense to the individual, 
yet it is interpreted to refer to Israel, in the plural. The verses 
adduced as proof texts have plural verbs. No explanation is 
given for this, nor need there be. This is an indication that the 
biblical text serves basically as only a stimulus for the rabbinic 
interpretation—something which, of course, is even more clearly 
indicated by the fact that the context of Lev. 5:1 is entirely different 
from the meaning given the verse by the interpretation. 

[2] H^K (:4)—According to vniTO, this word acts as a peg for the 
midrashim which now follow. It is associated with in^KH (139:4) 
of Deut. 29:11, and it relates to the oath regarding the covenant 
between God and Israel. This association is sufficient to permit a 
number of midrashim on the covenant to be given here. It seems 
to me that 1JV)3U7 l^lp JlKl (:4) is the proof text for n^K ^Ip, 
meaning that what they heard was an PÎ K, an oath, which made 
Israel committed to act as witness for God. This idea is made 
more explicit at 142:1 ff., which continues with the midrash 
broken off here. What follows now are other midrashim concern
ing commitment of God to Israel and of Israel to God. Israel's 
commitment consists in the acknowledgment of D'»73U7 JTD^n. 

[3] may . . . pnr» n 'BK (:6f.) 

tpoa (138:1)—The sword acts as a symbol of the punishment of 
soldiers who break their oath; they will die by the sword. In 
precisely this way, the blood of the covenant at Sinai acts as a 
symbol of the punishment of those who break this covenant. This 
is not stated explicitly but is implied in the analogy of the sword. 

[4] lp^nni . • . nu/)3 np*n (138:2)—A new midrash obviously associated 
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with [3] above. The blood was divided exactly in half. This is 
emphasized by all the opinions here, apparently implying that 
the responsibility for the covenant was to be on both parties 
equally. 

ip',n:ii •.• }:J,ilr.J (:2)- c,0,3 iltul1r.J (:3)-But most of the solu
tions were likewise c,o,l. This one is described as c,0,3 iltul1r.J 
because it was visible, whereas others were not. Ol here is what we 
call "supernatural," miraculous. 

',ip n:i (:4)-The ',ip n:i often pronounces a decision. It is not 
tu,ipil n,,, for it is seldom reckoned with in Halakah (see RM, 
p. 261 £.) 7x',r.i (:5)-The angel's function here is that of a
messenger of God, as always. In other words, the division of the
blood was a Ol in this opinion too, an angel used in connection
with a value concept.

iltur.J il,il ,p:i (:6)-See ?",,. This is to indicate that it was not a 
Ol. Moses is n"n. 

[5] •i:::,i ,,lD? 'r.JX (:7)-The  midrash  insists  that  the  covenant  was  an
ironclad, perfect commitment on both sides, hence the need 
for the perfect division of the blood. That is why nll.K:1 (:7) is 
interpreted so as to convey the idea of a perfect division. The 
notion of the covenant is, of course, biblical but it has been 
made more pointed in the midrash. 

[6] il?J<il ... il,:::,,:i ., (139:2)

•i:::,i i', il7:itul 1m lil? 31:ltul xm (:3 £.)-In Exodus 24, which tells
of the n,,:i at Sinai, there is no mention of oaths; still, the asso
ciation of oath and covenant is not in itself solely rabbinic. The
midrash refers here to Ezek. 16:8 (:4) and Deut. 29:11 although, as
the midrash recognizes, the former refers only to an oath by God,
and the latter, to one by Israel. What the midrash does is not only
to present the idea of a blood covenant at Sinai, as does Exodus 24,
but as a covenant accompanied by oaths, an ironclad covenant.

u,,x J<?i ... t,nJ,D ,, 'r.JX (:8)-The contrast is made between 
Israel who are men and therefore prone to break the covenant, and 
God who nevertheless did not reject them. God will not break His 
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covenant entirely. JOH D13 (:8) evidently relates, therefore, to this 
retention of the covenant by God. The concepts here are: God's 
love and forgiveness. 

In view of the fact that the Bible itself thus declares that God 
will retain His covenant despite Israel's defection, what is the 
Rabbis' contribution to the idea? They here make the Covenant at 
Sinai a central matter, adding the idea that the covenant was 
reinforced by oaths and identifying it as the covenant which God 
retains. Perhaps there is here a polemical element, for the 
Covenant at Sinai was never repudiated by God despite Israel's 
defections. There is all the more reason to regard this construction 
by the Rabbis as polemical since, in*the prayers, other covenants 
are invoked, e.g., miK n n n and f lTO *'"» nnn . 

[7] lmfcK yarn (140:2)—Compare Lam. 2:7, i m » N WTO, • the literal 
meaning of which is i m u 71*72 (according to Rashi and Ibn Ezra). 
But here it is taken to imply "compromise, not full punishment," 
and thus altogether softened, reflecting the Rabbis' emphasis on 
God's love. 

[8] rmSTlD . . . npiP n (140:3)—God tore His purple robe. Another 
interpretation, saying that when He carried out His decree, He 
mourned like an ^ K . An even stronger emphasis on God's love, 
though combined with His justice. 

[9] nmp pKl . . . m m ]ro (141:4f.)—Associated with the previous 
midrashim. These men did not break the Covenant at Sinai and 
were ready to die to maintain it. Also mentions ^DIU/ Din (:8). 

TQ» . . . \\7\b 'EK (:7)—God tells these men that He recalls the 
Covenant at Sinai and will now redeem the exiles in Babylon. 
The act of the three men apparently recalled the covenant to God, 
and thus brought about the redemption from the exile. The 
redemption was a manifestation of God's love; the saving of the 
three men was an act of God's justice and love combined. 

[10] ^mn^K (142:4)—My Godhood = My Kingship, if our interpretation is 
correct. But how can WftUJ JTD^B be told to others? When Israel, 
during the exile, is challenged by being told to worship pagan 
deities by the mDIK, then they (Israel) accept upon themselves 
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instead tu"t.l, in the hearing of the nir.iuc:. Notice that here the 
nir.iuc: themselves do not make an acknowledgement of any kind 
on their part; that is done only when there is Dtuil tui,p in relation 
to an individual Gentile (see e.g., WE, p. 133). 

VI.6 (l42:6ff.).

[I] ,,,:in, ... 1,r.i,0 ,, 't.l.K (:6)-Why were those two verses attributed, in
this midrash, to ,,.tc::i or il,.tc::i? In I Chron. 5:6 it is said that il,.tc::i 
was exiled by ,c.tcl?D n1'7n, King of Assyria. His message, there
fore, is relevant to Israel in exile (see Rashi to Isa. 8:19) . 

.tc;,:ll ,:i.tc: ... 1':l ,,,r.i.tc p:i, (143:6£.)-Even if the father's name 
is not mentioned, he was also a prophet. Prophecy was not an 
ephemeral phenomenon in Israel-always a matter of two genera
tions, almost a matter of inheritance, inherent in Israel. 

[2] ilt.ii.tc ',:, (144:3)-Let each nation worship its own god. The pagan
nations will worship idols, dead, inert things. Only Israel wor
ships a living God. 

iyr.iu,, .K?i ... ,,i, ,, 't.l.K (:4 £.)-The helplessness, the futility of 
the idols is emphasized by a parable, in contrast to the everliving 
God. 

D?iY (145:2)-Refers as in the UtuD to time, since the statement 
preceding it is c,r.i',iy ,r.i',iy', D,,P, ,n. But D?iYil (:3) and 
D?iY:ltu (144:6) refer to "world." 

c,nr.i? ••. c,nr.i (:4)-A direct answer to the nations. Since 
the idols are worshipped, the Rabbis feel that the pagans them
selves regard them as deities-the same view as that of the 
prophets; see Y. Kaufmann. 

[3] The word il,inil (:5) indicates that the warning refers to a statement
in the Pentateuch. 

,ntu (:7)-The il?i.Kl. Israel will not be redeemed if it will not 
fulfill its function (to be a witness for God). 

,r.i,,?tu (146:4)-Rome and Egypt are often related. Here Rome 
will be punished more severely than Egypt. 
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'H m n . . . p m (:5)—Evidently refers to the 'U773H n w , regarded 
here as reward for practicing Torah. 

Chapter VII 

VII. 1 (147:2 ff.) 

[1] nuriM (:5)—Suppressed. Not spoken of until Ezekiel. Israel wor
shipped idols in Egypt and did not give them up even at God's 
command (Ezek. 20:7-8). rriOttJ (:5) means an "estrangement" 
rather than hate. When Israel worshipped idols, they and God 
were estranged, and this estrangement was hidden from later 
generations. 

DDinn . . . bbnTV xbw (148:1)—The reason Israel was not des
troyed is plainly given: it would be DU7H ^ ^ n (Ezek. 20:8-9). It 
was not due to God's love. 

mrrK n03n (:2)—God's love "covered," i.e., hid, the sin of idola
try. It was not mentioned for close to 900 years (see also vnnia). 
Ezekiel's exposure of a grave sin by Israel in the past is made the 
occasion to emphasize God's love. The sin was hidden until 
Ezekiel exposed it. 

[2] UTOfc . . . ''OK' "1 'BK (:5)—After vmn (:6) add the statement found in 
the printed editions (Margulies, in his apparatus): \nb HTT 3131)3 

nn»ra liiT bm \>xxw u i m 
D̂ TTO . . . pMW—Better for them to have been judged as ]'i)W, 
inadvertent sinners. The worship of the Golden Calf was iTTDy 
mt , and the statement implies that those who regard an idol as 
having efficacy are only inadvertent sinners (p^W). The Nations 
who worship V'V are thus only ]"U1W, in line with the opinion of 
prfP "1 (Hul. 13b) that the Gentiles outside of the land of Israel 
are not idol worshippers, for they only follow the practice of their 
fathers. By reckoning with the concept of V'V involved in our text, 
we become aware of the implications of the text. 
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KUn "turn "»» (:6)—Refers to an individual, Aaron (see D")3), 
whereas in the Bible it refers to the sinners of the people. The 
change from the biblical to the rabbinic is made possible by the 
greater emphasis on the individual in rabbinic literature. 

[3] rWfc ^DnrW n ^ s n (149:3)—If this can be generalized, pray
ing for another person is an evidence of love—rQiTK (:3). 

[4] "lttK^ . . . "lKn . . . n ^ n n n (:4£.)—If the sons of Aaron are found 
worthy to officiate, how can their father be rejected? An appli
cation of n^n ITIDT. 

]£A . . . p m a (:7f.)—The olive and the vine are not to be used 
for the rmjna, not burned. The reason given here is that oil 
and wine are offered on the altar, an analogy of D^l JTDT. 
In Tamid 29b the reason given is ^KltEP Y"1K UlttP. The concept 
here is y^K *yn, a phase of which is practical wisdom, and 
it is combined with the concept of TWTlp (bKVtn "pK). This 
is an example of how there may be different opinions even 
though in both the law is the same, the opinions differing with 
respect to the concepts embodied in the law. 

in^Dnnur (150:2)—The n^Stfl of Moses had efficacy beyond the 
argument embodying the idea of D'M JTDT. Aaron was to be 
primary and his children secondary. The plea in the n^DH is 
larger than the content. 

VII.2 (150:4 ff.) 

[l] rnniw. . . rmrbw . . . TOT (:4f.). 

niWJia (:5)—There is no rQWJI for a past misdeed without i m 
JTDUO (151:1). The sin was his misconduct with Bathsheba to 
which Ps. 51:2 alludes. 

"DV>Anp» DK (:5)—David hopes that his rnntW m i will be 
accepted as a sacrifice. If he becomes aware that it is accepted, and 
hence his nillPJl is accepted, then he will know that his son 
Solomon will build the Temple and offer sacrifices. All this is 
derived from Ps. 51:19-21, although only verse 19 is quoted. The 
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awareness that his n:iiv,n is accepted is not a kind of omen. What 
we have here is the idea of corporate personality; David and 
Solomon are not two separate entities but a single corporate per
sonality. David's reconciliation with God enables that personality 
to be worthy to build the Temple and engage in the sacrificial 
offerings. 

But the connection between David's n:i,wn and Solomon's 
building the Temple and offering the sacrifices in it is not an 
arbitrary one in another respect as well: a n,:iwl n,, is itself a 
sacrifice, as indicated in Ps. 51:19 and hence David's n:i,wn is of a 
piece with what was achieved by Solomon (see (2] below here). 

[2] m:iwl ... ,,nuc (151:1)-The connection between n:i,wn and Temple
sacrifice becomes more evident when it is not a matter of corporate 
personality but of any individual. A person who does n:i,wn is 
regarded as though he had offered up all the sacrifices. That is, 
n,:iwl n,, is, as it were, the sum of all the offerings, and this 
implies that the offerings involve, just like the m:itul n,,, the 
person himself. This idea is already adumbrated in the biblical 
text itself, Ps. 51: 19. The rabbinic interpretation, however, identi
fies m:iwl ni, with n:i,wn. 

n,:iwl ... p::i.,, (:4 £.)-Only in the old Palestinian version does 
the n:,,:i itself suggest that after the n,i:iy there is "bowing" 
(nitu7, :5). 

[3] nr:in . . .  .te:i.te ,, 't.l.te (152:1)-In this midrash a demarcation is made
between a man himself and a sacrifice, whereas in the other pas
sages the connection between them is implied. That is why only 
the second half of Ps. 51:19 is given as proof here. 

,,,,:iv, ,,w,t.lwn ,i,:, (:4)-The "vessel" that God uses is the person 
in regard to whom God's love is especially" evident. Were these 
persons not broken-hearted, etc., they would not be in this crucial 
need of Him. 

(4] i,,i,:,, ... x:ix ,, 't.l.te (:7 £.)-,,:i,:,w (:7); ,n,:i,:, (:8); ,,:i:,t.l (153:I)
emphasizing that the sacrifices are to honor God and not that 
God needs them. 
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VIL3 (153:5 ff.) 

[1] n^H Tirnn (:5)—A sinful thought. Interpreting: KVI H ÎVH m m J1KT 
n^ivn (Lev. 6:12) which is taken to mean that the "law of rfayn" 
concerns the sacrifice which is to atone for an unexpressed wrong 
or sinful thought (JT'D1). To be sure, no sin has actually been 
committed, and hence an n^lV is not actually a sin-offering, but it 
amounts to a sin-offering. A man is held responsible even for 
unuttered thoughts—2^n l i m n . 

l^?n l i m n (:5)—Is a value concept for it takes on meaning as it 
combines with value concepts, e.g., blasphemy in the heart, as in 
the possibility that Job's sons did so (155:2). 

The rabbinic value complex has a much greater range than the 
biblical antecedents; it interprets matters the Bible leaves uninter
preted, as in the case of some sacrifices. The Bible, for example, 
does not say what is the function of the Tl^Tty, but the midrash 
here does give it a function. (Elsewhere the Rabbis give a different 
function to the daily communal H^IV). Similarly, the components 
of the meal-offering are interpreted symbolically, whereas the 
offering is not given a ''meaning'' in the Bible. 

[2] ID^m . . . Diran "I . . . TK» (154:1)—The nriU/B (:1) was an inno
cent occasion, according to both authorities, not licentious (H1 

71V712). Apparently to emphasize the point that it was not for 
actual misconduct that Job offered up m^iy. 

. . • Dttnjn liTO (:3)—Notice that i n » ^ Ittnpnn (Num. 11:18) 
(:5), the verse in support of the opinion of TKB "1, is not given a 
rabbinic interpretation but is in consonance with the UtPS (comp. 
the new J.P.S. translation). The literal meaning is not lost for the 
Rabbis (see CA, pp. 9 f.). On the other hand, no verse at all is given 
for the opinion of Dimn "1—the phrase nnw ]r6 lttTPptP (:6) is a 
purely rabbinic use of ttnp (betrothed). Where a rabbinic idea can 
be conveyed by a word in the biblical text, there is hardly any use 
for another supporting verse. 

[3] DflK . . • KI1K "1 (155:3 f.)—Study here is a surrogate for the actual 
offering of the sacrifices—Dmx "pimpB DHK I^KD (:5). It implies 
that study and experience in this case are not two separate things; 
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m i n Tltt^n is often the mind-set which is present also when the 
things studied are practical. A kindred idea is the efficacy of 
Torah, a phase of the study of Torah, teaching that study has an 
immediate, but not an inevitable effect on conduct (see OT, 
pp. 68 ff.). An element of universality is contained in this midrash. 
The actual observance of the laws of the sacrifices is possible only 
in the Temple in Jerusalem, whereas the study of the laws, which 
is the surrogate, can take place anywhere in the world. 

[4] ^nnn . . . ny>Bj? \m "Ol (156:3)—The contrast between the particular 
locality which characterizes observance of these laws and the 
universality characteristic of their study is most noticeable here. 
In these midrashim m i n TlE^n emerges as a concept with a 
universalistic connotation. 

[5] p i n m . . • KPK "1 'EK (:6)—Once more, study of the laws of the 
sacrifices is tantamount to practicing them but the sacrifices are 
"pure," p i n t ) mJTlp (:7), that is, require observance of the laws 
of ritual purity. Since the children are pure, their study of the 
laws of the sacrifices is thus tantamount to practicing them. Hence 
in the absence of the Temple, sacrifices are still offered, in a sense, 
and properly offered. 

But pTinu (:7) in the case of children refers to ethical purity, 
whereas in regard to the sacrifices, it refers to ritual purity. In this 
midrash, therefore, there is a link between the ethical and the 
ritual. Indeed, the assumption of a demarcation between the 
ceremonial and the external on the one hand, and the ethical and 
the inward on the other is not justified. He who brings any kind 
of sacrifice for a sin must first have repented and he utters a 
confession at the sacrifice in which he acknowledges the specific 
sin and avows he had repented (see Maimonides, Hilkot Ma'aseh 
ha-fcorbanot 111:14-15; see also OT, pp. 102 ff.) 

VII.4 (157:1 ff.) 

[1] njTP . . . K*7K . . . rronn "l (:1)—We have pointed out a number of 
times that a parable is never a complete analogy. This is, 
obviously, also the case here where the point made is simply that 
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while God was pleased with the offering of Noah, He is still more 
pleased with Israel's offerings. Still, the analogy of the king who 
so enjoyed especially the dish prepared by the second of the cooks 
more than implies that the offerings are given, in some sense, for 
God's enjoyment. This runs counter to a number of passages 
which emphasize that the offerings are pleasing to God only 
indirectly, that He really has no need of them, that they are for 
man's sake. Such passages teach the idea of God's otherness, an 
idea found in many different contexts as well. (See the entire 
section in RM on "The Otherness of God," pp. 303 ff.) 

[2] 0*71 vn HIT m i i y (158:5)—As in the days of both Noah and Abel, all 
offerings will be brought only to God (see D")3). So long as there is 
T"V in the world, not even Israel's offerings are completely pleasing 
to God; D^iyi, "in the world," is the rabbinic usage of D^IV; 
apparently D ÎV (:3) in Isa. 54:9 is also taken as "world," the new 
world of Noah (see m n o ) . The new rabbinic usage of the word 
is indicative of the rabbinic emphasis on universalism; the biblical 
meaning refers to time only. DVU/ in rabbinic usage is a noun 
(note D^lVD), not a modifier. 

VII.5 (159:4 f.) 

[1] U7K1 . . . U7K1 (:4)—The m m itself was on fire, and it was this fire of 
the m m which consumed the offering, so that the consumption 
of the offering was a 01 

The m m is nwnp, belonging to God. What looked like a 
human institution—the offering of the sacrifices on the altar—was 
only apparently so. 

[2] 12 rPH . • • Kin (:5f.)—The wooden altar with its very thin layer of 
copper could not have remained entirely intact for so long without 
a 01 

VII.6 (161:1 ff.) 

[1] Those who are arrogant, exalt themselves, are punished by fire. This 
is followed by examples—'3*1 njGTI)3JP TO (:1). The concepts are 

rrno and |Hn nm 
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[2] c,,r.i,,c (161:5)-1.l<lMllU (162:1) here means a feeling of superiority to
the rest of mankind and thus brutal on principle, as it were. 

i1YIU1i1 n,:,1,r.i (163:2)-Rome; Ps. 73:25 taken in a negative 
manner. 

[3] n:,in:i ... ',.tciu,, ',:i.tc (:4)-

1,r:i.l (:5)-by others, c,',5:1u,1 (:5)-in their own eyes, do not exalt 
themselves. Otherwise, no contrast is made between them and 
those who do. 

Chapter VIII 

VIII.I (164:2££.).

[l] ,r', ... 1::iip ilT (164:2-167:1)-The nn,nD begins with the different
answer given by the Roman lady, according to n,:,,:i '1 (167:1) 
and [l] is thus associated with that answer.

c:,n,,n ilEI, (166:2)-Apparently only a semi-proselyte, for she 
(the Roman lady) says c:,niin, even though she speaks of God as 
il"::li'il (165:1). Sh� has recognized that God indeed completed 
creation in six days as the Torah says and that, after the appear
ance of man on the sixth day, God's work has been that of 1,,rr.ii 
c,111,, (165:3). 

,r', i1T ••• il?p CJ< (166:3£.)-1:\10 c, ny,,p:, ••• i11Up (:3)-The 
joining of couples in marriage is a C.l, as difficult a one as splitting 
the Red Sea; that is why it can be done only by God . 

. . . :i,n:,, (:4)-Ps. 68:7 is rendered to mean: God takes a single 
man and a single woman (c,,,n,, :4) and settles them in a home 
volens nolens (that is the force of c,,,c.tc J<,:ir,r.i, :4). 

n,,wi:,:i (:5)-Rendered as i:,::i and n,,,u,; some weeping (un
happy) and some singing (happy). This refers to before the 
marriage, probably as ,r', n . . .  ilt.:I (:5 f.) seems to indicate. 
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[2] D T . . . m m ! n 'BK (167:1)—God's occupation now is to dispense 
justice to every man (U31U7 D^H^K, :3). This is made vivid by the 
figure that He is engaged in making ladders so that one man is 
made to go down and another to rise. An emphasis on the indi
vidual which is already found in the verse itself (nn ^DttP PIT 
D'H'*, :3), but now is made more vivid by the figure. 

[3] m pttJ^n (:4)—The word HT indicates a relationship between two 
matters. It is used in connection with the sin of the golden calf 
and it is used in connection with the half-shekel (Exod. 30:13) 
which was mDD, atonement for sin. Hence, in the one case the 
word PIT refers to the occasion when Israel descended to a low state 
O^Sttnn, :4) and in the other, to their being lifted up from that 
state (imam, :5). 

DH1j7an . . . WP m (Exod. 30:13) (:5)—The rrma of the half-
shekel atoned for the sin of the golden calf. The idea that the 
half-shekel was a mDD for the blp is rabbinic. It is an example of 
the rabbinic emphasis on God's love, for it is only the Rabbis who 
thus teach that Israel is permitted to atone for that grave sin. The 
concept of PHM is, then, combined here with the concept of m » 
DTOm. But this midrash is also an example of indeterminacy of 
belief since the biblical reason for the half-shekel is plainly given 
as nriK ipsn tpa nm mm KVI DHK ipm TT*? WW I M vnt win 
(Exod. 30:12). In the face of this statement, the divergent applica
tion of the idea of m M in the midrash can only be characterized 
as an example of indeterminacy of belief. The conceptual term 
itself, m M , is rabbinic and the concept is thus of wider range 
than its biblical antecedents, even applied to human beings, e.g., 
Nega'im II. 1 (jmDD "OK ^KIVP m ) . 

[4] "m jnriK p i p HI (168:1)—Aaron's p i p is iTIDD for his making the 
calf. This is purely rabbinic and once more an example of the 
rabbinic emphasis on God's love, for no hint of any such state
ment is in the Bible. It is also another example of the Rabbis 
giving a function to a sacrifice to which no explicit purpose has 
been assigned in the Bible. 
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VIII.2 (168:2 f.)

(l] ?.tenw.te .•. n,,n, ,, (:5)-w,pil n,, (:6)-All three interpretations of 
'il n,, (:4) teach that w,pn ni, inspires Samson_ with physical 
prowess, a singular use of the term, and this is also true, obviously, 
of 'il n,,. But the rabbinic interpretations make  Samson a 
figure of utter fantasy, implying a being of unimaginable dimen
sions, whereas 'il n,, (see verses quoted in 169:3, 4, 5) endows him 
only with marvelous strength. In the rabbinic interpretations n,, 

w,pn is itself the power, and Samson, no more than a figure 
exemplifying that power. The emphasis is entirely on the concept; 
Samson is less than incidental. 

[2] ,,3:31 ... fl,il.te 7::::, ( 169: 10)-This statement relates to the demarcation
between the priests and the people. This demarcation was chal
lenged by a contrary tradition in which there was an attempt to 
extend the holiness of the priests to all Israel, a tradition which 
had its roots in the Bible. (See WE, p. 222 f. and the notes.) The 
statement here does not refer to that tradition, hut it does recognize 
that the demarcation between the priests and the people is not 
complete. Here, however, the awareness is that there is a point 
where priests are like the people rather than the other way around. 
This point itself is a biblical datum and the midrash only elicits 
the implication of that datum. 

VIII.3 c110:1 ff.)

[ l] il!:IU (:1)-This word usually indicates, in Leviticus Rabbah, that the
rabbinic interpretation deals directly, i.e., without a nn,nt1, with 
a verse in the lection read. Here, however, that verse is interpreted 
only in the midrash beginning at 170:7 which closes a passage in 
the offerings of the c,.te,IUl. Apparently, that passage was origi
nally a series of interpretations on Num. 7:17, for the word t::::i 
(= t.te::::i) "here," in lines 5 and 7, refers to that verse. That series 
constituted a unit, and it is to the last interpretation of the series 
that the word il!:IU refers. 
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[2] prrK . . . ITK n 'BK (:i) 

niKJin (:1)—Should read rrn mKriB. But why did David desire to 
bring the same sort of offering as the D'Wtttt brought (p"tp^ 
DWtW, :1)? Because the offering of the DWtttt was made on the 
occasion of the dedication of the altar of the Tabernacle, i.e., on 
the occasion of the dedication of the Tabernacle, and it was 
David's great desire to build the Temple, as we know from 
II Sam. 7:25. To be allowed to bring that offering implied there
fore that he was to be allowed to build the Temple. Two different 
hierarchies of ntt/np are here implicated in each other—the 
hierarchy of sacrifices and the hierarchy of areas (the pttJE), 
hierarchies that in general are related to each other. The concepts 
here are: nVJMp ( p i p , :4); bKW* (D'Knw, :4); bxnvn (:4); HKTin 
(i"P"W, :4). No concept is emphasized above the others. 

p i p . . . 'K rram '1 (:6)—The concepts here are: r w n p (pmp, 
:6); ^Klttr* (DWtttt, :6); and the concept of Torah concretized in 
nnnn mm*7 wra (:6). Here (:7f.) the concept of rwnp is 
embodied both in pHK p i p (:8) and in D'Knw bw (:8). What 
distinguishes them is that the former also embodies the concept of 
ruiPD and the latter, the concept of Israel. On the surface, then, 
this is an instance in which the concept of nJlHD (pHK, :8) and 
the concept of Israel (D'WttJJ bw, :8) are equally emphasized, but 
this is only apparently so. 

Why should the midrash have said that Aaron's sacrifice was 
as precious as that of the DWttJJ? Why not the other way around? 
In both, the common factor is the offering brought, but that of the 
D'WU/J was very costly and Aaron's, the offering of a poor man, 
nnJE. In this midrash, therefore, HJinD is really emphasized above 
the concept of Israel. What is offered by Aaron is as precious as 
that of the DWU/J, even though not comparable in cost, only 
because he embodies the concept of rrJinD. 

VIII.4 (171:4) 

[1] . • . DJlBfc by Dlpnn on nnD (172:1)—God has consideration for the 
property of Israel. An individual is not to bring a voluntary sacri
fice beyond his means. 

Two concepts are involved here. It is the concept of i"Q"T3 that 
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prompts an individual to bring a voluntary sacrifice but m)3 
DTOIT1 (Dlpian Dn, :1) assures him (by means of biblical verses) 
that the m i J is completely fulfilled through less costly offerings 
if these alone are within his means. 

This idea is not contradicted by the concept of m^B "inn, a 
subconcept of HJD. The concept of m^B THi! teaches that a man 
should make a lovely HD1D, get a lovely n^l^, lovely "p̂ Qn, etc., 
though they cost considerably more than others which are less 
beautiful. But these objects remain the property of the individual, 
whereas any sacrifice represents monetary loss. 

. . . KtfE K*7 (172:2, 3, 4)—If he cannot afford the more costly 
sacrifice (see n"&). This idea is not expressed in the texts quoted, 
but is injected by the midrash. It makes of the biblical verse thus 
introduced an example of how God has consideration for the 
property of Israel, and the verse in this rabbinic interpretation is 
now indicative of God's love. Because this idea is added to the 
verse, we have a rabbinic emphasis on God's love. But the idea is 
adumbrated, perhaps more so, in the mandatory sacrifice described 
in Lev. 5:7, 11. There, the idea is undoubtedly the basis for the 
midrash here. 

nivn . . . T1V K l̂ (:5)—The b™ fro brought half an p w y in 
the morning and half in the evening (Menahot IV.5). This offer
ing, too, is seen as an example of God's consideration for the 
property of Israel, for He accepts even half an ]Vltt7y (lY'D"1). 

The daily offering of the 7̂11) ]PD is accounted to him as 
though it were the daily offering of the whole world, an acknowl
edgment and exaltation of God's name by the Nations everywhere. 
The idea here is an example of the rabbinic emphasis on univer-
salism (Simon Greenberg). Furthermore, this is another example 
of how the Rabbis seek to find reasons for the offerings, some of 
which we noticed before. 
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Chapter IX 

IX. 1 (173:2 ff.) 

[1] "UrnD'* . . . KJin n (:3)—It is the one who brings a i m n , a thanks 
offering who honors God, not one who brings a HKUn or an 
DU7K, both of which are mandatory and brought for sins. This is 
not only a characterization of iTTin, but what amounts to an 
explanation of the rabbinic rDIIl, except that a HDin mentions 
the specific occasion of gratitude. Rabbinic worship consists 
largely of JTD"11 and hence it may be said that Rabbinic worship 
is a development out of the biblical iTTin. 

It is a development because the rabbinic concept of i"D"n is of 
much wider range than the biblical HTin and is therefore far more 
applicable. The m m was brought, apparently, for a spectacular 
act of goodness by God, as can be seen from Ps. 107:22. JTD"D, 
however, are said out of gratitude not only for the rare or spec
tacular benefits but for the many daily occasions felt to be 
manifestations of DTOm JTTO, such as the eating of a morsel of 
bread and numerous other ''commonplace'' matters, the common
place now made significant by a n a i l . 

[2] Kin 0*71*7 . . . ]1V "l (:4) 

. • . "OnM1 (:4)—The addition of another 1 implies not only 
T"myi (:5) but also 3"iTiyn (:5). Apparently the reading should be 
rrmyn *:m3\ as in two Mss., "he will also honor Me in r m v , " 
for nothing but a iTTin will be offered in the future (7W12 ^V). 
Perhaps, however, 2"iTU71 'OllD'' does not refer to a sacrifice at all 
but simply indicates that he who offered a T'TTIW iTTiri will be 
present in l"my. Cf. p. 185, lines 6f. 

[3] TUP m t (:6)—iy with a genitive as here usually stands for Vin i y \ 
p y with his confession, involving as it did repentance, "killed" 
his i n n "iy\ the impulse that had prompted his evil acts. 

miriD (:6)—Should read as in the variants: m i n i , and iTTin = 
i m , "confession." 
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,i:i::, !Cl c,w (:6)-Hence ,33,:::i::,, (:6). By his confession, he gave 
glory to God. n,in in Josh. 7:17 is confession, nic,in, as in the 
Targum. 

c,:iw', ... ,,, cw, (174:1)-He showed the way to repentant 
sinners by confessing (see Sanh. VI.2). c,:iw in the sense of 
repentant sinner is rabbinic, and so is the noun form, n:i,wn, as 
meaning repentance. All this indicates that the idea played a much 
larger role in rabbinic life and literature than in the Bible. In fact, 
repentance was actually institutionalized in the n:i,wn ,D, niw11. 
Confession is an expression of the emotion of repentance. 

[4] ... 1::,11 t'\!CW ,D1m !C?!C ... (175:1)-By including 1::,11 in a list con
taining Abraham, Joseph and Moses, the purifying power of 
n:i,wn is demonstrated; J::>l1 is now as worthy as they are. 

!C:li1 c',,31', ... uic,ic (:2)-This is a remarkable instance of the 
rabbinic emphasis on God's love. The words i1Ti1 c,,:i 'i1 1i::,31, 
(Josh. 7:25) express in their literal meaning unmitigated con
demnation, but the midrash (and other sources) interpret them to 
convey an assurance of life in the :l,,i11l1. 

IX.2 (175:4ff.)

[I] c,::,,, . . .  ic,,, (:4)-The a,:,,, ,',poD (:4) remove the stones from the 
roads and hence they "make" the roads (1,, cw,, :4). 31w,:i uiciic 
c,n',ic, the words in Ps. 50:23 which follow (but are not quoted 
here) indicate that these public benefactors will inherit :l"i11l1. 
Though the clause is not quoted, it is implied here and in the 
other midrashim in this section. 

::,,,D characterizes this act as c,:i,', ,on n,',,Dl. The concept 
c,,on n,',,Dl refers to an act of kindness done by one person to 
another and here it is likewise personal kindness to each traveller 
on the road. The concept of God's justice is implied in the sequel 
of the verse quoted here and in other midrashim. 

[2] miD!C:l ... w, (:4)-The commentators explan that these teachers
of children open "the way of life" for the children. But it seems to 
us that the midrash may be explained in another fashion. Perhaps 
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the words "|*n Dttn (:4) are taken as "|TT Dm (cf. Prov. 13:6), 
"the upright in the way." The teachers of children, who teach 
nH)3Ka (:5) are thus characterized as "upright." The concept of 
i"TTl)3K here connotes faithfulness, honesty. 

U^lb . . . K"T (:5)—Here as well "pi Dttn (:5) may have been 
taken as *yn Dm. The storekeepers (not wholesalers) who are 
careful to sell only products that are tithed are characterized as 
"upright." The concepts are: STiana and rTJIDK. 

[3] D ' l ^ . . . p y w V » K ( 176:1)—The concept here is rYDK rVDT. Saul 
was rewarded by being made king for acts done by his grandfather. 
Involved is the idea of corporate personality. (Cf. CA, pp. 47, 101, 
225.) 

D r r 6 . . . VIDK (:2)—Not only is DHDn m ^ m embodied here 
but there is also the concept of n^DH (HDXan JTO ,̂ :2). 

IX.3 (176:6 £f.) 

[1] "HUT . . . rtyi nn TWYO (176:6-179:1) 

lK^D K^l . . . lpin (177:2)—He did not know any m i n . The 
concept of m i n Tltt^n. 

rWYnnn . . . -|nn(:4)—He did not know ]lTnn n r m . The concept 
of rD-Q. 

[2] *nU7 ̂ D . . . "pK yn (178:5)—yiK f n here is obviously ethical con
duct and refers specifically to no y i n ]wb and to U\b]U. yiK y i is 
set off against m m TTO n̂ and TO"ia and is here regarded as at 
least of equal worth, since it gives a man great worth 01U7 "UD, 
179:1). 

[3] n r m ntPUn onu/y (179:1)—From Adam to Moses, the world existed 
by means of K"T alone. (For a discussion of y")K ""pi, see WE, 
pp. 39 ff.) 

nDnp (:1)—Implied is not that K"l is more important than Torah, 
but that a necessary basis for Torah is K'H. Nevertheless, it is an 
emphasis on K"T for it is conceived as existing without Torah. 
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[4] Mb • . . *tt*OK(:3)—The idea here can be understood only in the light 
of the idea that God shares, as it were, the afflictions and exile of 
Israel, and hence when He redeems them, He also redeems 
Himself. The emphasis is on God's love. 

IX.4 (179:5 f.) 

[1] H U ^ lJVl • • . (:5)—The parable, as usual, is not entirely in accord 
with the application. The king's attendants and servitors wish to 
honor him, whereas that is not the reason for those who bring a 
nKUn or DWK. These are prescribed duties. 

KUn . . . riKUn "p (180:3)—Preceding the laws of the m i n are 
the laws governing the JIKUn and the DU7K. 

[2] ^mp'* m m by DK (:3)—God's nearness is an experience that is basic 
to normal mysticism, mystical experience which expresses itself 
through the concepts of H^DH, HDin, rDWn, m i n IMobn. In 
itself, however, God's nearness remains unconceptualized in 
normal mysticism, although it is conceptualized in the Haggadah 
in the concept of iWDtP "n̂ tt. This midrash indicates that God's 
nearness was regarded as a gift from God and thus an expression 
of God's love. To be sure, here it is described as a reward, but 
notice that this reward comes when a man offers a iTTin, an offer
ing, which already implies a vivid sense of a relationship to God. 
lamp'1 (:4), in this rabbinic interpretation, may therefore refer to 
the reward of niOUJ vbl, but in any case, the experience of 
normal mysticism involved in an ardent apprehension of God's 
love was there at the beginning. 

The change in 'till'Hp1 from its literal meaning of simply 
"bringing an offering" to its rabbinic meaning involving God's 
nearness is indicative of the emphasis on the inward life in 
rabbinic thought. On the other hand, the very presence of a con
cept like iTTiri indicates also that this inward life was certainly 
foreshadowed in the Bible. The radical change in the meaning of 
IWnp"1 as referring to God and not to man indicates that a rabbinic 
concept has been called into play; that concept is m'OttJ vbl. In 
the case of a HKUn or DU7K, since they are brought for a sin, there 
is no niOtP "Ĥ A, whereas there is W"\ when a STTIJI is brought and 
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a man then has a visual experience of God's nearness to him 
Ownp'1). As in all rabbinic concepts, the roots are biblical (see 
RM, pp. 259 f.). Indeed, while the conceptual term U7"* is not 
biblical, what the Bible refers to are really instances of U7"A. 

nJOtP ilbl is not really a reward for a i m n ; the very idea of a 
rnin is that of a free will offering not undertaken for a reward. 
Rather, \D"1 is the assurance that the rmn has been accepted by 
God. Such acceptance is not experienced in the case of a sin 
offering. In normal mysticism, where there is no W'l—and this 
takes in practically all of rabbinic experience—the experience of 
God's nearness is not conceptualized in itself. Nevertheless, it is 
basic in normal mysticism where it is an experience involving 
other concepts. Thus, whereas U7"l, though vivid, is at best occa
sional, in normal mysticism the experience of God's nearness is 
steady and, so to say, constant. 

IX.5 (180:5 f.) 

IX.6 (182:1ft) 

[1] r?J ̂ 2 (:1) is a term for all mankind, including Israel before there was 
m i n "[HE, through the giving of the Ten Commandments. 

Wftbyj (:1)—Part of the DTÔ UJ was eaten by the one who brought 
the sacrifice. The p i p was holy, and for a man to eat of the p i p 
would mean that he was holy too, and this was not true of the 
113 "OX The view of ITV^K "1 here, therefore, represents an extreme 
universalism. It is a decided emphasis on God's love above the 
concept of nVJVlp. JT'D"1 says that in Wnhv? both God and man 
participate, as it were, and that could be only after Shekinah was 
present in the Tabernacle (in a comment to Ber. R. XXII.5). 

•Q^lpi! m^U7 (:2)—Here there is a trend to universalism, but no 
more (comp. above at 48:3). It does not involve eating of any part 
of the sacrifice and there is no participation in the sacrifice. There 
is no "negation" or "contradiction" of the concept of r w n p . 

l"lp in^nu/ (:3)—-This seems to be the UU7D (see Luzzatto, also 
Cassuto on the verse). In the verse here (Gen. 4:4), and in the 
one on Jethro (Exod. 18:12), there is certainly, in their literal 
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meanings, a universalistic note (see Luzzatto, and also Cassuto, 
on Exod. 18:12 as well). The difference between the literal mean
ing and the opinion of ITV^K H is in the concept of rtJ ^1 which 
is not crystallized in the Bible, and it is this concept which makes 
the universalistic emphasis an emphasis at all. 

bxnw ^n ni73 (:5)—This was before m m 111)3 (see Rashi to 
Exod. 24:1). Everybody before m m ]ni2 was regarded as nj "03. 
The giving of the Ten Commandments marks the occasion when 
Israel ceased to be regarded as nj "02 and became simply Israel. 
The concept of Israel is here determined by the concept of ]T\t2 
rmn, but notice (183:1) that Jethro could be converted before IV'E, 
i.e., became an Israelite and not just a ru p . In one statement 
there is an emphasis on JV'tt, in the other, an emphasis on Israel. 
Conversion before n")3 apparently meant acknowledgment of God 
and n^tt (cf. Sanh. 94a). 

[5] TYiyrm ]#; rrn (183:6)—The practice was quiescent but was "awak
ened' ' again when the Tabernacle was built. 

[6] . . . rnttnan ^ E H (184:7)—They conceive of the r\WD as living now 
(i.e., in the rabbinic period) in Rome. All three interpretations of 
HTV̂ K "1 on the same verse (Song of Songs 4:16) refer to nifi1 

rPttJEn, describing successive stages (see also n//D,»). 

[7] Y"1K 1"11 (185:3)—Refers to manners here, but such manners have 
ethical bearings. 

IX.7 (185:6 f.) 

[1] rmn ]^^ . . . xzb TIW^ (185:6-186:4) 

. . . f ^ M JTUmipn (:7)—Since the sacrifices are brought by 
individuals for sins, and b"T\)jh people will not sin, but pTEH 
pQOim, etc., will still be brought (JT'D'')—b"Ttyb is before YTVty 
and hence is in part like r m v . 

^U2 Î K rmn (:7)—Sacrifices of gratitude. Notice that here there 
is no aversion to sacrifices as such. 

H^M HJPK HKTirr (:7)—In contrast to m V w i n (:7), which are 
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petitions and hence in ',•ny', unnecessary, i11<,ii1 is gratitude 
expressed through words and the perfect conditions of life will 
give rise to such ni1<,ii1. 

Basically this attitude is an extension of rabbinic practice. 
The ni:li:i are a form of ill'C,,il, and the occasions for them are 
many. Even the il?!ln has its petitions closing with ni:li:i, 
while the first three are praises. Even the petitions of the 
individual were inserted in the il?!ln or added at the end. The 
people were nurtured, trained to make of life a constant occasion 
for i11<,ii1, while leaving room for the spontaneous expression of 
personal petition. (See RM, pp. 207 ff.) 

[2] il,in D'K':1� and il,in 1:iip i'TT (186:2)-In this midrash and in the
following one (:3), ilK,m and il,in pip are parallel forms of 
expression of gratitude. The 1:iip is not displaced by verbal acts, 
nor is the verbal expression by 1:iip. This is the ideal state, as it 
were. 

il,in 1:iip, ... ,,, 7:3i (:3)-This refers to the future when the 
only sacrifice will be the il,in (M"!I'). 

IX.8 (186:5 f.)

[I] ... il,in::i ipt1l1Mi1 (187:1)-Study of Torah is in place of the
sacrifices. 

[2] D'�?'IU ... 1iY�'IU ,, (:5)-He is D?'IU when his mind is at rest, and not
when he is p1K ( a mourner before burial) (Rashi to M.�. 15b). 

IX.9 (187:6 ff.)

[I] -This entire section is given a place because of the statement at the
end of R. Mani (194:3) which contains a comment on Lev. 7:37, a 
comment which tells why D'�?'IU are placed at the end and which 
adduces also related verses (M"!I'). The section is a unit on the 
theme of Di?tu but is, of course, composed of independent state
ments, as in this very case of the statement of R. Mani. Notice the 
various authorities throughout. 
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[2] ci',v,:::,, ... 'J'IYJ:Jtu ,, 'J:J.K (:6£.)-ci',v, ',,,1 (:6) here and in the rest is
an emphasis on this concept. 

n,',,',:, (:6)-Because ,,:::i., (188:1) includes all the ni:,,:::i.. 

[3] ,n.t< ... 'J:3.K i1'j'1M ( 188: 1)-The seeking after ci',v, is a iliYJ:J.
Whereas in other nmrJ:J the iliYJ:J is obligatory only when there is 
an occasion for it, in the case of Di?tu, "pursue it." 

[ 4] "l:l? . . . i.t<:::i.tu ti,:, ( :6)-The point here is: they did not achieve
unity because they were about to receive the Torah; rather, because 
of their new unity, concord, as indicated by tn,, (:7) (in the singu
lar), God decided to give them the Torah. 

[5] 'nli'T ... .t<,Dp ,:i (:8 £.)-In this midrash and in the following one at
189:4 (also by the same author), and in the one at 190:1 (by a 
different author), the concept of Di?tu is emphasized above the 
concept of nJ:J.K (truth). This is possible because these concepts 
are organismic and one concept may be emphasized above another. 
In science, truth is the only value concept. See our disccussion 
also above at 70:6 on Di?tu i,,,,.

,,,:::i. ,,:::i., c,:::,,,n:m ,,:::i.,,tu (189:1)-Evidently a congealed expres
sion, for it is used also in the other two passages just mentioned. 
,,,:::i. = "fiction" and no attempt is made to mitigate this expression, 
obviously to emphasize ci',v,, i.e., ci',v, ?'Ui1? ',,:::,,v,:::,, (:2). 

[6] i1J:J:,i ... .t<,Dp ,:::i. (:7)-Even absence of cause preventing Di?tu does
not in itself make for ci',v,. ci',v, needs conscious, positive effort. 

c,:::,,,n:m ,,:::i.,tu (190:1)-For the verse to report what was not true 
is tantamount to their saying the untruth themselves. They have 
thus assumed the responsibility for the untruth, but this was done 
for a purpose, namely to make for Di?tu. Unlike the other two 
examples of the c,:::,,,n:, telling a "fiction," this was not for Di?tu 
n,:::,, where relations between man and wife are involved. 

intu.K? .•. ?.KYJ:Jtu' ,, 'ln (:6)-How important is n,:::,, Di?tul 
What in the Bible is ritualistic, perhaps even a kind of charm 
consisting of drinking the written words (see Greenstone, Book of

Numbers, p. 54) is here interpreted as embodying an ethical 
concept. 
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[7] U/npn flTD nay (192:1)—Evidently the folk believed that the D^Dn 
possessed umpn nri which made them aware of what they would 
otherwise not know. This expression is in the Hebrew probably 
because ttmpn n i l being a value concept, was not translated into 
Aramaic. (See RM on the term ITU/Kin.) 

KJ"nŷ  Utrfrioh (:2)—Another folklore element. These charms were 
largely in the possession of women everywhere. Notice that the 
word "witch" usually refers to a woman, but the pupils of T»K)3 '"1 
also knew (and used?) them. Did TKB "1, too, actually believe in 
these charms? They were regarded as medicine. 

"D1 TKB^ VI Kb (193:1)—An example of how haggadic midrash 
affected the conduct of a scholar. The concept of DÎ UJ as a drive is 
given additional force. 

[8] D W ^ y n . . . Iiynw n '»K (:3 f.)—In the creation of the world, con
sisting of D W ^ y and D'Oinnn (:4), the numerical balance between 
the two was for the purpose of Dl̂ ttJ. Man is composed of both so 
as to maintain that balance. His very composition is thus the 
thrust of the principle of Dl̂ tf/ in the universe. DÎ UJ is a cosmic 
principle and is not only a value concept relating to man. 

[9] D^n ri)3U7J (194:2)—This is taken to be the TVI2\M and as referring to an 
element of the D^Y^y. The implication is that the nBttJJ has a 
prior existence above, and from there it enters man at birth. 

[10] m l̂TO ] m » m n . . . m m n n b*2W (:3)—The r w n n of a ns-Q sum
marizes the character of the HDH; hence, the final r w n n involves 
the character of all the TTDID. Thus the HDia of W\bvt is, so to 
speak, an element of them all; and so with JYliarUl JTOID. 

Dl̂ tP . . . yn\P rmp3(:4)—Apparently was said also on weekdays 
in Palestine. Also indicates that. . . xfrtyb TT TTQ was not said 
there and is of later Babylonian origin. 

nrufi!?1 . . . ITUTTlpa (:6)—It is not only a matter of bringing 
sacrifices, but of reading in the Torah about sacrifices. In the 
reading, the rest of the sacrifices are seen to partake of the nature 
of WiafTW, of peace offerings. Notice that they interpret WftbvJ as 
stemming from W)b\U, peace. 
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m^ttf . . . p m (195:4)—Here rPU7)3 is a IB/M, apparently of 
rrmy. 

Chapter X 

X . l (195:8 ff.) 

[1] The first three paragraphs constitute a composite nrPJID on Lev. 8:2, 
in which Aaron is placed last since pHK J1K np is the verse of the 
lection. The first application of Ps. 45 is to Abraham—Dm^K 
tPlK (:9). 

D^nrro (196:1)—Instead of UTXO (biblical). Emphasis on the 
individual. 

[2] yiKH *7D UDUJn (:4)—Interpreted as UDWn—with the definite article 
(!T)3, V'T-l)—must not do justice (DDU7& niMP K^), but mercy 
(D")3). Change here from biblical concept of God's justice to 
rabbinic emphasis on God's love. "The judge of the whole 
world" must not act with strict justice. 

[3] 7T i m . . . 1*7 'EK(:7f.) 

pwb m n K (197:1)—Here p^xb is used as the opposite of p « r 6 
(:1), and yet the note of love is not absent. It is not "to justify," 
and especially so in view of what Abraham said, according to this 
midrash. 

X . 2 (197:5 ff.) 

[1] mniOtP ruOU/K^ (198:1)—HIOU? here refers to prophecy, an aspect of 
m o w "Ĥ A. God does not need men of oratory or charisma as 
prophets. 

. . . THD TJO (:6)—Isaiah refuses to regard Israel's certain mis
treatment as derogatory to their high worth. 
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" n riK pixb (199:1)—pixb certainly does not mean "to justify" 
but it means to relate to "my sons" with love (as nplSf in rabbinic 
literature so often means "love"). Isaiah, in his words, "ID TK 
"Dl, reveals his love for Israel. 

]2,,,nt7 T1KJU7U7 (:1)—He refused to condemn them, again referring 
to the implication of "ID "WC. 

[2] n̂v mra . . . p bv (:l) 

VTIK . . . y7*l\m ]WW ]12W (:2)—This indubitably indicates that 
]WVJ ]12UJ refers to prophecy. Notice the term 111*033 (:3) as refer
ring to prophecy in general. I1K123 is a single prophecy and its 
plural is niKllJ (:5). 

Ill^lSD . . • JllKi:i3 (:5)—It is a reward for a prophet to prophecy 
111)3113 (:6). The very utterance of each word is a 71)3113, so that 
doubling a word of 11)3113 is another 71)3113. The concepts involved 
are: HKinJ, n)3m, bmv\ 

X . 3 (199:8 ff.) 

[1] ybb ]Tl T)3 . . . •pnrtKl (200:3)—As we shall see, Aaron is regarded 
here as a p^iy. In the Bible, he is without a sharply defined 
character, giving in to the crowd, and his explanation (Exod. 
32:22 ff.) testifies to his weakness. Here, however, his character is 
not only strong but in the interpretation in [3] below, actually 
heroic. Emphasis here is on the individual. 

l^tt ]71 T»)3 (:7)—"Will be in perpetual exile" (Lam. 2:20) is 
taken as Israel's sin and regarded as the reason for exile. Aaron's 
fear was not for himself (KTTtf, :4) but for Israel. 

[2] m t iTTQV^ (201:2) refers apparently both to the idol and its worship. 

111)3 . •. • ''JKtf; ""pri)3 (:2)—A new idea, again referring to the altar. 
Aaron wants to redeem what is possible from the situation and 
this indicates he is not to be associated with the idolaters. This 
midrash obviously assumes that the bw was not regarded as 
merely a symbol. (See the contrary opinion in Luzzatto on 
Exod. 32:4 and the many medieval authorities he cites.) 
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[3] "iriK . . . niCI n& . . . K"T(:4ff.)—Another interpretation of Exod. 32:5. 
Here Aaron emerges as a true p"»lif and as a heroic personality. 

^K"WQ K l̂ (:5)—Concerned for Israel above all, as in [1] above, 
but in an even stronger degree, for this comes close to mQ3, 
vicarious atonement (?n prTPOn nbrWD nm», :5). 

p ly nnHK (202:6)—pixb certainly does not mean "to justify" 
here; rather, it means "to relate to them with love." 

X . 4 (203:3 f.) 

[1] i"P̂  Dpi (204:1)—No actual DJ is involved in this version, though V'T"! 
attempts to make it a kind of DJ (VTjntJ from njPT, sweated with 
fever). 

[2] O W . . . D W inn (:4)—The statement of pn "l does not seem to 
apply to the sons at all, but only to Aaron. Also it does not refer to 
prayer. Moses saves Aaron from death because of the bw when he 
"takes" (np, :4) Aaron and his sons. 

X . 5 (204:6 ff.) 

A complex passage in which the midrash at the end (:6 f.) is made 
to apply to Lev. 8:2, the verse in the lection. It is composed of 
midrashim, apparently originally independent, for they are found 
elsewhere in different versions. 

[1] nynfc . . . XWV n ^ s m . . . i m m (:6f.)—The statements of both 
m i n 1 and yttniT "1 illustrate certain characteristics of organismic 
thought: one value concept may be stressed above another; also, 
two authorities may contradict each other, and no attempt is made 
at resolving the contradiction. In Haggadah each statement 
is independent. 

bin riK TVffV n ^ 3 m (205:1)—Whereas there PQWI1 remits but 
half the punishment, here nfpsn is stressed above PQWn. 

TXXVmTWV . . . 37ttnmm(:l)—TTnrrn has precisely the opposite 
view. 
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[2] mitf/n 7WW ]YD1 (:3)—Apparently the correct text is in the printed 
editions which contain this statement after the word PITU (:4) in 
the quotation of Gen. 4:13. "py in the verse means "punishment/' 
the consequence of sin, according to Ibn Ezra and Luzzatto. The 
rabbinic interpretation here, however, takes the verse to say that 
Cain thus acknowledged and confessed his sin as being beyond 
forgiveness. rQltt/n (:4) is hence a characteristic of man almost 
from the beginning, and, indeed, as we shall see, Adam himself 
extols n ^ w n when he becomes aware of its potency. The Rabbis 
assume that the inward life is a characteristic of man as such, a 
universalistic idea. Yet see Cassuto (m IV DIKE, p. 127) who, 
quoting ]"im takes the literal meaning of: KltfttB m y b*\~tt to be 
nibvbll Vna iJTiy. But even so he does employ the concept of 
rrnwn. 

JTPH (:4)—Decree, here a subconcept of |Hn m)3. (For its other 
meaning, see WE, pp. 210 f..) 

[3] K^ pTPD (:5)—For it could not mean "n "OD̂ E (Gen. 4:16) literally, 
since God is everywhere (see vniTO). The rabbinic idea of the 
otherness of God: He is not like man and hence, in the comments 
to follow, K3P1 means he went out of the encounter with God. 

mvb^n n y i nJUD Ky» (:6)—"He went forth from the encounter 
with God as though he deceived God." Tlivb'tyn fljn refers to 
God Who was not deceived, of course. Cain's repentance was only 
make-believe. 

"iriKlpV . . . Kinn n (:7f.)—This does accord with the view of 
rmiT. His rQIUrn was genuine. 

nDW Kr» (206:1)—He went forth from the encounter with God 
happy. The word Ky> is used in the verse which concludes nEttn 
•n^n (Exod. 4:14). 

•n»K . . . pU7*nn DIN . . . ww JTO (:2)-]WKin DIK—This 
term specifies a person, the first Adam. Emphasis on universalism, 
for Adam is thus not a name but a concept: man. 

. . . mitf/n b\U HITD . . . "p bl . . . (:3)—Adam did know of 
n n w n , but did not know its efficacy (JTTP w n N*7, :4). When he 
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became aware of its efficacy, he said: n:uu:, c,,r, ,,w ,,mr.i 
[•:,', m,,:i', :nu] (:4), "it is good to confess to God"(•:,', ni,m',). 
Concept of :i:i,wn and hence the inward life ascribed to man as 
such; universalism. 

[ 4] n,',yr., . . . 31u,,:,, ,,, • n31, ',31 ( :9 ff. )-In both instances here the doing
of :i:iiwn is something inferred from the apparent retraction to 
some form of the decreed punishment. Neither instance is by 
l1W1l"T' ,:i, himself. 

[5] ,,r.i,:i n',y, x', (208:2)-Jer. 22:30 continues by saying that no one
from his seed will be a ruler in Judah. 

n,',yr., 1l:l ,r.,,:i (:3)-Stresses ,,r.i,:i, "in his days," but there will be 
a ruler in his son's days, namely, his son's son, ',:i:i,,t. From this 
the inference is that :,,J:,, must have done :i:i,wn. 

•,:,, :i:i,wn :,',i,l (:4)-In the organic complex one concept may 
be stressed above another, here above two other concepts (cf. 
X.5 [I] above).

[6] ,,,J . . .  xr.i,nm ,, 'r.JX (209:2)-The idea that God was absolved 
from His oath when He applied :,',31r.,',u, 1,, n,:i', (:3) can only be 
a case of indeterminacy of belief. It posits a heavenly court of 
beings at least on a parity with God. It is in stark contrast with the 
otherness of God as expressed in such a phrase as XY' p,:,r., 
(205:5 ), in this very section. See our comment on the phrase there. 

[7] inx . . .  •n31, ',31 (:4)-This last statement of what is evidently a
composition on :i:i,wn (which begins at 204:6) relates to Lev. 8:2, 
the text of the lection. 

:,ynr.i l"TWl1 :,',,nn (:4)-This prayer is by one person in behalf of 
another, whereas in the case of Hezekiah (at 206:8) it is by 
Hezekiah himself. 

',',nn:,w 11,:::, (:7)-Referring to Moses on behalf of Aaron 
(Deut. 9:20). 
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X,6 (210:1 ff.) 

[l] ym . . . n^nn n*o (:i) 

THMfc n n a m "p plDD)3 rmmpTW DU7D (:1)—The comment 
connects the DHD of the ^H* ] m in Lev. 8:2 with the m m p 
which are named in a few verses previous (in 7:37). It teaches that 
just as the Trump affect atonement, so the DHAl affect atonement 
(Rashi to the version in Zeb. 88b, s.v. HDnOJ HE^). 

The U7"K"1 declares that the DHXl have no atoning efficacy unless 
a person who committed the sin had first done rQWJV He says: 

•n̂ a bwi ravu; mT rmny ŷ nn^ nMn:i *6m bsrw* ibi rush 
W121 mD^DU/T n n v (nympn n u ^ #9 to the version in 'Ar. 16a). 
See also RM, p. 182, on the atoning power of "YlSD DY1. 

X.7 (213:1 ff.) 

X.8 (213:7 ff.) tpo . . . nnu/nn \ow HKI (:7). 

[1] p c o TWVIA (:8)—In the anointing of Aaron, his sons and the Temple 
objects, there is embedded not only the concept of 03, but also the 
concept of TWXTp. The holiness of all these is not the result of the 
efficacy of the oil but of a series of D^OJ, i.e., it was done by God. 
SWnp connotes belonging to God in a special sense, and the pU'J 
tell that this was here declared, so to speak, by God himself. 

tyiD IV) n^nrifc (:8)—As we shall see, n^nrifc refers to the DJ of 
the small amount of oil used, and the tyiD to the DJ when it was 
not diminished. Notice that by bringing to light the combination 
of the concepts of nU7Tlp and DJ, a conceptual approach, we were 
able to recognize once more that holiness is not a matter of efficacy 
or theurgy (see RM, pp. 178 ff.). 

D*0U/ 1JW . . . bm ] r o l^DK (214:5 f.)—In the case of neither of 
these is the anointing a matter of TlWlp, but of public ceremony. 
The person chosen as High Priest in Temple days was already 
holy since he was a ]rD. Anointing him indicated new status but 
not more holiness. The blessing of the priests reads: IJU/lp "1U7K 
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]nnK bw Viurnpa (Sot. 39a), implying that all priests are equal 
to the High Priest in holiness. 

I^fc p 1^)3 pnOTB pK (:6)—Kingship is inherited, hence no 
anointing of a 1*7)3 p is required, but 71*7)11 711)712 is not inherited 
and therefore the High Priest is anointed. Of course, the anointing 
of a king did make him holier than his son who was not anointed. 

W>N; "»riU7 . . • 7172 •USE (:6f.)—Here is a clear indication that 
anointing of the king was a matter of public ceremony, of giving 
prestige, not of conferring holiness. We thus have further indica
tion that the oil as a physical entity did not impart holiness; there 
is no magical efficacy. 

[2] *b . . • DJj? iby) (215:1)—The entire amount of oil remained after all 
this use, the final 01 In the days of the Messiah (KD^ TTiy^, :1), 
the oil would again be used for the T1WI2 (note the name!) and the 
High Priest. 

•6rTT)T>m . . . T'nn(:l)—In this verse (Exod. 30:31) the word *b, 
when taken together with the same word in other verses, teaches 
that the matter referred to will endure both in this world and in 
the next world. 

X.9 (215:6 ff.) 

[1] 71VSX "pED 7WV (:7)—A hill, to indicate that Aaron and his sons are 
exalted above the people so that the latter would give them honor 
(JT'D*1). The concept of holiness is conveyed by means of the sym
bol of a hill; see also the suggestion of b',mn. 

[2] DDmpn Tl . . . 711X71 bl riKI (:8ff.)—All these are D"»03 characterized 
by mruan uyin pnnnw mnipnn p nriK (216:1), a small space 
which was made by a DJ to contain what would otherwise have 
been much too large for it. Here W means supernatural miracle. 
They posited or ''expected*' such miracles because they were 
accustomed to regard daily events such as sustenance, recovery 
from illness, etc., also as D̂ DJ, even though they were non-
supernatural. (See RM, pp. 159ff.) 

n n r m (216:2)—"Similarly" (also :5, et al.), the very multiplica-
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tion of the instances indicates that there was an entire type of 
miracle, a type that could be characterized by a common principle 
(mmpftn ]12 inK, :1). This common principle suggests that to 
them it was almost an expected "order of things/' 

DSmpQ Tl . . . pnnnu; nnn (218:1)—The direct implication is 
that it was not Joshua who really performed the 02 but God and 
that Joshua was only the agent. Every 03 is the work of God, even 
if it appears to be performed by a human being. 

[3] p D^tf/WO C]K (:1)—An instance of the principle of: mmpttn ]12 inK 
(216:1) in the period of the Rabbis, though early in the period—an 
indication that they regarded supernatural miracles as in the 
expected order of things even in their own days, not only occur
ring in biblical times. 

VTOn b\U i n ^ a n . • . (:4)—The purpose of the 02 in this comment 
was to make possible purely private prayer rather than only to 
perform a ritual. The concept of H^DJI is emphasized. 

[4] p Kin^ Tny^ t̂ K (:4)—The final instance of m m p n n ]12 inK will be 
b'TW1?, apparently, in the days of the Messiah. 

D'HAH bl (:5)—The universalism is expressed in the verse; they 
will come to worship God (p"T1 on Jer. 3:17). DrU is probably 
taken as Gentiles by the comment. 

Chapter XI 

X I . 1 (219:2 f.) 2Wn . . . DTD W l 

[1] HEDna • . • (:4)—The purpose of creation was man; all the various 
stages of creation therefore indicate God's H)3Dn, each being prep
aratory for man. D^iyn (:4) is a universalistic rabbinic value con
cept, and the contexts here imply that it was not just Adam, but 
man in general, DTK as embodying a universalistic concept, who 
was the purpose of creation. 
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T\y>12b rpn . . . nnnu (:6)—Unless this contradicts the statement 
in Sanh. 59b, Adam was not permitted to eat animal food. 
(On this prohibition, see also Cassuto, m ny DIKE, p. 30, on 
Gen. 1:29.) The interpretation here has in mind mankind, not 
Adam, apparently. 

XI.2 (220:7 f.) mum . . . mv n 

[1] Kin1? TTW1? run (:7)—This definitely indicates that Kin^ Trw*? is the 
stage before n"my—a rabbinic dogma. On rabbinic dogmas, see 
RM, p. 340 f. 

U7^p)3^ jvn HT (:8)—It will be built by God, for nifcnn (:7) stands 
for God as in the preceding midrash (219:3). 

Kin^ VTWb DipHar^tP (221:3)—Only the Dipnaf will be living 
b'Ti^b. "The seven years" are the prelude to that age, the implica
tion being that the others who are not D^pHtf wll die during this 
prelude. Since the D y n y are people who are among those living 
in the prelude, this means that DTDDH n^nn has not yet taken 
place, and that the entire period of b'Tiyb is before the resurrec
tion. ^"JIV^ is thus to be a period of a kind of bliss before l"mv. 
This idea seems to indicate that rabbinic dogmas leave room for 
an individual's opinion, since this entire description is that of "1 
*OK (220:9). Moreover, no mention at all is made here of the 
destruction of Rome by God before nWDTI mtl1. 

"131 VoKl KM^DI (:4)—The phrase is taken from J.T. Shebu. IV.8. 
The passage there contains an idea similar to that of the midrash 
but does not mention D ĵTHif, an absence of the concept which 
leaves the passage with only a negative idea. 

rrnriyj nnbw (:6) is made to apply to Ezekiel by WW through 
comparison with "1J7J in Exod. 33:11. It is noteworthy that the 
prophet is designated as wbVJ, a matter developed by Y. Kauf-
mann, though not on the basis of any midrash. 

XI.3 (222:1 ff.) 

[1] m m mKttn . . . nifcnn (.1)—Prov. 8:22 (quoted here to prove that 
rirpn nnai niBnn refers to the Torah) is the prooftext also for the 
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idea in Ber. R. I.I (edit. Theodor, p. 2; cf. ibid., 4, edit. Theodor, 
p. 6), that the world was created by God using the Torah as His
plan. One midrash here seems to contain the same idea. nn,:i (:I)
would thus refer to the world. Another explanation is given in
wnw,n ,w,,n', ni£101il.

[2] ... n,n',x 1nix x,p, . . .  (:7)-When God gave the Torah to Israel, 
it was on conditio� that Israel was to be immortal (niii?J<, like 
God or angels 11,',31 ,3:ii, :7). But when they sinned with the 
Golden Calf, He decreed that they be mortal. See 'Abodah Zarah 
5a, and Rashi on Ps. 82:6-7; similarly, above at 77:4.) 

XI.4 (223:4)

XI.5 (223:9)

[I] 1l11T •.. ,,on Dl1 (:9 ff.)-The midrash tells of Abraham's encounters

[2] ·,:::i,

with God. The character of every encounter depends on what 
Abraham says and does, so that what God says or does in each 
instance constitutes a response which can be described as n,r.i 
n,r.i ,ll:::i. 

n,r.i,t.Jn:i ... ni,,on:i (224:1)-In II Sam. 22:26-27, ,,on, c,r.in, 
etc., are each of them different individuals, each characterized by a 
different quality. In the Midrash, Abraham combines all these 
qualities in himself, and so does Moses. These spiritual 
heroes have rich, complex characters; they are not ordinary 
men. This does not mean, however, that they are treated 
differently from ordinary men. In their very encounters with 
God, an exhibit of a good aspect of their characters is rewarded, 
and an exhibit of an unworthy aspect is punished. 

ni,,on:i (:3)-With kindness, for he was engaged in nol:lil 
c,n,,x, which is c,,on n,',,r.11. 

7,:::131 ?311:l i:wn J<l ?J< (:3)-He asks God to wait until he has 
taken care of the c,n,,x, and see Shah. 127a. 
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'H na^ TOV OTV DiTQKI (:4)—On the "corrections of the 
DnDID," see Lieberman, Hellenism in Jewish Palestine, pp. 28-37, 
and also RM, p. 336, n.47. 

[3] nitt'WQ (:5)—He actually believed_ that there were a number of 
righteous men in Sodom, and God did not contradict him (nBK 
WP). Here m n ^ n is not a value concept as is DlTDn but a trait 
of man (see re the first phase of JHK *pl in WE, p. 39), "sim
plicity." mjfcpy (:7) is likewise such a trait of man. 

i"TT ^Un*" (:8)—This is a clarification of the future, not a reproach, 
for the next verse amplifies the statement. 

"Ppoy by m r u (:8f.)—Should read: nufcpyn (as in :7 above). 
The meaning here is "indirection/' i.e., by saying: "ill JHK 71122, 
(225:1), Abram expresses lack of trust by indirection. 

[4] m o n nyrr» K*7 ynn (225:5) (Exod. 3:3)—nwnn, for he expressed 
simple curiousity. The response is likewise direct, in the language 
of the folk, Aramaic, and not in a verse, apparently to indicate 
simplicity, directness. 

•plM J1K KJ ^Kin (:6) (Exod. 33:18)—Moses asks for knowledge 
of God's ways so he can follow them (JT'D*1). This attitude is 
mTUn, piety. 

npXl) (:6)—A term used for n^DUf W?l. 

Vpvy by Tinru (226:3)—But the verses ought to be Exod. 3:13-14. 
Moses wants to know how to refer to God when talking to the 
people. Moses' reply angered God (Exod. 4:14) for it was niJEpiQ, 
an indirect refusal, even after God reassured him. Moses will speak 
to the people only indirectly, JllMpya. 

X I . 6 (226:5ft) *fcn . . . ]1V "l (:5f.) 

[1] . . . i lVm miTOn UTnwb'n (:6)—According to this statement Moses 
and Aaron served together as D^^Vtt D^HD for the forty years in 
the wilderness. This implies that Moses embodied r w n p in the 
same sense that Aaron did, the single exception of a IT embodying 
the holiness of a ]H3. 
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V3)3J K*7 (:6)—Suggests that Moses had the option of doing so. It 
was not a complete, even if solitary, extension of r w n p , even in 
the case of Moses. (On the hierarchies of Httmp, and this one in 
particular, see WE, p. 222.) On the other hand, the idea that 
Moses, a IT, did embody the same nurnp as Aaron seems to relate 
to the attempt of the nVYDn to have non-priests, too, live bv 
ttmpn mnt) . (See WE, p. 222, the quotation from in^K 1DD, 
"HUrnp njriJ -nbn D^TO^ K "̂, an instance of interrelation of 
Halakah and Haggadah.) 

DTT^Kn WK rWBl (227:1)—The interpretation is that Moses, 
unlike his sons who were Drnb, was, in a special sense God's own 
since the connotation of TlWlp is belonging to God in a special 
sense, and thus implying that he was like Aaron, who was ttnp 
D^Unp (226:8). 

b^K (:1)—Not in the verse, of course, but for the midrashic pur
pose of stressing the difference between Moses and his sons with 
respect to TWJVlp. 

[2] nrpjs by . . . mran n (:3) 

nbllA rmroa (:4)—Here the point is made that during the seven 
days Moses did embody r w n p , and yet that it was not like that of 
Aaron. 

. . . vbv JWDttr JVW K l̂ (:4)—In the Tabernacle there was *\bl 
SHOW, but only after Aaron officiated (Lev. 9:23), not during the 
preceding period of Moses* ministration. "ttl DVH bl KTH (:4) 
refers to the fire from God that consumed the offerings of Aaron, 
something that did not take place after the offerings of Moses. 
Apparently Moses' TWMp was of a lower grade than the hierar
chical r w n p of Aaron, for it was not a matter of the worthiness of 
Aaron as against that of Moses. 

[3] Dnarnb . . . nynw bl (:5)—The encounter at the m o lasted seven 
days and during all that time God attempted to persuade Moses to 
undertake his commission to Egypt. 

n m pTTI J1K . . . '»k ^b n (228:2)—An instance of TO3 m a 
711)2. Moses prayed and pleaded all the seven days of Adar corres
ponding to the seven days of the plea by God. His prayer to be 
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allowed to enter the land was of no avail, and thus he was pun
ished for his own earlier obstinancy. Here is a striking case of 
indeterminacy of belief. In Num. 20:12 an entirely different reason 
for Moses not being allowed to enter the land is given. Further
more, in contrast to this midrash of 71712 IJUD JTTO where the 
culpability was purely personal, the Bible places blame on Israel: 
Deut. 1:37—"1A1 DDV^n 'PI tpKnn ^ m * ibid-> 3:26—'a 'n inj/rm 
'in mwnb; Ps. 106:32—DTnyn nmb arm rana *» bv isrjrp'n. 
These statements in the Bible could not be set aside, of course, and 
hence the midrash here can only be regarded as subject to belief 
which was indeterminate. (For another similar case, see CA, 
p. 212 f.) 

[4] '31 K*7K KTT ^7MJ xb lb 'EK (:5)—Moses* punishment was his dis
appointment when told that the n^ll* Wina was not his ("YDM1 
KTT I^P, :5), that it belonged to Aaron always. God did not give it 
to Moses and then take it away from him. The seven days in 
which Moses served n^ni 71317133 were, so far as his expectation 
was concerned, in vain, just as were the seven days of God's plea, 
and hence THE 13U3 iTTO. 

XI.7 (228:7ff.) 

[1] m y **7W\ (:8)—This is the correct reading (Margulies). The printed 
editions read:m* "W3 T n - m y is the opposite of TiroattJ at 234:6 
and thus has overtones of sadness, sorrow. Just as 7in)3tf7 is a 
human characteristic, so is m y , and both belong to the first phase 
of p K TTI. 

[2] ^3 131331 (229:6)—Interpreted to say that the whole world was blessed 
because of him, as can be seen from: b^b ppVl iT3p71 nTT 1^3U731 
1*713 D^iyn (:6). The concepts here are: 713*13, D*7iy, J113K and 
DTOITI m n , but the statement also embodies the idea of corporate 
personality, all of mankind benefiting because of Abraham's 
presence among them. 

nmnu^ . . . pin nT» nnww py . . . ^IW?K^K(:9-10)—This 
is very difficult and the commentaries struggled with it. It says 
something, apparently about Abraham's softening or restricting 
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God's justice ("["Hrr mi3, :10) in the world, but what is the relation 
to "pV (:10)? 

U7KH . . . ttTPptP Kin (230:1)—The first instance of UMJTl UHTp. 

[3] . . . im>:w mWfc (:9-10)—The midrash teaches that the JTPOJD *»nn 
)3"21 (:9) are the abode of the Shekinah since they are devoted to 
rmn imbn and to n^Dn. (Compare OT, p. 39 and p. 275, 
n. 134.) D^WO) refers to Israel (in the parallel in J.T. Sanh. X.2, 
the reading is ^ K W by), as is often the case but Virol? iTWB 
(:9-10) here can only refer to normal mysticism, since TI1K had 
defiled the Temple where there was nJOtP "Ĥ A. 

WIT iSE . . . W 3 m (231:1 f.)—Which implies loss of knowledge 
of rmn, since a few verses later there is the promise nDtttfl K̂ 7 "O 
WIT 13)3 (:3), and this can only relate to Torah. 

"y\ b^Vin n)3 (:3)—The deed of Ahaz did not avail him, for Isaiah 
raised up students of Torah, and thus the trust in the promise was 
vindicated, 133 K"lj?J D I K ^ vmbTW (:5), for by teaching a child 
Torah, a man is the means for giving him DViy "n, just as the 
parent is the means for giving him physical life. 

[4] The parallel in Tanhuma, WI3UJ IX contains a later addition which 
attempts to apply the parable at 231:8 f. in its entirety, but it gives 
an altogether different turn to this parable. Usually a parable is 
not completely analogous to the application, as we have often 
pointed out, and here what is applied is only the disrespect toward 
the rescripts of the king when they were read in his own city. 

[5] nnn mnn . . . ywnw (234:5 ff.) 

IQ^Q m i y i (:7)—Divided the idea into two separate ideas, assign
ing to m y the word W\ and to nn»U7, the word 7V7T\. 

D1K (:10)—Refers to pttJJCin DTK, and TitCW (:11) apparently 
means "foresaw." 

n"»tt/*CQ *W nttWn mnJW nn blVJ (235:6)—In contrast, appar
ently, to the new world, the Kin D^IV, where the creation will be 
complete and there will be no need for man's work (n^ttty, :6) at 
all. The concept of y'TVty is thus imbedded here. 
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p i m o ^ mviD ^ipOT i n o m . . . (236:4)—The concepts here 
are: Mn; scholar; and God's justice, that is, the phase of corporate 
justice. The sin was committed by another person, p y , but the 
idea of corporate justice involves the people as a whole in the 
punishment. The death of such a scholar as !>>K* was a grievous 
loss to the people as a whole. The idea of corporate justice is 
already present in the literal meaning of Joshua 7:5, though on a 
different plane, the loss being UT»K HtWl D'MP̂ ttO, warriors. 

[6] Drpmmy bv (237:4)—When Jerusalem was captured, the people of 
Israel were requited for their sins; hence it was not altogether a 

rra. 
^m^an^ . . . "I2K1 (:4)—This statement is apparently only in
direct support for the statement immediately preceding. Lam. 
4:21-22 are regarded as a prophecy by Jeremiah that Rome (Edom) 
would destroy the Second Temple and that this would be J1MK 
TTnbv? (:5) for Israel's sins, so that no exile would follow the exile 
by Rome: ^ m ^ n ^ tpDV K^>:^- ($ e e Rashi on these verses and cf. 
Lam. R. on 4:22.) Thus, the day on which Jerusalem was captured 
by Babylon was likewise ,OS,»K (:4) for Israel's sins (in the days of 
the First Temple). 

XI.8 (237:7 ff.) 

[1] DiTOpra yin (238:1)—DSTUpT here is in accordance with the rabbinic 
meaning, namely, DTODn, scholars. Were it to mean "chiefs," 
there would be no point to the statement, and were it to mean 
"their old men," then it could not refer to bKlVP "UpT̂ l (see 
Rashi, I.e. Exod. 3:16). The concept embodied is m m . There is 
undoubtedly a reflection here of the Rabbis' own day when the 
D'toDn were the judges, the teachers, even the communal leaders. 
(See RM, "The Integration of the Rabbis and the Folk," pp. 84 ff.) 

[2] ]H pn'Qn . . . (:2)—If they are old men, their longevity indicates they 
are beloved by God. In Exod. R. V.12 the phrase reads "UaV pn'On 
nwnj7n. 

DH D'Hyj DK1 (:2)—This refers to D^pT in the sense of young men 
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who are c,r.,:,n-a rabbinic meaning noted above in [1], li" being 
a notarikon for nr.,:,n mpv, ,r., lPT (Kid. 32b). 

[3] ,i:,,:, ,,3,pr ,u, (239:3)-,i:,,:, is a term for m,:,v, ,,',1, but the concept
of m,:,v, ,,',1 was largely merely a haggadic concept, that is, 
seldom concretized in daily life, and as a haggadic concept subject 
especially to indeterminacy of belief (RM, p. 238 f.). The other 
concepts embodied are Torah and :i."ilil.7. 

c,p,,:i.r, (:4)-But the text has ,,lpT (c,r.,:,n). Here is another 
instance where c,p,,Y and c,r.,:,n are overlapping concepts. 

,,l!l? (:4)-All of the c,lpT will see God, being seated with Him in 
a semicircle: •i:,1 il?Ul7 1,u ,yn:, (240: 1 ), an interpretation of ,u,

,i:,,:, ,,lpT (Isa. 24:23). ,i:,,:, is again taken as m,:,v, ,,',1. Embodied 
here also is the concept of Torah since the c,p,,:i.r (:4) are 1,3,pr, 
scholars. 

XI.9 (240:4£.)

[ 1 J n,nn,n . . . n,:,,:i. ,, ( :4 £.) 

c,p,,y', .t(?in v,.t(, n,,n', (:5)-Again m,:,v, ,,',1 in :i."i11l7, but 
now the concept of Torah is not embodied. There is thus no 
relation at all to the daily experience of n,,n ,ir.,',n, and indeter
minacy of belief characterizes this statement all the more. 

[2] n,r., ... n,r.,',y (241:3 £.)-Another and totally different interpretation,
with nir.,',y = Ml>;l?lC, immortality. God will guide us in a world 
where there is no death (:i."i11l7). 

[3] .t(:,,il . . . nir.,',y (242: 1 )-nir.,',y is now taken as n1r.,71y (pl.), "in two
worlds": He guides us in T"i11l7 and will guide us in :i."i11l7. 
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PART TWO 

Chapter XII 

XII. I (243:2 ff.)

[l] This contains a theme, the evils of drunkenness, although it is com
posed of discrete, separate statements. The connection with the 
biblical text in :2 (Lev. 10:9) is at 256:4. Teachings about the bad 
effects of excessive drinking belong to the second phase of 7,,

y,x, the phase of practical wisdom and a sub-concept of Torah. 

•1:,1 c, U(n, ,:, (:3)-Wine incites to nut and even involves il,l or
il:lT (n"!l'); concepts of nur and ilJ<r.m,.

'i'l 11vh:i (:4)-Avoiding indecency in speech. Concept of 7,,

y,x (proper behavior). 

[2] J<DUil . . . '0'.I< ,,, J< (244: 1 )-A new interpretation of c,,w,D:i 7',;,n,
(:3) in Prov. 23:31. A scholar accustomed to drink will eventually 
declare what is impure to be pure and vice versa, since everything 
will seem plain to him (:>"D). 

[3] ;,,r, ?'DOD ,x,, (:2)-'J<,i is used here in the sense of 1.VDWD:>, literally:
he will redden with shame. 

[4] il'D,, ... .KM.I< ,,,x (245:2ff.)-A story introduced by repeating part
of the first statement (above, 244:4), and thus an elaboration of it. 
The kind of humor here and the "happy" ending seem to indicate 
that it contains elements of several folk stories. The ending is in 
its own way a sort of :l.1< ,,:i:,, but even this derides the toper. 

[5] ,,r,y ... ;,n,w;, 7:, (248:3)-Makes explicit what the UW!l implies,
but the Aramaic comparisons indicate that the elaboration of 
U'll7!l was intended for the folk. 
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[6] m m n m n . . . ^K iffr (249:5)—This does not refer to the toper but 
is a saying of KJin 21 (:6) regarding him who neglects study of 
Torah (see also y"D). An independent wordplay in Hebrew which 
was apparently attached to an interpretation of Prov. 23:29 in 
Aramaic, the latter telling about the toper. Notice that after this 
Aramaic interpretation of v. 29, the passage reverts to v. 32 at 
252:4, from which point on the interpretations are of an entirely 
different character and in Hebrew. 

|T"»VT • • . K*my (250:1 f.)—A story in Aramaic, again character
istic of the folk and its rather "slapstick humor," which contains 
an apt application of the same verse. An illustration, like the 
preceding material, of the integration of the Rabbis and the folk. 

[7] nurn^K . . . irmnK (252:4 ff.)—The passage goes back to Prov. 23:32 
and hence originally followed the interpretations of the preceding 
verse (v. 31). These interpetations of Prov. 23:32 deal not with the 
toper but with events narrated in the Bible which, according to 
the interpretations, resulted from drinking wine in any form. 
They are concretizations of God's justice and are in Hebrew, and 
are thus directed, apparently, to the people at large. That is, they 
consist of edifying Haggadah. 

nbwb . . . r m m T'Kl (:5 f.)—This statement, given as authority 
for what has been said about Adam and Eve, tells that the fruit 
eaten by Adam consisted of grapes and concludes with: "HKn 
vb'wb n r m » lionn D'myiP (253:2). It tells that grapes brought 
bitterness into the world, the bitterness of death. The statement 
preceding, therefore, can only mean that wine was the cause of the 
death of Adam and Eve. The reading in one of the manu
scripts has mm, not 7V\vb. On wine rather than just grapes, see 
Ber. R. XIX.5. 

There are other views which identify the forbidden fruit with the 
fig, etrog, wheat, and nut, and grounds are given for each of these 
views (see Ginzberg, Legends, V, pp. 97-98). On the basis of our 
passages here, the grape was forbidden because wine may lead, as 
the other examples indicate, to drunkenness and misconduct; it 
was thus forbidden out of God's love. 

TT bnpn . . . p -pritt (254:2)—According to this statement, they 
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are excluded because of riVITttE (253:9), but the Bible gives a 
different reason (Deut. 23:4-5). Hence we have here an example of 
indeterminacy of belief. The prohibition of incest is among the'T 

ra "on rmm 

nn^b v&b pnK "pn ]" wnDn -p (255:5-6), and xbv "vm UK 
l"n ^3)3 K*7K inn (256:3)—Indeterminacy of belief here is the 
only ground on which this idea can be accounted for. Lev. 10:1 
plainly gives the biblical reason, namely: iTIT U7K 'PI "UD̂  "Q^lp'! 
DriK my K*7 "!U7K. Then ibid., v. 2 tells of their punishment. Yet 
the passage here actually quotes v. 2 but continues by saying: pK 
WE HE "ODE ">yTP UK (256:2). Other haggadot do take Lev. 10:1 
into account (see Ginzberg, Legends, III, 188) but the present 
passage does not. 

TDHH vbv l m ^ (256:4)—The Tim was specifically directed to 
him. Ittyy VIM (:4). That is, only to Aaron was the Tim directed 
and not to both Moses and Aaron. The reason is made more 
explicit in the parallel at 258:1. 

XII.2 (256:5 ff.) 

[1] Two concepts are involved here, Dtt/n UHlp and r w n p . Both relate to 
the same event, the death of Nadab and Abihu in punishment for 
offering DriK m * K1? "WK HIT U7K (Lev. 10:1). God Himself 
sanctifies His Name when there is a manifestation of God's justice 
as here, and this idea is connoted by rrnpn bV7 1DU7 rittmp (257:4); 
'D1 j m tt/npnn^ . . . UK TTiy (256:7). (See CA, p. 114 for other 
examples; see ibid, on p. 245 f., 247 and 248 f.) On the other hand, 
the IWnp of the pum is referred to also: ttnpnn HT JT»n (257:2 
and :8); W1p)2 UK (257:8). And the idea now seems to be that the 
holiness of the Tabernacle was made evident through the punish
ment of Nadab and Abihu for its violation. The Tabernacle itself 
was not made holy by their death for it was made holy by God's 
"resting" or "dwelling in it," as stated in Exod. 23:43 (see Rashi 
there), and the tttt/D here is retained by the Rabbis even when the 
verse is also interpreted. The ideas embodying the two concepts 
are intermingled here and this makes the passage a difficult one. 
(The passage as given in the printed editions embodies the concept 
of r w n p and not that of Dttm Wlp, but is also much briefer.) 
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There is also another difficulty involving God's foreknowledge, 
as we shall see. The great number of variant readings indicates 
that the passage is one which early scribes and editors struggled 
with. 

[2] H U M . . . "OK TIW (256:7 f.)—ttnpnn*? (:7) relates to DWiTp, but 
HinDl ttnp:n (:8) seems to embody the concept of TWMp and 
hence to relate to the ptt7)3; the two ideas are intermingled. 
Involved in both is another idea, that of God's foreknowledge. 
Not possessing a conceptual term, it is tied here to both the con
cepts of TWTlp and Ott/iT'p. We have described such ideas as auxil
iary ideas (see RM, pp. 58 ff. and 220). But here the foreknowledge 
of God is only apparently tied to the concepts of OttWp and 
JWnp. Nothing whatever indicates that the subject of God's 
foreknowledge was the specific sin committed by Nadab and 
Abihu, and yet it is the punishment for that sin which embodies 
the concept of DU/JT'p or of rwnp . 

DiTJD . . . KT1 (257:1)—On the eighth day both what is referred 
to by TmUJ W W (256:8), and the death of Nadab and Abihu 
took place. '131 Dyn *7D KTH (257:1) concludes the proof text 
beginning with Dyn *73 *7K H TIM *q?l (Lev. 9:23) and it is this 
to which H)3U7 v n y u i points, i.e., it points to the niOtP rbl 
which the whole people experienced, as described in Lev. 9:23 f. 

[3] T1K p r o w l . . . iron "»» (:2)—Concepts of God's love and pH*. 

n"npn b\u IBU; rwnp ^ntra . . . «npn» nr rra ]mu; (:2f.)— 
Begins with concept of TlWlp of the ptPtt and concludes with the 
concept of DU7H tt/np. Intermingling of the concepts makes it 
difficult to tell what is meant. 

U71pK . . . 1U7K Kin (:4)—This proof text embodies the concept of 
DU/H ttmp, since it refers to the immediately preceding statement. 
The other prooftext, concluding with H1M2 ttnpJl at 256:8 refers 
apparently to the r w n p of the pwn . 

Dn WlOW W (:9)—Seems to be equivalent to "prran (:9), beloved 
of God. 
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XII.3 (258:4ff.)

[l] il,in ,,::1, (:5)-A concept which often implies il,in ,ir.31,n, as here,
but which may also refer simply to il,in . 

.K!l,r.J ... ,r.311',r.3 (:7 £.)-Are these healing properties of ,1r.3',n 
il,in taken literally? The very mention of specific remedies indi
cates these remedies were resorted to. The study of Torah was not 
engaged in for physical well-being. Apparently this is simply 
exuberant praise of il,in ,,::1, even though more literal than the 
prooftexts .employed. 

XII.4 (259:6ff.)

[I] "ir.JO il,n',g fr.J ••• .Kr.Jimn ,•.te (:6)-1£ he drinks his proper portion
(il,n',!3) he becomes flushed (i.e., handsome) but if more, he 
becomes like an ass (play on ,r.Jn). The concept here is y,.te ,,, as 
referring to the phase of practical wisdom (see WE, p. 40 £.). Most 
of the warnings here against excessive drinking belong to this 
ph�se of y,.K ,,, which is also a subconcept of Torah. 

[2] cp,r.3', ... .Kr.Jimn ,,..K (261:1)-When the vine is laden with grapes
it cannot stand without support, and this is used as a symbol to 
draw attention to the fact that he who drinks to excess cannot 
stand up by himself. The symbol is forceful because it is so 
widely prevalent. 

il,r.J,.K (:1)-To emphasize the lesson. If the "mother" herself is 
overpowered, you are all the more likely to be overpowered. 

[3] c,t,j1'0 ••. nu:i,p', tir.J,t, ,,,.te (:2)-Here is another instance where
offerings are regarded as a symbol for the individual's behavior. 
The various definite measures for the offerings of wine on the 
altar contain the lesson that an individual, too, is not to drink 
without measure or restriction. The concepts are: Torah, 1::1,p 
(holiness) and, implied, y,.K ,,, (the phase of practical wisdom). 

As can be seen, there is no one type of symbol employed by the 
Rabbis. The main characteristic of rabbinic symbols is simply 
analogy of any kind. The symbols adduced in II.12 (52:6 ££.) and 
III.7 (72:4££.) relate to voluntary sacrifices. Here, the symbolism
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in the wine offerings consists in the amount as being ordained 
and hence contains the notion of an imperative, of a command. 

T10 . . . >OE3p 11 (-4-5)—The analogy consists in the same 
numerical value of the letters in J" as in T10, again practical 
wisdom characterizes the lesson. 

TID ppntt . . . ' m n ')3K plK "1 (:5f.)—Much drinking causes 
total forgetting, "forgetting in all of the 248 members of his 
body.,, 

XII.5 (262:7 ff.) 

[1] l^nnur . . . nriU7K[7(:7-8)—Abstaining from wine during the build
ing of the Temple was in keeping with the spirit of 7̂K IDttH ]" 
nnu/n (Lev. 10:9). Engaging in the holy task may also have 
removed him from the temptation to drink. 

]'" nritfJ (:8)—This made for the hilarity marking the celebration 
of the marriage with runs rQ, an event that caused the destruction 
of the Temple. 

I^K bw . . . y»apK TO but (263:2)—From what follows imme
diately, it is obvious that this is only a rhetorical question. Under
lying it is the idea of corporate responsibility which involved the 
people as a whole in punishment, not only those at the ball of 
njTlD m . There is a shift from the individual (Solomon) to the 
people. 

l)3Uin riK DpIVI (:4)—As several commentators point out, this 
interprets *»DK bv (:3); reflection of a desire not to allow the loss of 
Jerusalem to be overwhelming. The destruction of Jerusalem and 
the Temple was a manifestation of God's justice not only in this 
legend—it is even more emphasized in the supportng text (Jer. 
32:31). In both, the decision by God goes back to the "beginning"; 
there is no inevitable association of God with the Temple and 
Jerusalem. 

[2] 013 ]122 (264:2)—Lieberman, here p. 873: OIDED m i t e ,013)33 WITS 
D^Ett/n (see also his references). The marriage with rUHQ HI 
almost prevented the proper functioning of the Temple from the 
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start since the next morning represented the first occasion to offer 

thennu/ bw -ran (:i).-

[3] nxm . . . IBK HDJDJ (:4) 

. . . t]̂ K D^WW 03*01 (:5)—Indeterminacy of belief, of course. 
Here it is practically a way of indicating what we call a legend. 

riOT . . . TWWp . . . y n (:8f.)—'Tower corrupts." 

[4] *7K bw . . . p r m pK (266:2)—An ideal rather than an observation. 

[5] nnwrr. . . nm nViyntp ^b (268:1)—nnnw. . . n^pn pn (:l)— 
The period of V'ny^ (:1) is usually mtPfcn nifi1; that period is an 
extension of run D ÎV (:1), but without the evil in it. Wine is a 
nbpn and nrifcttJ in rmy but in b"T\yb it will be productive only 
of nn&w. 

D̂ uum . . . û oy . . . mm Tnn (:2)—nib mnyb is a purely 
rabbinic term, yet the concept is rooted in the Bible, as always. 
What we have here, however, is not only a biblical antecedent, but 
what amounts to a concretization of the concept. It has both 
characters because the concept depends upon antecedents which 
are poetic products of the imagination and hence given to vivid 
concrete details. 

Chapter XIII 

X I I I . 1 (268:6 ff.) 

[1] "D1 iTOtt vm urn (269:2)—Had Moses not become angry, he would 
himself have known and taught the HD^n concerning ]J1K not 
eating UVDTp. But he immediately became angry ( . . . cpfp"n, :4) 
with the sons of Aaron. 

[2] una mbn nntam OJDIP ptai (:4-5)—rm^yni means that Moses 
had known the law, but that he forgot it temporarily. The 
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*'forgetting," it would seem, was not the psychological result of 
having become angry, but a punishment for having become angry. 
The concepts are: God's justice and \HK "1*11, and, of course, 
Torah. 

[3] VPJ7D ̂ K (272:3)—"I had forgotten" (Jastrow). A rabbinic instance of 
Moses' humility. 

[4] . . . rD^nn HK V"P (:3, :4)—The sons of Aaron are characterized as 
scholars, not only Moses and Aaron. Concept here is: Dan. Biblical 
characters are interpreted by rabbinic concepts. 

priV) (:3, :4)—Because of the honor of Moses. 

inrPK^I . . . nrPTUU; IDT (:4)—They merited that at one time in 
their lives (imTQ, :5, interpreting D"n, 268:7), the m a n was 
addressed to them and to their father and to their uncle. Concepts 
are: God's justice and "TD'H. 

XIII.2 (272:7 ff.) 

[l] na-nsn . . . nifciKn *7aa rrapn TIE (273:1)—Israel alone was fit to 
receive the Torah, and God's choice of Israel was really God's 
justice. It was not a matter of favoritism. We have pointed out 
there is no conceptual term for the "election of Israel," although 
the idea is found as an auxiliary idea (RM, pp. 54 ff.). Here, how
ever, that idea is not present. 

na-rfcn i n N*7K (:2)—Here, too, it is a matter of worth, Wl (:2). 
In contrast to the biblical view, the iaD3n TH is regarded here as 
more meritorious than the other generations. 

[2] DiTUnna . . . nn*n n*Cl (274:2)—Negative statements about Gentiles 
such as these are no doubt a reaction to the severe persecutions of 
the Jews by the Romans and the hostility of the Hellenistic world. 
But the very concept of D ÎVH m)31K ''p'Hy is a necessary, 
indispensable element of the rabbinic value-complex. (See RM, 
pp. 27-28.) 

HTiytt yaw (275:3)—Universal ethics. 
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',x,u,, ',.s, c,p,s:n (:4)-"Unloaded them on Israel," i.e., so that 
now Israel alone observes these niiYr.J. 

[3] y,xn ',.s, ••• cinln ,".te (276:I)

;,,', i:lil . . • .te.Di,', (:I)-The parable teaches that, in the case of 
the first patient, he will continue to live only on condition that he 
maintains a proper diet. 

y,xn ',.s, ••• 1:::, (:3)-',:, ... D?il1il nir.Ji.te-The law in Gen. 9:3 
is directed to the nl ,l:,,, but they are designated here as nir.Ji.te 
D?il1il (:3). Strictly speaking, nl ,l:,, includes Israel too, until the 
giving of Torah. By observing these laws regarding permitted and 
prohibited animals, etc., Israel helped to secure for itself ::i"ilil,7. 
The ::i11 i11l1 was, apparently, to some extent conditioned upon 
Israel's observance of these laws now; this is the idea to which the 
parable points. In this statement combining the concepts of nir.Ji.te 
D?1l1il, ',x,u,,, niiYr.J and ::i"i11l1, the parable thus serves to stress 
the concept of ::i"ilil,7. 

XIll.3 (277:I ff.) 

[I] The teaching here is that the niiYr.J have the function of testing men
as to whether they can obey God's commands, and that if they do 
so, they will be protected by God (i::i c,o,n', .te1il Jl�. :2). This is 
the function of the niiYr.J, for it makes no difference to God as to 
tp1l1il lll uniu,u, ,r.J, ,.te,Yil lr.J uniu,u, ,r.J. This teaching certainly 
does not represent a consensus; if it is just a matter of performing 
a i11Yr.J and that alone is sufficient, then there need be no illi:, in 
the act, but of course there are those who say that n,:,,,y niiYr.J 
illi:,. Furthermore, despite the example given, the fact that the 
term niiYr.J is used implies that this applies to all niiYr.J, the 
ethical as well (notice n,r.J.te ',:,, :I), and the Books of the Prophets 
and the legislation in the Bible surely teach that this does make a 
difference to God. 

There is no rabbinic term which designates what we call 
ritualistic niiYr.J or what is known today as n,,u,.s,r.J niiYr.J. This 
means that no demarcation really exists between the ethical and 
the ritualistic. Indeed, the ritualistic may involve the ethical, and 
the very ritual of ;,u,nu, involves the concept of D,,n ,',31:::,, ,.s,Y. 
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Even if the midrash here is limited to the ritualistic, the ethical 
aspects involved do make them of concern to God, if we take into 
account Jewish tradition as a whole. 

[2] JOn nbtyb (:4)—Should read Kin^ Tfiy^ to be consistent with that 
term in the line above (tmb TJiy^ D^pH^tf;, :3), and as can be 
seen from the readings in several MSS. b'Tiyb is an extension of 
V'TVW but without the element of evil (cf. our remarks at 268:1). 
The hunt or chase C[TJp, :3-:4) indulged in by the Nations of the 
World is a source of keen pleasure to them, but it is a cruel sport. 
The element of cruelty is removed here, for there is no hunt but a 
battle between two "prehistoric," and presumably evil animals—a 
sort of moral equivalent of the chase. 

ponttU \T\ laro (:4)—It is not sport for both will be food for 
D p̂Har (:3). iVPUO STOTW IT (278:2) is a question, and this ques
tion indicates that the laws of V'TVW are expected to apply in the 
period of b'Tiyb. 

[3] "D1 bKWb ]Tib n m » l . . . rpnw Ifc^tt (279:5)—Teaching by the 
direct method overcomes the difficulties of accurate, concrete des
cription. The concept of m i n TlD^n (see CA, p. 65 on integration 
of Haggadah and Halakah). 

XIII.4 (280:3 ff.) 

[1] "l̂ DKn 1K*7 . . . H ÎDD . . . imK n ')3N (:3)—Both are instances of 
the concept of m i n TlD^n as applied to HD^n. 

n^IDD . . . lrQK "1 'K3K (:3)—Again, teaching by direct method. 
An interpretation of: itoKn *WK TVnn HKT (Lev. 11:12) ( r n n n ) . 
But now the teacher is God and the pupil is Moses; integration of 
Haggadah and Halakah. 

[2] . . . DJTOT DK (:6)—It is not predetermined that the nYO^» will 
oppress you. If you will be worthy, you will destroy them; not 
predestination but p n m n . 

Kmnn inv (281:1)—Poverty is a stimulus to mWJl; apparently 
a popular apothegm. 
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"Dl KJipniD Knpny "O (:2)—The aesthetic criterion of "fit
ting," "suitable," but see how b"11 interpreted it valuationally— 
evidently aesthetic interest was lost. 

XIII.5 (281:3 ff.) 

[1] The four successive world empires are named here, empires which 
oppressed Israel. But only the fourth, Rome, is completely evil, 
the first three having some redeeming features. Rome, which 
oppressed Israel in the rabbinic period, is therefore to be the last 
of these empires, and after that only God alone will rule. The 
tradition about the four Empires goes back at least to the passage 
in Daniel, here interpreted at 286:1 and probably even earlier. The 
connection with Lev. 11:4, the text in the lection, is at 292:4. 

When niD^l] is the singular of nTO^tt 03-4) it refers to a 
single nation having dominion over the entire world, not just an 
empire. U^72VJ mD^B means the sovereignty of God, DTOUJ in this 
term being an epithet for God, and this refers to "above and below 
and the four directions." The JTITÔ fc are subject to this sover
eignty and sometimes they even acknowledge it by praising God 
(see at 292:2 f., 293:4 and :6), i.e., all but Rome (293:7). But they are 
all essentially evil for they oppress Israel. Israel alone, including 
converts, acknowledges W12W JTD^E daily. When Rome will be 
destroyed b'TW1?, history will have run its course, for the changes 
that represent history only take place in T"my; in r m v there is 
no change, only bliss. 

W*73VJ miD^E is a value concept which gives significance to the 
world as a whole. The opposite to the Kingship of Heaven (ITD^E 
D̂ BUJ) are the human nro^E, especially nyunn niD^n, Rome, 
and hence JTPD t̂t '1 (282:1) has a negative valuation (see our 
comment at 292:2). 

[2] D W U n *7D (:3)—A rabbinic usage meaning a "a number." Since the 
prophets "saw" 0*0, :3) the four riYO^B before these existed, the 
implication is that they were preordained by God, and that their 
downfall, including that of Rome, was likewise preordained, but 
their evil power was not inevitable (see at 280:6, 286:3, 289:3). 

[3] ]1U7Kin D"TK (:3)—Notice that DTK here is a concept, not a name, made 
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specific by the modifier, 1iwx,n. An emphasis on universalism. 
Man is a universalistic concept. The preordained character of the 
empires is emphasized by these empires having been "seen" 
already by Adam. 

[4] X:JIUiD ... iwDi ... 1,w,D (282:1-2)-In proof that 1,w,D (: l) refers
to Babylon whose emperor was X:JIUiD (:2), referring to the tiny 
Nebuchadnezzar. Of course there is an implied derision. 

n1,n,�u, (:4)-A mystical idea regarding a relation between y,x 
',x,w, and God. ,',,n,n (:4) is brought in proof that n',,inn (:3), 
with almost the same consonants, means "hopes for." 

'i:Ji n,,n 1,xu, ,�r,� (:6)-The superiority of n,,n developed in 
Palestine as against that of Babylon, due to the mystical relation 
between the Land and God. n�:,n (:6) refers to the logical deduc
tions (see Rashi to �id. 49b, s.v. n�:,n ,,:i,), and bespeaks 
superiority of the mind. 

,,:,, ',x,w,� c,,wxn� (283:3)-Became strong through Israel (but 
how?). In the case of nu,l and c,,y�, the names indicate that the 
n,,:Jr,� oppressed Israel. 

[5] lPT?IU (:6)-Refers to the n:J,:i of Isaac. An indication that the n:J,:i of
a human being was regarded by the Rabbis as a n',Dn. 

,�r,,37r, (284:1)-Although C?il7 often refers to Israel, here it 
probably refers to the world, for u:::i', (:1) refers to Israel. 

n�n ... n�,x (:4)-Apparently x, too (not only 37), was pro
nounced somewhat like n. 

[6] r,D:,n, ... ',x,l, (286:1-290:2)

x,:J�� . . .  xnxi:J, . . .  cn,:JT ex (286:3 £.)-Here the force of 
the preordained character of the n,,:Jr,� is blunted; their effec
tiveness for evil depends on Israel's conduct. If Israel merits it, the 
n,,:Jr,� will be powerless. There is thus no real predestination. 

',:Jn 1� ... 1,llU (287:2)-1,llU is taken as "hating" (with tu). Israel 
was hated in greater degree by each succeeding n,:Jr,�, and was 
hated and oppressed more than any other people. Israel is the 
special object of hatred and oppresion of the n,,:Jr,�. 
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c:,,ni:n'IUD 1DYl1 ... .tenll,.te (289:1)-An interpretation of Jer. 
5:6 which takes the verse to allude to the ni,::::,',D ,,, and brought 
here to confirm that pn,, ,, interprets :JJ<T as ,,D. Jeremiah is 
thus another prophet who "saw" the four ni,::::,',D, but his symbols 
are the same as Daniel's. 

[7] l1'1U,, p,,y (290:5)-Margulies points to w,,::::i as p,,y and w,,,wn.te as
ll'IU,. Notice that the term p,,y is applied to a Gentile, and that 
the term is thus not limited to Israel (see RM, p. 27 f.). Also that a 
n,::::,',D, in the case of ,,D, may have good qualities as well as bad. 

l"TD,::i ... l"TTl"T ,,rn MD (291 :5 )-The hypocrisy of Rome; it 
appears to be executing justice but actually robs and despoils. 

w,.te:, ini.te (292:2)-That is, "I myself." 

y,.te::i ... ?Dll"T n.te .te", (:2 £.)-Each of the ni,::::,?D, except Rome, 
on a specific occasion, praises God. In other words all but Rome 
do at times acknowledge c,D'IU ni::::i?D. The opposite to ni::::i?D 
D,D'IU is, then, chiefly Rome, called l"Tll'IU,l"T n,::::,',D (291:6). 

l"T":lp? no',pD (:3)-ll'IU,il im.te (:4), Nebuchadnezzar is called 
ll'IU, despite his praise of God, inclusive as it was. The 
acknowledgment did not redeem his character, nor does it 
redeem ?:J:J, it would seem . 

. . . :,,:,',.te ,,,::i (293:7)-A formula of a :,::::,,::i involving w,,p 
D'IUl"T, but not actual acknowledgment of God . 

. . . m,,nD ... :,,,, J<71 (:8)-Rome blasphemes and opposes 
D,D'IU n,::::,',D. 

[8] ,,,,::i,n, . . .  ?:J:J ,r •.. .te", (:9 £.)-Again a virtue present in every one
of the n,,::::,',D except Rome-exalting c,p,,y:, (: IO etc.). 

c,p,,y:, n.te n?ilD'IU (:IO etc.)-Here c,p,,Y refers to Jews, since 
the term does most frequently refer to Jews. 

:,,',1,, 731 c,.tep (294:3)-No :,::::,,::i formula here as at 293:7, for 
what he did was to show respect to man. 

n1,m J<?J< .•. :,,,, J<?1 (:6)-Not just the absence of the virtue 
characterizes Rome but the slaying of c,p,,Y. The prooftext 
(Isa. 47:6) has as its context Babylon and not Rome, but 1"T,MD 
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explains that JTD^EE mitt there is taken to refer to Rome and he 
points to Yalkut on Isaiah, ch. 47. 

7\bvib m u y mininw (295:2)—nbvib refers to God, and not to 
Israel, for the proof text (Obad. 1:21) definitely states "Tib nrpm 
rDl^ftn (:3). Rome will return the "crown" to God, its proper 
owner, but of course, not voluntarily. The presence of the H 
riTO^n, even though there is D"»EU7 niD^E, represents a paradox, 
and this paradox will disappear when Rome will be destroyed by 
God and God alone will then exercise sovereignty, JTD^E. 

Chapter XIV 

XIV. 1 (295:6 ft)—pmn . . . mpn -nnK 

[1] T»QD . . . HDT DK (:6f.)—The :rmy is not intended for the select few, 
but for every man. If a man does not merit it, he will be held to 
account. Every man is created with the possibility of inheriting 
mia^iy *0tt7 (:7), the two worlds. Apparently here it includes the 
Gentiles since it speaks of D1K (:7). 

[2] p^E . . . ^KVD^ "1 '»K (296:2)—mpl TiriK (295:6) means, in this 
interpretation, that "back and front" are singled out so as to 
describe the creation of man, and so also in the following 
entry (:4), here. In both statements, woman is made coeval with 
man, a suggestion of equality on the sheerly human plane. 

pSiyiD n (:4)—Has perhaps more of the idea of equality than the 
preceding idea. 

[3] "pED . . . r m m "1 . . . m m n n (:6f.)—The concept of DTK is some
times interchangeable with that of D^U/. For example, tt/QJ D^ptt 
K^n D^iy D"p I^IO . . . nnK (San. IV.5). (On this idea, and for 
more examples, see RM, p. 150 f.)—an emphasis on universalism. 
This idea is reflected in the two midrashim here where DIN is 
practically identified with D^iy, since he fills it, as is explicitly 
said in the second midrash. 
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T»J»y 1*n mbn (297:2)—Since God sees everywhere, ^bM was 
everywhere in the world. 

[4] p twnn DTK bw i n n . . • mn B7M (298:1)—WW, here equated with 
fTH, is regarded as being Adam himself, although the body had 
not yet been created. The soul exists before the body, this statement 
says. The emphasis is on the interpretation of DTj?1 (297:6), for 
this is a new and entirely rabbinic idea. What precedes in creation 
is regarded as having a higher status; here the creation of cattle 
and (other) animals means that man's status is higher. The Bible 
itself does not have this criterion for status and the higher status 
of man is stated in a direct and explicit manner in Gen. 1:26. 

rPU7*CQ TWVlob nrittTp (:5)—Apparently Dip! (:2) is interpreted 
as before ]lttJJO UV. The status of man is thus higher than all the 
rest of creation if he shows himself worthy; and if he is not worthy, 
he is lower than even a worm. 

[5] OTMW1 VD*7 m p l (:5)—Refers to Adam, the first to sin. 

[6] DTOIK^tol . . . rp»m"l(:6f.)—Although this statement is connected 
with the idea that even a b^wbw (worm) was created on the sixth 
day before man, it is really an independent statement for it does 
relate to a judgment regarding a man's merit. In one respect, it 
says, man's status is inferior to that of cattle, etc., for the latter's 
praise of God (IDI^p, :6) precedes that of man. Apparently this 
teaches the need to be humble since in one respect the animals are 
always above man. 

[7] 13T . . . wtalP "1 'BK (299:2)—Associated with the previous statement 
through having a similar idea. Not only was the creation of man 
(IJTVUro, :2) later, but "imin (:3) is after that of the cattle, etc. 
Again a lesson in humility for man. 

XIV.2 (299:5 ff.) 

[1] m p m t P n y i m n by "lBKl (300:1)—Refers to sinners (Dy im) who 
repented. An interpretation of ywmoh (299:5) which is taken as 
two words, p i m o N.b, i.e., they had been far away from God but 
are now near Him ( m m a and cf. W'Wl Winf? maoin). 
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[2] p iy p K (300:1)—pi* is taken here throughout as rQW, praise, as can 
be seen from 302:1 and :5. It is, however, not interchangeable with 
l"Qtf7, being limited, as all the instances in the passage indicated, 
to praise for God's love. This accords with the rabbinic meaning 
of npiy as love. The concepts in this midrash are: rQWJl, HpTO 
and rQttf, with the concepts of np~[X and rQU7 coalescing and 
taking on a combined meaning. This coalescence is possible 
because the concepts in an organic complex are not discrete but 
part of an organic whole. TOWJl is made possible, the midrash 
implies, because of God's love. 

[3] DTQU/ nnu; . . . bK\m? n (301:2)—DTinw mtf7 means, apparently, 
that the verse refers to most extraordinary matters, not only to the 
daily things which also call for praise of God. 

[4] ply . . . ^b "l . . . ^b n (:4f.)—All three statements (n*7n, :4) are 
interpretations of p l¥ JJ1K ibytb\9 and now ibv*t7\ "to Him that 
made me" relates to birth; all three matters embody the concepts 
of God's love, man and 03. Although not daily, commonplace 
things, these Di03 are not "miracles" in the sense that they con
travene the natural order, rPtPKIl *m0, but are extraordinary 
events within rPttJKIl "HID. Herein the concept of DJ is not the 
same as the philosophic concept of "miracle," the latter always 
referring to something which contravenes the natural order (see 
RM, p. 159ff.). 

XIV.3 (303:1 ff.) 

[1] The connection with Lev. 12:2 is at the end. All the midrashim here, 
likewise, embody the concepts of God's love, man and 03, the 
latter again in the sense of extraordinary occurrences within "HID 
JVtPJOl. But in the instances here, the idea of 03 is emphasized by 
contrasting most instances with a situation everybody recognizes 
as not a 03, but normal. 
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XIV.4 (306:1 f.) 

[1] "D1 "r^irw i£b (307:4-5)—An infant is greeted with every evidence of 
warm love despite its filthy appearance. That is a 03. 

XIV.5 (308:1 ff.) 

[1] The conception of a child is a 03. 

[2] "NIK *"!¥ (:2)—Since the parents had in mind primarily their own 
gratification, conception is a manifestation of God's love and is a 
03. It is assumed that the act of the parents in itself does not result 
in conception because at best that is not their whole intention. 

[3] iJ&DlP . . . "^KinK "O (:5)—Not his parents but God is the creator of 
every child. 

IDT m ^ l . . . KUnm (309:1)—Conception of a child is a reward 
for n^Qtt of a woman, not just a natural matter. 

KUnm (:1)—nnno \wb K^K KOn pm p"E). The midrash, by 
interpreting NOn as "purification" instead of "sin" (which is here 
the literal meaning), gives "OnorP KUrni (:1) this meaning: 
Because of the purification (through nVoo), my mother conceived 
me. A negative concept is here apparently replaced by a positive 
concept. (On negative concepts, see WE, p. 25.) Even so, however, 
the concept of KOn, in the Bible too, sometimes has the meaning 
of "purify," as in JVnn HK Kttm (Lev. 14:52) and m w n iJKttnn 
nnOKI (Ps. 51:9). Cf. also r n n n . It remains true that every 
rabbinic concept has its roots in the Bible. The concepts here are 
God's justice, man and 03. 

XIV.6 (309:4 f.) 

[1] IVWZVTW (:5) = JVUn^ bw (see Lieberman, p. 873 here). Man is created 
from only the best, the whitest drop. 

XIV.7 (310:4 f.) 
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XIV.8 (311:2 f.) 

The text (Lev. 12:2) is interpreted directly (HDIA, :2) at :5. The 
point of this midrash is that the entire change from embryo to 
child is a DJ, including the egress from the womb when what has 
been open (the umbilicus) is now closed, and what has been 
closed (the mouth) is now open (314:4). 

XIV.9 (314:5 ff.) 

[1] Kin1? T n y ^ (315:1)—Refers to DTIEn n«nn as is to be recognized 
from the prooftext (Ezek. 37:8). This indicates that the correct text 
is imb T»ny^ and not nTTU ?̂ as in Ber. R., for :rmy was believed 
to be after DTIttn rPTin. 

[2] Knn D^iyn (316:1)—Should read, as in a number of MSS: Knb T»ny*7, 
for as the thought continues, the text reads K"D̂  T»ny^ (:2), which 
bears out our remark above on this term. b"T\yb is usually the 
stage before 2"my. 

Chapter XV 

XV. 1 (318:6 ff.) 

[1] TPtf/y *>:iKU7 . . . VUnm n 'K (:7 f.)—The wind is tempered, weakened, 
so that it will not harm men (mBU/J, 319:4)—God's love. 

[2] "D1 "|njn ]J1 (319:1)—The wind is here and elsewhere, often regarded 
as having personality. Being an element in a statement embodying 
God's love, a value concept, it is, like a value concept, solely 
characterized by the category of significance; other categories, 
then, are now irrelevant. A kind of valuational poetry. (On the 
category of significance, see RM, p. 107 ff.) 

ppTOTlp (320:5)—Only in the case of im^K did the wind relate to 
the whole world, but there is no mention of a desire "to destroy 
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the world." Wind is not a factor in the life of irP^K as it is in the 
case of the other two (aVK and nJP), but it is a precursor of vbl 
nrDU/. 

"pIVE . . . DTOl (321:1)—Rain, too, given by measure so as not to 
harm man (see n"&)—God's love. No personality is attached to 
rain as was attached to the wind. 

XV.2 (321:4 ff.) 

[1] . . . DTOI (322:3)—D^B is a symbol for Torah. There are also other 
symbols for Torah: nn^, iTOn^n, ]11. Their great emphasis on 
Torah made the Rabbis see allusions to it in the Bible everywhere 
but the major symbols are "water" and "bread" because they are 
life-sustaining. A symbol is more than an allegory, for it is often 
used almost habitually as here where no reference is made to the 
idea that WD is a symbol. 

[2] Vbvvbn VKVTD m m m i (:4)—Not only Klpfc (:4) but the divisions 
of Torah, recognized by the Rabbis as produced by the Rabbis 
themselves, are regarded as divine (TibyicbiA, :4) (see RM, 
pp. 353 f.). 

7XVW1 K^K (:4)—ITP» refers to the fact that m m m i (:4) are 
divided into "quantities": '131 mtPB ,K1p& (:4f.). miT (:5-6) 
implies that in each case what is acquired is a reward of merit. 

[3] '131 m m i n n (323:1)—mm m i is used here in our sense of 
large-spirited, generous. Does all this mean that there is pre-
determinism? Characterized here as a folk idea and hence perhaps 
not actually a rabbinic thought. 

XV.3 (324:3 ff.) 

[1] n"1in n ^ . . . TOW nWVfc (:4f.)—Here the man changes his mind 
as a result of the teaching of this haggadah. Haggadah may some
times have direct effect on behavior and not be merely edifying. 

[2] 1JWK 1^ m»K (325:1)—The role of the pious wife is often alluded to 
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in Haggadah (see also, e.g., 36:1; 111:3). Combination of God's 
love and His justice. 

[3] D*7iyn . . • m i t t p . • • 7 m (:5)—Their view of nature was teleologi-
cal, of course, as was also the case among the Greeks, even that of 
Aristotle, but it was for the Rabbis more than that. It supplied 
instances of God's love in accord with rabbinic emphasis on God's 
love, and it also emphasized universalism at the same time, refer
ring to D^iyn (:6-326:l). On the other hand, the Greek view, as 
expressed by Anaximander and others, insisted that this teleology 
was a matter of justice (see Cornford, "From Religion to Phi
losophy/' on Anaximander; and Bertrand Russell, "A History of 
Western Philosophy," p. 27). 

D1K HD1T (326:2)—The healing or the worsening is not chance 
but God's justice; if the man merits it, he is healed. 

X V . 4 (326:5 ff.-328:2) YW1 TQ . . . D'tfW? UDJ (:5) 

[1] D̂ MUJ • . . i o n • • • IJDJ (:5)—As given here, it is a question whether 
this statement refers to D'WJ only or to punishments in general. 
In either case, misfortunes are regarded as punishments, i.e., God's 
justice, and the statement has in mind Israel. 

m n ^ nnfc (327:1)—ma m n and D^OS (326:5) refer to the 
nations. They are characterized as D^OD presumably because 
they are addicted to iT)T iTTQJ7. The inference is that if they aban
don HIT rTTOy they will no longer be subject to D'WJ. It was, of 
course, obvious that there were Israelites who were afflicted with 
D*WJ (:3), but these were regarded as sinners, as indicated in [1] 
above. 

[2] •>'"» mtt/tt (329:2)—The verse continues with n n i n w a "D^ and is 
here taken to mean that Rabbi suffered because of "their," the 
generation's, sins. The concept here is mD3, vicarious atonement 
which has numerous concretizations, e.g., "DDttrft mD3 T i n 
(Kid.31b) says a son, referring to his deceased father (see also 
Neg. II. 1). When this concept contracted to a single concretization, 
it was no longer a true value concept, but a dogma (RM, p. 318n.). 
Tr'S'* accounts for the passage being given here by pointing out 
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that it explains D'niftO (328:3) of the pH2f which are not punish
ments as in the case of the VttH but are vicarious atonement for 
the sins of his generation, as is taught in this passage. 

m m o 1 . . . lUT^K "I (330:3)—Another interpretation of Ps. 32:10, 
saying that the VttH, if he repents, will be healed CurDIO'1 "TUn, :4), 
this yun having suffered from 0*0110)3 (328:3). This interpreta
tion apparently refers to the person who suffers from D̂ VAJ because 
of his sins. The concepts here: God's love, nilU/n, Vttn, KUn, 
nxmu (n^yaj). 

XV.5 (331:1 ff.) 

[1] nJTTO TUC . . . '» 13 (:3)—There it is not jrrarn (:4) who has done 
wrong but the mother, an aspect of corporate justice in which 
parents and children are regarded as a single corporate personality. 
(See CA, pp. 47, 101, 225). 

X V . 6 (332:4 f.) fron . . . p3K "1 

[1] "131 "pnyB *»JKU7 y n (:6)—Concepts of God's justice, sin and HK)31U. 
But they must have been aware that the conjuncture of the two 
matters was not inevitable. We take this statement, therefore, to be 
an instance of indeterminacy of belief. 

[2] lVno . . . 0^10) lVo (333:1-2)—Means "as though," indicating that 
the idea here is an exhortation, and yet one which manages 
to associate observance and non-observance with, respectively, 
destruction and worship of idols. 

In observing nbn m y n (:1), a person achieves an embodiment 
of rwnp , whereas mr TTTOV embodies TTK&IU (see WE, pp. 217 ff., 
on hierarchies of rWVTp; also p. 231 on m t rtTQJ/). That is why 
they may be placed in contrast. 

On^ . • . "1TV̂  H ')3K (:2)—Connected with the preceding midrash 
through association of ideas; here non-observance of IXVVUW2, 
also an aspect of JWnp. This is not a clear instance of ritual sin 
"causing" (D"tt, :3) moral sin. JTniPy& belong to the "[713, and by 
not observing the ritual law, a person also steals from a priest, a 
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moral trespass. (On the difficulty of making a demarcation 
between the ritualistic and the moral, see OT, pp. 102 f.) 

[3] iron *?K . . . yiJTOtP n TOK (:4)—Another midrash employing the 
principle HT̂  HT JTO*V HE "Ol (:5), a form of "["DIED. Here, as in [1] 
above, they must have been aware that the conjunction of the two 
matters was not inevitable, and hence also here we have indeter
minacy of belief. 

XV.7 (334:1 f.) 

[1] IH^yn J"W JTD1M mDin (:1)—The word mm (:2) in Deut. 25:15 is 
taken as a blessing by God upon him who acts in the manner 
prescribed by that verse, a blessing fulfilled. Concepts are: God's 
justice and myE (the verse), and i"D"Q. The concept i"D""Q has 
three phases: a i"T3""Q by God, as above here; a nDl l by man—this 
is a form of n^Dfl, a petition (see CA, p. 141 on TIIK W DADim, 
Exod. 12:32); and a HDIl which is an expression of gratitude in 
which the stimulus and expression form a unitary whole. 

XV.8 (335:3 ff.) 

[1] inn^n^7 . . . i on (:3f.)—Concretizations in law of the concept of 
nKEID. Value concepts are concretized both in Halakah and 
Haggadah. 

[2] vynp . . . pMOT *7D Kin (336:3)—A halakic introduction to the hag
gadah which follows. An instance of the interrelation of Halakah 
and Haggadah. 

[3] nnn tpKn iy . . . run TO (:3f.) 

"Dl 1GPD "UK (:5)—This statement is an instance of indeterminacy 
of belief. It is assumed here that, as in all cases of njny, it was 
necesary for a ]i"D to declare to Miriam that she was iTYIiTO, and 
hence it must have been God who acted as a ]n3 (mntTO "OK, :5); 
it was a manifestation of God's love (DTOm JTTO). In the biblical 
narrative (Num. 12:9 ff.) Miriam's returning to the camp after 7 
days is part of the original decree by God (Num. 12:14), and no 
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particular act permitting her to do so was necessary. The biblical 
narrative is characterized by a manifestation of God's justice. 

[4] m'OWn DV (337:1)—Implies some form of niOU7 vbl. 

XV.9 (338:1 ft) 

Kin1? T r u 6 *7nK (339:4)—There will be DWU, apparently, in the 
period of b"T\yb, but it will be God who will purify, not the 
priests. Again it is obvious that the b"TiVb is not 3*mv. This 
seems to be in accord with the idea (piTP "1; RM, pp. 362 f.) that 
the prophets prophesied concerning ')an YXXTX* (or bMnvh) only, 
not 1'TTU/. Here, it is *7KpTn\ 

Chapter XVI 

XVI. 1 (340:2 ff.) 

This section is an interpretation of Prov. 6:16-19, an interpreta
tion consisting of comments on the successive phrases of the 
verses. The last comment leads to Lev. 14:2, the verse in the lection. 
The comments are not independent entities but are united by the 
concept of VttH, each comment enlarging on a wicked trait or act 
described in one of the phrases. The basis for this unitary entity is 
thus the biblical text itself. (See also ^"Tl.) 

The ethical sphere applies to all men, not only to Israel. njHD 
is punished for being guilty of one of the matters enumerated here 
(see 347:9 f.; cf. also our remarks on 374:3.) 

[l] DTm p i . . . ran ww (:2) 

WW . . . ran MJMJ (:2)—Only D'WI can be characterized in this 
manner. This characterization makes it unnecessary to use the 
word J7UH as label. 

n^nx . . . ynu;i (:4)—The seventh, jnn ]wb (pn DTTB n t̂ra 
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D"»nK, :5) is as wicked a thing as all the rest together (D^D "UJD, 
:4). But it does not say here that it brings about all the rest. 

[2] ]YVO . . . piTP n 'EK (:7-346:2) 

Jlinao ypb D^Dl (:7)—God's justice. The same punishment for 
each one is another unifying principle of the section. 

n n moa (341:1)—A negative value concept (see WE, p. 25). 

"D1 U7T1J? JHT (345:3)—See Ezra 9:2. ump V̂ T does not imply a 
virtue possessed by the women for they are described as JTUITD 
(344:2). It refers to the ntf/VTp inherent in Israel; but this mystic 
quality is something that must be achieved by the people through 
observance of the nYfcfO fpmiy&n "Uttnp nU7K). In a sense, there
fore, the iWTTp inherent in the people is a potential quality which 
only deeds can make an actual quality. It is this potential quality 
that is lost when there is assimilation, an idea expressed in: K̂ U7 
manKn "ran ttrnp snr mym (:3). 

niSHKn TOya (:3)—The biblical meaning of the term as it is used 
in Ezra 9:2 and referring to the non-Jews, not the rabbinic usage 
where it refers to the ignorant Jews in contrast to DTODn ,,T)3^n. 
Another instance indicating that the biblical meaning was not 
lost for the Rabbis. 

[3] JTI KWllsn (348:5)—A wordplay on ymran (:5). It refers to speaking 
Vin ]Wb, as is to be recognized from the same wordplay on 
350:4 f.: jn iwrarr. . . WM '*n now . . . jnn ywb nyj. 

XVI.2 (349:1 ff.) 

[1] inDTTI . . . nyj . . . ttPKn m (350:3)—The rabbinic setting here 
brings into even stronger relief the emphasis on the ethical con
tained in the biblical text itself. There is another matter involved: 
SHE ^ywb "iyj (:4) is taken to refer to the negative rabbinic 
concept of JTin ]wb which stands for scandal mongering not 
only when this is false but also when true. This rabbinic concept 
is brought out in what follows here, but what need is there for 
these individual ethical concepts when all is included in: JHE TIO 
niU 7Wy\ (:5)? But y\0 and VI are not specifically ethical matters, 
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e.g., there can be good and bad apples. New rabbinic ethical 
concepts such as y i n ]Wb make the ethical life richer and more 
sensitive. They represent a remarkable development in ethics. 

[2] njnyfc w*n inw uwVi i1* m w . . . nn n 'BK (351:2)—That is, 
he who guards himself against speaking y*in \wb guards himself 
thereby from being afflicted with njTfcf. 

in K̂ annn mm iniaran mm (:4)—Conversely, the vmara is 
thus afflicted because he brought forth (lWI»n), spoke, \wb 
inn—the word play embodies the concept of God's justice. 

XVI.3 (351:5 ff.) inrran . . . nbw DK (:5f.) 

In this midrash, the punishment of the iniif)3 is inflicted because 
of rrnn m o i (b"in). There is no word play here on intra . 

[1] 1QU7̂  . . . nt7y»DK(:5)—They take the biblical phrase as a figurative 
characterization of n n n mDi. 

[2] nftnb . . . mnK nKtt . . . *\mv '1 (352:3)—Halakah on topic of iniST», 
the danger of what we would say is infection. 

[3] i n KWinn . . . DW bv (353:5)—Refers to the emphasis here on 
separating the iniifO from the rest of the community, regarding it 
as punishment for i n n ]Wb. Just as he caused people to be separ
ated through i n n \wb ( in K^mn, :5), so he is now separated 
from people (b"Tl and y"D), and hence 7YT12 "Tii3 fTTO—integration 
of Halakah and Haggadah. 

XVI.4 (354:1 ff.) 

[1] "Dl m i n ^21 tnnn *JK (:4)—He makes this "string" by showing that 
the idea he found in a text in m m n : n is also contained in the 
text he adduces from the DiJCQi and from the D^ina. This pro
cedure is similar to the one described in the next midrash, and 
hence the two statements are associated. 

DTOtPn lb . . . pnntP m m n n t l (:5)—Through the repetition of 
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the idea in the DWU, and then again in the D'OirD, the "HDl 
miri are, so to speak, given again; hence their rejoicing as when 
they were given at Sinai. Rabbinic interpretation is here described 
as having a background of m i n "[HE, a dramatic expression of the 
idea that what the Rabbis regarded as their own teaching is also 
divinely inspired (RM, p. 356). 

[2] yun^tt; lDl^pn . . . (355:2)—A yun, too, may have experience of God 
and hence will utter praise of Him. What makes him a yun is his 
conduct, including Vin \wb, and since his conduct is offensive to 
God, He does not want that praise. Apparently, in the case of a 
VU7"t, his experience of God is not a steady experience—were it 
steady, it would be involved with rmyfc and D'OID D ^ y n . 

[3] JTI K^inn . . . "Ity^ "1 (356:2)—This statement is apparently a com
ment on TMfTXn T m m ^W^n (Ps. 50:19), telling how dangerous is 
the ]wb (:4). 

XVI.5 (356:8 ff.) 

This section is placed here because two of its interpretations deal 
with V"in ywb, the punishment for which is njny—the subject of 
the next section and thus related to that section. Essentially, XVI.5 
consists of different interpretations of Koh. 5:5 and thus consists 
of independent entities united or organized through and around 
that verse. Each interpretation is different but does not negate the 
ideas in the others. They are different because the rabbinic con
cepts emphasized or concretized are different. 

[1] D'a-Q n p y ppOIStP (357:1)—The concept concretized is, of course, 
nj7iy (:1), but the phrase indicates something more. The rabbinic 
concept is here concretized in an institution, the pledging of a 
specific amount in an assembly (see RM, p. 79 for other institu
tions which are concretizations of npTY; such institutions consti
tute types of concretization of the concept). 

^K^)an (:3)—In its literal sense of "agent," Tvbw, through whom 
the announcement is made; not the biblical meaning here. 
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(2] il,:i,:i,31 ••• ,nD 1r.1,3:i ,, (:6 £.)-"Pretenders of scholarship" (Jas
trow). A compound term composed of the components of Torah 
and iTDilM, a subconcept of ,ptu. In such compound value con
cepts the first component indicates whether the concept has a 
positive or a negative character, and here the character is negative. 
Similarly, in a compound wherein the first concept is a cognitive 
one, it is this cognitive concept which gives the compound its 
character (see RM, p. 151 f.). 

:i,il iTT 1.l<?J:!il (358:2)-The c,r.1::,n are sometimes spoken of as 
c,:,J<?J:! (Ned. 20b, and cf. l>id. 72a). 

t')Uil 1.l<?J:! iTT (:7)-Apparently this posits an angel assigned to 
each individual to report on his deeds, aki� to "guardian angels." 

•i:,i c,,:i,J< t:Jl1J:! i?'DJ< (:9)-According to the Rabbis, the body
has 248 c,,:i,J< (356:3), and not just a few. But the style here
parallels that of the other interpretations and is not meant liter
ally. This conformity suggests an editor.

[3] li'T ill 1.l<?J:!il (359:2)-See above, at 358:2. li'T = c:,n. The resort to
c,,,l ,n,il (l;Iag. 1.8) is provided for in the Halakah, and so we 
have here another instance of the integration of Halakah and 
Haggadah. 

nmrr.1 t:Jl1J:! ,r,,DJ< (:4)-So grave a matter is the breaking of a vow 
that the "few" nmrr.1 he did do not count. A grave il,,:ll1 may 
offset one's nmm. The moral life is a unity and is a reflection of 
the unitary character of the self. This midrash, however, only 
implies that awareness since its explicit teaching embodies the 
concept of ,,,il n,r.1. 

XVI.6 (361:1 f.)

(l] il,in ,,Do il'IUJ:!n ',31,::iiy (:5)-This is, of course, hyperbole, and the 
Munich MS. reads ,:i,y ,',,,1<:,. It is a means of emphasizing 
the evil character of l7iil 1itu? (:4) (comp. WE, "Devices for 
Emphasis," pp. 31 ff.). 
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XVI.7 (361:7ff.) 

[1] '131 "p^lp Kn*PX pV»K (:8)—By involving the ritual of the birds with 
the concept of JTin \wb (:8), the ritual becomes not merely ritual 
alone, as it is in the Bible, but is drawn into the sphere of the 
ethical. But there are also other instances where the Rabbis draw 
matters of ritual into the sphere of the ethical (see, e.g., 72:4 f.). 
This means that there is an emphatic trend toward the ethical, an 
emphasis on the ethical. The emphasis on love is so dominant 
and so frequent, that we have usually treated it as an emphatic 
trend in its own right and as distinct from the general emphasis 
on the ethical. 

[2] . . . D n M DK nm . . . (362:2)—The birds are not actually the prop
erty of a person, since they also dwell in the field. However, the 
food and drink they occasionally take from him constitute an 
obligation on the man's part. The concept is m M . 

[3] '131 bKVtnn ramtP ]ro (:3)—The concept of Israel is here stressed 
above that of rTOTTp. The twenty-four n u n n (:3) are the JTUnn 
m i r o given by God and are Jlltf/np, but here they are regarded as 
constituting an obligation of the priest towards Israel. Similarly, 
the concept of Israel is stressed as against that of HJirD. The 
stressing of one concept above, or as against another, is a charac
teristic of the organismic complex. 

XVI.8 (362:5 ff.) 

[l] yby vpxbn . . . KIIK n '»K (:5f.) 

vby . . . Kin D1K13 (:5)—Based on the interpretation of y m n ]» 
(Lev. 14:3) as "because of the Wiy." That is, he has been healed 
because his healing depended on himself, and his being healed is 
the result of his having done TOWn. The concepts of i"QWn and 
God's justice, embodied in the interpretation of Lev. 14:3, illus
trate a general matter, namely that the rabbinic value-complex 
interprets situations left uninterpreted by the Bible. KSTKI rum of 
that verse is not accounted for in the biblical text (see CA, pp. 92, 
134, 142). Here, however, the general point is made that a man's 
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good health is the result of his good conduct and is a reward by 
God. The concept of God's justice. 

1iwin (363:3)-Lieberman (p. 874 here) suggests that 1,,11, in the 
parallel combines the two words, 1,,17 l71, that is i1l71 l,l7, 
begrudging the success of others, as in Abot II.11. In this sense Pl1 

Ml71 refers to a human trait belonging to the first phase of 7,,

yix (on this phase see WE, pp. 39 £. and 52), a trait immensely 
harmful to its possessor, the worst sickness of all (,',n ',:,, :3). In 
the context '>f Deut. 7: 12 ££., warding off this sickness by God is a 
combination of the concepts of God's justice (ibid., v. 12) and 
God's love (7:inx,, v. 13). Regarding this trait as a sickness is, of 
course, a true insight. 

c,r.iu, ... •11, 7l7 (:5)-All death is c,r.iu, ,,,:i (:6), including death 

from diseases of the bile (i11Y.I, :6). The fact of death in the human 
race is interpreted by different authorities in accordance with dif
ferent aspects of God's justice. The idea in the midrash here is 
that only one percent of human death:, are caused by diseases 
or events other than the disease of the bile, but it is assumed 
that every death is due ultimately to God's justice. (Comp. 
Tosafot B.M. 107b; s.v. pl71UM.)

[2] pl7:1 (364: 1 )-Here l71M Pl1 refers to the superstition of the "evil
eye." It has a kinship with folklore "science" because the meas
ures taken against it belong to the category of techniques (see 
J.T. Shah. XIV.3, 14c). Such techniques do not involve concepts 
and hence l71i1 l,l7 here is not related to l71M Pl1 referring to a 
human trait. Although folklore "science" is given expression in 
some statements, as in the present midrash, it was not actually 
rabbinic thought but common to the peoples of the ancient world 
in general. The superstitious element in folklore "science" was 
usually reworked and purged by the Rabbis. 

MJ,:y:i (: 1 )-The statement here expresses folklore science, not a 
superstition but the fruit of some observation. The same is true of 
the statement at 363:5. 

[3] inr.inr.i ... ou,rnJJX (:3 £.)-What obviously lies within your own
power to correct or achieve does not justify resort to prayer. Im
plied, too, is rejection of the folklore science involved in xm,:y (:5 ). 
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nV'U/Qn (365:2)—A view which rejects the several dicta of folklore 
science, since it insists that deaths are largely due to neglect of 
ordinary precautions. 

XVI.9 (365:4 ff.) 

If the VAJ has been healed though no rQWJl has been done, the 
teaching here is that the VAJ will return. The healing of the VAJ is 
thus no proof that the person is now righteous and so there has 
been a kind of "trial by ordeal." There is an emphasis here not on 
the judgment of others but on the subjective consciousness of the 
individual involved. If he has not done TOWn, he should not 
assume that he has been permanently healed, and he must there
fore do n n w n . 

[1] This is another instance of what is purely ritualistic in the Bible but is 
drawn into the sphere of the ethical by the Rabbis. And so again 
there is an emphasis on the ethical, here by means of the concept 
of r n w n . It is also another instance of rabbinic symbolism. 

[2] ^TK . . . n^nann . . . WW n (366:5 f.)—Refers to private petitions 
and not to the riTttV, for it speaks of spontaneous expression of 
prayer. 

Ulb *pDn (367:1)—The proper expression of a petition to God is 
regarded as a sign, but also as itself a gift from God. The concepts 
here are n^Sfl and rUYD. On the other hand, the Rabbis are also 
aware that in fWD in prayer there is the danger that it may 
become a kind of theurgy (see WE, p. 188, note). 

• . . TT "0X31 (:4)—Apparently used here as a supporting verse to 
indicate restoration of health by God to a supplicant. 
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Chapter XVII 

XVII. 1 (368:2 ff.) 

[1] IJI^m . • • 110 ""|K (:2f.)—Interpretations of various verses have in 
common here the formula '1̂ 7 'bT\ bib ^ID1—all of them thus 
teach that real differences mark off the D'lp'Hy from the rest of 
Israel. These are differences of their more thoroughgoing com
mitment and dedication. 

rmynn nn ]ibw (:3)—Who do miy& with n^n rmia. The word 
"HI is taken as K^l, healthy (as can be seen from MSS), i.e., a 
functioning heart or mind and hence, mi^E done with JIJIID 

Jim^n . . . Tiy . . . ntf/K (:3)—The word KmniKT (:5) indicates 
that T1V (:4) is taken as referring to Torah (cf. Sifre Deut., 343, 
ed. Finkelstein, p. 398 and the references there), so that the verse is 
rendered, "Happy is the man who possesses Torah through 
Thee"—"through Thee/' because any knowledge of Torah is 
given by God. (See OT, p. 45 f.) 

nmn^n DrWl^1 (:6)—Not merely good people, but righteous, 
because of complete integrity. 

11 ^un J7TP1 (:7)—Those who always trust in God and not only in 
time of trouble—the concept of ]ini52. 

Utfmn UJblb (:7)—Whole-souled seeking. 

in^m nnKW^ . . . (369:3)—This teaches, apparently, that only 
the D^pHX "the remnant," are granted forgiveness for sin. On the 
other hand, elsewhere they are also spoken of as more subject to 
retribution than others (see Yeb. 121b). 

[2] . . . DiytfTI . . . prrrun lOK OS/ (:5)—They regard DJ»rpa here and 
usually elsewhere as functioning in the present. 

. . . TIlOp "O (:6)—His sin was that he was envious of the wicked, 
those who bring woe to the world. 
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i1K1K o,31wi',w lY.1171U:l (370: 1 )-This describes the proper atti
tude to the o,31wi which he now has; he expects to see the pun
ishment, the retribution, visited on the wicked. Instead of the 
further description of their well-being as in the UIU£1, the concept 
of God's justice is here injected. Another instance of the wider 
applicability of the rabbinic concept of p,n n,Y.l. 

[3] 1.YJ:J ... o,x D.Yi (372:3)-The passage seems to teach that:

c,.YlJ do not mean that anyone so punished is a .YIU1. They come 
as chastisements so as to bring about n:i,wn. 

A person recognized to be a .YIU1 is not subject to D,.YlJ, but is 
apparently punished on the p,n o,,, an answer to the problem of 
,r, :i,u, 31w,. 

,,nm (:5)-According to this view, Lev. 14:34 does not simply 
speak of something that may happen, but is a warning of a pun
ishment. There is an injection here of p,n n,Y.l, whereas that 
concept is not involved in the biblical passage itself. 

XVIl.2 (373:l £.) 

[ 1] Another nn,r,n leading to the interpretation of Lev. 14:34. Again, the
injection of ,,,n n,Y.l where the Bible itself does not embody it. 
The rabbinic concepts, among them p,n n,Y.l, have a wider 
application than their biblical antecedents, interpreting matters 
left uninterpreted in the Bible. In this case, however, to make 
their point the Rabbis are obliged to add to the biblical content. 

[2] n,u:i ... 7l, (: l )-The entire passage in Leviticus is given a new
turn: the refusal by a man to lend wheat or other products and the 
refusal by a woman to lend household objects through disclaim
ing possession of these things-all these matters are not biblical. 
The biblical command, to clear the house of its effects, is made by 
the Rabbis to have the purpose of exposing the lie and thus to 
indicate the selfishness of the householder. If the passage is to be 
interpreted by p,n n,Y.l, there must be a reason for this punish
ment, and hence the matters added by the Rabbis. 
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XVII.3 (374:3 ff.) 

[1] run py . . . mu/y bv (:3)—The entire realm of ethics applies to the 
non-Jews as well as to Israel—that is what y*lK "pi, the rabbinic 
term for ethics, implies. Here a number of what are included in 
ni "M JTHYE V2U7 are listed together with several other concepts, 
the "additional" concepts being: JTin ]Wb, m i OA and V1H "py 
(:5). Since all of the things listed are grouped together because 
they are all punished by DtyH, they are obviously all of one kind, 
and if most of the things relate to the m "M, so must all the rest. 
Furthermore, a non-Jew, TVbl, is punished for violating one of 
these matters (376:1). In another list W I S (347:9) is held guilty of 
a moral wrong. 

[2] Dtfm Wm (375:5)—An aspect of UU771 Wr>n consists of the effect on a 
Gentile of a bad act committed by a Jew (comp. Tos. Baba Kamma 
X.15). Here Gehazi erases the UV7T[ WTp of Elisha's refusal to 
accept anything from Naaman (see vniTO). It was DU7H VJinp 
because Naaman accepts in his own way the worship of God 
(II Kings 5:17, and see WE, p. 133 f.). In giving the instance of 
ivby, a non-Jew, the passage indicates that the list of "ten things" 
applies to non-Jews as well, but this also indicates that mT m u v 
and Dtt/n Vl^n are forbidden to non-Jews too, and that these 
matters are elements of \HK ""pi. 

XVII.4 (378:1 ff.) 

[1] n ^ n n . . . iTUin H (:1)—When God punishes, He does not begin 
with striking the person. This implies that He strikes first at a 
man's property. Why? Evidently to make him aware of the need to 
repent. This is made explicit in the details concerning DWH 
(381:7), although it is only implicit in the other cases. 

[2] D'nmn bm (:2)—The concept of God's love is combined with that of 
His justice: the person has sinned but God gives him the oppor
tunity to repent. The destruction of his property is a warning to 
repent. The term D ^ n i n byi in a context of God's justice reflects 
an emphasis on God's love. 

•Vlpn ttmn . . . "Ipm *31 (:3f.)—Concepts of DJ and r m y . 
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nyipn umn m:n (379:2)—The concepts of ymv and mvmn n w 
are, of course, rabbinic, but here is an instance of how adumbra
tion of these concepts is to be found in the Prophets. Such an 
adumbration of a rabbinic concept consists in what can be 
regarded as a "concretization" of the rabbinic concept. It is there
fore characterized as: Kin ub^bMJ KmH ^Vt2 (:1). 

DU7 iriBI . , . iOK n 'DK (:3)—Apparently this is an attempt to 
indicate that the D"Hyj were given time to repent but did not do 
so. Still, repent for what? 

[3] n)3T)3 . . . nu^nKI (:4)—SeeMandelbaum,snoteon"ll7fcTnn[7(:5)in 
his edition of Pesikta de R. Kahana, p. 130. 

[4] nnarna . . . anynn^K (381:4)—Egypt likewise was first punished by 
destruction of property, and only at the end by death of the first
born. Loss of property ought to have warned them to let Israel go. 
The narrative in the Bible itself already contains the idea of the 
midrash although the notion of the D^Dmn V̂H is not explicit 
there. But the Bible, of course, does not regard the plagues of 
Egypt as only one example of a general proposition. 

[5] inunn . . . Dtytt t]K (:7f.)—The general proposition is illustrated in 
detail here. 

"DTimn^V . . . nVwo(:7)—Opposite to the order in the Bible, 
and all of the DWH described there are taken as referring to the 
same man. 

XVII.5 (382:3 ff.) 

[1] nbbpnn . . . ,UOm:3(:3)-,mn(:4)—This is reminiscent of Gen. 3:17, 
but here it is a particular land, and that particular land is bound 
up with a particular people, Israel. The land and the people are 
related in a kind of corporate entity, or, the land is an extension, 
as it were, of the people. Again, not the land is punished but the 
people, the householders. 

[2] The biblical curse ("1V"1K, 383:4) is removed from ]VJD and instead he is 
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given the status "blessed*' (1111, :4), an example of the rabbinic 
emphasis on love. 

This is the reward of JVJS, the "QV, for having served Abraham 
faithfully, "ITV̂ K being none other than p/23. Thus the emphasis 
on love is found in a context of God's justice (see also XVII.4 [1]). 

XVII.6 (384:4 ff.) 

[1] Kn^omnnn . . . py»tP'Tun(:5f.)—In the Bible the concept embodied 
here (Lev. 14:34 ff.) is nKBIU, but the midrash adds to this the 
concept of God's love. The procedure engaged in because of the 
riKBIU brought prosperity to Israel. As described in the Bible, the 
plague on houses is a calamity. In this midrash, however, it turns 
out to be a blessing, a manifestation of God's love. Another 
instance of the emphatic trend toward God's love. 

[2] p*m nnn^B . . . ^KVBttP n '»K (386:1 f.)—Medieval authorities 
attempt to reconcile the version in J.T. Sheb., VI. 1, 36c with the 
Bible (see, e.g., Tosafot to Git- 46a, s.v. ]YO). However, on the 
sheer basis of the statement, especially as given in this midrash, 
there is certainly an attempt to avoid war and bloodshed. Notice 
Tpbun O ^ n ^ l mS'1 nuzb m m n (:2). In other words, the concept 
of peace plays a much greater role than in the biblical narrative. 

XVII.7 (387:3 ff.) 

[1] • . . m t m m y . . . JU13 (:6)—What connection is there between the 
VOJ and mT iTmy (:7), an idol? The concept of nKttltt, an idol 
being an original cause of an entire order of hierarchical ilKEIU 
(see WE, p. 231 f., and see also ^ T l and MJ"MJ^ to TO1 rD^K, 
KnmriQ2i). 

[2] KJT»m . . . K"n KflK "1 ')3K (:8)—This refers, apparently, to the 
absence of JWDttJ ^bl in the Temple caused by the presence of the 
idol. HKEIU, the opposite of r w n p , negates it and therefore pre
vents the sensory manifestation of Kin *p"D tPVTpn. It is assumed 
that otherwise there was STPDttJ ***\bl in the First Temple. 
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[3] DTT • • . n ^ m H')3K(:9)—The point made by the parable refers once 
more to nratP ^ A in the Temple. Now, however, there is the 
additional implication that this is a manifestation of God's love, 
and this cannot occur when God is flouted by the presence of an 
idol in the Temple, an idol being, so to speak, a "rival'' of God. 

*7nn IT (389:1)—^nn is Knu DlpE (:1) because it is not *7*nun p K . 

Chapter XVIII 

XVIII. 1 (389:6 ff.) 

[1] . . . mpm "W . . . IV (390:6ff.)—From here to the application are 
inserted interpretations of the rest of the passage in Ecclesiastes. 
These interpretations usually regard the verses as describing the 
disabilities of old age but as a description given through meta
phors, the interpretations being largely an attempt to relate the 
metaphors to sober physical phenomena. This is the opposite of 
Haggadah, for in Haggadah the plain literal meaning is the 
stimulus for imaginative interpretations. Again, the interpreta
tions here are not Haggadah for the reason that they describe, 
largely, a physical condition only and hence do not embody, 
in the main, value concepts. On the other hand, the method 
employed is the same as in Haggadah, the midrashic method, and 
thus it may also be used to express a haggadic idea, that is, an idea 
embodying a value concept. 

In the attempt to relate the metaphors to plain descriptions 
the method is midrashic not only because there is often a word
play involved, but also because, when this is not the case, the 
metaphors are seen as representing the physical phenomena by 
virtue of some analogical resemblance to them, and the use of 
analogy, especially in the form of parables, is a characteristic of 
the midrashic method. 

[2] rpttran W I^K (391:1)—The correct reading, DmOTT Î K (see 
Margulies: DniD^n I^K), may simply be stating a fact, the lot of 
old age, and not involve "pin m)3 as a value concept (see below, 
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400:4). The reading given here in the text does involve the concept 
of rPtPEn ni)3\ The idea of "the freedom of the will" is an auxil
iary idea, for rPUJDn m T Q is not a rabbinic term and the idea 
here is tied to rPUJEn "W, a rabbinic concept. (On auxiliary ideas, 
see RM, p. 52 and the Index there, s.v. auxiliary ideas.) 

[3] iriK p m p n . . . ^b n (:4)—This only looks like an example of the 
rabbinic method in which the same author gives different inter
pretations of the same verse. Rather, this is an attempt to give the 
prosaic meaning behind the biblical metaphor—one meaning for 
the scholars and another for the common people. Actually, then, 
there is an attempt here to give the Utt/3, and the metaphor makes 
two alternative meanings possible. 

Dlta 1MB . . . OVWTTK (394:2)—A haggadic idea embodying the 
concept of DTIttn rPTin. 

[4] iriWK^ . . . mbw . . . nam (395:1)—A haggadic statement embodying 
the value concept of UlbVJ (:2). niKJin (:1) is a human trait, and 
thus belongs to the first phase of yiK *yn (see WE, p. 39), but one 
which has ethical concomitants, as here. 

inarv . . . ^W? . . . "|Vin "O (396:3)—A haggadic statement em
bodying the concepts of pH3f (:4) and (K2H) D^iy (:5). D ÎV here 
can only refer to KHH D^IV, since it cannot refer to T"my. Appar
ently, therefore, occasionally TmV does mean the life immediately 
after death, not the Age to Come. Notice that the phrase "033 D ÎV 
inyy follows nmn nVU pnyiu bmw (397:2). Emphasis on the 
individual. 

[5] w a n . . . TWbw ^nxb (398:1)—A haggadic interpretation embody
ing the concepts of bn and 0)311 (:1). Hyperbole indicating how 
difficult it is for people in general not to give way in these matters 
to some degree. 

Vbyn tp . . . n3VH nttPl (399:2)—A haggadic interpretation em
bodying the concept of p i n THE. The implication here is that 
only D'Vttn are not buried, as can be seen from "pliK W3J (:4) in 
the prooftext (Sam. I 25:29). 

ion rmnu . . . matwi (400:2)—rrauoi (:2) refers to rrnm (399:2) 
of the prooftext. The concept here is m n u . The idea here is that if 
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a person sins, the ilfcttO is no longer pure. Does that mean that 
only the nBtttt of a perfectly sinless man returns to God? This is 
the implication here. The parable suggests that ritual purity and 
the moral purity of the TVt2\Ul are related in some fashion. 

-pD*7 nD*nU7 (:3)—An impure soul is destroyed, but what of the 
punishment after death? According to this view, apparently only 
the D'lp'Hy survive after death. 

[6] npl^ Kinn DK lnnyjn bOK ( : 4 ) - n y i n nnni (:4) are thus punish
ments, but this means that the disabilities of old age do not come 
as a result of sin, are not punishments. That is the implication, 
too, of the story about KHQ^n p ]iyBU7 n on 395:2 f., wherein his 
infirmities are ascribed simply to his being old. 

XVIII.2 (400:7 ff.) 

[1] KmnKUn . . . Kni:n DVK (:7)—K^nnKWI lUDttm, the second half of 
this verse is interpreted in the same manner in all the examples of 
the section, namely that the punishment of the sinner named 
issues in some fashion from the sinner himself. However, DVK 
Kin 10131—the first half of the verse is applied in one way to Esau 
(Rome), to n n m o , to DT»n and to nynainj, and differently to 
Adam and to Israel. 

[2] Kin m m DY>K (:7)—Adam's appearance was JOttl UVK but there was 
nothing wrong in that—not even his doing, his fault, as it were. 

[3] i m "1 . . . DT»K K"l (401:6f.) 

WV PIT (:6)—Refers to Rome and so also does DT1K (:8). Rome 
inspired fear everywhere and hence K11J1 DT»K (:6). 

Vn>n (:7)—Great and powerful and thus a characterization of 
Rome, and a text indicating Rome was K11J1 DVK (see U7"U7"i). 

n m . . . iTHmy . . . lM»(:7f.)—nnnw, who issued from Edom, 
prophesied the destruction of Edom, i.e., Rome, but of course did 
not cause its destruction; Rome still existed. Rome sinned because 
it spread terror (Kin K11J1 DT>K, :6). Rome was characterized as 
nyunn ira^n (cf., e.g., Ber. 61b), and it ruled by terror. 
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[4] ·u, ,n',x •.. ::i,,mo ... c,,x .K", (402:1)-In this example, the
elements in the midrash are more fully utilized and so also in the 
next two instances. 

::i,,nlO i1T x,m c,,x (:1)-But this is only part of the 
characterization. 

,,,r.i . . .  niY,.Ki1 ... ',:,::i ,r.i (:1)-The verse continues with: ,:, 
,,,r.i c,',v,,,, n.K 'i1 ',,y, (Isa. 36:20). His sin, therefore, is ',i',n 

D'IUi1, one of the Noachian prohibitions. He regarded himself as 
more powerful than God, as all-powerful and indeed he did strike 
terror everywhere. 

How was he punished? ... ,,l::i ,i,,.K ... ilr.ir.i (:2). He 
was slain by those who issued from him (UY.Ir.I), his sons. Now 
those who issued from him are, so to say, an extension of him. 
He who thought he was all-powerful is, in the end, shown to be 
powerless. 

[5] ::i,n ••. ,Yl,:,i::il ... w, (403:1 £.)-His boast of divinity and the
fear he engendered are contrasted with his degradation, with the 
disrespectful dragging out of his dead body so as to convince his 
issue, namely his son, of Nebuchadnezzer's death. His D'1Ui1 ',i',n 
is given in Isa. 14:13-14. 

[6] Dn.K c,n',x ,n,r.i.K ,l.K (404:5)-A statement embodying the concept
of God's love and here indicating that the appearance of every 
Israelite was awe-inspiring (x,u, c,,x, :4). A statement by God, 
not a boast by a man. 

XVIIl.3 (404:Sff.) 

[I] •i:,i ,nl7Ul'IU c,,::i ( :8 )-This and the following statements apparently
attempt to answer the question: How could Israel have sinned 
after having experienced n,,n 1nr.i on Sinai? The answer: Even 
then it was only an outward acceptance of Torah and was not 
genuine. There was, therefore, no real change in character. 

[2] w,n ... i1'7.K (405:1)-Attempted to deceive God.

•m.,r.i.v ti:>l ... 1imw1w (:2)-They did deceive God; concept of
n.v, n::i,ll or i1.Kli.K. This obviously is in conflict with the idea of
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God's omniscience; however, there is no rabbinic term for God's 
omniscience and hence the latter is an auxiliary idea, not a value 
concept (see RM, p. 220). We should say that this midrash involves 
indeterminacy of belief, for it does contradict, after all, an idea 
held by the Rabbis, even though it is an auxiliary idea. An auxil
iary idea does not have to be harmonized with a value concept, 
but it does have to be reckoned with. For an example of how this 
auxiliary idea is used, see CA, p. 97 (text and our comment). 

Now the idea in this midrash is fully expressed in the support
ing verse (Ps. 78:36-7) in the words DiTDn imnD1' (:2). The conflict 
with God's omniscience is thus biblical; it is an example of the 
close relationship between the Bible and rabbinic thought. Even 
when the rabbinic concepts are new concepts, they always have 
antecedents in the Bible, and hence are always linked with the 
Bible. Rabbinic thought does represent a development, but an 
indigenous development. The attempt to make out rabbinic 
thought to be a derivative, in some manner, of Greek thought 
ought not to be taken seriously (see, e.g., Kaufmann, Toledot etc., 
IV, p. 347, on the concept of HD by2W m i l l and its so-called 
similarity to Greek thought). 

[2] m n n ytbicbw . . . "T»yp 13 (406:1)—A later midrash pointing to the 
three interpretations of nvin at 407:3. They could combine those 
interpretations because they all interpret Jllin as "freedom" and 
none negates the others. An example of a later midrash based on 
an earlier one (see RM, p. 60). 

[3] D^H^K . . . "Jn ]TIW nnb (:6)—This is an interpolation. An entirely 
different reason is given here for the angel of death having no 
power over them than the reason just given. The concepts 
involved, accordingly, are also different: in the second reason the 
concept is solely God's love (""32, :6); in the first reason, the ele
ment of reward implies the concept of God's justice, perhaps in 
combination with that of God's love. These words are not found 
in the parallel in Canticles R. VIII.3. 

[4] VWM IT . . . nbm UV1 (407:5)—Continues with the interpretation 
of the last clause in Isa. 17:11, the verse of the nrPHD. The giving 
of the Torah is here regarded not as a possibility for great benefits, 
as in the preceding midrash, but as involving the possibility of 
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punishment for infraction of its laws. The concepts here are Torah 
and God's punitive justice. 

XVIII.4 (408:1 ff.) 

[1] nT b^ . . . py)3U7 n ^n—The association of ideas is dual. This 
midrash is associated with the previous one both because it too 
contains a teaching regarding njnyi m^T (407:8), a teaching here 
emphasized by the prooftext (Num. 5:2) in :7, and also because it 
begins with an idea related to the one in 406:3, a relationship 
extending to the wording as well. 

[2] nyiym . . . 'niran n (409:3) 

"Dl ITIKn by pp^» (:3)—The JTIK is personified. This implies 
apparently that a deliberate malevolence was attributed by Israel 
to the |Y1K and hence a slander, since the deaths were caused by 
irreverence. 

[3] y n a . . . p i l l (:5)—The concept here is not ynn \wb as in the two 
preceding midrashim but JTIT iTTQV. They were punished with 
njnyi rD̂ T (:5) for the first time after worshipping the Golden 
Calf. This is an instance of the flexibility of the organic complex; 
there is no inevitable connection between a concept and any one 
concretization. While the idea that V"in \wb results in jniarm IT 
is frequently met with, it is not the only one found, i.e., it is not a 
dogma—here yTWfm 2T results from rnT TTTQy. 

[4] ivm ^HK^ . . . r m m n (:7 f.)—Israel was punished for the first time 
with njriYI m**! after the incident of the quail when they were 
guilty of gluttony, an aspect of yiK "|"n (first phase). The proof is 
given at the end of the midrash. 

•"ttrifc bns,b . . . KVb inn (:8)—Various interpretations of Num. 
11:20. The last apparently consists of an explanation of the word 
ICIT̂  (:8) bearing on Xlinn m n . 
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XVIII.5 (410:4££.)

[I] e:::,,n,wDl ... ;,,,0:::,.1< ... yv,,n, ,, (:4 f.)-Acts of man which are
paralleled by acts of God. They serve as contrasts to the statement 
at the end in which acts of God are not paralleled by acts of men. 

e,r.,v,n 11:> en', ... ,,ur.,r., ,lln (411:6)-In order to make it a 
parallel to an act of man, the aspect of Cl is not taken into account 
here. It is made a secondary matter at best. This ignoring of the 
concept of Cl, or practically ignoring it, is most unusual. 

[2] ',,yr., ,,,r., ... n:::,r., e,i ,w::i (412:1)-The emendation of ',•TI is
necessitated by the prooftext, Deut. 32:39, which has ,nynr., (:1) 
and hence refers to God, not to man. This is especially applicable 
in the case of an illness and to recovery therefrom. The illness is a 
punishment and thus a manifestation of God's justice, whereas 
the recovery from the illness is indicative of God's love. There is 
thus, in this midrash, a combination of the concepts of God's love 
and His justice. In the parallels of man's acts and God's acts, the 
latter are mostly concretizations of God's justice and the rest 
are those of God's love, but no combination of the two. 

Chapter XIX 

XIX.I (4I2:7ff.)

[I] n,,n,xn ... TD en:, iw.tc, (:7 £.)-The idea here is a good instance of
indeterminacy of belief. Torah here refers to the written Torah, 
more specifically to the Pentateuch, but, after all, much of 
the Pentateuch is narrative and speaks of events that happened 
after the creation of the world. The idea here, then, is 
obviously a poetic notion and not felt to be a strictly literal 
matter (see RM, pp. 132 ff., and see also our remarks below at 
420:4). 

C,,r.in.tc ... n,,n nr.i,p e,D',.tc ,nv, (413:1)-Another implication 
of nr.i,p is being of greater importance. Torah was created 
before the world because it transcends the world. 
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'D1 TriU/E Kinu; ''ED (:6f.)—The concept here is m m Tltt^n 
whereas in the preceding midrash it was m m . 

[2] UDUniT bw . . . ^KIWU;'T)3K (414:1 f.)—The concepts here are n n ^ n 
m m , pnun and 03, as well as God's justice (reward). 

IT* n-ny^ ]W "»n (:2)—Apparently IT* refers to Elijah, Elijah's 
food; the 03 here is biblical, and the implication is for their own 
day. 

• m m . . . Tl»^(:2)—The DWna are also DTODn, scholars whose 
entire lives were devoted to m m Tltt^n. The K"OJ was, of course, 
inspired by God but what was he occupied with when he was not 
engaged in prophecy? With study of Torah; the JODJ was thus 
regarded as a M n to whom was added the gift of nKQJ. ruCQJ 
was a gift, apparently, that was dependent upon devotion to study 
of Torah. 

[3] m i n . . . ^KIWU;'TDK (415:1 )—This midrash is based on the preced
ing one and the author may be the same for both. Asceticism in 
rabbinic Judaism was advocated by the Rabbis in order to enable 
one to study Torah, but not for its own sake. (See OT, p. 53 ff.) 

YTO 3"iŷ 7 . . . KOK "1 (:4)—This "experiment" is an example of 
folklore science. Despite the support this experiment attempts to 
give to the concept of 03 concretized in Job 38:41 quoted in the 
conclusion, that concretization is explained away by the experi
ment which reduces it to a natural phenomenon, and thus the 
very quality characteristic of 0J is lost, since the very characteristic 
of 03 is its not being explainable. Although, as here, there are 
rabbinic statements containing folklore science, they are not 
compatible with the value complex. 

XIX.2 (416:7 ff.) 

[1] n w ""DtP (419:2)—Reward is given for the effort expended, even if 
what was learned is forgotten, m m TlE^n is a virtue in itself, 
besides being the means of acquiring knowledge of Torah. 

[2] in inp m-pbtt; TP (420:4)—This is obviously a poetic idea, a play of 
fancy, and yet it does contain a teaching. Such ideas seem to 
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indicate that the indeterminacy of belief is characterized by a spec
trum of ideas and that these poetic ideas are at the end of the 
spectrum. (See the example at 412:7 f. and our remarks there.) 

[3] yunm . . . KJin ,m\ (421:4f.)—Altogether, beginning with 420:4, four 
different ideas personify the TP here. These poetic ideas thus do 
not consist of an isolated phenomenon, an indication of how 
frequently the end of the spectrum of indeterminacy of belief was 
resorted to. 

[4] ^mta^ . . . VIM? Tin (422:3 f.)—This passage belongs at 419:5, since 
it provides examples for the general idea there about how "the 
world may be destroyed" by what you see merely as small 
"strokes." 

XIX.3 (423:4 ff.) 

[1] D ^ D t a . . . rrnrp n (:4)-. . . junta i m a a (:5)—The relation of 
this verse and also of Nahum 2:5 to the concept of D^nn 'TJata 
(:4) is not clear as is evident in the commentaries. 

[2] *ta n inny ]H n n (424:3)—A criterion is not their appeal to man but 
their appeal to God. 

HOT nit . . . *]b y i n (:3)—To indicate how we can tell that they 
do give pleasure to God. 

XIX.4 (424:6 ff.) 

[1] VlOttP itayriJW (:6)—Meaning here that everybody refrained from 
quarreling (see b"Tl). Voicing the same spirit is the adage that it 
takes two to make a quarrel. 

[2] D̂ fc lQltt D^ny m (425:2)—This verse, too, is taken to refer to the 
giving of Torah at Sinai. When Israel heard God's voice, their 
souls fled and God revived them by letting fall upon them the dew 
that will revive the dead (Ginzberg, Legends, III, p. 95). The 
concepts here are: mb)U, p n m n (reward), m i n p B and n"nn 
avian. 
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[3] c,uun ... c,n',yy:,, xn, (:6 £.)-This is not folklore science but an 
empiric knowledge of health rules. The negative concept of indo
lence is involved here, a concept belonging to the first phase of 
y,x ,,,.

il,.Vil ... iltux:i ... lil:, ,, (426:3)-The concepts embodied are 
n,y,lY and n'UT; see also ',n,,. 

iln,,l:i (:6)-Concepts are ilxr.nu and p,il n,J:l. 

[4] ,tz.rDl ,r, ... �n,:,,u (:7£.)-Association of ideas. Tabitha was careful
to be np,i:i. 

XIX.5 (427:4££.)

[1] •i:,i ,,,y t:i iil,,Tl7 ... x:um ,J:l, (:5)-Question and answer empha
size that this verse (II Chron. 15:3) was said by the prophet, an 
emphasis intended to indicate that 15:7 was not said by the 
prophet but by a ?ip n:,, (428:1). It is surprising that the 
commentaries did not speak of this, since it is the entire 
point of the midrash. 

p,il n,J:l (:6)-Here the term refers to human justice. 

il?i,11,,,illotu (:7)-min X?? (:4) is taken in the sense of ilx,m, 
a function of the 1,,,illo. 

The midrash here (428:1) thus emphasizes God's love by an inter
pretation in which God comforts and encourages them, for the 
verse in Chronicles ends with c:,n?.VD? ,:,w tu' ,:,. 

[2] c,.v,il ... om,D ,,, 1,,, ,, (:2)-Having adduced Isa. 35:3, interpre
tations of this verse are now given, interpretations that are unitary 
entities in their own right. The concepts embodied are c,p,,Y and 
c,.vw,. 

[3] ilnr.lin ... il,.Vtz.riil ,, (:5)-But where is the comfort to these "broken
hearted?" It is given in the continuation of Isa. 35:4 and in the 
verses following. A new redemption of Israel is foretold there, as 
well as the punishment by God of the oppressors. 
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T»pinn (429:1)—On the concept of yp, a subconcept of n^lJO, 
redemption, see CA, pp. 182-83. 

This midrash makes more explicit the ideas in Isa. 35:4. By men
tioning the concept of yp (:1), the midrash makes evident that the 
verse refers to the redemption which is imminent, and by employ
ing ynb* rPK of Ps. 42:11, the idea of rtPDtP ^bl is prepared for. 
The concepts are: yp, TW2W ^bl, *71p rQ, ^ K W , mEIK, m a 
|Hn. This midrash exemplifies the close relation between biblical 
and rabbinic ideas. 

[4] D'On WW . . . DOn WW (:5)—Return to the verse of the nrpriD 
(II Chron. 15:3). These midrashim do not say that the ~WXb]IJ WW 
(:5, etc.) were punishment for sin. Apparently they are explanatory 
and not really valuational, teaching only that DOI WW means 
i y * bw WW. nyy belongs to the first phase of p K -pi , a phase of 
the concept which refers to human traits and is thus merely 
descriptive (see WE, pp. 39 f.). Such midrashim are not Dtt/D, of 
course, but neither are they valuational Haggadah. 

UV riKttl . . . rmTDTl (430:4)—But why should this be the occa
sion for "IVY? JT'D"1 refers to the midrash which says that the Jews 
saw the holy vessels of the Temple in the house of the king 
(Esther R. 11.11). 

0*0-1 WW . . . p n (:5)—The nyy is two-fold: physical pain and 
separation from her husband. There is also embodied the concept 
of rocaia 

[5] nDDI JIM nriK by (431:6)—How can there be any analogy between 
separation from a husband and separation from the Temple? The 
idea here, therefore, is that there was rtt'Ott/ v\bl in the Temple, a 
visible manifestation of God at the occasions of the sacrificial 
worship and that when the sacrificial worship will be restored 
there will again be rarw ^b\. See RM, pp. 239 ff. 

XIX.6 (431:7 ff.) 

[1] Mlb . . . 1373T jnan (432:3)—The time for the destruction of the First 
Temple was fixed by God, and hence the Sanhedrin ask about 
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that of Nebuchadnezzer who was to be the instrument of the 
destruction. The concept is God's justice. 

[2] fTO . . . 'bwb^W TOO (433:2)—The views here are instances of indeter
minacy of belief. Two opposite views are supported by different 
verses and the third is a deliberate attempt to make the views more 
fixed through a reconciliation of the two. See our next comment. 

[3] . . . nyjlDUJ & TWV nn (:6)—The authorities here assume that 
D^irP was killed by Nebuchadnezzer; apparently the first view 
given above is accepted. Did these authorities make independent 
statements which an editor wove into a connected story? This 
seems likely for they could not all have been together on one 
occasion. On the other hand the "pairs" named do give an 
impression of a kind of dialogue. Note this same style and the 
same terms used in the case of both proponents of a "pair." 

"D1 nriJpn KOW Kin (434:4)—The "three Amoraim" interpret 
the words: vbv K2f)33m (:4), each one interpreting them, in differ
ent ways, to refer to transgressions relating to his body, whereas 
prm "1 (435:1) apparently interprets Wl l iy im (434:4), a word 
used to refer to sexual sins (see Lev. 18:26). The concepts here are: 
nrray and n n v , and, of course, p n m » . 

llUKlP . . . yttnm n (435:2)—An interpretation drawn from 
another verse, and the concepts are: "pin m)3, DTOT mD^QU;, rimy, 
and bn. 

[4] "D1 -pmnnan . . . ^Kin (436:6)—An acknowledgment that they were 
unworthy to offer sacrifices. The concepts are: sin, iTTQV, JWnp, 
and p i n riTO; the statement and act of the king imply repentance, 
and hence also m w n . 

Win . . . T n 0*0 . . . i n (:7)—To indicate that, indeed their 
worship was no longer desirable (D'WDB "irQJ). The concepts 
are: nTQy, p n HTO, and 01 

nmb . . . \b-\V . . . nm (437:1)—Without the Temple worship, 
there was no point in living. (See VnSTO for the connection of Isa. 
22:2 with v. 1 in the interpretation. 
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[6] "Dl T172V7 mn nn (438:3 f.)—On this haggadah, see Brill's Jahrbucher, 
III, pp. 18 f. (Lieberman here, p. 876). 

[7] TDIU; Din . . . DHK p i . . . (439:5)—This indicates that m w n 
may involve not just a specific experience but may be expressed in 
a steady adherence to mitfE disregarded heretofore. The king's 
observance is representative of the new attitude of the entire 
people. 

WTUYiy to . . . 1*7 to)3U7 (:7)—God forgave all his sins, implying 
that his general attitude was involved in the fulfilling of this 

mm 

Chapter XX 

X X . 1 (441:2 ff.) 

[1] This midrash teaches that the ]"n ITTO visited on a man is not necessar
ily an indication of his character. The good name of afflicted 
persons was, in this way, protected even though the concept of 
"pin m n was employed. 

[2] yurrVl . . . i r m m p t t . . . py»tP n (:2)—"rriK iTlpn in the verse itself 
refers to the common fate of all mankind and thus to that common 
event of death. In this midrash, however, the term is made to refer 
to the similarity of what happens in each case to the righteous 
and the wicked. By thus being particularized, the similarity of 
what happened is made more striking, and hence to suggest that a 
lesson be drawn. 

[3] nK m u n U/m lUron (:5)—This assumes the longer midrash in Ber. R. 
XXX.6, ed. Theodor, p. 272: He was a pH3f but here he was pun
ished (and see also JT'D'1 on Ber. R., I.e.). We thus have "pin JTTO 
applied to Noah. 

Winn . . . nnpm (:5)—The first m i m is thus related to the 
ancestor of Israel, the D^HD r o t o n . 
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lUllJ:I (442:2)-The idea of a machine so constructed as to simulate 
a function of a living creature is an aspect of folklore science. 
Compare Daedalus of the Greeks. 

ll'?"IY ... 3171:Y nr.i i1T (:2)-1,,il n,r.i similar in every respect, 
even as to both having been maimed by a lion; yet one is a p,,y 
and the other a ll'W,. The lesson is: do not draw the conclusion 
from the same manifestation of 1,,;, n,r.i that their character was 
the same. The goodness of afflicted persons was thus protected 
even though the concept of p,il n,r.i was employed. 

71i1J:1 ••• ,',mu (:4)-The foreskin was considered a blemish 
which was removed by circumcision, and being born without a 
foreskin meant that a person was perfect from the beginning 
(Ber. R. XLVl.l). 

[4] c,',1,r.117'.K .KJ:1071 (:5)-By uttering evil the spies became c,mnu ,.Kr.io
(7",,). 

•,:,, 103:,3 1<7 ,i,,.K ... ,,r.11< ,i,,,.K (:6 £.)-The 1,,;, n,r.i is the 
same, but the specific sin here is only that of the spies, and hence 
the contrast. However, the Bible itself assigns this very punish
ment to Moses and Aaron for a different sin (Num. 20:12). Again 
the lesson is that a manifestation of 1,,;, n,r.i is not always indica
tive of a man's character. The same punishment is suffered by 
men of diametrically opposite character. 

n::m ... nr.i ilT (443:5)-Again a contrast between the act of 
Josiah and that of Ahab, and yet a similar punishment is visited 
also upon Josiah. (On Josiah's sin, see Ginzberg, Legends, IV, 
p. 283 and the notes.) The Bible describes Ahab as a wicked king
and Josiah as a righteous king, and so here too the same p,il n,r.i
visited on both is not to be taken as an indication that their
characters are the same.

[5] ,,ir.i7n7 i:,tJ (444:l)-David was an embodiment, so to speak, of
Torah and seeing him made a person recall what he had been 
taught, an inspiration that amounted to a Cl. 

pii!> •.• 1<oin:, (:1)-But how could 1<oin be contrasted with 
Torah? Knowledge of Torah has an immediate practical efficacy 
influencing a man's behavior, his conduct (see "The Efficacy of 
Torah," OT, pp. 68 f., especially pp. 70 £.). 
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[6] "D1 Tipon HE HT (:5)—Both are instances of ]HH n m In regard to 
Samson, see Sotah 1.8, which is a case of m)3 *TA33 m)3. However, 
Samson is described as p^iy (Sotah 9b—'Abaye); also, apparently 
the breaking of an oath was regarded as a greater sin and one of 
which Samson was not guilty. 

XX.2 (445:4 ff.) 

vbwb . . . nriD *n*7 "l (^—Characteristics of D ' W r 

[1] iB^U/n TXXnwb . . . XPVVrb\('.6)—The D W 1 make joy their objective 
in life, but they are not entitled to joy for there are D'pHSf who did 
not rejoice. nn)3U7 is a human trait and thus belongs to the first 
phase of p K ' p i . 

[2] n w n . . . pU7KnnmK(446:l)—pU7KnnDlK: as indicating a concep
tualization, Man, (see CA, pp. 12 f.). Notice that here Adam is 
among the D^pHY. 

HttDI n)3D • . • man (:2)—"The diminishing of the sun" appar
ently is meant to indicate Adam's beauty. 

ywn "1DV *7K1 (447:2)—Adam sorrowed when he was told he 
would die. His past glory only served as a contrast to his present 
unhappiness. 

[3] i»r6 nn»tra . . . DTOK (:2ff.) 

"D1 py (:6)—A manifestation of rW3tP v\bl. 

imnb manrr QV (448:2)—This does not actually deny the 
humanity of non-Jews but indicates rather their incapacity to 
experience rtfOttJ ^bl. Nevertheless, the expression itself is harsh. 
(On a concept reflecting a broader view, see RM, pp. 27 f.) 

[4] mjnpn UW TO3 (449:2)—The rnypn on the New Year, by being 
related to the sacrifice of Isaac, are thereby interpreted by the 
concept of JTQK JTDT. The plea for forgiveness on m is on the 
ground of the merit of Isaac, Isaac and his descendents being 
regarded as one corporate personality. This is an instance of the 
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integration of Halakah and Haggadah. A haggadic interpretation 
of a halakah. 

[5] KOh T»ny*7 . . . *7KTttn (:6f.)—This statement indicates that the 
D^yun spoken of at 445:6 are the wicked of the Gentiles since 
btrvw (:6) refers to Israel as a whole. Perhaps the D'Vttn there 
refer to Gentile advocates of hedonism. 

K"Q^ TTIV^ (450:1)—Apparently refers to the Days of the Messiah 
since n^lJU is implied here. 

[6] KIl^TTiy^ . . . n*npnVlD,»n3(:l)—God will rejoice only when there 
are D'pnar and no D W l . Knb T W ^ (:3) here probably refers to 
nwmy. 

X X . 3 (451:3 f.) 

[1] D^ftK rD"Q . . . D^nn (452:5)—On their close conceptual and liter
ary relations, see "Berakot as Gemilut IjEasadim," WE, pp. 151 ff. 

Vr\7m . . . Vbv T'DSiT (:6)—The munK, of which only the bibli
cal text is given here, is found in some MSS and in parallels. The 
comfort offered consisted of the teaching of Haggadah, of Torah 
and only the verse interpreted (Koh. 2:2) was relevant to the 
occasion. 

X X . 4 (453:1 ff.) 

[1] ntrOtt; pbmi . . . iJiratP rrwn (454:1)—This refers to nraiP rbx, a 
visible manifestation of God on the "pTK in the holy of holies but 
filling the holy of holies too, apparently. "paiD Htm by (:1, :2), 
"at your behest," is hyperbole. The Pesikta R. (ed. Friedmann, p. 
190) tells that to pay honor (TIM) to Aaron, God left His place on 
the |1TK when Aaron entered and that He returned when Aaron 
went out. He did this, the passage implies, because when the 
Shekinah was present in the holy of holies it filled the place. 
When Aaron entered there was no nJDtP vfol on the pTK and this 
seems to represent the Pharisaic view as against that of the 
Sadducees, but see the discussion in RM, p. 245. We have here 
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another indication that the Rabbis did not have the conception of 
the "immanence of God," a philosophic idea. Immanence that is 
not permanent is not immanence. 

[2] i',,,tc', i',,.tc ... ii1,:,,1, ?.Ki (455:5)-Apparently refers to arrogance in
office and does not advocate egalitarianism. It belongs to that 
phase of Y,.K ,,, consisting of manners, and exemplifies the idea 
that "there is no real line of demarcation between manners and 
morals." 

[3] Y:>.tu D?il7i1 ... p,n,r.J', (456:3)-Basically these are omens and belong
to the sphere of "folk-science," even though they are attached to a 
verse. Astrology also employs the various directions as omens 
(Mekilta, ed. Lauterbach, I, p. 19). "Folk-science" is the result of 
observation but is usually characterized by inadequate data, as 
here. However, as in this case, its omen-like quality also relates to 
magic. The prayers of the High Priest just before this statement 
indicate how valuation concepts differ from science and magic. 
The prayer (in',,Dn, 455:3) is not an expression of determinism, 
but of hope, of desire, is indeed prompted by uncertainty. Value 
concepts are essentially indeterminate. 

XX.5 (457:6ff.)

[I] f'Y . . .  
t,n,, ... 1'i1 J<? (:7f.)-n•g, penetrates to the essential 

meaning here. The dead staff of Aaron, by being restored to bear
ing fruit and blossoms, indicates that the i1tui,p precinct was the 
source of life (D""Mi1 ,ipr.J). Then why did death come from there 
to the live sons of Aaron? Job 37: I is interpreted to mean "shocked 
surprise," and this is said here of the contrast between what hap
pened to Aaron's staff and what happened to Aaron's sons, imply
ing that, notwithstanding the latters' sin, the role of the holy 
precinct in their death is surprising, and this further implies that 
the holy precinct is primarily a source of life. 

In this midrash there is the idea that i1tui,p is primarily related 
to life, to revival of life and is thus associated with joy, not with 
dread and fear as described by R. Otto in "The Idea of the 
Holy." We have here the view of, and also the experience of, 
the holy, which is a positive aspect of i1tui,p, as well as the view 
of i1tui,p as love and i1tui,p as imitation of God (see WE, p. 
267). 
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XX.6 (458:5 f.) 

[1] p-inK *»an . . . iTO-Q "I (:5)—Had the sons of Aaron died because I 
thus punished Aaron (for the Golden Calf), it would indeed not 
have been good, but I punished his sons for their own present sin. 
(See UT'tfn and the comment by Mandelbaum in his edition of 
Pesikta de R. Kahana, p. 393.); emphasis here on the individual as 
against corporate personality. 

[2] "D1 TO^n m r w (459:1)—The biblical characters cited here are inter
preted in terms of the rabbinic complex, i.e., as the DDn and his 
TB^Xl. But the Tfc^n of the DDn would know what the HD^H is, 
and hence, as far as the Ti^bn was concerned, the sons of Aaron 
were correct. Their sin was in deliberately ignoring Moses, their 
teacher. 

nn^n . . . nu/ym (:2)—In an oral tradition the role of the teacher 
was predominant. When a student gave a legal decision (rmn, :2) 
"in the presence of his teacher/ ' not only did he show disrespect 
for the teacher, but also may have caused disrespect for the 
tradition. 

XX.7 (459:6f.) 

[1] Association of ideas in relation to the preceding midrash. 

[2] btfvm mnfcD (:7)—The DDn is not only the teacher of his students, 
but potentially of all Israel, of all who direct questions to him. 

X X . 8 (461:1 f.) 

[1] ID^Dn . . . nnnpn ^V (:3)—One of the concepts embodied in the first 
three sins mentioned is Httrnp: entering the D t̂tHpn unp (see 
Mandelbaum, loc. cit.); the p i p which was the m u p (see ibid., 
loc. cit.); and the HIT WN (:3) which consisted of a "secular" fire 
instead of holy fire (Margulies). 

[2] mn . . . J m . . . 'fattltap . . . (:4f.)—Consulting with another per
son is practical wisdom and thus belongs to the second phase of 
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yiK "pi. However, the moral overtone implied in this phase 
would not in itself be sufficient to have incurred the death penalty 
for its violation, and it is only because, in this particular case, the 
result of this violation of yiK *p1 was the violation of rwi lp that 
they were punished. Had they sought advice from one another, 
they would not have violated IWllp. 

. . . WUVma UPK (462:1)—Refers to these violations of TWTip by 
each individual separately, not to the idea that in general they did 
not seek counsel from each other. The connotation of inrPITO (:1) 
in its literal meaning is still retained, implying that the act of 
violating nunip constituted inrPITO (see also OTJDTa irUJ). 
Implied is the idea that they were D^pHV, and that it would have 
been enough for them to have consulted each other for them to 
have kept to their true character. 

[3] 13^3 . . . iTOT '1 ')3K (:2)—In these passages we have instances of 
indeterminacy of belief. The preceding passage tells of njJQIK 
DHTT (461:1), whereas this passage emphasizes that there was 
only one sin. The second passage follows on the first with no 
attempt to reconcile them. Here it is even more strongly implied 
that they were D p̂HSf, since they had only one sin—a jTHy is not 
sinless, but he rarely sins. 

[4] in)3 . . . ITy^ '1 'BK (:4)—Again an instance of indeterminacy of 
belief. Emphasizes again the idea that they commited this single 
sin but adding also that they had no secret sins. 

'31 ]JirP)3 ntt7p n)3D (:4)—This assumes that sin is the cause of 
death and embodies the concept of God's justice, but death may 
be caused by many different sins, and hence this one sin is specified 
wherever their death is mentioned. God was "apprehensive" lest 
their death might make people suspect them of secret sins. This 
midrash, too, regards them as D p̂HSf. 

X X . 9 (462:8 ff.) 

[l] . . . inn nnm nyniK bjzvn (:8)—Of these nnm nyniK only the 
first three refer to different matters associated with the same event, 
whereas at 461:1 all four were so associated. The fourth matter 
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here (463:6) refers to a sin independent of the others, an ongoing 
sin, and hence they could not have been regarded as D^pHy in the 
present midrash. Since the character of the sons of Aaron is thus 
different from the one in the preceding passages, the present pas
sage is also an instance of indeterminacy of belief. 

X X . 10 (464:3 ff.) 

[1] D^nu; (:3)—A negative value concept like D^yun, to which it is related. 
(On negative value concepts, see WE, p. 24.) 

[2] jmnwK . . . Kin pa tun (:7f.) 

Kin ]» Tiyi (:7)—Proof from another verse that they were DWntP 
(:3), but this proof and the others following serve also to illustrate 
the function of value concepts. The various incidents represent 
different concretizations of the value concept. The term D'WnttJ 
gives to the separate incidents a common, unfavorable character. 

[3] niOttm ]12 urn K^l . . . ]» T«n (465:5 ff.)—This midrash obviously 
embodies another concept as well, namely nJDtP vhl. It seems to 
reflect a negative attitude toward those who deliberately attempt 
to cultivate such a phenomenal experience. 

T> nnbxwnb ]^MTi WT . . . (:6)— A combination of p i n HIE and 
D̂ nnn n m 

D^n . . . "Til nV"OK (466:2)—The experience was energizing and 
life-giving. Compare our remarks on the experience of the holy at 
457. At the same time it did not make for ethical behavior, but on 
the contrary provided another occasion to express their arrogance. 

'131 lam K^l . . . yunrp "l (:4f.)—Moses had an opportunity to 
enjoy a visible experience of the Shekinah but did not take it and 
therefore he benefited, as a reward, from that occasion. The con
trary was the case with the sons of Aaron. 

ira1 . . . w y ]T K^ ntt7tt (4f.)—The visual experience of Shekinah 
which Moses later had was a reward HTJ3 *UJ3 nT)3, a reward for 
hiding his face, etc. The example of Moses* attempt to avoid 
experience of nJOIP vbl indicates again the Rabbis' own attitude. 
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m'OWn ]72 urn K*71 (467:2)—Since they suffered an untimely 
death. The concept of "pin JTTO. 

[4] DmTin DTIE . . . K^K (:4)—Emphasizes God's sympathy with the 
parents. Concepts of D ^ m THE and D ^ i y . 

]rP3K)3 . • . DIIT'D "1 (:5)—Emphasizes God's sorrow over the 
death of the sons of Aaron, twice as great as even that of Aaron. 
Emphasizes the concept of God's love. 

[5] 1V1E brm . . . TO 131B3 (:7f.)—This refers not to an additional 
incident where they were D^fW but to the one at Sinai where 
they witnessed rtfOtt? "Ĥ l. The prooftext is different. 

innnn UV (468:6)—The bridegroom is Israel and the bride is the 
Torah given to Israel by God on Mt. Sinai. 

X X . l l (469:1 ff.) 

[1] 11232 (:3)—1133 is a value concept. In this halakah it endows any 
specific office with significance. 

T»m3K am»3 imi (:3)—Here it seems to be an ethical rule of "pi 
yiK. 

[2] riNBID (470:2)—The other concept involved is, of course, miH3, a 
form of nunip. J1KE1U would temporarily disqualify Aaron. '1 
K^n (471:4) implies that Aaron was never so disqualified, whereas 
pnan '1 (470:1) says that both pilN and ITV^K were at times 
temporarily disqualified by JlKfclU. (On JlK)31t3 as the obverse of 
JWllp, see WE, pp. 227 f.) 

*W»» . . . mOK (471:1)—Concretization of the concept of mjPMf. 

'131 7\bv pnpl (:3)—Concepts of n w u y and God's justice as well 
as miH3. 

X X . 12 (471:5 f.) 

[1] 133)3 illD 1DKU7 (472:1)—Atones for the Golden Calf; the concept of 
HIM. 
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[2] mSDfi n n » nn^n *p (:1)—On the basis of all the parallels it should 
read: D"»pH5f HIVE. The concepts are: D^pm, mDD, and *?KW. 
(See the reading in J.T. Yoma I, 38b.) 

faattn by) m M B (:1)—The death of the righteous is atonement 
for Israel; this is "vicarious atonement/' The righteous men and 
women do not deserve to die and their death is atonement, not for 
their own sins which are few but for Israel as a whole. Involved 
here is the idea of corporate personality, the righteous of Israel 
and the people as a whole constituting a single personality. 

Notice the plural (D'pHy, 472:5-6). As a value concept miDD 
has more than one concretization. Notice that the death of 'Ol 
pnK (:3) was also atonement (see RM, pp. 319 n. and 358 n). 

[3] m m ^ IWttD (:3)—Aaron is regarded as a living embodiment of 
Torah. 

[4] 1DDB D*mMn DVttJ (:5)—On the atoning power of the day itself, see 
RM, p. 182. 

[5] p nnKn . . . p m (:6)—But the concept embodied here is mV*m 
Onon, as is evident in Pirke R. Eliezer, Chapt. XVII, not m M . 
The original source of the passage is J.T. Yoma 1.1, 38b, and what 
is given here at 472:5-7, is not found there. 
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PART T H R E E 

Chapter XXI 

X X . 1 (473:2) 

[1] mih HIMI . . . yu;nn pK (:7f.) 

VB ^IJItt , . . K11W i y (:8)—The concepts here are n iTH (COmQK, 
:8) and TOCOl Pharaoh is conceived as unwittingly uttering 
decrees against himself, unwitting prophesies. (See other exam
ples, again with Pharaoh as the subject, in CA, pp. 242 f..) 

nr6 mroi nt^y ^K r u n (474:4)—The trn nra, the spoils at 
the Red Sea is here referred to. This is never spoken of in the Bible 
itself. 

XXI.2 (475:1 ff.) 

[1] tmriK . . • Ith'D . . . K3K "l (:4)—The concept of 03. Of course, the 
event is really declared to be such in the Bible itself, but that is 
underlined here. The narrative in the Bible does relate Goliath's 
death to an act of David's, but here there is direct intervention of 
God. 

[2] '31 psn *7K mm (476:2)—See Lieberman here, p. 876. 

[3] rp rn iEnn . . . ]1V H (:3)—Goliath was a pederast, a fairly common 
sin among Roman soldiers. 

[4] IfcK'n . . . ^pT1? . . . JT1KT3 (477:2)—The idea in the manuscript com
mentary quoted by Margulies is that of corporate personality, 
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David and his ancestor Judah being regarded as links in the same 
personality. David trusts in God's help by reason of Moses' plea 
for Judah, and written by him in the Torah. The concept of '('IMU:l 
is an abiding concept, but here we see that it may be strengthened. 
The concepts bearing on it here are Torah, p,,y (Moses), and 
prayer. 

XXI.3 (477:4£.)

XXI.4 (478:7££.)

[I] ,:::,, D7'1l1il nit.me ,,u, (479:1)-Whatever their "origin" may have been,
as they are found in rabbinic literature, they are angels. Now the 
function of "angels" in rabbinic literature is to bring into bolder 
relief, frequently, the concept of God's love and other rabbinic 
concepts. Here the complaints of these angels bring into relief 
God's love for Israel on Yorn Kippur when He forgives Israel's 
sins . 

. . . c,�, . . .  ,r,,.K (:2)-The three cardinal sins are given prob
ably to imply that the accusations against Israel are exaggerations, 
since Israel, for one thing, are not idol-worshippers. 

D.Jlill7 (:4)-This is usually a hereafter concept as it is here, 
apparently. Nevertheless, it may not be a dogma. 

[2] l'OW'il (:5)-The word here refers not to a single individual being (as in
the Bible), but to the D7'1l1il nmi.K ,,u, (:1). If the l'OW' is an 
"adversary," he is thus not an adversary of God but of Israel. The 
non-definiteness of the term here also suggests indeterminacy of 
belief. Notice, too, that a contradictory midrash is found in Pirke 
R. E. (cited by Margulies). 

XXI.5 (480:3£.)

[I] n.K ... ni',i:,,nn:,, ,:::, (:3£.)-The "battle" is that of the n,iy� (:5)
against the n,i,:,,31 (:4). The iliY� is done by the same organ of the 
body that had earlier done an ;,i,:::,,31, and the assumption seems to 
be that it will now be at least more difficult to do the ;,i,:,,31, The 
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ni2f)3 is thus given an additional function, namely, to make it 
more difficult to commit specific ethical transgressions. Since no 
indication is given as to just how this is achieved, we do not have 
here a form of rmSfBn naVU. 

TT . . . *ny OHIO . . . (481:1)—In Kiddush Ha-Shem, the martyr 
testifies to the rPOiTlD present that God alone is holy. 

[2] mana . . . pirn n (:2)—rrma here refers to an ethical mar», for only 
such a myn requires one to be especially alert for it. Continous 
alertness is the idea involved in the image of DTYQp (:3). 

[3] f7ann . . • W 1 H (:3)—It apparently refers simply to the need to be 
careful in the observance of the law in Exod. 22:25, for a busy 
man is apt to neglect it. 

[4] mtTO . . . 7V*Xl n (:4)—The text is interpreted to mean "bundles" of 
riTWB, and the study of these is referred to by the symbol of 
"battle" (see also r n n n ; on the symbols of Torah, see RM, 
p. 118). 

XXI.6 (482:1) 

[1] Here the Vna ]n3 (:1) is regarded not simply as High Priest, but as the 
representative of Israel. The flYl^E, except for the niWllp (:7) on 
D'"P, are those observed by all Israel, and the block of other matters 
(D^UTTP, D̂ DSttJ [the sons of Jacob], etc.) are national in character. 

[2] r m m m a n (:5)—Perhaps the term here relates to the rmm, a 
descendant of Judah. 

XXI.7 (482:8f.) 

[1] This midrash is an interpretation of Lev. 16:2 and is thus associated 
with the preceding midrash which interprets Lev. 16:3. 

[2] inannnn (483:2)—Refers to the phenomenon of niOW "ĤA in the 
Holy of holies. rtt'Ott/ "ĤA is in a particular locale. 
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[3] D?1l7? (:8)-While the term here is concerned with time, in accordance
with the other measures of time here, it is apparently limited to 
i1Ti1 D71l7. 

[ 4] mr,, K1i1'1U i1l7'1U ?::l::l ( 484:2)-This is an interpretation of K::l, ?K1
ny ?::l::l (Lev. 16:2). Although imposing the condition ,:::iC,:::ii 
i1Ti1 .•. Kil,'IU (484:3), the rabbinic interpretation is an example 
of the rabbinic emphasis on God's love, for it is just the opposite 
of the simple meaning-it is an expression of God's love for 
Aaron. ?",i cites Elijah Gaon who says that this applied only 
to Aaron, only he being permitted to enter the holy of holies 
whenever he wished, whereas his descendants were limited to 
once a year on Yorn Kippur. 

XXI.8 (484:6££.)

[I] w,ipn n,,:::i .•. il!:JY (485:3)-tu,ipn n,, here is a kind of clair
voyance which was attributed occasionally to the Rabbis (see 
Bacher, w,,n 1::lil7, on the term). (On n,mC, (:5), see Lieberman 
here, p. 876.) 

[2] il!:JU? il'IU!:Jl ... 'nK (486:2)-A Ol in response to a il?!:Jn. The other
concept embodied in the statement is study of Torah. 

[3] ,,,:::in',tu ..• 11l7ntu ,, •nx (:4)-Involved here are matters of ethical
yiK 7,, (see M"!:J,). 

K,,on,n:::i . . . 1l,:::itu ,:::i, ( :5 )-That is crystallized in a concept, 
il!:J "1:::il (see 1"tinn). 

[4] ,i,,p l7ntul1 •.• K?i11 (487:3)-The concept embodied is respect, ,i:::i::3.
It is thus not merely a warning of one's presence. 

XXI.9 (487:5 ££.)

[I] u:::i 1:::i ... illnx:::i ... n,::3,:::i ,, (:5 £.)-The conceptions of both cor
porate personality and individual personality are involved here. 
Corporate personality: the eighteen successive descendants of 
Aaron are regarded as though they were Aaron himself. Individual 
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personality: each of them exhibited a quality that can be projected 
only by a functioning individual, namely, the quality of ilMK (:7) 
or miEK, "faithfulness, trustworthiness/' In this statement both 
conceptions are combined and neither dominates. 

[2] rrmpnn . . . ^WUHpfc (488:1 f.)—Apparently, according to our text, 
the high-priesthood was bought only after p^iyn \W12VJ (:2) and 
also, apparently, only he served i"TMK2 and hence was called 
pHyn. This tradition about the indifferent character of the High 
Priests of the Second Temple seems to be the basis of calling them 
D'Vttn (489:5). 

XXL 10 (489:6 f.) 

[1] lriK . . . n^B 1X13 K̂ 7K . . .(490:1)—The numbers of the garments is 
here given an interpretation whereas in the Bible, it is not. Under
lying the interpretation is the idea that the High Priest is the 
representative of the people rather than just a high functionary, 
an emphasis on Israel and nYlYB. 

W i n (:1)—The interpretation utilizes a different meaning of the 
word, the covenant of circumcision, and what in the text is limited 
to the priest is now related to the folk. 

[2] nm n a m . . . JWO "1 (:2)—p»*0 "I does not object to gold as such, 
as do the two authorities who follow, but he regards gold as the 
symbol of the golden calf. 

]Wb (:3)—Notice that in the parallels given by Margulies the \0VJ 
is not mentioned. Belief in the pU (]VVJ) is thus seen to be indeter
minate, since the same idea is taught without taking him into 
account. 

[3] binwbw . . . jrcnm."l(:4)—Integration of Halakah and Haggadah. 
The linen garments could not be used again, and the reason given 
is haggadah, embodying the concepts of God's love and Israel in 
combination. 

[4] *"|̂ )3 . . . miU "USE (:5)—mKA, pride, is a negative value concept, and 
-|V)3 refers to God. 
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XXI . 11 (490:7 ff.) 

[1] DD^V "1DD"* . . . p 1Q1 («7f.)—The passage involves the conception 
of corporate personality, and the concept embodied is miK JTDT. 
The sacrifices brought by the High Priest recall the deeds of the 
Patriarchs, the idea being that atonement for Israel is merited 
because of the deeds of the mnK. 

DD^y 1 3 ^ . . . npjr^tt/ w o n (491:2)—The conception of cor
porate personality allows Jacob to "provide" atoning sacrifices 
for his descendants. 

[2] inn i n . . . K^K ^ ]UO (:6)—The merit of the mnnft (:6) is not 
specified as in the case of the Patriarchs here. Recalling the general 
merit of forebears is not an uncommon theme. 

[3] U/nV* . . . fivicbV) nWttO (492:1)—The concept here is 7WV(p. The 
holiness of the linen garments used by the High Priest is empha
sized by associating them with those of the angel, the angel himself 
being holy. 

XXI.12 (492:4ff.) 

[1] DTnn . . . Dtt/nVl (:4)—Concretization of TWVTp in halakah. Halakah 
and Haggadah are related, both being concretizations of the same 
value concepts. 

ttrnn . . . KOVT '1 (:5)—This implies that the holiness of the 
ordinary priest is no different in degree from that of the High 
Priest. 

[2] 1Knn . . . D1K tol (:6f.)—The angels show TIM to the High Priest. 
There is also the implication that the angels are less holy than the 
High Priest. They are regarded in tannaitic sources as less holy 
than Israel (see WE, p. 224, 279n.). 

[3] n y i . . . flEW mtW (493:2)—lrQK "1 (:4) declares that the fpT (:3) was 
Vmm rrnpn (:5). A section in the Mekilta II (ed. Lauterbach, 
pp. 31-32) gives instances of nJOUJ ^bl9 and one of them is God 
revealing Himself at Sinai as D^ftm K )̂3 ]pT. Here, too, it is 
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evidently the same figure, for "HDD UV is the occasion when the 
sins of Israel are forgiven by God. The concept of rrJ>DtP "Ĥ A, 
though so different from the other value concepts, is part of the 
complex for it interweaves with the other concepts, as here where 
it interweaves with D'Bm JVTO. 

TTQD1 (:5)—Refers to nFlVJ "n̂ A. 

Chapter XXII 

XXII. 1 (494:1 ff.) 

[1] ]H vbtybty . . • 'K m\TV "1 (:2f.)—The concepts are God's love, man 
and DVlV. God so made the world that there is nothing which 
man cannot find useful in some measure. This is not teleology, a 
philosophical idea, for in the examples given there is no element 
of design by God, the ends to which the things are put being left 
to man. 

n ion . . . ^ B (495:1)—The overwhelming importance of 
agriculture. The concept here is y*1K I'll, first phase (see WE, 
pp. 39ff.). 

[2] minjnB . . . rram n (496:3)—Both the concepts rrnn jnn (:4) and 
m i n are involved here. The details of nTITBI p ^ a n tWXX (:4) are 
HD ^yntP m i n and are recognized as such, yet they are also 
regarded as having the force of m i n "[HE, are included in that 
event. 

'131 TriV pnm Tfc^nu; HE lV»DK1 (497:1)—There is certainly an 
awareness that the student's statement is contemporary. The 
concept of Torah, like other concepts, has new concretizations. 
The concept of m i n ]T\12 supplies authority for these new 
concretizations. 

1*7 "pK TO^m (498:1)—Refers to ilKinn * 6 (Koh. 5:9). The concept 
of m i n TUS^n is embodied here. This concept connotes both 
studying and teaching. Notice that it is felt that if studying does 
not lead to teaching, nothing has been achieved. 
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XXII.2 (498:4£.)

[I] y-ucm ... 1,3::i,i (:4)

yixm ... tn qx (:5)-The insects appear to you superfluous. 
The point in this passage is that you need not justify their exist
ence; they are part of the created world. This is almost like saying 
that you need not look for teleology. 

[2] vr,nn ... 11m (:6)-Notice that this is an independent midrash, not
connected with the one preceding; concept of God's love here. 

n,p,Yi (499:3)-Acts of np,Y. 

XXII.3 (499:5ff.)

[ 1] c,n,',tu . . . 1n', '>:IX ( :5 )-The function of the prophet is that of a
n,',u,-x,::il, as Y. Kaufmann says; association of ideas with what 
follows. 

[2] tu,n, ... xnx ,, '>:IX (:6)-This refers to acts, not to a message and
hence it does not contradict the preceding statement. It interprets 
',:,::i Y-,K 1,,n,, (:5), and teaches that what seems to a person 
superfluous in creation may be used by God as His agent. 

[3] ,,:,, l1tuin tm,,u (:7 £.)-God punishes him not through the mighty
sea but through the little flea. 

n,', MYli n,,,, ... ,r.,, x', (500:3)-Titus is regarded as having 
fought primarily against God. The l1'1lM (501:5) fights against 
God and does not only oppress Israel. 

XXII.4 (503:I ff.)

[I] More examples of how God uses all kinds of things as His agents.
Most of the instances are apparently examples of God's punitive 
justice even though this is explicitly indicated only in the cases of 
the ,r.i,, (505:8) and the ,,r,,::i (506:5), stories about Romans. These 
stories are all c,0l. They indicate that 0,03 of this character and 
folklore belong to the same category. The stories about the various 
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grasses and also their relations to snakes are obviously folklore 
and are found probably among other groups as well. Folklore is 
to be differentiated from folklore science. In folklore science, 
the grasses would be identified and perhaps even deliberately 
employed. 

[2] ^KWH j n m KWB "nn . . . (509:3)—Reflects the idea that JT»nri 
DTIEn will take place in Israel. His intention was presumption 
and therefore sin. 

XXII.5 (511:5f.) 

[1] Tina . • . aVn/n m»lK Vm (512:2)—Integration of Halakah and 
Haggadah. Often the haggadah involved consists, as here, of a 
"reason" for the halakah. (See CA, p. 26 and the examples there.) 

XXII.6 (512:5 ff.) 

[1] p*in . . . ')3K pnY1 H (:5 f.)—He who robs from or steals from a person 
is accounted as though he has thereby murdered that person. This 
is not a matter which is rationalized by saying that the robberies, 
etc., may lead to the death of the victim. By means of concepts, the 
valuation of the act is changed, the act becomes not b\l but ITD^Dtt/ 
wm. Notice that even the robbery or the theft of HimD n w 
(513:1) is stigmatized in this manner. The case of the Gibeonites, 
however, is in a different category for they were prevented from 
obtaining their livelihood. 

[2] TItf/rDI WU7K ]D (514:4)—This refers to m i nTQV (:5) as the sequel 
clearly indicates, and not to JTPDD. 

•ny i ^ n n Kb . . . -irmu7 warn (:5 f.)—in mt rrrny (:5), only the 
person who worships an idol is involved, but in DU7H b^tl (:6), an 
act affects other persons by lowering, in some manner, their regard 
for God (see WE, pp. 132 f.). The Name of God is thus profaned in 
Dtt/H ^ n but not in m i HTinV. 

Drw -1U7K . . . bKW v m (515:2)—An aspect of Dttm ^ n (514:6) 
which involves Gentiles. When the Gentiles' opinion of God is 
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lowered as the result of Israel's actions, Israel commits an act of 
Dtfm VlVn. Integration of Halakah (71722 "TICK, 515:2) and 
Haggadah (DU7H blbn). 

XXII.7 (515:6 ff.) 

According to the opinion of R. Ishmael, Lev. 17:3 ff. forbade "Wl 
mKn and hence the halakic passage here. The halakic concepts 
constitute a distinct group in themselves although they are part of 
the complex as a whole. They are not connotative and are often 
defined. T»nn and TICK (:6) are denotative, "permitted" and "for
bidden," and do not possess a penumbra of meanings. Some of 
the halakic concepts are defined (such as VlPD). At the same time, 
this halakic discussion is concerned with value concepts, for value 
concepts are common to both Halakah and Haggadah. Some of 
the value concepts here are: p i p (HUmp), 516:4; riTlYB (con
cretized in laws of HlPntfJ here, 516:2); and nTYOy (mKn 1UO— 
^Kyfcttn "l; mpm, :2); also nnumn (:5), which is an aspect of miD, 
but has halakic implications. 

R. Ishmael and R. Akiba can differ because, despite the deno
tation of halakic concepts and the definitions, the setting, the 
framework of value concepts, is organismic and thus allows for 
differing views. 

XXII.8 (517:3 f.) 

There is a real difference between the reasons given by Maimon-
ides for the sacrifices and the midrash here. In the midrash, 
centralizing the sacrifices in the 1V1)3 ̂ HIK has the effect of separ
ating Israel from the m i nTDV they had previously worshipped, 
whereas that is not the point made by Maimonides. Nevertheless, 
the similarity is strong enough to characterize the idea in the 
midrash as a rationalization. There is, occasionally, a rationalistic 
tendency to be recognized among the Rabbis, and Maimonides 
utilizes it. This is certainly the case with the rabbinic rationaliza
tions concerning a number of D̂ DJ (see RM, pp. 153 ff.). 
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XXII.9 (518:4 ff.) 

This is another halakic passage, and it demonstrates how value 
concepts are concretized by Halakah. 

[1] JOU . . . m m a nnnn (:4)—Concept of nnn, a halakic concept; K ^ , 
a value concept. 3*Hp)3 (:6)—concept of mi3y , a value concept. 

1111131 (519:1)—Concept of 1131, a value concept, also a sub-
concept of rwaw "n1?*. 

[2] pT nuinfc . . . K3K "1 ')3K (:3)—Indicating how a KOJ is permitted to 
override the laws. 

-Tiyjl . . . mnPK 'WJ (:3-:4)—Violations of halakot informed by 
the value concept of mT STTQJ/. 

rMy\ 1T1 (:4)—Violations of the value concept of iTTQV. 

[3] 1JV3 UW . . . *trp n '»K (520:2)—There is a difference of opinion. 
This difference of opinion and the others here are characteristic of 
Halakah. The value concepts are organismic, permitting differ
ence of opinion. 

XXII.10 (521:1 ff.) 

Another halakic passage in which halakot concretize value 
concepts. 

[1] 03*7 Turin D31? vnOKtP HE (:3)—This statement, here and in the 
following sections of the passage, contains the halakic concepts of 
11DK and "inn, as in the preceding passages, but now the very 
halakic concepts are employed in a concretization of the concepts 
of God's love, a value concept. Because of God's love, the self-same 
things prohibited elsewhere are, in other situations, permitted. 

[2] '131 ttHK T1U7K . . . 03*7 *mOK (522:1 f.)—Concretization of the value 
concept of rimy. 

t^K . . . nn nnn (523:1)—Referring to ]TVVb (:2), r»T (:2), m n m 
(:6), the three being food for the D'pny; embody also the concept 
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of God's love and b"Tiyb (probably the t)ays of the Messiah)— 
integration of Halakah and Haggadah. 

[3] VVTWVbw . . . piTP "1(523:6-526:1)—Each opinion differs from the 
others with respect to the food eaten by the animal HliarD and 
likewise, the opinions differ concerning the source from which it 
drinks. What is the reader or hearer to believe then? His belief can 
only be indeterminate. Indeed, through an instance such as this 
we can demonstrate the existence of indeterminacy of belief and 
its character. This indeterminacy of belief applies not to details 
alone but to ftinrft itself, and if it applies to nuarn, it must also 
apply to what is the food of the D"»pHy, i.e., to ]IVVb and PT as 
well. 

[4] nKT . . . TKJ3 "l 'EK (526:2)—This certainly contains the idea of God's 
omnipotence but it serves the concept of God's love whereby these 
foods are provided. The idea of God's omnipotence is not crystal
lized in a rabbinic term and remains an auxiliary idea (see RM, 
p. 55). 

Chapter XXIII 

XXIII. 1 (526:9f.) 

[1] ")TI (527:2, :3), \»Ktn (:3), mKBI (:6)—A negative value concept. 

[2] n p n (:3)—npiy (and pH¥) has an ethical connotation, being the 
opposite here of "»K)3*1. Notice that the concept is applied to women 
as well as to men: in spiritual character, both are equal. 

[3] mKfc-a J^D riK WTD (:6)—Implied is the interpretation of Cant. 2:2. 
Jacob was not affected by the wickedness of his new environment— 
the mark of the pHV. 
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XXIII.2 (527:7ff.) 

[1] DnyfcB . . . m p » "HA (528:1)—The concepts embodied here are: Israel, 
The Nations of the World (Egypt), nmny, and nVllO. The people 
of Israel practiced the same customs as the Egyptians and thus 
committed what were, for Israel, nVTOV, and hence did not deserve 
redemption. Margulies points out that this view differs from that 
of m a p "D (XXXII.5, 747:4 f.) who says that Israel was redeemed 
because of the JTHyB they practiced. But variety of opinion is 
characteristic of Haggadah since each haggadic statement is an 
independent entity. This is so because the organismic character of 
the value concepts allows the same situation to be interpreted by 
different value concepts. Thus, in our midrash, one of the concepts 
describing the conduct of the people of Israel in Egypt is H1TM7, 
whereas the opposite concept, JTViytt, interprets their conduct in 
the view of *ClDp "D (see RM, p. 73.) 

[2] ^V Wlb . . . l^K . . . tal&ttr T'K (:4)—There is emphasis here on 
God's love; it was preordained, so to speak, to overcome "[HH m)3 
in this instance. 

[3] nvnK DTIttn n*»ynU7 . . . ]1V TK (:7)—Theodor in his commentary 
on Bereshit R., p. 442, points out that the midrashic literature 
does not contain any explanation of this name of God. vnn)3 at 
Ber. R. XLIV.19 says that this name has an esoteric meaning of 
which he has no knowledge. It is certainly not a matter that has to 
do with normal mysticism and apparently is an element in an 
esoteric tradition which was an eddy alongside the main current 
of rabbinic thought. Its mathematical character probably indicates 
that it is related to some aspect of theosophy. 

XXIII.3 (529:3 f.) 

[1] nbvm (:8)—Here it means "the world," including mankind. 

[2] JITOn lVlD D^vn bl bxVW ^ K W ]n •'KID (530:4)—Because of the 
merit (JITDTn) of Israel, the whole world (l^D nVlVH ^D) is to be 
saved. How can the merit of Israel extend to all of mankind if 
Israel and the rest of mankind constitute two distinct entities? 
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The answer is that they are not two entities. Mankind is conceived 
as possessing a corporate personality. The merit of Israel accrues, 
therefore, to mankind as a whole. We have here an instance of the 
emphasis on universalism, one of the great emphatic trends of 
rabbinic thought. (See WE, pp. 29 f.) 

XXIII.4 (530:5 ff.) 

[1] D^ion m ^ m n (:5)—Here this value concept is used in relation to the 
leader's role in corporate liturgical acts. These acts are themselves 
characterized by value concepts. 

[2] "D1 no:Drr XVn*? WllM 7TWV (:5)—The "ten" constitute a face-to-face 
TQY. When only one of them knows how to lead in these cor
porate acts of worship, he is the benefactor of the rest. 

VBU7 bv 0113*7 (:6)—On the public recitation of the Shema' as a 
corporate act, see WE, p. 136. The value concepts embodied in the 
Keri'at Shema' are m m TW^n and U^VJ JTD^tt. The two intro
ductory mD"n were doubtless included. 

nn*»nn ilbb TQyVl (:6)—On the Tefillah as a corporate act, see 
WE, p. 143. Tefillah itself is a value concept. 

[3] . . . teKnnn!?. . . oron1? . . . rniw6(:8f.)—TheD^nnri:rQ(:8) 
and the D^nK rD-Q (531:1) are acts of DHOn l l l ^ m incumbent 
on the "tliy as a whole. That is how these acts differ from the acts 
of worship in [2] above here, wherein the benefactor was an indi
vidual. Of course, here too, the knowledgeable leader is the bene
factor of the "ten" who do not know these JTDia, even though 
these mD13 are incumbent on the IllJf as a whole. Besides mV»m 
DHOn, these acts are concretizations of n a i l . 

[4] KBOn . . . TlKp • . . 1TVbK "l (53 l:2f.)—This story indicates that the 
folk were obliged to rely primarily on the Rabbis to lead in cor
porate liturgical acts. The prayers and the TWO were still fluid, 
i.e., the content was more or less fixed but not the language, and 
the leader was, therefore, to a degree, creative. See J. Heinemann 
"D1 n^Dnn, p. 34. On the other hand, many Rabbis, as in the 
case of R. Elazar, did not feel that it was their function also to act 
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as ii::iy n,?tu. They felt that it was sufficient for them to be 
scholars, teachers and judges. They may also have felt that they 
did not have stylistic gifts or the quasi-poetic ability to inspire a 
mood of prayer or thanksgiving. Notice how R. Elazar appears 
simply to accept the forms given him by R. Akiba, for he certainly 
must have known the Keri'at Shema' and the content of the 
Tefillah. 

[5] il�Jl ?:3:l ... illi, ,, (532:1)-The word ,,5:uc (:2) (i.e., ,�DX) indicates
that he taught them the forms, for, again, they must have known 
the content of the Tefillah, etc., though evidently the c,lnn n:li::i 
( :2) and the c,7,::ix n:li::i ( :2) were not familiar. 

XXIII.5 (532:3 f.)

[l] •i:n ..• Xl,lM ,, (:3 £.)-The burden of the various taxes imposed was
so great that it made for hopelessness. Only a steadfast trust in 
redemption by God could overcome such hopelessness, a feeling 
that this redemption might come in their day. But the tax burden 
was no doubt a cause for emigration from Palestine. 

[2] c,Jltu:ltu cn,::ix ,ll:3 tii:lJl D:l? (:7)-The concepts are: God's love,
il?iXl, and illiJlX. Awareness of God's love despite present condi
tions is expressed in the term c,Jltu:ltu cn,::ix, and trust in 
redemption in the latter part of Ps. 25:15. 

[3] iny, ... ,n,::ix ,, (533:1)-il?iXl involves first the punishment or
extermination of neighboring enemies. The concepts are: il?iXl, 
c,u, and ,,,n n,Jl. 

inJl ?tu il?iXl:l (: 1 )-The imminent redemption, and a term used 
as against the redemption from Egypt. 

XXIII.6 (533:Sf.)

[l] c,::i,u c,tul1Jl?i ... illtuitu:l x", (:8 £.)-The joy of doing a niYJl does
not contradict the legal principle that niiYJl were not given as a 
means of acquiring enjoyment. 
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[2] hxr\W bw . . . m r o 7m (534:1)—The fragrance of the flower is 
associated with the entire flower, and so because of the D p̂HSf (:2) 
Israel as a whole will be redeemed. The metaphor completely 
expresses the idea that the O p̂HSf and Israel as a whole are a 
single corporate personality. 

XXIII.7 (535:1) 

[1] D'HTinn . . • Dn^nt^a—This interpretation of Cant. 2:2 patently con
tradicts the interpretation of the same verse at 527:7, an instance 
of the organismic character of rabbinic thought. The concept of 
]HH mn is embodied at 527:7 but not here. 

[2] "Dl I1? 7VTW 'fith (:9f.)—The parable inserts the idea of the danger 
inherent in an evil environment. 

XXIII.8 (536:7 f.) 

f 1] WW . . . rrnyi—A halakic interpretation of Job 37:21, but following 
this is a haggadic interpretation of the same verse. An instance of 
the interrelation of Halakah and Haggadah. 

XXIII.9 (538:5 ff.) 

[l] nnnpyzD . • . K^n n ^n (:6f.) 

" O l D ' W D W . . .(539:1)—Interprets 03T6K in Lev. 18:2 and in 
ibid., 4, to refer to |HH n"03. It operated in the past and will do so 
in the future. 

Dmtpyna nmw (:2)—Relates to Israel. The source in Sifra, 
ed. Weiss, 85c, reads here: DTPlPym TOJ1 OK 03)3 m&b. There 
is here the emphasis on the universality of God's justice. 

[2] o m u w n a . . . n&b . • . tSK ,'H ^K (540:7 f.)—The same formula as 
at 539:1, but now it is applied to individuals, and further, not only 
in punishment but also in reward—emphasis on the individual. 
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XXIII.10 (542:11) 

[1] There is a new idea here, and hence it probably is an independent 
midrash connected with the preceding one through association of 
ideas. 

[2] PD^ED liTEl (:6)—The midrash here is an instance of indeterminacy of 
belief. There are other instances of this kind of belief also involv
ing midrashim at variance with the Bible. See, for example, CA, 
pp. 212 f. On indeterminacy of belief, see RM, pp. 131 ff. 

X X I I I . 11 (543:5 ff.) D ^ K ^ VIKOm . . . 'OV "1 'OK (:5) 

[1] p y (:5)—Stands for y i n 13f\ the personification of the evil impulses. 
Here the JHH 13P1 is personalized with respect to the different 
individuals named. For the full term, see 544:3 and subsequently 
in this passage; the biblical antecedent is: YniJ/M JH DTKil lb "W1 

(Gen. 8:21). The good impulses are personified in the term i y 
HUH (see Jastrow, Dictionary, s.v. "W), but see our next comment. 

1̂7 ly^ttoi (:5)—This phrase implies that the personification of 
the y i n lap goes so far as to be conceived as a being. The y\0 "ISP, 
however, is seldom so vividly personified. 

[2] riKTH m n n . . . Ktnn V K » (544:1)—SO vivid is the personification 
that the words of the oath itself to the y*in l y are discerned in 
Gen. 39:9. 

[3] "m l n m r w n . . . ynU7J nb (:2)—An even stronger indication that 
the Vin "ly1 was conceived of as a being, for one authority regards 
the oath as primarily having been given to a human being. The 
personification is an imaginative means of making vivid a strong 
temptation. It is a dramatic, even poetic metaphor so often 
employed as to take on an almost casual character, and yet not an 
altogether prosaic literalness. Other personifications are Middat 
Rahamim, Middat Ha~Din and Keneset Yisra'el. 
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XXIII.12 (545:5ff.) 

[1] . . . l T M . . . t\K)2 "CVI (:5)—This is perhaps an extreme example of 
the rabbinic emphasis on the inward life. There is an emphasis on 
the inward life in the sphere of morals, not only in religious 
experience (on the latter, see OT, p. 224; RM, p. 167.) 

[2] IBO"!!^ . . . "pTDp *7D "1̂  (546:1)—The child has facial features testi
fying to the sin of the adulterous couple; their sin is hence publi
cized and thus is a manifestation of God's justice. The concepts 
here are: sin, God's justice, and 03. 

[3] IBOnD1? , . . ^ ' T H K (547:2)—This is a striking instance of a parable 
which is not a real analogy. The referent says that the facial 
features of the child publicize the adulterer's sin. The parable, 
however, indicates that it is the sinner who is confronted with his 
sin. Since the referent or general statement is also given here: 
lEOnD^ • . . •WOKnn . . . *p(:4) as the conclusion, the parable 
adds to this idea that the sinner himself is made to face his sin. 
(On the character of parables, see CA, pp. 51, 252.) 

[4] mnYD . . . m n a n • . . rrnm'-|(:5f.)—The teaching here is that the 
conception and development of the embryo are a 03, not only the 
changing of the features of the child to publicize the sin of the 
adulterer. 

namfw i m OJWnn (548:2)—Notice that this idea is involved 
with the concept of 03 here, characterizing the conceiving of the 
child a 03 by God, which is then to be altered by another 03. It is 
an auxiliary idea having only a specific function, and it is 
absorbed, so to speak, by the concept of 03. Incidentally, the 
parable (m]bt2'n t^nru, 547:7) is again not altogether at one with 
the *?U7fc3. 

[5] p m ] m w (:4)—The husband, since he is, after all, the father of the 
child, and the adulterer, since the child's facial features do 
resemble his features (Lieberman in a conversation). 
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XXIII.13 (548:6) 

[l] yyy rannn . . . KU/̂ B n (:6)—isa. 33:17 continues with pK runon 
D^niQ and that is taken to refer to the World to Come; the 
promised reward of rWDttJ "Ĥ a is to be in the World to Come. 
Refraining from illicit sight will be rewarded ultimately by 
blissful sight. 

Chapter XXIV 

XXIV. 1 (549:2 ff.) 

[l] uau/nn . . . o^yttnn ny . . . m n (:2f.)—The concepts of p n mn 
(:3) and UVJT1 tPVTp are combined here in that aspect of DWH vmp 
in which God Himself sanctifies His Name when He punishes 
the D^Vtfn (:4). That manifestation of God's justice magnifies His 
Name in the world, i.e., He is acknowledged everywhere and every
body recognizes His holiness. 

[2] Vltfnpnm Tl^ninn (:3)—The two words here are taken as equivalents. 
On the close relation of these biblical verses to the crystallized 
rabbinic concept, see CA, pp. 247 f. 

XXIV.2 (550:3 ff.) 

[1] r tn^yn . . . arrun . . . rrann n (:3f.)—An instance of the interrela
tion of Halakah and Haggadah, the halakah being in Ber. IX.5. 

[2] On n u n riTO (:6) and rmjrnDn JTTO (551:1), see RM, p. 219, n. 73. 
This is followed by interpretations of other verses in Psalms in a 
similar vein; all such interpretations are instances of the same 
interrelation of Halakah and Haggadah. This haggadah attributes 
the ideas contained in these berakot to David. 

[3] i m . . . *"p *pn . . . Dimn '1 1EK (551:4)—Assumed here is the rule 
of interpretation in which DTf̂ K is taken to refer to "pin TM72 (:5) 
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and 'i1, to c,r.,n, n,r.i (:6). However, this is not an ironclad rule, 
as can be seen in the succeeding and in the preceding interpreta
tions where 'i1 refers to both 1,,n n,r.i and c,r.in, n,r.i. 

[4] il,, ... 1,,, ,, 'J::l.tc (:9f.)-Here the rule of interpretation is applied.
God's love is given added expression here in the idea that He took 
counsel with His court of justice and He did this so that someone 
might, perhaps, make a plea in defense (see our next comment). 

[5] mn ... ,u,', ,, 'J::1.tc (552:1)-In view of the teaching of Abot IV.8, 22
that God is the sole judge, the notion of a heavenly court is a 
matter of indeterminacy of belief (but see also Duran, ni::i.tc llJ::I on 
Abot IV. 8.) 

[6] Mtui,p (553:2)-Mtui,p is not only distinctiveness, high status, but also
the imitation of God in acts of love (see RM, pp. 169f.) 

XXIV.3 (553:4ff.)

A folklore story despite the fact that it is told as the experience of 
an individual. It is unusual in two respects: The demon originally 
dwelling there is nQt a harmful one, whereas demons usually are. 
Furthermore, a value concept, c,r.in, n,r.i, is embodied in the 
idea of divine help, and this idea is the concluding thought of the 
entire story. Usually demons are not brought into the category of 
significance. The bit of dried blood (.tcr.i,, x,,n, 554:7) reflects a 
belief in the physical constitution of demons; also that demons 
may engage in combat with one another. 

XXIV.4 (555:6f.)

[I] w,pr.i ..• ,,n37 ... n',u,, x•, (:6 f.)-This midrash refers to the Days
of the Messiah c,,nl7, :6) since one of the things that will take 
place will be the sounding of the ,Ditu (556:2). 

[2] c,u,37r.i 1i,yr.i ... 0,u,37r.i w,,,pr.i (556:4-5 )-The commentaries differ
on the meaning of these two phrases (comp. n•!J, and i•r,MJ::I). 
Does not the passage itself, however, continue with an explanatory 
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statement? Both phrases refer to the imitation of God, and the two 
phrases thus relate to the two aspects of holiness implied in 
•Pill! D'ttmp (:7): 

D ^ y n ttnTpn (:4) is explained by the word puma (:6), that is, by 
requiring that Israel "separate" themselves from what is impure 
and defiling (among them the cardinal sins); and D'Wyja \*WI2 (:5) 
relates, apparently, to the positive acts implied in vnn D^TTp, 
namely, to imitation of God in acts of loving kindness. Cf. 
Schechter, "Aspects of Rabbinic Theology," pp. 203 ff., and WE, 
p. 228. 

XXIV.5 (557:1 f.) 

[1] nn . . . ^npni . . . -on (:1)—This nuns (Lev. XIX) was taught by 
Moses to Israel, according to this interpretation, in such a way as 
to differentiate between it and other sections, ^nprn (:1) (see 
T'llK") on the parallel in Sifra, ed. Weiss, 86c). The presentation 
in an "all-inclusive assembly" is obviously a device for emphasiz
ing the laws thus taught. We have, then, a form of emphasis we 
have not hitherto discussed. (On emphasis as a feature of organ-
ismic thought, see WE, pp. 11 ff., 26ff.) But emphasis, especially 
in Halakah, does not rule out what is not emphasized. The other 
laws were also regarded as having been taught by Moses to the 
people, although not in an all-inclusive assembly. The concepts 
are: mi l l ; m m TlO^n; btTNn. 

[2] m i n « m nTW (:2)—According to " m m , I.e., this section is so charac
terized: iron wwbw bw ptwiy mm n m n rmar» nn vnw •USE 
mirnD—thus the reason for the all-inclusive assembly was not 
only the major character of the laws but also their large number 
(see also David Halivni, Mekorot Umsorot, II, 591 f.). 

[3] "pED . . . n r i m n miMW . . . ^ n (:2f.)—Another reason for the 
all-inclusive assembly. ITS1 explains that just as the Ten Com
mandments were given by God at an all-inclusive assembly, so 
this section containing them was so taught by Moses; but the 
manner of giving them originally was obviously an emphasis. 
The concepts here are: m i n ; nmn p E ; nmn TW^n; ^Klttn. 
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[4] n,,-,y nvi.D ... Jln1' ,, (558:2)-The same number of nmrr.J in the
three sections apparently implies that no one of these sections is 
emphasized more than the others. Thus, this midrash seems to 
say that the section on w1n a,w,,p (:4) was not given a 
special emphasis, contrary to the point made in the preceding 
midrashim. 

XXIV.6 (559:lf.)

[ l] One of the aspects of the idea of nw,,p (:2) is "separateness," to
separate oneself (see 556:6-7,D'tu,,p .•• t'tui,n ... ). In 
the present section this aspect of the idea is established on the 
basis of biblical verses that concern refraining from unchastity 
or prohibited sex relations (ni,y, :2). The concepts involved 
are: ni,y (or n,,,31) and nw,,p. This demonstration also 
allows us to recognize that this idea of nw,,p is already 
inherent in the biblical meaning of the word. 

[2] wi,p .t<,pl . . .  M:lJ:JOl MJ:J?'I (:1)-The lesson is drawn from the 
contiguity of the biblical section on ni,-,y (:1) to the section on 
D'lUi,p (:1). If such contiguity occurs in various contexts, the 
demonstration of contiguity is really a demonstration that the 
contexts indicate that refraining from m,y is characterized as 
nw,,p, and this is the case with the juxtaposition of verses intro
duced by the phrase 1"10 t',.,i' n,', n,x, (560:4). 

[3] ,,J:J, ... n,nr.J!C ... yw,n, ,, (:3 £.)-This characterization is not
only rabbinic but was prevalent among the folk at large, as is to 
be seen from the instance 7.KYJ:JIU' ,,, M'MJ:J!C (560:1) and its 
implication. (On M'MJ:J!C, see ::,•J:J.) 

[4] ,,nn a,w,,p ... r'"li' n,', n,x, (:4)-The various contexts here reveal
that the Bible itself links the prohibitions of prohibited sexual 
relations with nwi,p; in other words, that one aspect of nw,,p is 
related to separateness, to abstention from some act. Already in 
the Bible, then, nwi,p has an ethical connotation, whatever other 
connotations it may have. That is, the ethical is not 
something developed later. 
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XXIV. 7 (561:1 ff.)

[ 1] n!l ',,:::i,l . . . 'li',n . . • ',xir.iw ,, 'J:IJ< ( :2 f. )-This midrash interprets
Deut. 23:15 as can be seen in the sequel, and it is given here 
because of an association of ideas. 

•i:n ,,,:ii 'lJ< 1n::, (562:2)-The printed editions have, correctly,
,,nu ,,,:::i,. The idea of ,,nu in the parable suggests or implies
that ,,:::i,, ni,y (:7) is nxr.i,u. The parable adds something to the
interpretation itself; it puts more explicitly the idea that God may
leave them.

n!l ,i:::i,l ... ,,:::i,, ni,y (:7)-The word ni,y indicates that this 
was regarded as nxr.iiu (on moral nxr.iiu, see WE, p. 228). ',,:::i,l 
n!l is the regular value concept. 

XXIV.8 (562:9ff.)

[I] Two midrashim on Lev. 19:2 and ibid., 20:7 by the same authority.
Even the same authority can teach different interpretations of the 
same verse, and even consecutively. Thus, no interpretation is 
more authoritative than another. In Haggadah the text is a non
determining stimulus (cf. RM, pp. 71 ff., especially p. 72 f.). 
However, in the present case, as we shall see, in both midrashim 
by r:::ix ,,, the interpretations of Lev. 19:2 and Lev. 20:7 are 
practically the same. 

[2] •i::,i 11r.i', (:9)-The parable indicates that the nw,,p involved is that
of self-control, withdrawal. In contrast to the application, how
ever, it emphasizes reward, thus suggesting, too, that the nw,,p is 
also of an added, mystical kind, a kind that is itself a reward. 

,,r.iy, n,w,,� ,nw:::i ,,,r,n (563:7)-In hierarchical holiness, the 
awareness that one thing possessed more of nw,,p than another 
almost gave to nwi,p a character of substantiality. The idea that 

Israel possessed two n,w,,p (:7) has a similar connotation, for 
here too, the thought is that Israel has more of nw,,p, is holier 
than the angels, the latter having only nnx nw,,p (:6). Unlike 
the purely mystical hierarchical holiness, however, nwi,p here 
also has a moral connotation, namely abstaining, withdrawal. 
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Here then, two phases of ;-nu,,p reinforce each other. Though 
possessing several phases, iltui,p is, after all, a single concept. 
(See r, .. ,, who suggests that the second iltui,p relates to abstaining 
from what is legally permitted.) 

n,w,,p tu?tu •.• D,,,n:,r.J (564:3)-The angels praise God by 
proclaiming daily n,w,,p tu?tu and these prayers are called 
"crowns" (comp. D?tuil Dili,,:::uc, p. 175, on "in:,"). They do 
not, of course, thereby create ilWiip. However, when God confers 
two of these "crowns" on Israel, the crowns are no longer simply 
praises but mystical n,w,,p, as in the preceding midrash by the 
same authority, 1,::ix •,. That is why the prooftexts of Lev. 19:2 
and 20:7 are appropriate here as well. 

XXIV.9 (564:&ff.)

[I] 1n"1,1r.J ... ,::i, l,,m ... tiYt.ltu ,, 't.l.l< (:6 f.)-This is a daring
passage. It teaches that there is a status relationship between God 
and Israel, and that this status relationship consists of the hierar
chical relationship of iltui,p in which God's holiness is greater 
(D:>ntui,pt.l il?Yt.l? ,nw,,p, 565:5). But this teaching also indi
cates how wrong it is to speak of the remoteness of God to man in 
rabbinic thought. This midrash is, of course, characterized by 
indeterminacy of belief, for in the two preceding midrashim it is 
God who confers holiness upon Israel and no status relationship 
is involved. The derivation of the idea of status relationship from 
the words employed in the description of the relation of Pharaoh 
to Joseph serves almost in the same manner as a parable about a 
king and his minister. 

[2] il"::lyil?tu ,l.l< x::i,w:,', ... (566: 1 )-There will be ill,:,w ,,r,1 when
there will be the il?i.l<l. The other concepts are: ',xiw,, ,i::i:,, n,r.J 
D,r.Jni, n,tut.lil n,):], (the period of redemption and exaltation of 
Israel). 
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Chapter XXV 

XXV.l (566:6ff.)

[I] ,,nx . . .  C"n Yl1 (:6£.)-ln this interpretation il:J. c,p,rnn', refers to 
those who themselves study Torah. 

[2] n,:n (567:2)-The keeping of the nmrn constitutes the m:JT. The
words of Torah are taught by God, but you must deserve such 
teaching by keeping the nmrn. Note m:JT (:2) here is merit 
acquired by oneself, and thus there is an emphasis on the indi
vidual, whereas in n,:ix m:JT the Merit of the Fathers, the m:n is 
that of the ancestors. However, because of being united with 
them in a corporate personality, we are rewarded for their deeds. 

[3] il"i:J. ... X'J,n ,, (:2)-ll'np i:i J.nJ1 (:4)-The parable speaks of an
amulet but that does not mean that the words of Torah are likened 
to an amulet. The y,np "gives" automatic protection and is magic 
or perhaps is folklore science. It is the idea of protection that 
prompts the parable, but no more than that. 

'1:J1 iliin:i 1j'O'l1 • . . •nx 7::, ( :5 )-The Torah requires study, 
devotion, mental and spiritual activity. The protection given by it 
is the reward for study: this is p,il n,n; and the giving of Torah 
by God (teaching it) is c,nn, n,n, so that its protecting quality 
is thus anything but automatic. Of course, a ilnm is not a matter 
of engaging in Torah (iliin:i ,poll, :6). (On the mim and theurgy, 
see CA, pp. 111 £.) This protection, then, is by God, not really by 
the Torah. 

[4] il:J. c,p,rnn', ... xJiil ,, (568:2£.)

c,p,£> 'JW ... n,ip', ,in', il'il ex (:3)-Doubling the amount of 
Torah does not act as a talisman. By studying Torah more than 
was his wont, a man is indeed likely to repent sincerely, for study 
of Torah implicates conduct and molds character, and repentance, 
il:J.1Wn, always avails. 
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nn Wp^rmb . . . U^brzyb . . . WK D*a (:5 f.)—By being a civic 
leader and a dispenser of public charity he can be the one who 
helps to support those who are engaged in study of Torah, and 
thus, in a sense have a share in such study. Apparently the con
sciousness of vicarious study also leads to true repentance and 
makes him committed to proper conduct. Note that the words 
ny (569:2) and Dipnnfc (:3) are taken to mean "to support" or 
"maintain" (see ^"T1). The concepts are: npiy and JTYin Tltt^n. 

[5] Outweighing study of Torah and teaching it and observing miYE is 
the failure to protest against wrong deeds and to support scholars. 
Support of scholars concretizes a combination of the concepts of 
m i n TUâ Jl and npiy. The concept concretized in admonition or 
protesting against wrong deeds is nKITO (or nrDin); the denigra
tion of the failure to concretize nKnfc or nrDin emphasizes them. 

X X V . 2 (570:1 ff.) 

[1] This is connected with the previous midrashim because here, too, 
those who maintain or support scholars studying Torah are 
extolled. Again, the emphasis is on the combination of the con
cepts of np i* and rrnn Ttn^n. 

[2] marnn **bvit? (:2)—On rrarn in the sense of rrpiy, see nnn onm, ed. 
Lieberman, p. 36, n. 10. 

]7V ]X1 (:2)—Regarded as existing in the present, apparently, and 
not a sub-concept of i o n D^lV; also here, the concept of m B 
•pin. 

I)3tt7)3 '£K (:4)—Difficult, for he did not say so in the name of his 
brother (see the suggestion of b"Ti). 

[3] law by mbn nmpi (:5)—Concept of pm n m 

mw by pIDSH mpJ (571:3)—The verse is addressed to p^QT (see 
also m n t t ) . The concept here is p i n n m 

•p^niO (:4)—The word is taken to refer to the tents of pVnt since 
the verse is addressed to him. "p^niO here may well be a symbol 
for study of Torah, something made possible by p^QT and hence 
attributed to him. 
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[4] pnann . . . Kfcimn "1 'BK (:4)—Based on the preceding midrash 
which tells of the support of "p l̂lT for IDtW, thus enabling 
13tPttP to study Torah. Here, however, the reward is military 
victory, even when they are only half-hearted. 

[5] 7̂DK)3 . . . i m m "1 Win (572:1)—This is an independent interpreta
tion of Lev. 19:23, the verse with which the preceding section 
begins. There is really no connection between this midrash and 
the preceding midrashim. As we have shown at the beginning of 
this commentary, unless a compositional form of some kind unites 
interpretations, every interpretation is a unit in itself. The preced
ing interpretations here too are independent oi each other intrin
sically, although several emphasized the same combination of the 
concepts of Ttpm and m i n TlB^n. The concepts here are: nnyn 
(those given Adam), and now n^iy (:3) and Israel. 

JltEWin DTK (:2)—The rabbinic usage reflects DTK as a concept. 
(SeeCA, pp. 12 f.) 

XXV.3 (572:5 f.) 
i 

[1] p p m n Ul "OK . . . m i m "1 (:5f.)—We have here the idea of the 
otherness of God, not strictures on anthropomorphism. Had the 
Rabbis here exhibited an aversion to anthropomorphism, they 
could not have gone on to say that God engaged in planting trees, 
surely an anthropomorphism. The idea of God's otherness is 
taught here to indicate that something is conveyed by Deut. 13:8 
that is not the literal meaning of the verse (see RM, pp. 303 ff., 
especially pp. 320 f.) 

[2] bltm \V . . . nV»rmn (573:3)—Israel is to imitate God in planting 
trees immediately after entering the Land, before doing anything 
else, just as God planted trees in Eden before creating the world. 

Often the idea of imitation of God is the imitation by man of 
God's acts of lovingkindness, but here, in fact, all this is gratuitous 
for God's act was to plant trees in Eden first, before the creation of 
the world, and it was this act of planting trees first which Israel 
was to imitate on entering the Land. If the planting took place 
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before the creation of the world, it was not c,icn n,',,J::Jl toward 
the world. The concept here is yix ,,,, specifically its second 
phase concerned with practical wisdom (see WE, p. 40). Fruit 
trees do not bear fruit for a number of years after planting, and 
hence it is wise to plant them immediately upon entering the 
Land. The idea of the midrash is related to the familiar one that 
Torah teaches: yix ,,,. 

XXV.4 (573:7f.)

(I] D'lituxin ni:ix', (574:1)-Referring to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, as 
indicated in Deut. 6: 10. The phrase implies that others after these 
are also called ni:ix. 

XXV .5 (575:Hf.) 

[l) DMYUli yixil ... ntu 'J::J (:3 f.)-Again the same verse, Lev. 19:23, is 
interpreted as teaching that when Israel enters the Land, they are 
to do the planting themselves. In the Wilderness, all their needs 
were supplied by God, the midrash points out. The concepts here 
are: God's love, Israel, and yix ,,, (in its first phase). The parable 
implies that God supplied Israel's needs in the Wilderness because 
their own efforts could not have availed them. 

[2] l'l!l x',i . . .  cu,,,,x (576:5-579:7)-The story is given here because 
it enlarges not only on the need for planting trees, but because it 
exalts that activity. Here the concept of yix ,,, is linked with 
c,,cn ni?'J::Jl, for the old man plants for his descendants. 

'l:l? Yl' ... iYl''IU D'IU:J (577:5)-The first phase of yix ,,, is 
thus here given an ethical turn. The concept of God's justice is 
embodied in the reward given the old man, he himsel£ being 
enabled to eat of the fruit of the trees he planted in his old age, 
and in the gift given him by the king. The incident of the neighbor 
apparently is told to indicate that it was not the gift of fruit by the 
old man that counted but his fine conduct in general. The role 
played by the wicked Hadrian here is puzzling £or his relations to 
the old man express the attitude of a pious man. 
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XXV.6 (579:Bff.)

[I] This material is given here because Lev. 19:23 is a factor in the inter
pretation. The section illustrates the fact that midrashim are 
intrinsically independent. Concerned with Abraham, the "proper" 
place of this midrash would be with the interpretations of the 
verses relating to Abraham. However, since it is an independent 
entity, it can be placed anywhere, so long as there is some asso
ciation of ideas. Here, the two kinds of il'riY constitute the 
association. 

[2] nmu ... t,r,p (580:2)-On the other hand, there is also the idea that
Abraham observed "even the Rabbinical injunctions." (See Ginz
berg, Legends, I, p. 292.) 

[3] ti,',y ... ,,,:::i, ',y ... ',J(yr.,v,, ,, ,3n (:4)-Always associated with
illin:, (:4) is the concept of nw,,p, and had Shem been the 
person from whom illin:, descended it would mean that 
holiness would not be limited in mankind to Israel alone. 
Abraham, as Patriarch, is regarded as being within Israel. But 
nw,,p has an ethical as well as a mystical character. Shem is 
described here as lacking in proper reverence for God. 

XXV.7 (582:Bf.)

XXV.8 (58S:3ff.)

[I] •i:,i n,,n ,,::i, . . .  c,,o,,r., (:4)-Since no explanation is given, this
can only be a mystical idea in which the words of Torah are felt to 
be the very foundation of the world. This idea is related to Abot 
1.2. 

[2] liT,,nK',, lil,l!Jr, n,wi,l ni,n',v, n,n,wi!J (584:3)-A connection is
to be found between a given passage and the one preceding it; 
likewise, another connection between the given passage and the 
one following it. This principle does not really limit the character 
of the Bible text as a non-determining stimulus to haggadic 
interpretations, for the passages by themselves can give rise to any 
number of interpretations. 
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(3] .tci:1', ,,ny', (585:3)-Apparently refers here to the n,wnn n,n, (notice 
the term at 587:1). Since they are not punished nrn t:1"131:l (:2), 
this means that ci3,n,1, the place of such punishment, will be not 
after death but .tci:1', ,,ny', (:3). 

[ 4] nn, nyn,w . . . 1,nnn nn.tc ( :7)-The concepts here are: mYn, n,,:lll,
and n.tcniu (n,l). By implication also nw,,p, the holiness of the 
fruits of the fourth year. The observance of n',-,y points up Israel's 
dereliction in analogous matters. 

[5] i', M.tc,YJ:JM ... p:1,, ... ,,1n •, (586:4)-As against the opinion of
p:1,, ,,1n •, implies that Saul was not worthy enough to have God 
Himself provide him (Saul) with a sword; two different opinions 
of Saul. 

(6] CIY,T ••• .tci:1', ,,ny', (587: I )-As we have pointed out, there is a close 
bond between the prophets and the Rabbis (RM, 291 f., 299, 300). 
The Rabbis crystallize here in a single term (.tci:1', ,,ny',, 587:1) 
what the prophets speak of more concretely. These definite details 
indicate that the Rabbis had in mind n,wnn n,n,. 

Chapter XXVI 

XXVI.l (587:511.)

[l] t:171311',ni ... nn.tc inn (588:4)-Since His power is eternal, what He
says will come to pass. The concept is nn.tc (:4). "Truth" here 
means that what He says will be actualized, will prove to be true. 

[2] .tcin nt:i,D ... 1,,, ,, .n,,,nu (588:5 £.)-The concept here is an aspect
of mnu, purity, since the word in the verse being interpreted . 
is n,,,nu (:5). Even in ordinary description or conversation, 
"unseemly" words ought to be avoided. Also, begin with the 
"pure" even if you must also speak of the impure or unclean
there is extreme sensitiveness in speech. The concept of mnu, so 
often ritualistic, extends here to a kind of moral sensibility. We 
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take it that what they say of God here implies an ideal for man. 
We thus have here an indication of how necessary it is for the 
understanding of a midrash to be aware of the concept informing 
it. By identifying the concept embodied in these homilies as mni3, 
we learn that an aspect or phase of this concept concerns moral 
sensitivity, though usually the concept has a ritualistic connota
tion. We show elsewhere that there is no real dichotomy between 
the ritualistic and the ethical (OT, pp. 102 ff.). 

XXVI.2 (589:6 ff.) 

[1] pSTOan . . . TTPE'a . . . itrp'1(:6f.)—Purity in study of Torah and 
keenness in studying are outweighed by ynTl ]Wb, an emphasis 
on ethical conduct, and see below at [3]. 

[2] KUPl DVU (:7)—Pure from sexual sin, hence the study is characterized 
as nrnnu minx (Ps. 12:7). 

p l O ^ l D m VTW (590:1)—Not only informers fell in battle but 
also those who were free from Vin \wb, an instance of corporate 
justice in which the righteous of the generation were punished 
too, along with the wicked. Corporate justice implies a corporate 
personality. The concepts here are: |Hn TY112 and )T\n ]Wb. 

prPJOn "1JW31P . . . nniKn (:7)—niOTP is a term for God imply
ing God's nearness (see RM, pp. 225 f.). There can be no greater 
punishment than the loss of it. David regards his generation as 
deserving of such loss. nMtP here probably refers to niOttr vfcft. 

[3] Klbnb TOOISn . . . r m *71K (:8f.)—This further emphasizes ethical 
conduct and now extols refraining from y^Tl ]wb and from acting 
as informers. The emphasis on the ethical is an emphatic trend in 
rabbinic thought (see OT, pp. 245 f.). 

pmrui . . . V'V n n w . . . VTn bl* (:8)—Idolatry is a heinous 
sin, yet here it is outweighed by the refraining from JTin ]wb. 
This is certainly an emphasis on the sheerly ethical. 

[4] rtynwttf . . . ^Kltttt; T'K (591:3£f.)—Folklore-like parallel between 
mn ]Vub and the poisonous snake preceded, through an associa
tion of ideas, by other folklore-like notions about the snake. 

In folklore, analogies play an important role, even if the 
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analogy is the result of a metaphor, as here. The metaphor of m i 
D^iy bw (591:4) is an imaginative analogy to the literal nVTHA 
(:3), a mixture of biblical narrative and folklore, for "they" hold 
converse with the snake. 

KJIl^V . . . 1*7 TIEN (:5)—The snake accounts for his peculiarity 
by asserting that he is the instrument of God's justice, a rabbinic 
idea. 

D^iyn . . . "Win . . . -Q*a . . . iJDfc (:7 f.)—Now there is a parallel 
between the bite of a snake and y i n \wb, a parallel drawn by 
the snake. He implies that the ]Wbn bvi (592:1) is more 
reprehensible. 

vbv . . • mpa nn^l (:2)—Here the parallel becomes a kind of 
characterization, ynn ]wb is called the "third tongue," a reference 
to the snake who was regarded as having a three-forked tongue 
(see Lieberman here, p. 878, and his Hellenism etc., pp. 191 f.). 
This anatomical "observation" is folklore science as is evidenced 
from its use in Targum Jonathan, a Targum intended for the 
Aramaic-speaking masses. However, this term is interpreted here 
and given valuational content: V^n ]Wb slays three—the victim, 
him who utters it and him who accepts it, and God's justice 
punishes the latter two. 

[5] nm)3 K^l . . . WIST n (593:1 f.)—Four concretizations of God's jus
tice are given here, each one accounting for the slaying of "OIK. 
The first one embodies also the concept of Qifcl JTID̂ QU/; the 
second, the concept of TIM, honor; the third, the concept of DVD 
(D^Dnn1?, :5). The last one is connected tangentially to V1H ]wb, 
for his sin was that he should have protested to Saul against the 
killing of the inhabitants of 31J, but did not do so. 

XXVI.3 (594:3 f.) 

[1] n a n nunai rmVTN m a (595:1)—The concept is m n u , for the verse 
interpreted declares nnntf JTTIBK TT nrifcK (Ps. 12:7). Notice 
that here niHU refers, as usual, to ritual matters, whereas the 
concretization of the concept at 588:4 f. is an ethical matter (see 
our comment at 588:5). 
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XXVI.4 (595:3 f.) 

[1] Dip K2P . . . UVb UV (3)—In contrast to the order "above" in which, 
at a certain season, the day borrows from the night and at another 
season, the night borrows from the day, and all this by a "word" 
alone, without discussion, the borrowing by men incurs making 
and validating promissory notes and much discussion. The ideal 
is represented by the order "above," and men are manifestly 
inferior. The concepts here are: JHK "\n (first phase of it, WE, 
p. 39) and p . 

[2] Dip K^ . . • DÎ UJ XI (:6f.)—An unusual interpretation which con
tains a parable but which nevertheless teaches what is regarded as 
0U7S, the simple meaning: in the early morning the light of the 
sun is soft, barely warming (Ps. 19:4), but at midday, when the 
sun comes into its own, as it were, its heat is intense (ibid., v. 5). 
However, the parable, by its personification, does contribute a 
poetic quality. 

XXVI.5 (596:5 f.) 

[1] nn)31)3 V»»p KQV1 Dn1? nOfcl IDDJU; (:5 f.)—Epilepsy was treated by the 
doctors with an amulet, and those affected were also warned to 
keep away from cemeteries. Because of the involvement of doctors 
and psychological factors, this treatment ought probably to be 
regarded as folklore science, rather than magic. 

[2] Dm*7K mBKI . . . ibb *p (597:4)—Though very much akin to the two 
midrashim at 562:9 ff., this passage has a different character. There 
the concept of 7WY\p plays a large role; here it is not even 
embodied. As a result, there is no implication here that Israel is 
holier than the angels. The omission here of the concept of TlVJVlp 
in the thought of the midrash seems to be deliberate, for the text 
containing the concept, Dan. 4:14, is used here as well as above. 
The concepts emphasized in the present passage are: mitfE and 
man. 
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XXVI.6 (597:8£.)

[I] Although related to 111.6 (pp. 70 f.), this midrash has not been affected
by it since the concepts are different. 

[2] 'i1 nx,, (:8)-The concept is o,r.nu nx,,. The verse here is sufficient
to teach that he possessed o,nw nx,,. 

minu (:8)-The concept is mi11', referring to the content of the 
i1W,D; his reward for o,nw nx,,. 

n,,,,n ',:, tin, ,31 ••• n:,r (598: I )-An instance of corporate per
sonality for it was the merit of Aaron alone that was thus 
rewarded. The concepts here are: 1,,n n,n combined with n,n 
o,nn,. 

nnn nw,D (:2)-The nn is nxn,u, and this concept has two 
obverses, n,nu and nw,,p. The need for n,nu implicates here 
the concept of nw,,p. The priests are obliged to observe n,nu 
since they are holy and not to be defiled by nxn,u. Their holiness 
thus does not depend on their primary function as priests at the 
Temple worship and hence their distinction is basically related to 
nnn nw,s:, (:2). This distinction remains even though the Temple 
worship no longer exists. 

XXVI. 7 (598:3ff.)

[I] This section is devoted largely to Saul's recourse to ,liy,,i :nx (599:l,
600:9). The concept that interprets ,liy,,i :nx is mt n,i::131, or 
rather, a phase or an aspect of it, for there is no idol involved. 
Furthermore, this phase or aspect of n,r n,i:i31 is regarded as 
having efficacy. Both the biblical and the rabbinic narratives tell 
of how Samuel is "brought up" and holds converse with Saul, 
whereas idols are usually characterized as powerless (see CA, 
p. 95). In the Bible, the prohibition against Moloch worship is fol
lowed by a similar prohibition against o,ly,,m n,:iixn, obviously
because they are regarded as of the same character (Lev. 20:2-6).
The injunction is not limited to these two things. In a list of
prohibited practices and practitioners which includes Moloch
practice and ,liy,,, :iix, the t'\'IU:,n, sorcerer, is also included (Deut.
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18:10-11). However, the Rabbis employ not only this term but the 
abstract noun i,,v,,::,, as well (e.g., Sanh. 56b), and this means that 
they possessed a conceptual term for a form of mt n,i::iy. i,iv,,::,, 
sorcery, is thus a sub-concept of nit n,i:iy in our nomenclature. 
(On the distinction between a phase and a sub-concept, see RM, 
pp. 16-17.) 

[2] l1K n',y:;i ... ,,n::, n� (:3)-The conjunction of Lev. 20:27 and
Lev. 21:1 is here accounted for. They are related for they are made 
to refer to two of Saul's sins, the former to his traffic with n',y:;i 
:l1K, and the latter, to his killing of the priests of :iu. Involved also 
is God's omniscience, His foreknowledge, an auxiliary idea, since 
it does not possess a rabbinic term (see RM, pp. 53 £., p. 220) and is 
always in the service of a genuine value concept. In this case it 
serves the value concepts of sin and God's justice. 

[3] KVl�Y, ... y,K ,,, ... pmr, ,,,K (599:8 £.)-Y,K ,,, (600:1) here is
practical wisdom. The lesson is: do not set out on a journey 
accompanied by only one person (a servant). 

[4] ntn ,:i,:i ... MWK'1 ... '111:JW,K (600:7)-See comments at 598:3 ££.

[5] n',y�', 1V1K;, ... KY,, Kl� (601:4)-These details suggest that this
form of necromancy was regarded as genuine even though illegit
imate. Additional details are given at :9 £. (K71 . . . nv,',v, K'1K 
1MK1i). Evidently it gave rise to its own folklore. 

[6] ,,::,, u,v,s, n,n ,:;i, (602:6 £.)-All the verses quoted embody the concept
of 1,,n n,�.

[7] ,ny,n�:i ... ,i, n,',, '111K (605:6 £.)-Saul could have escaped and,
indeed, could have been victorious in battle, but he chose death 
and defeat, thereby demonstrating his repentance and acknowl
edging God's justice. He also earned the reward, therefore, of 
being, together with his sons, in Samuel's division in 1,y p. At 
the end of his life Saul thus emerges as a p,,Y, 

1,,n nK ,,i,y np,:ir OK (:8)-Concept of 1,,n p,,:ir, acknowledg
ing God's justice. Involved in this acknowledgment is n:iiv,n, 
repentance. 
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,ny,n1.3::, ,1.3y pn,, i•x (606:1)-Hence God forgave him (1',',nn) 
for "that sin" (see 'Erub. 53b and Rashi there). God's forgiveness 
is an aspect of c,nn, n,n. The passage utilizes here this earlier 
midrash, and this also implies that the entire idea of the passage is 
early. ,ny,n1.3::, (:1) reflects a belief that the souls of the D,i"',Y 
ascend after death to 1,y 11 and that there are divisions there 
according to degrees of merit. The hereafter concepts are beliefs 
rather than value concepts (see RM, pp. 364f.). 

[8] i::, nYl1!HU ... nn,x::, ',•::,w,x (:6)-The angels serve as background
(nituil ,::,x',n',, :6) against which God's love is stressed, as they 
often do elsewhere. Angelology has the function of supplying 
value concepts with vivid concretizations. 

[9] 1,Yil n,x,n ,l!Jr.J (:8)-Here it means fear of the evil eye, but it also
often means avoiding even the semblance of wrongdoing (see 
Jastrow s.v. n,x,n). 

[10] ,::, ny1,av, 1,,n n,n ',y nntui (:9)-"Joy" here means whole-hearted
acceptance of God's punishment being visited upon him. Implied 
is whole-souled n:mun. Compare the way in which "joy" affects 
obligatory matters. 

[11] ,,,, ttit>x . . .  n,xun tur.Jn ',y (:lOf.)-Five sins are enumerated by 
the midrash, whereas the verses (I Chron. 10:13-14) apparently 
mention only two (see ,,,w, and p11,i). The midrash stresses the 
concept of God's justice, Saul's death and defeat being thus fully 
deserved. This is an example of the combination of value concepts. 
If Saul's sins and punishment are all foreseen by God, were then 
his sins not foreordained? In a religious philosophy this would 
be a major problem. But rabbinic thought is not philosophy; it is 
concerned with experiential concepts, and God's omniscience is 
not a value concept, not a crystallization of experience. Not 
represented by a conceptual term, it is an auxiliary idea serving 
here the value concepts of 1,,n n,r.J and xun. Furthermore, since 
rabbinic thought is not philosophy but is concerned with experi
ence, it is experience which is decisive and not logic. Thus, though 
there are "contradictory" concepts such as c,nn, and 1,,, both 
are crystallized representations of experience, and none of these 
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matters are built up by logical casuistry. The pattern of value 
concepts is indifferent to logical contradictions in Haggadah. In 
other versions of this midrash, it is Adam, not Moses, to whom 
God shows all the generations that are to come, their leaders, etc. 
There the idea of God's foreknowledge is in the service of the 
concept of Man, D"'r.K (see Ber. R. XXIV.2, ed. Theodor, p. 231, 
and the notes there; see also Nal)manides, Commentary on Gen. 
5:2). 

XXVI.8 (608:4££.)

[I] tzn"'ril? ..•• oipD ',:, ... pn,, ,, (:4)-This is one of a number of
similar statements implying that Midrash Haggadah is already 
inherent, as a method, in the Bible. Notice that it is not confined 
to any one book. (Compare our remarks above on 8:1.) 

[2] ilp"'IY (609:1)-An act of charity. It was needed not on his own behalf,
of course, but to carry out the command. 

Dil'!ll:, nnn ..• l'l:,0, Ytu1il' ,, (:3)-Angelology, as we have 
pointed out, is always background for a value concept. Here, as 
often, it brings into relief God's love. Gabriel waited patiently 
while the coals were being dimmed in his handfuls, for six years, 
thinking that Israel might do il:ntun, and decided finally, when 
they had not, to throw the still glowing coals on them and to 
destroy them utterly. But God made him desist, saying that there 
were among them men who do ilp"'IY with one another. 

17.K DY 17.K ilj'"'IY t'tu1Ytu D"'r.K 'l:l Dil:l tu' (:6)-Only some men 
among them do ilp"'IY with one another, but all are to be spared. 
Another instance of corporate personality as all of Israel is spared 
because of the virtuous acts of some. 

o,,D "'137 D'il?.K 1Mp"'rY DYU iTD (610:1)-ilp"'rY, charity, is regarded 
here as a quality or activity of God which not only man but also 
angels are expected to imitate, for it is as necessary for relations 
among D'l1'7l7 (609:8) as for relations among men. Ps. 71:19 is 
given in answer to DYU iTD (:1). 

l'"'ril M"'ID ',y tu:i.i:, 11D:, 'D (:2)-The ilp"'IY of God is expressed in 
His charity or mercy as it overcomes l'"'ril n,D (:2). Notice that in 
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our midrash here np iy is regarded as the expression of God since 
it is God Himself who overcomes "pin m)3. 

[3] vbv Oinn *7K . . . n a w m iTPEKn (:4)—The midrashic interpretation 
tells that Ahab disobeyed God, something not stated in the biblical 
narrative, and it thus indicates that the punishment contained in 
the prophecy of I Kings 20:42 was deserved. At the same time, the 
miraculous character of the defeat of Tin p in the biblical narra
tive, and particularly the parable there in vv. 39-40, do suggest 
that Tin p was not Ahab's captive with whom he could do what 
he pleased. In concretizing the concept of sin, therefore, the 
midrashic interpretation makes explicit what is implied in the 
biblical narrative. 

[4] m^Bn . . . ^»nn»K*innTDTI(:7f.)—The value concepts here are: 
mrptpn or m y » » , and also rPTim (611:1), the latter referring here 
to the people and hence a subconcept of ^K"W\ 

[5] l^ppTH . . . nJWKTnn,»)3KnKc7K(611:4)—An ethical my)3 is thus an 
overriding ni2fl3. The ethical concept here is n m n n 1123. 

XXVI.9 (611:8f.) 

[1] TTIKn V m n . . , MID 7172 (:8)—See the version in Tosefta Mo'ed 
Kippurim 1.6, ed. Lieberman, p. 222; and see his Tosefta 
Ki-Fshutah, IV, pp. 727 ff. 

[2] D^UOl . . • K")j7J TVcb (:8)—Two value concepts at once are concretized 
in a \7V2: m i r o and TWTXp. All the priests are equally holy and 
the bxxx ]PD is no holier than the ordinary priests. In the rD"Q 
before blessing the people, the priests say, "Who has made us holy 
with the nttmp of Aaron'' (Sot. 39a [Num. R. XI.4]), but the term 
bvft |PD suggests that he is superior in some manner to the other 
priests, and if not by being more holy, then in other ways. The 
phenomenon in which several value concepts are concretized at 
one time is a feature of rabbinic thought. Situations and state
ments usually embody a number of value concepts (OT, pp. 192-6; 
RM, pp. 110f.). An act as a whole may be interpreted by two 
concepts at once, as in the case of an ethical my 13 (WE, pp. 209 f.). 
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Another instance in which people have been "grasped," so to 
speak, by two value concepts at once is the rabbinic statement that 
the c,p,,Y of the former generations were c,,,on (RM, p. 39). 

c,Jw:n ... n:,:i ilD:in:i (:9)-All of these concepts belong to the 

first phase of y,x ,,, consisting of phenomena or modes of 
behavior characteristic of mankind, a purely descriptive phase 
(WE, pp. 19 f., 51 f.). c,3w:,i (:9) is no exception for it refers to the 
counting of years, a human characteristic. A better reading is in 
the Tosefta, Le., which has ilX,D:J.i, since it certainly is not a 
matter of his being older than all the other priests. 

nnoil (612:3)-Read iln:,n w,x, as in Tosefta Mo'ed, Le., and see 
Lieberman, Tose/ta Ki-Fshutah, IV, p. 728. 

[3] nu:,', 1i:,w, ... ',i,1 lil:! x',i (:4)-The concept emphasized here is
ni:,',D, royalty. 

m,, p.v . . .  ',ixw w:,',,, ,,D (:10)-A OJ took place and David 

grew taller so that the armor fit him. David is regarded by the 
Rabbis as the epitome of kingship in Israel, and were his stature 
to remain shorter than Saul's he would thus be inferior. Notice 
that Saul's excellence was symbolized in his being taller than all 
his people (I Sam. 9:2). 
see OT, p. 132 f., 135, 303.) 

Chapter XXVII 

XXVII.l (613:2££.)

[I] ilp,y (:4)-He acts toward them with "towering" love; that is, their
recompense is far beyond justice. 1np,Y (:2) (Ps. 36:7) is taken as 
"Thy love." (On ilp,y as love, see OT, p. 132 f., 135, 303.) 

il:J., cmn ,.v . . .  p,p,D (:5)-He acts toward them with precise, 
thorough-going justice. 

xi:,', ,,ny', ... il:J.,pl1 ,, (614:1)-He acts with precise justice 
toward both. Another concept is also emphasized, the concept of 
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Kll^ T^ny^ (:3, 4), for there the D^pH* (:2) will receive a "good 
reward" and the D^yun (:3) their full punishment. The teachings 
of R. Ishmael and R. Akiba represent only some of the ideas of the 
Rabbis concerning the workings of divine justice. There are a 
number of other ideas on that subject expressed, for example, in 
the concepts of ],mo,n, Merit of the Fathers, and vicarious atone
ment, the latter two involving the idea of corporate personality. 

[2] "U1 n*71KU7.. . rrjnan . . . bvm (614:5)—The righteous and the wicked 
are designated metaphorically by their respective future dwelling 
places. The idea of reward, or more likely, love, is conveyed by 
1JlpT3f of the verse (Ps. 36:7) and, of punishment by "pDDWfc of the 
verse, whereas the metaphorical designations are respectively 
^K nii lD, the reward itself, and r m Dinn, the punishment itself. 
The concepts here are: the righteous and the wicked, tmb TXiy^, 
God's love, God's justice. 

[3] Drrru (615:3)—Interprets nVllW of Ezek. 31:15. This midrash reflects 
the kinship between valuation and art, both being aspects of the 
category of significance (see RM, pp. 111 f.). The cover of a JVXU 
(615:1) is made of earthenware just as the vessel itself is made of 
that material, and the reason given is 11>73» MTW "̂ DE (:2). The 
cover and the vessel are thus of the same kind, an aesthetic, not a 
utilitarian criterion. Similarly, it is fitting that Dinn (:3) which is 
"darkness," should cover the DWttn (:3) who are "darkness," in 
DIlTtt (:3), which is "darkness." The word "Jtf/n (:3), darkness, 
characterizes all three with a negative valuational connotation, 
taking on the connotation of DtyttH and n w r w (THH mB) , 
although by itself it is a cognitive concept. The idea of fittingness 
is taken from the realm of art in this midrash, and employed in 
the realm of valuation. 

[4] D y n y ' w DrPW» (:6)—Since this interprets i n p W of Ps. 36:7, it 
must refer at once to the deeds of D^iar and to God's love which 
is the steady concomitant of those deeds. 

D^iy^ . . . rmjmarr by 'ptWD (616:1)—The deeds of the righteous 
prevent what would otherwise be the effect of the deeds of the 
wicked. There is thus implied the idea of corporate personality, 
for the whole world benefits from the deeds of the righteous. In 
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this midrash the benefit is here and now. Compare our remarks 
on the workings of God's justice at 614:1. 

D*7iyf7 (:1)—"The world" refers to all, not only Israel apparently, 
as is suggested by the analogy. There are also Ô p̂ TSf among the 
Gentiles. 

[5] pDU7 jriE^ (:2)—The limitless reward of the righteous; interprets 
"inpny of Ps. 36:7, and hence the statement embodies a combina
tion of God's justice and His love. 

lb n t W . . . -pDQU/B (:5)—Punishment, not reward. 

[6] DmtM7» . . . WVhx . . . inpTtf N"*! (:7)—But how is D^pH^tt/ ]PPW» 
(:8) related to inplY (:7), and how is O W i bw ] m w » (:9) 
related to "pUDUJE of the verse being interpreted? In the two 
midrashim preceding there is a relationship, since both tell of 
reward and punishment for deeds. This midrash, apparently on 
the basis of those interpretations, makes of "deeds" alone the 
teaching of the verse, but this means that all three midrashim 
were taught as they are given here. In other words, these are not 
fragments of sermons at all, but demonstrate that Midrash 
Haggadah was taught as such, probably to scholars. 

[7] H^nn^D^ . . K*7K TO/K^n (617:4)—By calling attention to the others, 
including the animals, also "remembered" by God, the midrash 
emphasizes .God's love. 

[8] VDttJttl . . . DHITDVn^V (618:2)—The pillars are given personality and 
thus treated "poetically"—a form of indeterminacy of belief. Pov
erty was regarded often, but not always, as punishment for sin (see 
OT, pp. 140, 196, 314 n. 56.) Again, divine justice is felt to be 
present also in this world. (Compare our remarks at 614:1 and at 
616:1.) 

[9] lOtfOJB . . . nu;y)3(:5f.)—Embodies the concept of wisdom, a trait of 
man, belonging to the first phase of \HK T"H (see WE, pp. 39 f., 
52). 

H^tt ]12 . . . rPHK \om (620:4 ff.)—The concepts are JH and 
n^U. The latter is given its full force as a negative concept. (On 
negative value concepts, see WE, p. 25.) 
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7T6 n^DT . . . 'prtPtt i n (621:1)—Embodies the concept of pm*. 

[10] TT ynmn rrarn "ODE . . . xniam . . . *nu» m^ 'EK (622:3 f.)— 
Rain falls and the sun shines when these are deserved (God's 
justice), but their laws reveal that the people of the land are 
wicked. These things do take place in that land, however, only 
because of the merit of the small cattle (apparently because they 
harm no one) and thus, you too are saved (. . . KTWT KJTDm 
piTDtPft, :5). A very unusual use of JTDT, since it always implies a 
corporate personality, and perhaps the word here, therefore, means 
that "you" are saved incidentally, i.e., because the cattle on the 
land deserve the rain and the sun. A MS reading: "OM DTK (623:1). 
TT Vttnn HttPD suggests the latter idea for it is evidently meant as 
a further explanation. 

DptWl . . . bKVm T1»K *p (623:1)—The text is difficult. See also 
the parallel in Pesik. de R. Kah., ed. Mandelbaum, pp. 149 f. 

TnnK paiP&l UKU/ ^b (:2)—Although conscious of our sinful
ness, we long for Thee. Involved here is the concept of rWOtt/ "Ĥ A, 
a longing for direct experience of God. 

DjWn . • . pTT^l (:3)—If, indeed, our wilful sins are taken by 
Thee as unwitting sins (Wttnn HfcrQD, :2), then we shall behold 
Thee in fry p (:3). 

XXVII.2 (624:1 f.) 

[1] ibubun . . . *»M*npn,,»(:l)—Interprets Job 41:3 not as a question but 
as a declaration (see Pesik. de R. Kah., ed., Mandelbaum, p. 150, 
note). He who has performed a good deed before he was obligated 
to do so, I shall reward measure for measure. The statement 
assumes that God's justice is to be expected in the here and now. 

[2] TOW . . . *71p nn rmny (:3)—This relates to the future (HTJ1V, :3), 
and V'TI makes the likely suggestion that Num. 23:23 points here 
to Isa. 40:9 and, hence, we should say, to rPttJEn JTIKP. It is then 
that he who has done good deeds will be rewarded. The concepts 
here are: mtXB, God's justice, and ITU/Jan nifi1. The statement 
implies that God's justice is not in the here and now. 
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TV "IK . . . U711J7H n m (:6f.)—Now Job 41:3 is interpreted as a 
rhetorical question: Who has performed mi^E before I had 
recompensed him for doing them? No one. This is in contrast to 
the byp J"Q (:4), and in consonance with the statement (:1) above. 
This statement assumes that God's justice is manifest in the here 
and now, in this world. Furthermore, its very purpose is to 
contradict the statement on the b*Xp HI and to stress the latter's 
inadequacy, so to say. This can be recognized also in the distinc
tion between U7Tlpn m i (624:6), standing here for God's word (see 
the beginning of the speech in Job 40:6), and Vlp rQ (:4), a dis
tinction which is made even more strongly elsewhere. (See RM, 
p. 261.) 

D t̂f/KI •'jnHpn •>£ (:6)—The verse (Job 41:3) continues with b 
D^EWn 7̂D n n n Kin, a clause taken to embody the concept of 
D̂ EU/ TVCbn and thus to emphasize that the gifts to be mentioned 
come from God. Also embodied in the verse as a whole, as here 
interpreted, is a combination of God's justice recompensing the 
individual beforehand, and God's love, His giving these things to 
the individual in the first place. 

TV IK . • . lyywb bin TO (625:1)—Although most of the mi2fJ3 in 
this list are ritualistic, npVfc (:2) and ilK^D (:4) are ethical. This 
intermingling of the two types of miSTE bespeaks a common bond. 
Indeed, the ritualistic nYI3rn of Ittryni iTOViri (625:5) and vbn (:6) 
had the ethical functon of providing the priests and the Levites 
with food (see the discusson in OT, p. 102 ff.). It is in the very 
character of the m3f)3, something done at God's behest, that an 
ethical m2f)3 is not something done for man alone but, so to 
speak, for God as well. Notice: HK̂ Q *b imian TO (:4), although 
riK̂ D concretizes the concept of charity. 

XXVII.3 (625:8 ff.) 

[1] ]1V TOT» . . . m m K l̂ (626:4, 6)—God does not want symbols of 
Israel's sin of the golden calf to be seen or used. The same empha
sis is employed in regard to the reminders of their other sins 
also—the heinous sins of adultery and buggery—and hence the 
reason behind all the occasions for the use of this expression must 
be the same. The reason is God's regard for the honor of the 
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persons involved, as is stated elsewhere, specifically in the case of 
buggery (see Pesik. de R. Kah., ed. Mandelbaum, p. 36 and the 
references there). The concepts involved are: God's love, honor (of 
Israel or man), and sin. 

nJOUJ (:1, 2)—The concept here is nJOttJ "Ĥ A, a visible manifesta
tion of God. 

bwbw . • . nviBWn (:4)—Israel in the present must not employ 
a reminder of the sin of Israel in the wilderness, for the sounds of 
the ISW are a plea for forgiveness of sins now, implying Israel's 
corporate personality in time. 

[2] nrittl . . . nn "ODD ^n (:6f.)—On the Halakah involved, see Lieber-
man, p. 878 here. 

XXVII.4 (627:8 ff.) 

Introduction: An important aspect of rabbinic thought is indeter
minacy of belief. A haggadic interpretation can even be taught 
and then be brushed aside for a later idea. The attitude toward a 
whole series of interpretations is indeterminacy of belief when 
such interpretations are preceded by the term irtK i n , "another 
interpretation." Sometimes a rabbinic interpretation obviously 
contradicts a biblical narrative, and that is possible only because 
of indeterminacy of belief (see CA, pp. 212 ff.). Again, indetermi
nacy of belief makes possible divergent representations of the 
shir ah of the angels. But there are some beliefs which have a 
dogmatic character, notably the hereafter concepts that point to 
events in the future which will occur in a consecutive order. These 
future events are successively the Days of the Messiah, the 
Resurrection of the Dead, and the World to Come. These hereafter 
concepts, though combining organismically with the value con
cepts, are not of an experiential character, but are beliefs to which 
all must subscribe. They differ from the value concepts, therefore, 
in demanding an assent of the mind. On the one hand, the here
after concepts, like the other concepts with which they interweave, 
leave room for difference of opinion despite their dogmatic qual
ity, and, on the other hand, because they require assent of the 
mind, their concretizations may be supported by what are regarded 
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as relevant arguments. The future events of which the concepts 
are generalizations will be D̂ OJ, and support for belief in them 
consists of pointing to similar D̂ OJ described in biblical narratives. 

[1] DTI Tinn . . . n̂ nU7 nn (:8-629:7)—In the statements of both m i m n 
(:8) and i"P)3nJ H (629:4), there is first a reply to a question raised 
regarding a matter related to a 03 in the future. The statement 
goes on to tell of a 03 which will take place in the future and to 
point to a similar 03 described in a biblical narrative. The purpose 
of the question and the reply is to supply a background of 03 in 
the past and in the present for the specific 03 that will occur in the 
future. After all, the questions, including those about the future 
D̂ OJ, do not reflect genuine doubt but really invite an affirmative 
reply. 

[2] TUO . . . pyntP T'tt/l KI1K n (629:7 ff.-631:4)—This passage is con
nected with the preceding one by an association of ideas. Most of 
the D*D3 of the future mentioned here are quotations from the 
Book of Isaiah and these quotations are taken as so many concret-
izations of the concept of the Days of the Messiah or perhaps of 
another hereafter concept. The kinship here exhibited between 
rabbinic thought and the Prophets is another indication of the 
bond uniting the Rabbis with the Prophets. (For other examples, 
see RM, pp. 291 f., 299, 300; WE, pp. 176 f.) 

Kin D^IVn (630:1)—The Munich MS reads Kn*7 T»ny^?, a more 
likely reading since the midrash goes on to speak of DVWn n^nn, 
usually conceived as a stage before the i o n D^iy. Moreover, what 
follow are matters foretold in Isa. 43:2, things that are certainly 
more appropriate to tlWDTl mfc"* than to K2H D 1̂37, a perfect state 
presumably in no need of such D̂ OJ. 

XXVII.5 (631:5 f.) 

[1] '31 U/pn1* DTI^Km (:5)—The Paris MS explains the term Wpni by the 
words DnmKI D^DTUn HK U7pn)3, that is to say, those who are 
persecuted elicit, by that very fact, a manifestation of God's love. 
(See below here on the use of the word "irQ, on 632:5.) 
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[2] Vim tpvi p^y ">DK (:8)—Even though the Vttn is altogether unworthy 
and the pviy may be justified. Emphasizes here God's love, since 
it disregards the merits of the case otherwise. 

[3] D ŜTTl T>E • . • W "1 (:9f.)—This is an independent interpretation 
of Koh. 3:15, and is an interpolation here. Unlike the other inter
pretations, it is a concretization of God's justice, not of God's 
love. 

m m (632:5)—The rabbinic connotation of the word here and 
also of inn (:7), of wnn (:9), of nnn*» (:10) and of nm (:ii) is 
primarily "love," for only God's relation to the persecuted matters 
here. This connotation may be, indeed, the basic rabbinic conno
tation of the root nra. (See RM, pp. 56 f.; WE, pp. 90 f., 140; see 
also E. Garfiel, The Service of the Heart (New York, 1958), 
p. 154.) 

Trump (: 11)—Trump are TlWlp, and one of the connotations of 
iWHp is love (cf. RM, pp. 169 f., 219). Animals and birds of prey 
are not eligible as sacrifices, for their dominant characteristic 
makes JWnp impossible in their case. This statement is one of a 
number of rabbinic interpretations according to which sacrificial 
worship is interrelated with ethics. 

XXVII.6 (633:1 ft) 

[1] ''"Unnv . . . "[inn . . . *7K1BU7 "VEK (:2-636:5)—The three midrashim 
here are united by a single theme, and hence it is sufficient for 
only one of them to be an application of Micah 6:3, the applica
tion being the second midrash (634:1). 

D^yn ]» . . . nbwn mniK innun (633:3; 634:1; 635:1)—The 
Nations, all of them, are the enemy of Israel and rejoice in the 
expected annihilation of Israel by God. The world is divided into 
Israel, on the one hand, and the rest of the Nations regarded as a 
unit, on the other. 

"HID . . . nwnpn n*OW JV3 (633:5 f.; 634:3; 635:2)—An emphasis 
on God's love. That love changes a stricture or a chiding into 
what is only playfulness. The hatred of the surrounding nations, 
the Rabbis felt, calls forth God's compassion toward Israel. 
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[2] pHK i r o n . . . I W K ^ I nm (636:5 f.)—The concept of mDT, merit, 
implies the idea of corporate personality. Were it not for these 
three, Israel would not have had these things. The merit of these 
leaders made possible the survival of the entire people. 

[3] TV IK • . . r m m "V»K (637:5 f.)—In limiting the animals that may be 
sacrificed to the three kinds near at hand, and hence not imposing 
on Israel the hardships involved in procuring the other kinds, 
God manifested His love for Israel. Animal sacrifices are thus not 
only offerings to God but are themselves also manifestations of 
His love for Israel. 

XXVII.7 (638:5 ff.) 

[1] TJMK . . . DHK p K"1 (639:5 f.) 

r m T»KD . . . main n '»K (:5f.)—There is a dichotomy here 
between Israel and the Nations of the World. Israel alone is God's 
nation but this may be the result of Israel's character as against 
the character of the other nations. 

D'Han (640:1)—Taken here in the literal meaning of the word as 
"nations," for the word relates to D^iyn JliniK (639:6). 

[2] y&lEttl nu/yj . . . nD^yDI (:1)—The good things happening to Israel 
are reward for their unequivocal acceptance of the Torah; the 
concept of God's justice. 

TV IK . . . rQVin (:4)—By decreeing an ox to be one of the sacrifi
cial animals, God demonstrated that He forgave them the sin of 
the golden calf; the concept of God's love. 

XXVII.8 (640:6 ff.) 

[1] bmun "prf7K . . . Win m (641:4)—The mixed multitude, the converts 
(D,,"U) made the golden calf and even taunted Israel with it. A 
remarkable emphasis on Israel, in view of the biblical account, 
and a denigration of UH1. 

[2] npvn . . . nyt> K*7 *om . . . rmm n 'nK (642:1)—Connected with 
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the preceding passage by an association of ideas. When the 
prophets say that Israel did not know God, it was really the case 
that Israel rebelled against Him. The concept here is VU7D, rebel
lion. (On the entire idea, see RM, p. 342.) 

XXVII.9 (642:5 f.) 

The sacrifices are a privilege given Israel because of the deeds of 
the Patriarchs. The concept here is m iK JTDT; implies the idea of 
corporate personality. 

XXVIL10 (643:3f.) 

[1] p i p . . . nynu; m m (:3)—This is a Halakah interrelated with a 
haggadah which latter is introduced by N"l (:6). The concept here 
is p i p (:4). It is also one of the concepts in the haggadah which 
follows (:9). 

[1] m r p . . . TUB/ K*71 . . . p i p . . . yunm n (:7f.)—This haggadah, 
however, is not only interrelated with the halakah preceding it 
but is also integrated with halakot taught in the very same 
midrash, the haggadah supplying the reason for those halakot. 
The parable has the effect of characterizing JTQU7 (:9) as a mYltfE 
(:8), a haggadic characterization. Now the nntt7 is objectified and 
differentiated from other holy days by the Halakah, and especially 
by those halakot which prohibit anything classed as "labor." 
These halakot certainly engendered the feeling of r w n p , but the 
haggadic characterization adds an emotional quality that is pro
jected only by a person, and here by a personification. The para
ble, as usual, is not a complete parallel. We do not think that it 
extends to a mystical relationship between God and the Sabbath. 

XXVII.l l (644:4f.) 

[1] TOK^I • . . IK W l (:4f.)—An emphasis on God's love; in contrast to 
the wicked who have no compassion for anyone, God shows 
compassion even towards birds and animals. The concepts are 
tmm m)3 and ninDK (nTDK, 644:6; 645:3). nmOK is a negative 
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value concept, i.e., a type of value concept stigmatizing immoral 
acts (see WE, p. 25). 

[2] inK^I . . . *>lb "1 ')3K (645:3 f.)—The aim of all the wicked men is to 
destroy Israel, and each of them prides himself on his being more 
realistic in such destructiveness than his predecessor. Their 
treatment of Israel is thus not a test of their wickedness, for they 
are all equally wicked, but of their vicious efficiency. It has 
remained for the Nazis of our day, utilizing scientific methods, to 
prove to be the most diabolically efficient of all. R. Levi's insight
ful appraisal has, alas, been confirmed by the unspeakable events 
of our times. 

[3] yiKH to . . • t̂ K rb "1 "I2K (646:3 f.)—R. Levi concludes with a fantasy 
projected into the future in which Gog, feeling himself to be more 
realistic than all his predecessors, declares that he will first do 
battle with Israel's Patron in heaven and after that, with Israel. 
The point here is that to destroy Israel, the wicked must first 
overcome God—that is to say, Israel will never be destroyed. 

[4] n n n n m n . . . n//npml7/)3K(:6f.)—The concepts embodied are: *nto 
nmw and rPlPnn n w in combination. Isa. 42:13 and Zech. 14:3 
state the ideas of the prophets used here to concretize the concepts 
of rWOUJ "nto and rPttJEH nin1 in combination, and this indicates 
again the bond between the Rabbis and the prophets. 

yiKPI to . . . rpriD n m (647:1)—This embodies the concept of 
WftW JTDto. After the time of Gog, God was recognized as King 
by everybody. Despite the dogmatic quality of the hereafter con
cepts, there could be wide differences of opinion in regard to 
projected concretizations (see RM, p. 362 f.). R. Levi's fantasy 
about Gog's challenge to God may have appealed to rather few. 

XXVII. 12 (647:3 f.) 
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Chapter XXVIII 

XXVIII.l (648:2ff.)

[ 1] n,,n ',w . . . 1r.1,3:,, ,,, x . . . 1,,n, nr., ( :2)

nu,r., (648:3; 649:1)-This is not heresy in the sense of denying 
prescribed doctrine; it is denying a relation to God which had at 
one time been actually experienced (see RM, pp. 341 £.). This 
denial often takes the form of a rr.1 declaring that there is no 
divine justice, "no judgment and no Judge," (649:4). 

min ',w n',,r.,y:,, ... i',r.,y:,, (:6)-Labor in the study of Torah 
does bring reward. The concepts are: n,,n ,,r.1',n and 1,,n n,r.1. 

nr.,',w 't.:IX ••• ',xir.,w ,,,x (:7 £.)-An affirmation, ultimately, of
God's punitive justice. 

[2] niix ... 't.:IX ,,i, ,, (649:8 £.)-The light of the sun is the reward for
engaging in a,:,,,u a,v,yr.,i niYt.:1 (:8). The first part of Koh. 1:3 is 
taken as a question, and Wt.:IWM nnn (648:5) as an answer. 

,n,i:,,1:,, ... ,,r.,x p:i, (650:1)-Koh. 1:3 is again taken as a ques
tion and an answer. The reward of the D,j7',Y (:1) for their niyr., 
a,:,,,u a,wyr.,i (:2) is the light of their faces x:,,', ,,ny', (:2), a light 
as great as the sun. x:,,', ,,ny', refers here to x:in D7il7. The 
concepts are: a,p,,Y, a,:,,,u a,v,yr.,i niYt.:1, the world to come, and 
the combination of the concepts of God's love and His justice. 
Evidently the reward in [2] above is for those who do only a 
modicum of niyr., and Good Deeds, and is strictly God's justice 
alone. 

[3] ,r.1,yn nx ... m,, i•x (:3)-God's love as evident in what He does to
provide plant food for man. 
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XXVIII.2 (650:7 ff.) 

[1] V m poyn . . . m » T'K (651:2)—Because the midrash is introduced 
by a haggadic statement, we have here an instance of the interrela
tion of Haggadah and Halakah. 

[2] " p * irm . . . main YK (.10 f.)—The metaphor here regards the act 
of offering the "IfclV as a prayer for the success of the barley crop, 
for the proper conditions that assure its growth. The figure is of a 
cook or baker who tastes of the dish he is preparing so as to know 
what is still needed. The omer-offering is thus a prayer to God to 
do what is still required for the crop. Another instance of an act 
having the function of prayer is the blowing of the shofar (see 
674:1 and our comment there). The concept involved is H^DJI. 

[3] TlWttJD . . . Vttnrp n (652:2)—The metaphor here regards the act of 
offering the omer as a thanksgiving for the safeguarding of the 
crop from harm. The concept here is HKYin. The act of offering 
the omer can be given different, though related, meanings. 

]nn m m . . . ITy^K T'K (:3f.)—After the rains there is need for 
God to protect the grain from heat and harmful dew—in accord 
with the preceding midrash. 

]nn m m . . . i n n w (653:2)—See Lieberman's note here, p. 879. 

[4] nfcDl . . . ntn n^ivn nni (655:1)—This world a person shares with 
all the rest of men, whereas in *Oil D^iyn (:2) each pHSf is given a 
world for himself (see 397:2.) 

[5] nr^7 VllMnTP . . . ]»*0 T'K (:2)—Even after plowing, reaping, etc., 
there is still need for the wind to winnow the harvest, and the 
omer-offering is the "price" for the wind. Dropping the metaphor, 
the offering is thanksgiving to God (nKTin) for the winnowing 
wind. Even in the very last process of the harvest, you are the 
recipient of God's love. 

XXVIII.3 (655:6f.) 

[1] The interpretation here of Lev. 23:10 is not directly led up to by the 
long nrpnD which precedes it. However, like the various state-
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ments in the nrPJIQ concerning the omer-offering and embodying 
the concept of God's love, the interpretation here also concerns 
the omer and tells of God's love. In contrast to the gift of manna 
by God which involved an omer to every individual Israelite, this 
single omer offered up by the entire people is very meager and of 
poor quality, but it must be offered at the appointed time. The 
emphasis is on the omer-offering as a p i p and as such it must be 
offered at the appointed time. 

XXVIII.4 (656:4 ff.) 

[1] D'ltinm n^am K^K (:6) (and in other interpretations in this section)— 
But through prayer and supplications that God answered by 
performing a 03. The concept is not only n^DJI but also 01 

[2] D W D'Wyni * 6 K (657:13)—The reward for the good deeds was the 
03 of the defeat of mo^O. 

XXVIII.5 (658:11 f.) 

[1] UWp D"»Wu • . . riK t p m (:11 £.)—Waving the omer is a prayer to 
God to dispel bad winds and harmful dew. The same act is inter
preted in the following statement in valuational terms and as an 
act of thanksgiving, and hence we have good reason to assume 
that the present statement interprets it as an act of prayer, thus 
maintaining the pairing of prayer and thanksgiving characteristic 
of the interpretation of the omer-offering in general. The alterna
tive is to regard the present statement not as embodying a value 
concept but as a technique for dispelling undesirable dew and 
winds, a meaning the act perhaps may have had in very early days 
but certainly did not have in the biblical-rabbinic context (see 
OT, p. 218; RM, p. 158 n.). 

[2] ibw • . . DUO pfc'O "1 (659:2)—It is interpreted as a thanksgiving for 
the harvest, expressed by acknowledging that the world belongs 
to God. This is, of course, similar to the acceptance of ITD^E VlV 
W*12U? in y)3tf7 riK'Hp, except that the latter is the daily practice of 
the individual. The concept of W12\D JTD^B, thus implied in the 
act, parallels its inclusion in the words D^iyn ^12 of the HDin 
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formula. The waving of the omer is hence an act constituting a 
kind of rD^n in itself. The passage exemplifies the integration of 
Halakah and Haggadah. 

XXVIII.6 (659:6ff.) 

[1] . . . rnDTlW (659:6 and on 660:2)—n*DT here characterizes the omer-
offering as having an inherent merit which constitutes the ground 
for God's rewarding justice. 

[2] -nnwn . . • my»mDTntt7(:6f.)—The omer-offering was the first new 
niy)3 performed by Israel after coming to the Land and it was in 
reward for this future act that Abraham inherited the Land 
( m r m ) . The concepts here are: JTDT, pnp, mam, TWin? (the 
Land of Israel), miK (Abraham), God's justice. What is involved 
here is the idea of corporate personality; the Israelites who came to 
the Land and Abraham constitute links in a single personality, 
and Abraham is rewarded for the act of his descendents. 

[3] 1JW*6 . . . ttnp^ppy»vn(660:l)—inwnmarn is here extolled by 
associating it with 7TO10 nnM (Num. 5:15 ff.), both consisting of 
an ixny of barley meal and both requiring n&IW, waving. The 
harmony established between man and wife is, by association, 
attributed to n)3iy num. The concepts are: p i p , W\b\U, niDT, 
mam. 

The omer-offering is a TQ3f p^p; yet it is associated here with 
a sacrifice by an individual, another illustration of the emphasis 
on the individual. 

[4] Dipnarn ]72 (661:1)—The presence of D'pHy would have saved them 
from the enemies; the D p̂HSf and the folk constitute a corporate 
personality. The concepts here: God's justice, pH5f, the Nations, 
mat, ]inp, 01 

[5] Dnnv . • . yunm n . . . p n (:5f.)—The role of the m3T deriving 
from the omer-offering seems to be secondary here, n*!)1 explains 
that the merit of Ezekiel saved them from famine, and v n n n says 
that Ezekiel's suffering atoned for Israel's sins, and that puts the 
emphasis on the concept of mD3, vicarious atonement. What 
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saves Israel, then, is Ezekiel's suffering rather than the merit of the 
omer-offering. 

Drrny Dnyuyn . . . ]m blW (662:3)—Here the n^pHV are indi
viduals who have not sinned, whereas the rest of the people, 
designated collectively as ^K"W, have sinned and suffer as a result. 
The mark of the pHtf is that he cannot be at ease when the others 
suffer. 

"plK DViy*? . . . n'Dn ]72 (666:6 f.)—Even p n (667:4) recites 
a verse from Ps. 30 so that all who are mentioned in the story 
participate in the recital of the Psalm. The story seems to be 
on the borderline between indeterminacy of belief and pious 
entertainment. 

Chapter XXIX 

XXIX. 1 (668:2 f.) 

[1] DTOVa n*J "pm '7\ xaPrwb (:2)—This verse is taken to refer to God's 
promise to Adam that his descendants would, like Adam himself, 
be placed in judgment on Rosh ha-Shanah and then forgiven 
(669:4). 

[2] ttnn^ inKn . . . Kn)3 HK (:7f.)—The twelve hours of Adam's first 
day ended with forgiveness for his sin of disobedience: 1^ ]ru 
O^T (669:4), an emphasis on D ^ m JITO at almost the beginning 
of the world. 

Wmb . . . *p» t]K . . ; n n DTK (669:4)—Adam is symbolic of 
his descendants in that regard. On Rosh ha-Shanah, the day of the 
year when he was forgiven after being placed in judgment, his 
descendants too will be forgiven after being placed in judgment. 
A recurrent manifestation of DTOm m n (see rTfi1). 
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XXIX.2 (669:7 ff.)

[] :ip.v,:i ,:i,r.i (670:2)-This accords with the Rabbis' emphasis on the 
individual, for the verse speaks of the people of Israel. 

c',,.vil n,r.iuc ,,w .t(?.t( ,,il .t(? .K?il1 (:4)-The angels in Gen. 28: 12 
were not n,tu ,:,.t(',r.i (:4) but "princes," guardian angels of the 
Nations who ruled over Israel from Babylon onwards. However 
they were conceived, here they merely stand for those nations. In 
the dream the number of rungs the ladder they climb foretells the 
number of years of the rule of each of them over Israel. Only the 
"prince" of Edom (Rome) seems to continue to climb, but God 
reassures Jacob that Rome will fall and then the reign of the 
Nations will end. The concepts are: D?1l7il n,r.ii.K, n,,:,',r.i, ni:i.K 
(Jacob), ?.K,tu'. 

il?l7 .t(',, ... il,:,,:i ,, ... :>"!ll7.K1 (671:4)-Jacob was afraid and 
did not ascend despite God's assurance. Having thus sinned, Jacob 
forfeited the opportunity Israel had of being the ruling nation of 
the world. The Rabbis try to account for the fact that Israel was 
not a ruling nation, and they relate this failure to a sin of Jacob, 
and thus to a moral failure. The concepts are: sin and ni:i.K. But 
note: now a concept sin, has been injected into the story and an 
entirely different turn has thus been given to what had before 
been a familiar biblical story. What kind of belief could be 
accorded to the story as "corrected" by the midrash, a story diverg
ing from the Bible story? An indeterminate belief. 

ci,.K? ... il":li'il i', 't.:l.t( (:6)-Jacob sinned but his descendants 
are punished-the idea of corporate personality. 

ci,.Kr.i ... ,,r.ir.i uptui (672:2)-The lands or powers named here 
oppressed Israel on its own land. 

[2] ,,,,0,,:i (:6)-A subconcept of p,il n,r.i. The punishments decreed for
the individual are, in the long run, for his benefit, enabling him 
to inherit :l"il1l7. 
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XXIX.4 (672:8 ff.) 

(See Margulies, p. 672, footnote 28, regarding the numeration.) 

[1] pD^TP "p£> . . . miMO "1 (:8)—When the D">133n gather to intercalate 
a month, God causes His Shekinah to dwell among them and 
enlightens them concerning the T&bn (674:1). Reflected here is 
the Rabbis' experience of normal mysticism when studying and 
teaching Torah. As background, however, the midrash employs 
the concept of nratP ^bx when it speaks of God leaving His 
heavenly councilors and thus emphasizes His love. The concepts 
involved are: m o w ^ a , God's love, m i n IMobn, D"OpT (673:1). 

[2] VTXCb TniO . . . *"WK (674:1)—The act of blowing the shofar is an 
act of prayer to which God responds by changing p i n 11113 (:5) to 
DTOm m)3 (:6). We saw that the act of waving the omer is also 
interpreted as a prayer. (See our comment at 650:10 f.) 

XXIX.3 (674:7 f.) 

(See Margulies, p. 672, footnote 28, regarding the numeration.) 

XXIX.7 (675:6 ff.) 

[1] TiTb (676:2)—Refers to Vin 13P (on that term see above at 544:1). 
Two ideas are apparently combined here: God prods the indi
vidual to walk in the right way, but the individual himself must 
make every effort to control his Vin "W1; if he gave way to it, he 
would lose both this world and the world to come. However, the 
idea about the control of the y i n lap has no supporting verse, 
and hence may be a later addition. 

[2] V W n u n m . . . " p m n (:3f.)—In a manifestation of His love, God 
Himself tells Israel to invoke m^K J113T (:6) and thereby to be 
acquitted in judgment on niVJTl WKI (:7). The three Patriarchs 
are named here and hence it is J112K X113T literally. The concept of 
miK J113T involves, of course, the idea of corporate personality, 
and by invoking J113K J11DT the individual senses a direct bond 
between himself and the Patriarchs. 
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XXIX.6 (677:5 f.) 

This section is an instance of the interrelation of Halakah and 
Haggadah. Ps. 81:4 is given a halakic interpretation which is 
followed by a haggadic interpretation of the same verse. 

[1] ttnm (:5)—Both in the biblical verse and in the subsequent rabbinic 
interpretations in this section tt/in means "new moon." In 
Exod. 12:2 the biblical meaning of the word is "month," whereas 
a rabbinic interpretation renders it "new moon" there and in 
another rabbinic interpretation in another connection, renders it 
"month." The word thus has the same dual meaning both in the 
Bible and in rabbinic usage, an indication that there was no real 
break between the Bible and the later rabbinic development. Sim
ilar examples are the meanings assigned to: bKWJ'*, *»U, HplX 
D1K, and rm^E, as well as D^IV. 

[2] Unnb nnKn . . . tfnm K"1 (:8f.)—The blowing of the shofar is here 
regarded, apparently, as a call to Israel to improve their deeds. 
The concept embodied is r n w n , repentance, the blowing of the 
shofar a call to TOWJ1. In turn, if this improvement takes place, 
the shofar itself is a symbol of God's forgiveness (see "̂T")). A 
combination of God's love and His justice is involved here. 

XXIX.8 (678:3 f.) 

[1] TVlb JIT . . . K^n H (:3f.)—The marriage of a man and a woman is 
ordained by God at their conception. It is not something agreed 
upon by men but a DJ going back to their existence as embryos. 
"Marriages are made in heaven," so to speak. 

[2] . . . IDD^ tPnK Di-TDK HD (679:2)—Of ten the concept of m M means 
vicarious atonement and involves suffering or even death on the 
part of the person who thus atones for others. Here, however, it 
involves the idea of JTDT. Abraham's merit is so great that it 
atones for all the sins of Israel in this world. This midrash thus 
brings to the fore the kinship between m M and JTDT. Both these 
concepts imply the same idea of corporate personality. Elsewhere 
we describe the two concepts as overlapping concepts (see RM, 
p. 318 n. and the references there). 
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XXIX.5 (679:6 f.) 

[1] r 6 3 . . . ^K"lttn ^nK (680:4)—Only Israel had laws of charity. The 
difference between Israel and the Nations is thus of an ethical 
character. There is an emphasis on the ethical in rabbinic thought 
(seeOT, pp. 243 ff.). 

XXIX.11 (680:7f.) 

[1] y n n VOIP Ub^b (:7)—Although D^y usually means "world" in 
rabbinic literature, it also retains, as here, the biblical meaning of 
"time." 

[2] ^ i n 'VOIP (:7)—In folklore, the number seven has a kind of magical 
function, but the Rabbis use it to stress significance. 

[3] n^nn JVyOttJ vbvich (:7)—Assigning a heaven as a dwelling place of 
God serves as a negation of pantheism; it is, however, compatible 
with normal mysticism. (On the pantheism of Epictetus, see WE, 
p. 226 n.) 

[4] DVT^Kn . . . ijratP rnnm (681:3)—There were not only three, but 
seven JTDK, and Moses, the seventh, was the most beloved. Others 
are also designated as JTDK. The concept of JTOK, hence, like the 
other value concepts was an indeterminate concept. 

XXIX.8b (681:10 f.) 

Here the number seven stresses significance by the teaching that 
the seventh month is the occasion for performing seven nTIYB. 
However, the association of "seven" with significance is by no 
means a necessary one. In the midrash here introduced by K"T 
(682:2) and exhibiting the same stylistic form as the midrash it 
follows, the number seven is dropped in the interpretation and 
the word is made to convey the idea of "plentiful." 
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XXIX.9 (682:4 f.) 

[1] "p21 HK ^KU UKUJ (:5)—These words, it seems to us, have been inter
polated because of the section which follows. In the present 
midrash, Abraham asks God to forgive Israel's sins on the ground 
of the binding of Issac—that is to say, ITDK ITDT—and hence the 
oath implied refers to what takes place on rttVJTl U7JO, one of the 
familiar themes of the liturgy of that day. Again, the idea seems to 
be that God recalls the oath on the seventh month each year, and 
this patently refers to forgiveness from sins. 

[2] 7»rQU/n K l̂ (683:2)—Abraham trusted in God; the concept of miEK. 
It seems to teach that neither Abraham nor Isaac expected that the 
sacrifice would not take place. 

XXIX.10 (683:5f.) 

[1] n m n yonnom m^ivn ptnKJ (684:5)—The n m are punishment for 
the sinning. 

[2] "Dl bwb "[D1D1 (:5)—The H^UO is redemption from servitude, from 
the m i y (:5). In rabbinic Judaism there is no ''redemption'' from 
sin; the individual himself does rQWn. 

X X I X . 12 (684:8 ff.) 

[1] Interrelation of Halakah and Hagggadah, for Num. 29:2 is interpreted 
first in a halakic discussion and then in a haggadah. 

[2] ^D^ DHKUn K*7 . . . OH1? 1EK (686:3)—The Rabbis felt that the study 
of Torah implies repentance, and thus a withdrawal from sin. 
Here the knowledge imparted in m i n ]HD has a similar effect. 
That is why, when they accepted the Torah, it was imputed to 
them as though they had never sinned. 

[3] nunn . . . nnOJDJU; ]ra» (:5)—Because you have done m w n and 
therefore were judged favorably, you are not the same persons you 
were when you were sinners (V'niTO). A person is not "twice-born" 
but made anew at every T\Wn ttWI. 
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P A R T F O U R 

Chapter XXX 

X X X . 1 (687:2 ff.) 

[1] TDOB I"! . . . I^pum Tmb (:4)—Because you neglect the study of 
Torah, you are punished by having to pay enormous taxes to 
Rome and to labor while the Nations have plenty. The concepts 
are: Study of Torah, God's justice, Nations of the World. 

[2] niDU7 |n)3 . . . m m n 'I (:7f.)—Even collectors of charity will be 
punished for collecting from the poor by force. Only teachers of 
Bible and Mishnah (to children) are allowed to be paid and even 
then only as compensation for "interrupted labor" (Jastrow). The 
concepts are: God's justice, charity, and Study of Torah. 

D^tfnn itf/JCTl (688:4)—ttnn Win was evidently classed with festi
vals, for the additional expenditures are given by God as they are 
given for Sabbaths and Festivals. The concepts are: God's love 
and mu UV nmatP. 

[3] Dlte intTO^ npnu; K^r bv (689:4)—Evidently neither K"n "1 nor n 
PITP himself expected, on the basis of God's justice, that He (God) 
would provide for him, and that his devotion to study of Torah 
would thus be rewarded. This contradicts the preceding midrash— 
something which occurs so often in Haggadah—for there it is 
implied that a person can expect to be recompensed by God for 
what he expends on his childrens' tuition. At the same time both 
midrashim stress the study of Torah. 

rfrb . . . r m n n *7nK . . . ^"D nVlV (:6f.)—By regarding D ÎV 
as inferior to m i n , its significance is diminished. 
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[4] D^T . . . IttiywaW? (691:3)—It is assumed that a nW7 is expensive, 
and hence, embodied here is the concept of m¥)3 TTPn. (On the 
connotation of this concept, see WE, p. 235.) 

X X X . 2 (691:5 ff.) 

[1] *»Vn J1K D"n (691:7, 9; 692:1)—Refers to Kan D ÎVH ^nb of 691:6. 
These opinions, and the fourth that follows, represent what each 
of the authorities regards as the summum bonum of life. The 
variety of views indicates that there was no consensus on the part 
of the Rabbis concerning the summum bonum. Indeed, in the 
case of ynm** (691:9) it is not true that what leads to I'TTIV is a 
summum bonum at all. All this is in line with the absence in 
rabbinic thought of an ultimate criterion in ethics (see WE, 
p. 31 ff.). An organismic complex of thought cannot be reduced to 
a single value or a single rule or a single criterion. 

[2] nVttKI . . . y a w (692:4)—Studying each branch of Torah brings with 
it its own particular joy. 

[3] myn^P . . . STYin̂ W nna)3 (693:9)—In this view the most beloved 
group consists of those who studied Torah and performed JTTWfE. 
It is a view commonly held, of course, but the question na IT "'K 
nnau; rwyam na^ann (:8) indicates that there were other groups 
that might be considered "the most beloved," that m i n and miyD 
are not the only criteria (see also our comment in [1] above). 

nyj "-pwa . . . jnaiO "6K (:10)—Standing "at the right hand of 
the Holy One blessed be He" are the teachers of children. They 
are superior to those who are themselves devoted to the study of 
Torah and who teach Torah to adults. 

[4] nmsron nvb . . . w m n (694:2)—O^n miK (:2) refers to the life 
here. The annual ten days of n a w n at the beginning of the year 
constitute the way to life for that year. 

nnttun . . . mn&w yaw (:3)—mnzw (:3) is equated with mara 
(:4), the joy of the m m 

"[WtanDVa . . . nwyinn&OSf.)—The period from n n (695:1) 
to maiO when the iblb is taken is regarded here as a unit, for 
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Israel's victory on il", is symbolized by the :::,,71', held in the right 
hand. However, what the victory consists in is not stated, and it 
may refer to Israel's sheer survival. 

XXX.3 (695:4 ff.)

[I] t'JUY' ,:, ... ?k ill!> (:4 f.)-David is regarded here as a prophet who
foresees the future (il!J1Y, 696:2, 4). The idea of corporate 
personality is not involved here, for his descendants, some of 
whom are righteous and some of whom are wicked, are distinct 
from David. David is gratified or disappointed, as the case 
may be, by their characters, and this means that he judges them 
and is not identified with them. 

[2] c,il?kil k1il 'il ,:, (697:8)-D,il?k is taken as ,,,n n,r.i.

[3] ,:::,,',:::,, 1T il?!Jn k?k (698:4)-i"r,nr.i relates this to ,y,y of Ps. 102: 18
which is thus a characterization of prayer as the single means left 
for the present generations by which to approach God. Evidently 
c,r.i,n, ... 1',r.i k? (:3) is a cliche describing Israel's helplessness, 
but what is relevant here are the last three matters mentioned. 

11,nk ,,,r, nkT :::,,n:,n (:5)-God always accepts the repentant 
sinner even to the last generation. 

nw,n n,,,:::,, ... il":::,,pntu (:6)-For after God has accepted them 
and forgiven them, they are as newly born. 

[4] nn,r.i', c,,,ul Diltu (699:1)-The present generation is always in
imminent danger from Rome. This attitude may have been 
affected by memories of the Hadrianic persecutions. 

•1:,1 nk,:::,,', ,,ny il":::,,pntu (:1)-The word ,,ny indicates daily
expectation of n,tur.iil n,r.i,. a dogma.

t1tuk,i1 c,,:::,, ... 'U,',y ilr.11 (:2)-Praising and thanking God now, 
for His redeeming of Israel is certain and imminent. 
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XXX.4 (699:4f.)

[l] p,Y:i ',:in IJUltu, (700:2)-p,Y:i is taken to mean "with charity" and
accordingly, the clause means: He judges the world with charity
that is to say, His justice is tempered with charity, mercy. That is 
why the world rejoices. (For a parallel idea, including a similar 
use of the term p,Y, see WE, pp. 99 and 263, n. 27.) An emphasis 
on love. 

XXX.5 (700:51.)

[I] ti,p,l:i yn-i!C (:5)-is probably given a valuational meaning, symboli
cally in the Bible itself. 

[2] ?Tl:l !C?i npn:i ( :5 )-This is an instance of the emphasis on the ethical
sphere in rabbinic thought, more specifically here, on the 
dominance of the ethical as against the ritual sphere. (For the 
emphasis on ethics in general, see OT, pp. 243 f.) In an organismic 
complex, however, the ritual and the ethical are intermingled or 
interrelated. 

XXX.6 (701:7 ff.)

[l] c:::,r.i ,n!Ci ,me',:::,', ,c:::,',-An emphasis on the individual in Halakah.
(See WE, pp. 28-29; CA, pp. 8, 10, 187 f.) 

[2] ,,u,up ••. ?iTlM tn !C?i Cl:J?tun (702:1 to 704:4)-This is an instance
of the interrelation of Halakah and Haggadah. ?ill ••• Cl:::J?tun 
(:1) is a halakah, and it is followed by a parable leading to the idea 
that the stolen ::i.',i', cries out to God that it has been stolen. Not 
only the same concept (?Tl), but precisely the same situation is 
embodied here in the halakah and in the haggadah. 

,::i. ni::,r', (704:2)-The term here apparently implies that the 
waving of the :l?i? is an act of prayer, especially since a stolen 
:i',i', "speaks," as it were, though against him. (See also i•r,nn.) 

•i::,i nitun ,::,!C',ni (:3)-The angels usually function as dramatic
background and, in that role, sometimes call attention to man's
failings.
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X X X . 7 (704:5 ff.) 

There is an emphasis here on God's love, on His forgiveness 
during the period from mwn WK1 through DniMn UV. However, 
the midrash also goes on to teach that the reckoning will begin 
anew. The emphasis on God's love does not mean that there are 
not other occasions when God's justice is concretized. Emphasis 
is a valuational mode, not a logical principle. 

X X X . 8 (706:7 f.) 

This section exhibits an interrelation between Halakah and 
Haggadah. Most of the material here consists of halakic opinions, 
but the interpretations of the word Tin (707:1) are imaginative 
word-plays, a haggadic approach. This is also true of the pre
ceding statement. 

X X X . 9 (707:8) 

This midrash begins a series of different interpretations of the 
words standing for the four species (D^E nVXIK). They are 
intended, apparently, as ideas one is to bear in mind when taking 
up the 2̂ 71̂ , but being different interpretations—ideas to choose 
from—they are only suggestions. As is indicated by the i"D12l on 
the 1^1^, the mSffc itself consists solely of the act of taking up the 
3^1^. The series of midrashim here show how to enrich that expe
rience with other concepts beside m3f)3. All are instances of the 
interrelation of Halakah and Haggadah. 

An aspect of the concept of HJD relates to the attempt to 
achieve sheer awareness of God, and it is to that experience, an 
evanescent experience, that the present midrash points. The words 
describing each of the four species are made to refer to "The Holy 
One blessed be He." On taking up the ^blb (the four species) a 
person ought to try to have an awareness of God, sheer awareness 
of Him, an experience not embodying a concept. In normal mys
ticism, however, this awareness is never an experience in itself, 
but is immediately associated with an experience that does embody 
a concept. Here this sheer awareness of God is associated with the 
act which embodies the m3f)3 of taking up the D'O'TO nyTlK. (For 
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other examples of this aspect of illi:,, see WE, pp. 192 f.; CA, 
pp. 68f.) 

XXX.10 (708:1)

[l] Another interpretation of Lev. 23:40 teaches a different idea on taking
up the :i?'I',, namely, that one should have in mind the ni:ix and 
mnr.ix. The four c,l,r.i represent the four m:ix and the four 
n,nr.ix. Since on this Festival judgment is passed on the matter of 
rain for the coming year (Rosh ha-Shanah 1.2), it was ni:ix ni:,r 
that was thus invoked and the act of taking up the :i',i', is hence a 
kind of prayer for rain, a plea that God be mindful of the Merit of 
the Fathers and give rain to their children. The idea involved in 
ni:ix n,:,y is that the Patriarchs and their descendants are links in 
a single corporate personality, so that the descendants may be 
rewarded for the good deeds of their ancestors (see, e.g., CA, pp. 
47, 101, 225). 

XXX.11 (709:I)

This interpretation of Lev. 23:40 says that the four species sym
bolize the members of the Great Sanhedrin, the scholars who ask 
them for halakic decisions (see i'IU,, ,,r.ix), the three rows of 
students sitting before them and the two scribes standing before 
them. These details, as symbolized in the four species, made the 
Sanhedrin not just an institution of the past but almost a 
present reality. The Sanhedrin acquired the function in the 
present of concretizing Torah as an ongoing process. It is this 
unique institution a person is to bear in mind when taking 
up the :i',i',-an act which is now a plea for rain for Israel on 
the ground of the merit of this institution of Israel, its Great 
Sanhedrin. (I discussed this midrash with Dr. Simon Greenberg.) 

XXX.12 (709:6 f.)

This interpretation, too, teaches that the individual is to bear an 
idea in mind on taking up the :i',i',, and it also provides a back
ground for that idea, namely, the unity of the people of Israel. 
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Subjectively, it is a consciousness that he, the individual, is an 
inseparable member of that people. The background for this idea 
is a symbolical interpretation in which each of the four species 
represents an element in Israel, and all these four elements are 
united when the four species are "bound" (VWpY», 710:3) together 
in the act of taking the iblb. Three of the elements are classified 
by means of the concepts of m m and D^ID D'Wfc (709:7, 9; 
710:1), and the fourth is characterized by their absence. The idea 
that those with merit atone for those without it is, of course, also 
background, and it indicates that the Festival is associated with 
TIM DV. The midrash concludes with a statement that when the 
people of Israel thus demonstrate that they are a united people, 
God is exalted; support for this statement is adduced by an inter
pretation of Amos. 9:6. The concept here is DifcttJ JTD^E. (Com
pare the versions in Midrash Tannaim, ed. Hoffmann, p. 213, and 
Midrash Samuel, ed. S. Buber, p. 32a.) God's sovereignty is a 
reality when the Jewish people, unified through rmn and D'ttWB 
D l̂IU thereby acknowledge His sovereignty. 

XXX. 13 (710:8 f.) 

[1] K)3Un by . . . mD . . . WinK (711:1)—The concepts here are: God's 
love, m n u , and HKEIU. nKfclU has also another obverse, the con
cept of nwnp, and the latter has also far-reaching ethical 
implications. 

[2] ^npl^ . . . n m w . . . *m»K(:3)—The idea of "taking God" is surely 
not even a metaphor, for God is not a thing and therefore cannot 
be "taken/' The idea is used only together with the idea of God's 
dwelling among Israel, that is, in the Tabernacle or Temple. 

» w n ITUO *riK inp (:4)—"Dwelling" in the Tabernacle, to 
which this passage refers, meant to the Rabbis that there was vhl 
nrotP in the Tabernacle, sensory manifestation of God, in 
contradistinction to the normal mysticism of nonsensory mani
festations of God (see RM, pp. 235 f.). This sensory experience of 
God in a definite locale allows the Rabbis to say He told Israel to 
take Him into the Tabernacle that He might dwell among them, 
an idea only expressing God's love and not really alluding to a 
physical act. 
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[3] DTK . . • T1K . . . 'Jll&K (:5)—Passages of this kind have often been 
regarded as softening or mitigating biblical anthropomorphism. 
However, this passage, quoting Dan. 2:22, simply declares that 
God does not need light made by man. What underlies this and 
similar passages is the rabbinic idea of God's otherness, that He is 
not like man, indeed, that He is like none other (see RM, pp. 
303 ff. and especially pp. 315 f.). 

D3Tmroi by IM^l (:7)—The lamp in the Tabernacle was felt to 
have the same efficacy as the sacrifice brought in the Temple—that 
of atoning for Israel. 

DTK nntW DTT̂ K 13 (:8)—This verse is interpreted as saying that 
there is something analogous between the soul of a man and the 
lamp of God, and the midrash adds the idea that the lamp atones 
for the sins of the soul. The word tPM (:7) is an alternative here for 
rratw (:8). 

[4] lOB . . • T\\sh . . . TOOSn (:8)—God rewards Israel for the m y » of 
taking the iblh by sending down rain. No "magic or technique" 
is involved. 

XXX.14 (711:111) 

The similarity in appearance between the four species and the 
major members of the human body is interpreted symbolically to 
mean that God is to be worshipped with a man's entire being (see 
fTD*1). This, too, is among the suggested ideas to bear in mind 
when taking up the ^T\b. Another instance of the interrelation of 
Halakah and Haggadah. The concepts here are: niVJ3, DTK, and 
nTQy (worship). 

XXX.15 (712:4f.) 

[1] The role of the DTOSn (713:7) in the interpretation of the nriMW rrnn 
is regarded as given them by God. It is an aspect of the bym? m m 
ns , for it is not made possible just by wisdom, as witness 
Solomon's difficulties. This midrash, too, exhibits an interrelation 
between Halakah and Haggadah. 
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[2] jm1?*/ . . . m » n 1^ n w (:5)—Prov. 30:18 has a literal meaning which 
is entirely ignored here except for the numbers. The interpretation 
is an extreme example of how the biblical text may act only as a 
stimulus to a rabbinic idea and how, at times, the biblical context 
may be disregarded. (On the text as stimulus when the context is 
not disregarded, see RM, pp. 114f.) 

[3] 'D1 XTMK K1HU7 . . . yy nD (:7)—Solomon was aware, then, of how 
the D'Mn identified the four species described in Lev. 23:40. This 
implies that, according to the Rabbis, the academic and legislative 
body of which the DTODn were members already functioned in 
biblical days. The concepts here are: DHMttJ m i n , byiVJ i m n 
ns, rrnyn, D">Mn, bxnun; n^nn, n̂ Dn (the first phase of f n 
ynK; see WE, pp. 39 f., 51 f.). 

X X X . 16 (713:9 f.) 

This midrash is, apparently, an enumeration of the successive 
events of the Days of the Messiah, rPttJOn XIW. First, there will be 
iiraiP ilbl, then He will punish Rome (Esau), then He will build 
the Temple, and finally He will bring them the Messiah, and the 
rPttrn will thus come at the end of the Days of the Messiah, the 
beginning of which is signalized by rWDtP vbl. This period is 
here spoken of as reward for the myn of taking the ̂ frxb. 

Chapter XXXI 

X X X I . l (714:7f.) 

[1] bxnw bw \X\vb . . . rPtMJ"WK (715:1)—God gives light to the whole 
world, and yet He desires the light brought by Israel, although He 
obviously does not need it. This involves the idea of the otherness 
of God discussed above at 711:5 f. But here this idea serves more 
patently, perhaps, as background against which God's love is 
made to stand out. 
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1HH m)3 bv tWO (:4)—For the first part of Ps. 71:19 reads: 
Tmbvi - | n p i n (714:7) and emphasizes n j m as love (see also V'Tl). 
Despite man's sins, God gives light to the world daily. 

XXXI.2 (716:1) 

The purpose of repeating a passage in the Torah several times is 
to make it clearly understandable (JT'D*1). Repetitions in the Torah 
are thus accounted for. The concept is m m TlB^n. 

XXXI.3 (716:5 f.) 

Here, too, the idea of the otherness of God serves as background to 
emphasize God's love. 

XXXI.4 (717:4ff.) 

[1] bmUP m . • . K"1Qp 11 (:4)—In view of the prevalence of the idea of 
God's otherness in this connection, both above and in the follow
ing sections, that idea is most likely assumed also in this midrash. 
However, here the concept embodied is God's justice rather than 
His love, and the emphasis is on performing a niYE. 

[2] KJliriK . . . ^WKI (:8f.)—An emphasis on God's love. The "poor" in 
Israel, a designation for those who have done only a few Jlll^E or 
good deeds, are as beloved of God as Elijah, David, and Daniel, 
each of whom, the contrast indicates, was a p*n¥ and performed 
nnm 

m-Q^ unn JllDT vb "pK OK (718:3)—Elijah's plea accords with the 
spirit of the midrash. He pleads that God regard Israel with favor 
even though they may have only the merit of the m2f)3 of 
circumcision. 

[3] \>X i m n n . . . m m n "l ')3K (719:3 f.)—This is a striking instance of 
the emphasis on God's love. In Num. 20:12-13, where the event is 
described, and elsewhere also, the Bible indicates that the sin of 
Moses is a grievous one, so serious indeed as to be the single 
reason why he could not enter the Promised Land. In this 
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midrash, however, though the sin of il:::l,,Jl 'Jl (:5) remains the 
reason why Moses could not enter the Land, the entire account is 
given a different turn. Here, it was an act of love for God to 
describe the event in the Bible and He did so at the request of 
Moses. Moses felt that, otherwise, Israel might account for 
his exclusion from the Land by saying he had falsified the 
Torah or had included in it something he had not been 
commanded to say. The sin of il:::l,,Jl 'Jl is thus made to seem a 
comparatively minor one, and its very inclusion in the Torah 
is made out to be an expression of God's love. The parable of 
the woman who sinned by eating the unripe figs is a complete 
analogy to this midrashic interpretation but, by the same token, 
is no analogy at all to the gravity of Moses' sin as described in 
the biblical text. 

iJ:JYl ,:::, . . . tiYJ:JVl ,, (720:6 f. )-This midrash is an even more 
striking instance of the emphasis on God's love. Here the three 
verses in the Bible referring to the sin of il:::l,,Jl 'Jl (721:2) are 
interpreted to be expressions of God's sorrow. Moreover, what 
the parable here describes is not a sin, but an accident, 
almost as though to imply that il:::l,,Jl 'Jl was an accident. 

[4] ',1<,v,, 'l:::l ... 'Jl!C TJ:JMl ,, (721:5)-God is the King of Israel as well
as the King of the whole world, and this is the view in the Bible 
itself, and especially in the Prophets (see Kaufmann, n,,r,,n

i1l1Jl!Ci1, I, pp. 39 ff.), as well as being that of the Rabbis. Moses is 
described here as having been appointed by God to be king of 
Israel, but only in the sense of having the authority to issue com
mands, not in the sense of one to whom Israel owes allegiance. 

XXXI.5 (722:I £.)

[I] il:::lj,l . . . 'n:::, D,,:::ll (:I)-The angels are here characterized as males.
(See our remarks in RM, p. 184, where we have mentioned other 
physical characteristics attributed to angels and where we con
cluded, on these grounds, that the word "angel" is a cognitive 
concept.) 

[2] ',1<,v,, 'l:::l ••• ny ,,,,, (:3 £.)-All three opinions interpret the word
MY (722:4, 6, and 723:1) to mean Torah, and apparently all of 
them do so by employing the same proof text, Ps. 29: 11. This is 
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one of the cases (see also Sifre Deut. ed. Finkelstein, p. 398, note) 
where rabbinic inerpretation takes a biblical term to be almost a 
symbol for a rabbinic concept. 

1n, im,', till 'iT (:4)-The verse is taken here to embody the concept 
of M,in 1nJ:J. 

C,x,v,, ,l:i ... .tciiTVT ,J:J C,:::,v, (723: l )-In contrast to the end of the 
preceding section, here, everyone who labors in the Torah, i.e., 
all the scholars (and not Moses alone) issue commands and 
others obey. Moses is thus not placed in a category by himself. 

XXXI.6 (725:4 f.)

[l) ,n0J:J ,,x ,,,i,1', ',:ix . , . (724:1)-The concept embodied is n,:::,',t,J 
'C,J:Jv,, the countless numbers of servitors (angels), implying the 
unbounded majesty of God. The Rabbis employ angelology only 
in exposition of a concept or to give it dramatic background (TE, 
pp. 88 ff.). 

[2] i171l1 iT,iTv, ••• ,.,J:J.tc 1,l:i,, (:2)-0nly when the number of angels was
countless, was the praise of God (i0,C,,p, :3) His proper praise. 
The praise was 'CV1i1 wi,p by the angels, again an instance of 
angelology in exposition of a concept. However, when the Temple 
was destroyed, God decreased the number of angels and now one 
of the concepts embodied is iTl,:::,v, ,,C,1, since the Temple is asso
ciated with a sensory revelation of God. Another concept is God's 
love, for the decrease in the number of His .tc,,7J:3D (:4) is considered 
an indication of His sorrow at Israel's loss (of the Temple). 

XXXI.7 (724:9ff.)

[ l] Obviously, everybody recognized that the light of the day was given by
the sun. This passage, then, is an instance of indeterminacy of 
belief. The Temple was associated with iTl,:::,v, ,,C,1 and in the idea 
that the light of the world came from the apertures or windows of 
the Temple, the thought was expressed that God gave light to the 
world directly, that it was thus a direct manifestation of His love. 
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[2] nunn^m^ mBK . . . p y w "1 (725:7 f.)—The light spoken of here is 
the primordial light created on the first day before the creation of 
the sun and the moon on the fourth day, and hence the word K2P 
(:8) is in the past tense (see the parallel in Ber. R. Ill, ed. Theodor, 
p. 20 and the notes there). 

XXXI.8 (726:8ff.) 

[1] This passage clearly shows the work of an editor: the formula at the 
beginning, the one before each grouping, the same rhetorical 
question at the end of each statement, the conclusion of each 
statement embodying R. 'Ah'a's interpretation of Isa. 42:21. The 
passage apparently consists of a discussion in an academy that 
was reworked by an editor. 

[2] T»"iyJK . . . K^nKH (727:1)—What need could God have of the light 
kindled in the Temple? When the wheel of the sun which is only 
one of the thousand thousands of God's sun-like servitors (see 
vnnia) goes out to the world no creature can bear to look at it 
directly. Besides saying that God has no need of a light made by 
man, this statement implies that God is not like any creature 
( ima, :2) at all, that He is other. It is a statement teaching the idea 
of the otherness of God. (On the wheel of the sun, see Ginzberg 
"Legends," I, p. 26.) 

ymib . . . KflK n '»K (:3)—lpTO here means "His love." He 
commanded you to kindle the Temple light only to make you 
more worthy (̂ ITDT ,̂ :4) by fulfilling a m2f)3. (See Lieberman 
here, p. 880.) The concept of God's love is emphasized once more 
through the idea of His otherness. 

'31 pyVttr m n blbm (:7)—Folklore science. 

XXXI.9 (729:2f.) 

[1] This midrash and the others in the passage attributing qualities of 
personality and consciousness to the sun and the moon are 
instances of indeterminacy of belief. The daily liturgy speaks of 
God as renewing daily the creation of the world and gives as proof 
Ps. 136:7, interpreting the verse to mean that God makes "the 
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great lights" now, in the present. In this statement no personality 
is attributed to the lights (Prayer Book, ed. Singer, p. 39; and on 
n n w a n 7WVK, see RM, p. 36, n. 4). On the other hand, the 
Sabbath liturgy contains a hymn, apparently of later origin, 
which says that the lights "rejoice in their going forth and are 
glad in their returning" (op. cit., ed. Singer, p. 129). The hymn 
thus does attribute human qualities to the lights. However, it is 
not a matter of an earlier or later idea, for a tannaitic midrash 
speaks of the heavenly bodies (and, later, of the earth, etc.) as 
conforming to their rule or mode (iTPfc), and then goes on to 
attribute speech and joy to the sun (Sifre to Deut. 32:1, ed. 
Finklestein, p. 332). Such contradictory ideas certainly reflect a 
belief that is indeterminate. 

[2] pnnn K l̂ . . . VTP K l̂ (730:5)—-The sun and the moon suffer eclipses, 
are "smitten" by God. Yet their worshippers are not ashamed of 
worshipping them despite the admonishment of ordinary reason. 
Inferential reasoning is employed here to negate the concept of 
idolatry. 

XXXI.10 (730:7ff.) 

[1] m n n K ^ . . . rriEWf?n^ (731:1)—The first part of the parable here 
relates to an earlier midrash (see l i o n T\& and his reference to 
Ber. R. XXVIII.8). Even the earth, through its plant and vegetable 
life, rebelled against God by bringing forth unnatural fruit. The 
only tree that was not corrupted was the olive tree, as will soon be 
indicated, and hence, as reward olive oil was the only oil used in 
the Temple light. By teaching that animal and plant life also 
sinned, the Rabbis account for the destruction of the entire world 
in the Flood and not only man. The rabbinic concept of God's 
justice has, thus, a wider application than its biblical antecedent. 
(See CA, p. 92 and the references there.) 

[2] mnyJVO . . . TO"Q "1 '»K (731:5)—Had the dove not killed the tree 
by tearing off the branch, it would have grown to be a large tree. 
That is, Noah recognized it to be a true and healthy specimen of 
plant life. This is to say, the olive retained its full original charac
ter, did not rebel, despite the rebellion and corruption of other 
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plant life. The concept is a,r.3v, ni:::,1m, as the analogy in the 
parable indicates. 

[3] DYT a,,:i . . . 'r.J.te ,,i, ,, (732: 1 )-See Lieberman here, p. 890 on the
text. In the parallel in Ber. R. XXXIII.6, ed. Theodor, p. 311, the 
idea that the Land of Israel was not inundated by the Deluge is 
associated with the preceding statement here, and so also in a 
number of other sources (see Theodor, a.I.). The concept embodied 
is i1V11"1p, holiness, and that concept is concretized in both state
ments. Because it was to be holy, the Land of Israel was already 
differentiated from other lands. Since holiness has a moral conno
tation (see RM, pp. 169f.), there is probably also the implication 
that the Land of Israel, in contrast to the rest of the earth, did not 
rebel, an implication that seems to be reflected in np', .te? (:2), 
"was not smitten." 

[4] a,r.J:i inr.J,l ... pn,, ,, 'r.J.te (:4)-Since the Land of Israel is differen
tiated by being holy, the objection of pn,, •,-if the text is 
correct-could easily be answered by saying that the Land of Israel 
was different. But the statement of pn,, ,, does not belong here. It 
is not found in the parallel in Ber. R. nor in the Munich MS (see 
Margulies), but it is found in Ber. R. XXVIII.3 and XXX.8 where 
the Land of Israel is not involved at all. This is one of the many 
instances where the awareness of the concept embodied helps to 
solve a textual problem. 

XXXI.11 (733:I>

[I] The people of Israel will be rewarded for setting up the light in the
Tabernacle and the Temple, a reward which will take place at the 
end of days. 

[2] iln!Jn ... iry', ,, 'r.J.te (:!)-According to this midrash, the reward
will consist of the people being saved from the fire of cun,1, 
from which apparently the other nations will not be saved. The 
reward relates to Israel as a people since setting up of the lights 
is not an act of a personal or private character. However, 
there is also a belief that cun,1 is the punishment after death 
in the here and now, and as such it relates to the individual. 
Notice, for example, 
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the fear expressed by prtP "1 (Ber. 28b). A belief which has thus 
several forms is not a fixed belief. 

[3] nnan l̂fcriKfc *\ny (:3)—That is, Dtfrra was created before the world 
was created (3")3) and is therefore a haggadic concretization of 
|Hn JTTO, since it was not conceived to have been at first a matter 
of experience. 

*|̂ J • • • pn "1 ')3K (:3)—According to this midrash, the reward is 
to see the Messiah. The Days of the Messiah, one of the "hereafter 
concepts," functions as a belief as well and even has a dogmatic 
quality. Nevertheless, it is characterized by decided differences of 
opinion and hence it, too, is not a belief that is rigid. 

Chapter XXXII 

XXXII.l (734:1) 

[1] n m D^Wl . . . D'pHYrw nVUO (:3)—fiy p (:4) here is an eschato-
logical belief, for it is contrasted with itm D^iy (:6), this world, 
and the situation described is represented as something that is 
connected with the time when God will exalt Israel (and that will 
be in the Days of the Messiah). Elsewhere there is also the belief 
that pV p is the reward of the righteous after death (see, e.g., 
Ber. 28b—the anxiety expressed by R. Johanan). Like DWiTU, it is 
not a fixed belief and it is obviously a parallel to OWiTtt. Although 
the D^pny (:3) rejoice at seeing the punishment of the D'ytfH (:3) 
in DWiTO, their rejoicing is not gloating but joy at having under
gone i m c " (:6) in this world for their sins and for which they 
now offer thanksgiving. The concepts are: D'Wrn, D^pny, DWiTU, 
fry p, nK-nn, fin rnn, jnio* combined with n'»rn rnn, o îy 
ntn. 

[2] nnn . . . m&Kl T n n (:6)—The OWm (:3, :4) are here described as 
D^iyn mniK (:7), and this implies that the D*pny (:3) are Israel. 
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[3] pD^nn' • • . inn 1V (735:1)—Ordinarily there is no attempt to refute 
a haggadic derivation of an idea. Here, however, the refutation is 
needed in order to adduce the opposite idea. 

'1X1 DV31 . . . i n KH (:2)—Here the eschatological p y ]1 (:3) 
seems to be conceived as permanent, but not so the eschatological 
DXTTtt (:3). There is obviously nothing dogmatic about these 
eschatological beliefs. 

inVua n-PITa nivn 'pn nnnnra^ (:4)—Refers to the Days of the 
Messiah. In this world the n w n named here are JlTO, despised by 
the Nations. They despise the laws observed by the Jews alone (see 
WE, p. 44 f. and p. 212 where we show it is not a matter of ethical 
as against ritualistic laws). 

nnsuaiP "OK . . . KrP1^nn(:5)—In the Hadrianic persecutions 
the observance of these laws resulted in martyrdom, DtPi! VTHp. 
The questions here are not a rhetorical device. They indicate that 
the act of DttJil VJVlp took place in the presence of other Jews, for 
such an act involves the effect upon other Jews. 

D^nwnu; . . . Y'nn (:8f.)—Refers to the beating by the fens (:7), 
the question here being similar to the other questions before it. It 
indicates that this is another example of Dtt̂ H ttmp, although the 
martyrdom does not result in death. 

[4] m n n ^ ' p n n . . . 'nn^K (736:1)—On the basis of the interpretation of 
Lev. 24:14, the "Itnn referred to here is also a bb'plfl (cf. the com
passionate passage on DHTnn as such at 754:5 f.). 

XXXII.2 (736:4ff.) 

[1] pa* K*71 . . . ^Vnnn m (:4f.)—The verse itself (Koh. 10:20) declares 
that it is imprudent to curse a king or wealthy man. The midrash 
here, however, omits the matter of prudence entirely and instead 
forbids the reviling of any man on ethical grounds. The rabbinic 
interpretation, as against the biblical verse, thus contains an 
emphasis on the ethical. This is a good illustration of how the 
first phase of yiK "pi, the phase of the concept which refers to 
general human characteristics, is not just descriptive, but contains 
traits that are not morally neutral. V^n (736:5), thought as 
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expressed in speech, is taken here to be the human characteristic 
in contrast to sight and hearing which man shares with cattle, 
animals and fowl. But this special characteristic of man, though 
one of his several traits, is not morally neutral; it must not be used 
by a man to revile other men. VP3 as a trait of y*lK y n is not 
morally neutral here because it is associated with the negative 
ethical concepts of tyn"»n and tyiTU (:5). 

[2] "|Ti:D (:7)—The concept is m n a n TDD, the honor of mankind. Here 
it is applied to mankind as a whole, but elsewhere it is also 
applied to an individual. 

| a* K l̂ . . . mmt) HM (737:1)—main here refers to numerous 
other ways in which God has acted out of regard for the principle 
of n v n n TIM, ways of which man is not aware. This is how the 
words 'pa'1 K^l I p 1 ! D1K (:1) in the verse are interpreted, for Ip** = 
TIM. 

p-llOD . . . rpV "O (:3)—Augury and divination were, of course, 
prohibited (Deut. 18:14). Notice that they are included in the 
prohibitions of forms of m t fTTny (ibid., v. 10). However, this 
midrash indicates that there was a belief in the efficacy of augury 
and divination. The poetic metaphor of "the fowl of heaven" is 
reduced here to an accepted method, and the danger warned 
against is thus made to appear more imminent. 

yiK ynb D^TKI (:5)—The trait referred to belongs to the first 
phase of the concept of y*lK yn (WE, p. 52). m y o y is required 
when attending to natural functions, lest that be heard—even this 
trait is not morally neutral here since it is associated with a value 
concept, myuy . This interpretation of the last part of the verse is 
obviously not connected with that of the first part. 

[3] "in Tn*7 ]VW . . . *mb . . . N'T (:5f.)—This midrash retains in part 
the biblical meaning of the verse but, instead of the prudential, it 
has an ethical admonition. 

T\MW K*7K ntniT . . . n^VJl Kb (738:3)—nmtP are inadvertent 
sins and this plea implies that David repented of his sin and asked 
forgiveness for it (cf. Yoma 36b). 
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[4] ',',pn ',K D71Y',tu ,,,wy •.• 071y',w 1:,',r., (:4 f.)-The prohibition of
Dtun n:,i::i is one of the Noachian laws and is repeated here to 
indicate that the verse as a whole relates to God. 

,,::i, . . .  ny,', •.. n::in,', ••. ,,r, ,, 'r.JK (739:2)-In accordance 
with what was said, the voice was, in the one case, pleasing 
to God, and, in the other, it displeased Him. The same 
expression, "And the Lord heard the voice of your words"

(:3, :5) is used in the Bible with regard to both instances, the 
midrash seems to indicate, so as to teach that what made the 
difference was the content of "your words." 

[5] n,nK nn13r.,', ..• Kr.3M,, (:6 f.)-Another interpretation of Deut. 1:34,
the last verse adduced in the preceding midrash, and constituting 
thus an independent interpretation. There is an emphasis here 
on God's love. for the verses here are interpreted as a retraction 
of God's oath and a promise of a future "rest," although the 
verse actually consists of God's oath that the people would not 
enter "into My rest." 

[6] 'r.JK r,un (740:7)-Here it is the r,u that sins, and not the Mr.Jtul or tu!Jl
(but see our discussions at 87:4££. and 90:1 £.). 

tu!Jl', ... Mr.Jtul', (:7)-Here each term refers to a separate entity. 
At 89:5-6, the terms tu!Jl and MJ:ltul are alternates for the same 
entity (see our remarks there). 

XXXII.3 (741:&f.)

[I] O,3,;:in w,K ••• KY,, (:6)-1J:371Yr.l KY, (:6) may mean "he left,
excluded himself from, Israel," for D71Y is frequently a term for 
Israel (see, for example, above, 9:5-). 

[2] ,wy ,nKr.J •.. n,:,,::i ,, (:7 £.)-An element in this midrash is the
Halakah in Men. XI.9, and hence the midrash is an instance of 
the integration of Halakah and Haggadah. The mocker assumes 
that God eats, a notion the Rabbis elsewhere emphatically insist 
is totally wrong. (See RM, pp. 315 f.) 
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XXXII.4 (742:6ff.)

[ l] uiin', Wp:l� ... ,:ir,:, (743:1 f.)-Justification for the killing of the
Egyptian by Moses: the Egyptian was a cruel taskmaster; he 
cohabited with the wife of the Israelite; he was bent on killing 
the Israelite. 

ui,n', v,p:1� •.. v,,ipn n,, i1Y'Y'i1 (744:3)-In thus informing 
Moses, God indicated that the would-be murderer was to be 
killed lest he succeed, by his persecution, in committing the 
murder. It was thus tantamount to a decree by God, although 
Moses was not himself named to execute it. The Mishnah states 
as a general law (Sanh. VIII. 7) what we have inferred here to be 
a decree in this specific case (see Exod. R. 1.29 at the beginning). 

[2] i.iin, DV1i1 ... 'K i1'�Ml •, (745: l}-DV1i1 (:1, :2) was a substitute for
the Tetragrammaton. Out of piety and reverence, the pronuncia
tion of the Tetragrammaton was avoided in the synagogue and 
tended to take on a more or less esoteric character in the Temple, 
in the sense that pronunciation was deliberately blurred (see 
Allon, D,,pn�, I, pp. 199 f.). This esoteric character of The Name 
meant at first that it was known to comparatively few and, second, 
that in contrast to the names of God publicly known, it could be 
used for magical purposes-and it is so used here. Moses used it to 
slay the Egyptian after he recognized that there was nobody about 
who knew and could use the esoteric Name. Basically, then, the 
Tetragrammaton did not have a magical functon. 

n,,,,n • • •  •�x }'l:lii (:2)-The concepts are: v,,ipn n,, 
(prophecy) and ,1 (convert). 

XXXII.5 (745:6ff.)

[ l] •m i1lMD ... 7iYl Tl (:6 f.)-The concepts are: n,iy (746:3) or ,,',1
n,,,y, Israel, i17iKl, and God's justice. 

[2] ,n,:,r:1 ..• Klin •, (747:2)-Implied here is the idea that the Gentiles,
too, were forbidden n,,,y ,,',1, the latter being a negative n,y� 
among the seven laws given to the Sons of Noah. The women of 
Egypt were given the moral strength to observe this law because 
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of the merit (nn,:n:i, :3) of Sarah who observed it, and the men of 
Egypt were given this moral strength because of the merit (ini:lT:l, 
:4) of Joseph who observed it. Notice that in the next midrash the 
word ini:lT:l (:5) can only mean "merit" for which a reward is 
given. In the present midrash, Sarah's merit is given a corporate 
reward in the moral strength of the women of what is now her 
country, to observe the law of chastity incumbent upon them, and 
similarly in the case of Joseph's merit. This is a very unusual 
instance both of a corporate reward and a corporate personality, 
but it is not correct to give the word ni:lT the meaning of 
"example," as do some. At the same time there is an emphasis 
here on the individual also in the roles given to Sarah and 
Joseph. 

[3] ini:lT:l •.• i1,,M •, 'r.l.K (:4)-As in [2] above, the practice of chastity is
said to be a cause for the redemption from Egypt, and so also in 
the next midrash. Now the redemption from Egypt is taught by 
the Rabbis as a paradigm for the redemption from Rome, and 
thus the people are assured that by practicing chastity now, they 
would be rewarded by redemption from Rome. (See Lieberman, 
Sinai IV, pp. 227 f. and also see ',•,i here; for our comments on 
details in the passage, see the remarks in CA, pp. 75 ff., on the 
version in the Mekilta.) 

XXXII.6 (749:&ff.)

[I] 1, nun', ••• 1U7r.ltu ,, 'r.l.K (:6 ££.)-Neither a person's tribe nor any
external factors make for praise or denigrate a person but only 
his deeds which, if they are good, cause him to be praised and, if 
they are bad, cause him to be despised (M"D'). The concept 
here is God's justice. The last example is an interpretation of the 
verse in the lection (Lev. 24:11). 

[2] 1uc ••• .K'lin ,, 'K (751:5 £.)-On the one hand, the 1,,Tr.lr.l (:6) consti
tute an element that is periodically eliminated, but, on the other 
hand, God has such compassion for them that their identity is not 
disclosed since 1,,'tu:l (:7) are likewise slain at the same time. Are 
the rirr.ir.i inherently wicked? It would seem so, for they are called 
•m D'lnr.l n,:i (:9), but if so, then their death as 1,,Tr.lr.l ought to
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have been made manifest. Further, are non-1,,n�J:l to be slain with 
them merely so as not to disclose the identity of the 1,iTJ:lJ:l? This 
ambiguity of thought reflects the unsuccessful attempt to unite 
two opposite attitudes toward the iTJ:lJ:l, a harsh attitude and a 
compassionate one. 

c,xunn ... n,,nx, (752:1)-By itself this statement constitutes 
an emphasis on God's love. When the sinner brings a sin-offering 
in public, the sinner, according to the law, is not revealed as 
such. Integration here of Halakah and Haggadah. This 
statement however, is said to agree with the previous one and 
thus also to imply that the itJ:lJ:l is inherently a sinner. 

XXXII. 7 (752:3 ff.)

[I] .tciil ,,n ... iliUIT ,, (:3 £.)-Public awareness of his status saves, as it
were, the life of a itf.lf.l. At the same time, of course, it helps 
prevent illegal marriage. The concepts are: Israel and iTJ:lJ:l. 

[2] .tciil ,,n ... x,nn:, (:6£.)-The attitude of both n,:,,:i ,, and of the
,,:i,y (753:1) toward the iTJ:lJ:l (753:3) is one of compassion. The 
ground on which n,:,,:i ,, made his appeal to the public (ii:i,y) 
on behalf of the man was iTJ:lJ:l .tcin, (:3), an appeal to which 
the public responded with contributions. Furthermore, in thus 
publicly announcing the ground for the appeal, n,::,,:i ,., 
did not mean to shame the man but to save his life. 

[3] qu,un ... 'J:li.K ,,.KJ:l •, (:7)-The harsh attitude-even in the Days of
the Messiah (.K:J.7 ,,ny',, :7), D,.,TJ:lf.l (:7) will not be made pure 
and hence will never escape their status. 

niiTJ:lJ:lil . . . ,0,, ,, ( :9 f. )-The compassionate attitude and the 
argument from interpretations of Ezek. 36:25 in which ,0,, ,, 
seems to disprove the arguments of ,,.KJ:l ,, and hence to establish 
that o,iTJ:lJ:l will be purified .tci:i', ,,ny',, 

ni,,,n . . .  .Klin ,,,.tc (754:4)-"Hapless indeed are the genera
tions if the law is not according to ,0,, •ii'' This is not only a 
statement expressing deep compassion for the iTJ:lJ:l, but a daring 
one. It expresses sorrow at the possibility that the status of the 
,TJ:lf.l will not ultimately be changed and thus implies strong 
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disapproval of the present status, the status obtained during "the 
generations." Notice also that in contrast to this statement, none 
is given indicating agreement with the view of ,,.ter.l ,,. 

XXXII.8 (754:5 f.)

[I] ,r, n!J::i,.te ... .tel,ln (:5)-A statement going beyond compassion and
calling the status of niitr.Jr.J unjust; integration of Halakah and 
Haggadah. 

[2] ,r, n!J::i,.te .•. .tel,lM (:5)-They are punished though they themselves
have not sinned (on c,p,wy (:6), see Lieberman here, p. 881). 

[3] 'i1 ',;,p:i, ... c;,', 1,.te, (:8 £.)-The Sanhedrin are called "oppressors"
even though they are forced to exclude the c,iTr.Jr.l because of the 
plain injunction in Deut. 23:3. They are apparently assumed to be 
unwilling oppressors (see also the different explanation by 'IU"'IUi). 

Chapter XXXIII 

XXXIII. l (756:2 ff.)

[l] 1iw', ,,:i, c,,n ... ,,3, ,:i,, ... ;,,,n ,, '.te (:4)-Another application of
Prov. 18:21 by extension, for the statements refer to eating, not to 
speech. (On the punishment by death, see i"tiilr.J.) The concepts 
are nmrr.J, holiness (ilr.Jiin), and God's justice. 

[2] ;,,3,r.3 w,:i., n,', ... ',,te,',r.Jl 1:i.i ( :6 ff.)-This incident is of a literary
nature rather than a factual one. (Notice the similar instances 
described by Lieberman here, pp. 881 £.) 

[3] ,,n.te n.te ... 7::,,!J', (758:4)-The concept of il.teli.te which the Rabbis
see embodied in Lev. 25:14 is both a negative ethical concept and 
a negative ili:!i'r.l. In an organic complex an act may often be 
grasped by two concepts at once, and this is always the case in 
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regard to an ethical act (cf. WE, p. 12). However, according to the 
Rabbis, this verse prohibits tir.ln n!UUC, acts of fraud or over
reaching, whereas Lev. 25:17 prohibits c,,:i, niclUC, injury or 
wrong through words. In the present context Lev. 25: 14 does seem 
to be applied to c,,:i, nicliic. 

XXXIII.2 (758:&ff.)

[I] ,,,:i iiuv,i ... 1l!C ,,,:ii (:7)-Here ,,,:i ,,uv,i relates to impending
punishment because of 1l!C, i.e., for M!Cliic. In the statements that 
follow, the same phrase is a cliche also telling (but with regard to 
other matters) of impending punishment-the concept of God's 
justice. 

[2] i', ,,:iy ,iy ... 'M inic,, (759:4)-The Rabbis often regard the evils
that befall a person in this world, MTM c',iy:i (:6), as chastisement 
(1,,u,,, :6), so that having been "corrected" here, he will not be 
punished after this world (ici:in ,,ny',, :6). 

XXXIII.3 (760:H.)

Up to the application to Lev. 25:14 at the end of the paragraph, 
this section deals with ',Tl, regarded here as the most salient sin of 
all, or even as great a sin in itself as idolatry, murder and incest 
combined. By adducing at the end of all this the injunction 
against M!Cli!C, the passage obviously indicates that M!Cliic is a 
form of ',Tl, robbery, or-to put it in our terminology-that M!Cliic 
is a sub-concept of ',Tl. Of course, Lev. 25:14 is now interpreted to 
refer to 1inn nicliic. Now, 1inn nicliic thus has a dual character, 
being at once a sub-concept of nicli!C and a sub-concept of ',Tl. It 
is thus apparent that 1inn nicliic, fraud or overreaching, is con
nected with ',Tl, since it shares in the same ground, i.e., taking 
something illegitimately. But what kind of kinship can nicliic 
1inn have with c,,:i, nicli!C, injury or wrong done through 
words, the other sub-concept of M!Cliic? Since M!Cli!C is, like all 
value concepts, a folk concept at bottom, though built up by the 
Rabbis, it testifies to the ethical sensitiveness of the folk. A 
wrong done by means of words was felt to be as real a wrong, as 
palpable, as downright fraud. If this kinship between the two 
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sub-concepts is not readily grasped it is because we have no 
modern ethical equivalent for this concept as a whole. 

[ 1] i',v, l'U'7Pl0 ... 1il ,m(,, ( :3)-This is one of the cases in which a
biblical text is used by the Rabbis as a metaphor. 

XXXIII.4 (761:4 £.)

[I] i1W�i 1i,m( ... 1:,'D7 (762:5)-Moses was pre-eminent, but this did
not mean that the Rabbis conceived him to be in a category by 
himself. Here the honor due Aaron takes precedence over that due 
Moses. 

XXXIII.5 (763:1)

[I] D'�' i1W7W • • • Dil:l ,:,,, (:I)-The interpretation at :6, asserting that
it was il':lX (:7) who was stricken by God, relates also to the 
midrash here. He was punished for his calculated cruelty in mak
ing it impossible to legally establish the identity of the men of 
Israel killed in battle-an instance of the integration of Halakah 
and Haggadah. 

[2] ',x M':l:l ... il,r il,i:131 ... pl:i,, (764:2)-il,ll':l x',i (:3) is the
reading also in several of the versions. In some MSS, and in Ber. R. 
LXVIIl.20, ed. Theodor-Albeck, p. 735, and in Midrash Samuel 
XVIII.5 (ed. Buber, p. 50b), the reading is i17U':l X7i, a reading
which cannot be correct because the concept involved cannot be
used here. ',iu:i is a value concept connoting, in this case, cancel
lation of the idol, but only a Gentile who had worshipped a
particular idol can cancel it by demonstrating that it no longer
has, for him, the significance of a deity. This is an instance of the
integration of Halakah and Haggadah.

[3] •�:,, •�:, ... c,,:i, ,,m (764:5)-A king may act in this manner for
reasons of state and not in order to vent his personal feeling (see 
,,,r,il�). 
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XXXIII.6 (764:7 ff.)

[ 1] •,:ii .tc:,1m . . . J<,,n ,, ( :7 £. )-The derivation of the interpretation from 
Lev. 25:14 is not clear and the commentaries are not very helpful. 
Still, a rabbinic idea is to be discovered, one that involves normal 
mysticism. In time to come, you will be sold to the Nations of the 
world, that is to say, you will be exiled, but you must exhibit the 
kind of attachment to your Creator that was exhibited by ;,,33n 
;,,itl7i 7.K'IU,l:l (765:1) and not vex Him. We take this 
"attachment" to imply normal mysticism because in exile, the 
individual will not have the experience of m,:,w ,,',l associated 
with the Temple. The words apparently referring to God in Lev. 
25:14 are forms of "friend" and"brother," words expressing 
different aspects of human relationship and hence reflecting a 
relationship to God which can only be mystical (see RM, pp. 
207 £.). "Friend" and "brother" imply also a relationship of love 
and are thus indicative of God's love, a concept often embodied 
in normal everyday situations. Again, since 1i:,,,,:,,', (765:1) 
relates to these terms of relationship of love contained in the 
biblical text, 1,:,,,,:,, is likewise here connotative of God's love. 

[2] i,y ... ;,,i;,, ,, ... ;,o,, ,, 'J< (765:5 ££.)-Common to all of these
interpretations is the idea of corporate personality, since it was 
certainly not ;,,itl7i 7.K'IU,J:l ,il,lln who had engaged in idolatry,
and yet the king, by quoting verses, could accuse them of having 
done so. Again, those verses as interpreted do indicate that the 
people were involved in idolatry, and it is thus implied that their 
exile is to be regarded as justified and as an example of God's 
justice. 

[3] i,Y ... 0',,p17 ... ;,,,;,, ,, (767: I £.)-This interpretation mentions
other sins of the people as well as idolatry, namely, drunken 
debauches and homosexuality, and thus implies how richly 
deserved was the exile. 

[4] i,Y ... ,ilt,,J:l7 J<7 ..• 7.Kil:l'IU ,, (768:6 £.)-The contemporary rele
vance of this series of interpretations becomes apparent here with 
the reference to emperor worship and to the taxes imposed. The 
king now quotes Deut. 4:28 to the effect, apparently; that Israel is 
commanded to worship idols in the land of its exile, and the reply 
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is that this servitude is limited to the taxes imposed and does not 
refer to worship. The reply, of course, relates to Roman insistence 
on emperor worship. 

[5] xiyiy:, ... l'l:lii (769:2 £.}-Here the king quotes Jer. 27:8, a verse
which applies specifically to Nebuchadnezzer, and the midrash 
also uses Dan. 2:16. Furthermore, there is no play here on x,Yil 
but, instead, the midrash closes with ridicule of Nebuchadnezzar. 
It may well be, therefore, that this version of the midrash repres
ents the way in which the idea of limiting the servitude to Rome 
to its many taxes was the one actually taught the folk. 

Chapter XXXIV 

XXXIV.l (77I:6ff.)

[I] ,i, w,y ... ,,W'.tc (:6 ££.)-Except for the first, the deeds named here
are concretizations of the concept of D,,0M niC,,,:n, Deeds of 
Lovingkindness. The rewards for doing them are instances of 
il"m ,ll:, il"m, measure for measure (see n•D'}. 

[2] yiil iY'r.J •.. .tc:l.tc, •ny, C,y (772:4)-The :lit, iy, and the yin iy,
(:5) are not two distinct entities despite the fact that a man can 
make the :lit, iy, rule over the yin iy,_ There are negative value 
concepts such as murder, lying, stealing, fornication, etc., concepts 
that connote a negative valuation and which thus stigmatize 
immoral acts. Such concepts have a drive away from concretiza
tion. But this drive away from concretization of the negative con
cepts is, at times, overcome by the evil impulse, the yin iy,, thus 
allowing free rein to evil acts. On the other hand, when the drive 
away from concretizing the negative (evil} concept is not overcome 
by the yin iY', the Rabbis say that the :lit, iy, has been made to 
rule over the yin iy,_ In time, the individual needs less effort to 
deny the prompting of the yiil iY', and in this fact the Rabbis see 
God's reward for the effort exerted earlier. 

'lY'1 ... 'r.J.K .tc0,, (Return to 771:7)-This is the only act in the 
list in which c,_, (:6) is taken literally; the rest take the word in a 
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borrowed sense. The act is a concretization of ilp,:i.r, but the con
cepts of ilp,:i.r and c,,on n,7,,:31 are used interchangeably (see 
OT, p. 138, and WE, p. 21). 

,i, 1,n,,,r.J ... p:i,nr.J ... Kliil ,, (772:1)-An unusual instance 
in which a haggadic statement is questioned. 

[3] 17 ,,nm ... m,, ,, 'r.J!C (773:2)-Does this not involve lying to a
man? But this is a case where one concept, ilp,:i.r, is emphasized 
above another, the negative concept of ,pw. Such emphasis is a 
major feature of the rabbinic complex (see our remarks at 70:6, on 
a similar instance). Far from condoning a wrong act, the present 
midrash, on the contrary, brings out the full, rich connotation of 
ilp,:i.r, charity, as an act of love and deep compassion (see our 
remarks at 781:1, below). 

XXXIV.2 (774:4f.)

[I] ,i, C71U' . . .  'il i117r.J (:4)-Another turn is given the idea of ilp,:i.r in 
this passage, namely, that an act of charity constitutes a loan to 
God and that He will repay the giver for the good deed. This 
point is already made in Prov. 19: 17. The midrash, however, adds 
to that idea by saying that the giver of charity, in hastening to do 
that iliYJ:J, does what is usually done by God "who giveth bread to 
all flesh" (Ps. 136:25). Although the concepts of God's love and 
His justice are common to both Prov. 19: I 7 and this midrash, the 
latter adds the concept of iliYJ:J and indicates thereby that to give 
charity is obligatory and not just a gracious act. The midrash is 
thus more than an enlargement of the idea in the biblical verse. 

[2] 7,nK 7,r.J, ... Onl'!> •, (775:1)-An interpretation, primarily, of the
second half of Prov. 19:17. God's recompense for an act of charity 
is for what was achieved by the money, not the repayment of the 
few coins, i.e., the saving of a man's life. God's recompense is 
that on occasion He saves the giver's life. The concept of God's 
justice is combined here with that of His love. 
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XXXIV.3 <775:7ff.) 

[1] '»D1 . . . ]pm V?7\ . . . WD3l7)3ia(:7ff.)—Certain acts done for oneself 
have in them an element of piety. Bathing the body is among the 
modes of behavior common to all mankind and this belongs to 
the first phase of yiK ipn, the purely descriptive phase, but Hillel 
teaches that bathing is a my)3, a new view to his students, and 
this demonstrates that the first phase of \HK TTT is not morally 
neutral. The midrash also indicates that something usually 
regarded as morally neutral may be shown to be not so. Since the 
reason given for this niiftt is that man is made in the image of 
God, the concepts here are not only \HK "pi and m r a but also 
Man and God's love. 

[2] T o n . . . WSti bmi (777:5)—Rashi on Prov. 11:17 explains this 
to mean that the pious man acts with kindness to his relatives. 
The word WM here is thus taken as speaking of a corporate 
personality. 

[3] -pnK . . . pam n '»K (778:2)—Continues to interpret Deut. 15:10. 
The verse itself contains the theme here. The midrash only adds 
to the theme by pointing to the ever-present possibility of changes 
in circumstances, a phenomenon now explained as due to God's 
justice. The concepts are: charity and God's justice. This seems to 
be a valuational interpretation of the commonly observed phe
nomenon of "the wheel of fortune." See the way in which this 
midrash has been reworked in both Tanhumas cited by Margulies. 

XXXIV.4 (778:4ff.) 

[1] DDn \TVWyb . . . EPIC! ttn (:4f.)—The concepts of Hpl* and Tin^n 
m i n are related in that both giving charity and teaching adults 
Torah are obligatory for those to whom these things are possible, 
and this relationship is reflected in the utilization of these verses 
in Proverbs for ideas on the teaching of Torah. Poverty and wealth 
here represent degrees of knowledge of Torah. Indeed, the kind
ness of the D^Mn ttPK shows that teaching Torah to adults is an 
act of Dnon n i ^ m as well as an act of m i n TlB^n and mb»m 
DHOn is a concept that may be interchanged with TlplX (OT, 
pp. 138 f.). 
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[2] *an D^ivn . . . DrPM (779:1)—Reward for knowledge of Torah is 
given to the pupil as well as the teacher. 

[3] inTDlDy . . , U/mTU7y(:l)—The scholar refuses the ignorant man's 
request to be taught "one chapter of Mishnah." He regards it as 
beneath him to teach such easy chapters as could be understood 
by the ignorant man. The rudeness of the scholar and his 
overweening pride present a contrast to the kindness of the UPK 
D"03n in the preceding statement. The midrash thus points to an 
unpleasant, almost immoral, characteristic more often found 
among the scholars than among others and it constitutes a sting
ing indictment of the scholars as a class. However, we ought not 
to forget that the whole haggadic literature indicates that many 
scholars did go out to the people and taught Halakah as well as 
Haggadah. 

DDn mwyb . . . D^D TWiy (:4)—This statement is certainly a 
warning to the scholars, but it is also intended as encouragement 
to the ignorant. 

[4] -pr-lK-pE*' . . . TIW7 . . . unK"T(:5f.)—An interpretation embodying 
the concept of np*iy itself, and referring literally to the states of 
poverty and wealth the text speaks of. There is a correspondence 
between the two parts of the midrash. Here it is again the D'ODn, 
now an ordinary working man, who responds to the plea, and it is 
again "the rich man," now in the literal sense, who rejects the 
poor man's plea. This midrash no doubt reflects the general 
impressions gathered from observation. 

Kin . . . 'H DiTW . . . m*» . . . Un K"l (:5)—The poor man 
gains TiVMJ "n (:8), life in this passing world, since his physical 
need has been met, whereas his benefactor acquires the life of the 
World to Come, life in the permanent world, as reward for his 
deed. Yet the text TT UTV1VJ TV TKI3 (:7) makes no distinction 
between what each man has gained. This implies that the Rabbis' 
belief in the World to Come did not mitigate their concern with 
this world (see also OT, p. 82 f.). 

rvb m m . . . TlPy 'BK (780:3)—When the rich man not only 
refuses to give the poor man charity but goes further and tells the 
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poor man to go to work, seeing he is physically so strong, the rich 
man's wealth will surely be lost. He has given gratuitous offense. 

njri py (:5)—Folklore science. 

XXXIV.5 (780:7f.) 

[1] njn \>V • . . Dimn "1 (:7f.)—Apparently if a person does not truly 
rejoice at a friend's good fortune, he only causes him to be subject 
to the "evil eye." 

[2] TDW p a . . . DVQKnKT'K (781:1)—To find ways to help a friend in 
his misfortune in order (HD, :3) to earn a reward from God is 
certainly doing HpTY from an ulterior motive. And the end of the 
midrash telling that the rich and the poor benefit each other in no 
way mitigates this idea, for here, too, the poor man only gives the 
rich man the opportunity to earn a reward. In this midrash, the 
stress is on the concept of God's justice since reliance on that 
concept is the motive for the act, and hence the stress is on the 
Tlp'iy itself, the act being prompted by compassion and love, the 
connotations of Hpiy. The point here is strikingly illustrated by 
the version of our midrash at 773:3 which is the original statement 
since there alone is the midrash a play on a biblical text. That 
version does not contain the ulterior motive at all, and it goes on 
to give an example of how compassion directs the author of the 
statement to avoid offending the sensibility of the recipient of 
charity. The far greater frequency of nplX itself as a motive goes 
back to the basic difference between the two kinds of motive. In 
contrast to npiy, which is a genuine emotional drive, the concept 
of God's justice does not possess a drive in its own right, being 
only an interpretive concept (see WE, p. 64). A motive which 
depends on a mental factor alone obviously cannot compare with 
a motive which is an emotional drive. 

XXXIV.6 (782:1 f.) 

[1] Kin^l . . . minn,»nJVa(:l)—Connected by association of ideas. The 
frequent servitude to the empires was punishment for idolatry, 
but as soon as they did rftltPH (:2), they were again redeemed. The 
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obvious lesson was that if Israel truly repented now, they 
would also be redeemed immediately. 

[2] 7,n.K •.. nir.l'lu ill7::llU (:5 £.)-The definitions or explanations of these
names are largely UIUD but they also reflect keen observation by 
the Rabbis. The explanations include psychological insights both 
by the Bible and the Rabbis, and testify to the deep concern for the 
poor, a concern which is equally characteristic of the Bible and 
the Rabbis. These names are concepts belonging to the first phase 
of the concept of y,.K 7,, and thus are concepts in which the role 
of the folk predominated. 

XXXIV. 7 (783:5 f.)

[I] '::l 71:1,l ... n,,n •.. .K,'l7T ,, 'J:1.K (:5)-According to n"D', what,,
.K,'l7T (:5) says is that even everyday talk of the people in the Land 
of Israel involves an interpretation of a biblical verse (.K'il n,,n, 
:5), his examples being an implied interpretation of the first part 
of Lev. 25:35, to the effect that in helping a poor man the giver 
acquires merit for himself (the same interpretation and terminol
ogy as at 781:7). Schechter (Some Aspects of Rabbinic Theology, 

p. 126) takes .K'il n,,n (:5) to mean, "It conveys an object lesson,"
although he goes on to speak of the idea in the midrash at 781:7.

XXXIV .8 (784:6 ff.)

[I] 1'l::l? il"::lPil 11,D ilJ:I il.K,i (785:2)-Corporate personality and cor
porate justice, for Abraham did the good deed and his children 
(1'l::l, :2) were rewarded. 

[2] nnwr.i:::i, ... y,.K 7,, ,,r, ,, 'J:1.K (786:2)-y,.K 7,, referred to here is
that phase of the concept, the fifth phase, which consists of ethical 
rules which are also good manners. The rule here points to an act 
which is both courtesy and an act of c,,on n,',,r.il and hence is 
used as an instance of the latter. 

[3] ,�,,, ... D1?il 'IUl (788:3 £.)-Teaches the UIUD.
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[4] nVoKfcl . . . pny»"V»K (790:1)—A man ought to do an act of m ^ m 
DHDn or np iy (both are included in maffc, :2) with joy for then 
he will do it handsomely, completely. 

[5] TOlfc . . . ira"l(:7f.)—In view of the preceding midrash which speaks 
of marn as an act of charity or of DHOn mV>m, the word mar» (:8) 
here, undoubtedly means an act of charity or of DHOn m ^ M . 
This statement is an instance of indeterminate belief, for the 
proof text (Mai. 3:16) is often given other interpretations (see, for 
example, Abot III.2 where the concept embodied is m i n IMobn). 

[6] **? ]nxi? . . . "Un (791:2)—Here the idea that an act of charity benefits 
both him who gives and him who receives (see 781:6) is given 
another dimension. The recipient feels that he benefits his bene
factor much more than the giver benefits him. Obviously, this 
idea saves the recipient's self-respect. 

XXXIV.9 (791:7ff.) 

[1] WSJ 'DSWE . . . p3K n 'BK (:8f.)—This midrash embodies the con
cept of God's justice. At the same time the midrash also reflects 
normal mysticism, for only a person who has had experience of 
God which is not of a sensory kind can understand that God may 
stand at the right hand of the poor man who is at his door even 
though no one can actually see God there. The interpretation of 
Ps. 109:31 literalizes what is no doubt only a figure of speech. 

XXXIV.10 (793:4f.) 

[1] Titvnb IWJH rrn TO (:5)—The word TO (:5) is also found in all the 
parallel sources. What is stressed here is the need for responding 
immediately to a poor man's plea, despite the possibility of an 
impostor. 

XXXIV. 11 (794:8 f.) 

[1] TT bv . . . iT7irP "l (:8f.)—Two concepts at once interpret an ethical 
act, the concept of my)3 and the ethical term designating the act. 
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In the case of i11Yr.l, the word is used not only in the general sense 
of "commandment" but often also in the sense of np,Y. Here, in 
the phrase il?i' ,ll1il niyr.i (:8), the word is obviously used in the 
sense of "commandment," whereas at 80 7:2, for example, it is 
used in the sense of np,Y. This interpretation of an act by several 
concepts at once is made possible by the organismic character of 
the value-concepts, a conceptual organization enabling the maxi
mum number of concepts to be concretized in any given situation 
(OT, pp. 194 f.). The failure to recognize the nature of value 
concepts has led modern writers to say that the Rabbis knew only 
niiYr.i as a motive and had no ethical motives. These writers, 
furthermore, fail to realize that the very designation-charity, 
etc.-of an act is itself an ethical designation. 

Punishment or reward is always associated with a i11Yr.l and is 
indicative as to whether the i11Yr.l is light or grave. 

XXXIV.12 (796:I ££.)

[l] Connected with the preceding statement on p. 795 by association of
ideas. The belief in dreams as foretelling the future was not 
incompatible with the value complex. Here such a dream is made 
the framework of a story concretizing the concept of np,Y. The 
entire field of folklore was utilized by the Rabbis to convey 
teachings concerning value-concepts. Even what were originally 
magical acts and superstitions were reinterpreted by the Rabbis so 
as to become a potent means of embodying value concepts. See 
Lieberman's valuable study in Greek in Jewish Palestine (New 
York, 1942) pp. 97-11 4. It seems to us, however, that, in a 
few instances there, the materials proved to be intractable. 

XXXIV.13 (799:4££.)

[I] n,:,, ... ,,,,u, . . .  yni,Ylr.l ... i',,x(800:l)-These classifications of
poor men describe human phenomena and hence belong to the 
first phase of y,x 7,, (see WE, pp. 39f.). 

[2] n,:,, ... p,,r.i ... pn,r.i, ... c,r.i:Jn ,,,r.i',n ,',,x (801:2)-The deriva
tions here from the word c,,i,r.i (:3, :5) take the word, as the 
commentaries point out, to be a notarikon and hence these deriva-
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tions are the result of mere hints. Such derivations are not only 
entirely compatible with the midrashic method but actually 
emphasize its character. A haggadic statement is the result of the 
impact of a biblical text on a creative mind; that is to say, a 
biblical verse is a stimulus. Often there is a distinct visual 
resemblance between the biblical word and the rabbinic idea 
derived from it as, for example, the relation between c,,,,J:J and 

the rabbinic idea of ,,,, or n,,,, in the earlier interpretations in 

this passage. However, since the resemblance does not constitute a 
logical inference but is the result of a stimulus, sometimes what is 
produced bears hardly any resemblance at all to the original 
stimulus, so that the biblical word can only be described as a hint 
(see CA, pp. 20 £., where the midrashic method is more fully 
described). 

A verse can act as a stimulus for a rabbinic idea because, 
in the first place, the Bible as a whole is both related to and 
yet different from rabbinic thought. A rabbinic idea embodies 
rabbinic concepts-that is, concepts possessing conceptual 
terms largely found in rabbinic literature rather than in the 
Bible, and, where found also in the Bible, have a different 
meaning there. For example, c,J:Jtu ni:J?J:l and n,,n ,it.J',n are 
purely rabbinic terms, whereas ,1 in the sense of proselyte and ,,i 
in the sense of non-Jew are biblical terms given a different 
meaning in rabbinic usage. On the other hand, every rabbinic 
concept has its roots in the Bible. For example: n,,n ,il:l',n, the 
concept embodied in the midrash here, has as one of its 
antecedents the idea in Deut. 6:7. Hence, despite the new 
rabbinic concepts, rabbinic thought and the Bible are in the same 
universe of discourse. At the same time, any particular rabbinic 
idea, an idea embodying a rabbinic concept, is a new idea 
produced by a creative mind. But a new idea to be thus struck off 
needs a stimulus and this stimulus is a biblical verse, a verse 
related to the new idea because it is in the same universe of 
discourse. The commentators are not aware that a biblical verse 
is only a stimulus to a haggadic interpretation, so they regard 
the latter as an answer to a "problem" or a "difficulty" the 
verse is said to present. (See for example, ,,, r,nl:l on 0,n l<?il at 
795:5.) This type of connection between a verse and its 
interpretation is indeed to be found in many instances but 
there are also many instances of mere word-play. In general, 
therefore, the connection between a verse and its haggadic 
interpretation reveals simply that the verse has played the role of 
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a stimulus and the interpetation is not the result of a fixed 
logical method. 

Because the rabbinic concepts and the Bible were in the same 
universe of discourse, the Rabbis did not "outgrow" the Bible 
when they possessed the new rabbinic complex of concepts. If the 
biblical texts acted as a stimulus for the Rabbis, it was because 
they knew, had absorbed the Bible's literal meanings. Thus they 
sometimes employed the conceptual terms in their biblical 
meaning despite their usual rabbinic meanings. However, 
they did differentiate between the literal biblical meaning and 
their own rabbinic interpretation, using the term ,.K'TI to 
designate the former. Again, because of the common universe of 
discourse, they sometimes assume that a rabbinic interpretation 
represents a text's literal meaning. In OT we have attempted to 
account for some of the ideas presented here by the theory of 
"organic levels." 

XXXIV .14 cso2:1 ff.)

[ l] Continues with the interpretation of Isaiah 58:7. The concept of np,Y
obviously dominates this passage and it interweaves with the con
cepts of: c,n:,n, n,,n ,in',n, n,,,y, ni,lY, n',,Dn (n,lYn), c,nn,, 
',x,w,. 

XXXIV.15 cso9:7ff.)

[l] 1D0.K, ... MJlYn ... yp::i,, T.K (:7 f.)-In the idea here that charity
will cause the World-to-Come to take place speedily, the other 
concept embodied is il?i.Kl. But in the idea that charity (np,Y, 
810:1) will go before the doer and God will be his reward, the 
concept of ::i.•n,y apparently then refers to the reward after death. 
Also involved is m,:,w ,,',1 ('il ,i::i,:,i, ibid.). 

[2] il,n::i. ... il,n::i. ... il,n::i. ... n',w (810:3)-Since the rabbinic com
plex is a pattern of value concepts, it allows one concept to be 
emphasized at times above another. Here the concept of n,p,D 
'IZ1Dl, saving a life, is stressed above ipw, falsehood. It is not just 
permitted but commanded to lie in this case (cf. i•riiTJ�); thus it is 
an example of the interrelation of Halakah and Haggadah. 
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[3] 1? 1n,', ... D,,:::i.,:::i. ir.inl ... pnn, (:5)-The connotation of ilr.lMl
here is not to allay distress by means of words, but to indicate thus 
one's own distress at one's inability to help. This is felt to be a 
means of comfort since it signifies good will. 

[4] o,,x, . . .  ,,:i,,:::,.u•, ... 1mi(8l l:l)-One third of the dayGod does
ilp,y and hence, by doing charity a person becomes like God. 
When the doing of charity is inspired by the idea of imitating 
God there is also embodied the concept of il'IUi,p. 

XXXIV.16 cs12:3£.)

[l] D?i.Y ni:::,.,n 1r.ir.i u:::i., (:3)-Both those who study the Torah and those
who make it possible are the true builders of the world (cf. n"D, 
and i"T,ilr.1). 

[2] ,y', n,r.iiy ... 1,n,u ,, (:3 f.)-1u:i,u ,,, too, had in mind to use the
money for n,,n ,,r.i',n, but limited to himself and x:::,.,py ,,, 
whereas x:::,.,py ,, used the same means in order to provide for a 
number of scholars. Not only was this achieved, but owing to 
x:::,.,py ,,, the reward for the charity of 1iD,u ,, "endures forever" 
(,yr, n,r.iu, inp,Y, 813:5) and it was thus a reward in this world 
as well. The concept of charity is here associated with that of 
il,,n ,ir.i',n. 

[3] ,,lD? y,n:::i. . , . 1? x,,p, (:6f.)-Poverty is not taken for granted but 
is regarded as an evil that God Himself should have remedied, 
and hence the man who gives charity is accounted as though he 
were Moses, God's "chosen," ,,,n::i, (814:1), chosen to remedy the 
evil. 

[4] ,', Di?'IU ... :::,.::iiwr.i (81 4:l)-By giving charity to a poor man, a person
rectifies the conditions which cause that poor man to complain 
that God has been unfair to him. He acts, so to say, as a peace- , 
maker between that poor man and God; thus, the giver of charity 
causes the poor man not to feel excluded from God's love. The 
problem raised here is personal and valuational, whereas the 
explanation by ?"TI of the prooftext implies that the poor man
his wants now satisfied-is no longer compelled to wander from 
place to place (see :J"r.l and i"T,ilr.l). 
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[5] KpXW . . . nniClpl (815:5 f.)—Halakah. The only faint connections 
between the text and the interpretations here indicate that these 
laws obviously existed before they were connected with this 
biblical verse. 

Chapter XXXV 

X X X V . l (817:5ff.) 

[1] "pirny ^K • . . TQttnn (:5)—Daily, when he wishes to go elsewhere, 
willy nilly his feet bring him to synagogues and academies (places 
where God's laws are studied "pirny, :8]). b'TI ascribes this to 
habit. Emphasis is on m i n TIE^JI. 

[2] ID^n . , , K3 '1 (818:4 f.)—In this interpretation the emphasis is on 
God's love, and the motive of prudence (adduced above) is absent. 
Indeed, the nibbp can even be changed to JTD"Q. 

X X X V . 2 (819:3f.) 

[1] lD^n Tllpinn . . . man "l 'BK (820:2)—This is a striking concretiza-
tion of God's love, for here it is said that God's well-being is 
enhanced by Israel's observance of the JlYiyia. On the other hand, 
there are rabbinic statements which insist that when man observes 
the laws he does not thereby meet any need of God's, as in the 
Ne'ilah 'Amidah of Yom Kippur, which declares, "If he (man) be 
righteous what can he give Thee?" (after Job 35:7). (See the 
examples and discussion in S. Heinemann, riYiyfcn 1)3yu, 3rd ed., 
p. 25.) We must say, therefore, that not only is our midrash here a 
concretization of the concept of God's love, but it is also an 
instance of indeterminacy of belief, since it is contradicted by 
other rabbinic statements. But if this midrash and the others like 
it represent beliefs that are indeterminate, then such beliefs cannot 
be epitomized in a hard and fast principle which declares that 
God has need of man. 
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XXXV.3 <820:6f.) 

[1] n ^ n n JpT . . . rrnpn ^1K (821:2)—The first part of this statement 
refers to JlTl̂ E in general, as can be seen clearly from the parallel 
in the Yerushalmi quoted by Margulies; the second part is thus 
only an example. Israel's observance of the riYiytt is conceived 
here, accordingly, as the imitation of God. The concepts are: 
rm*», God's love, Israel, and mnK (Abraham). 

XXXV.4 (821:5f.) 

The very laws which are given to Israel by God were the means by 
which He made heaven and earth, the sun and the moon, the sea, 
sand and the deep, and this idea is derived by taking the word 
THpin (:5), "My laws,** to relate to the "laws** spoken of in the 
Bible in regard to these phenomena. This is a purely mystical 
idea. It is also a purely rabbinic idea for in the Bible itself the laws 
connected with these phenomena refer to their respective func
tioning, not to their creation. The implication of the mystical 
idea is that the laws of the Torah are imbedded in the very struc
ture of the world, and that the physical world and, so to speak, the 
moral law constitute a unity. The concepts are: JVtMOa, D^pin, 
and Torah. Value concepts are thus employed here to express a 
mystical idea, an idea which, in this case, does not directly involve 
conduct. In normal mysticism, however, the value concepts do 
involve conduct. 

XXXV.5 (822:6f.) 

[1] Another interpretation of Lev. 26:3. God's laws control the y i n 1 ¥ \ 
Evil impulses are also called "laws'* here, apparently because of 
their power. ]1K = ]1V, hence y i n ny\ 

XXXV.6 «823:4f.) 
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XXXV.7 (825:1 f.) 

[1] DnK DTPUttn . . . KUn 'I '»K (:8f.)—TTOtWI (:1) again is study of 
Torah. The study of Torah is, indeed, character molding (see 
"The Efficacy of Torah" in OT, pp. 68 ff.). 

[2] i m m n ]n^b . . . KnK n 'BK (826:3)—ttmpn rm (:4) means here the 
capacity to find new interpretations of Torah, for VotPE (:6) refers 
to a Psalm, and the Psalms are conceived as having been written 
by men inspired by ttmpn nil . 

XXXV.8 (826:7f.) 

Many of these instances refer only to Israel, although others do 
refer to the world in general. D^IV, however, (827:1) can refer to 
either. By characterizing these matters as "gifts" of God, they are 
characterizing them as D^Ol The list cannot, however, be regarded 
either as "everyday" D'OJ or otherwise (outside of normal, natural 
things), for sailing safely on the Mediterranean (Vrnn DTI, 827:5) 
is regarded as a "gift" whereby the natural order is overcome, 
whereas mercy (D'fim, ibid. :8) is a "natural" human trait. We 
have here an indication that the line between the two conceptual 
phases of 03 is by no means distinct. The category of "gift" is thus 
not quite the same as the category of 02. 

XXXV.9 (828:1) 

Through Wednesday the falling rain does not interfere with pro
viding for the Sabbath, but it does interfere on Thursday and 
Friday. Hence the blessing which speaks of rains in their seasons 
(Dnya, :1) refers to rain other than on Thursday or Friday. This 
midrash reflects the centrality of the Sabbath in the life of the Jew, 
making a living being secondary to preparation for the Sabbath. 
Furthermore, even in a long period of drought, rain on Friday is 
regarded as a curse. The concepts are: God's love and holiness (the 
Sabbath), although holiness is here felt as a goal rather than as an 
experience. 
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XXXV.10 (828:4f.) 

[1] mnilttJ . . . 'J1J1TI (:6)—Since rain on Friday nights only interferes 
with nobody, it is the unmitigated blessing referred to in Lev. 26:4 
and is thus a 03 in reward for fulfilling the laws. The concepts of 
God's love and His justice in combination, as well as HYiyja are 
also embodied here. 

XXXV. l l (829:5) 

XXXV.12 (830:1 ff.) 

[1] n r w y n . . . irQK'1')3K(:7f.)—Though ordinarily there are at least 
two rainy periods. Yet when the people of Israel do the will of 
God, it is enough for one rainfall at His command for the earth to 
be immediately fruitful. The concepts of God's justice and 03 are 
embodied here, and hence the midrash does not imply that this 
single rainfal is unusually heavy. 

[2] nvwV K*?1 . . . rPD-Q '1 (831:5 f.)—This midrash is related to the 
previous one, employing the same concept of JTDT, but now 
emphasizing the individual, the emphasis on the individual 
being an emphatic trend of rabbinic thought. The difficulty is 
that the word JTDT, often meaning "merit," is here used not only 
in relation to "one man" (:6) and thus used properly, but also, 
following that, in relation to "one plant" and "one field" (:6). 
Apparently, to meet this difficulty, the TnVTl p i p to the parallel 
in J.T. Ta'an. III.2, 66d, explains, "Because of the JTDT of one 
man who has one plant in one field." The version in B.T. Ta'an. 
9b does not use the term JTDT but it expresses the same idea more 
clearly and thus also the emphasis on the individual. 

[3] There are (in 832:2) two partly contradictory definitions of what 
constitutes a PD13 of God, since according to the first opinion it 
is something concerning which one ought not to say, "It is 
enough," whereas according to the second opinion the m a i n are 
so abundant that people say, "We have enough of JVD11." This 
illustrates the fact that a value concept cannot be given a hard and 
fast definition. However, in both "definitions," the 03 consists in 
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the unusual abundance of rain. A J1D11 of God is thus an inter
pretation of an event, and this interpretation embodies the con
cepts of nD^l, God's love and 01 

[4] A PDin of God is one of the two aspects or phases of the concept of 
HDIX The other phase consists of acts of worship, the saying of a 
prescribed formula of thanksgiving in accordance with the type of 
occasion involved. The concepts embodied in these JTD"n depend 
on the type of occasion to which they are a response, but all of 
them include the concepts of i"D*n (of course) and God's love. 

Now, a phase of a concept shares with its other phases in the 
ground supplied by that particular concept, as we demonstrated 
elsewhere with regard to the concept of God's justice (see RM, 
p. 17 and p. 161). Here the ground for the two phases is the 
concept of God's love, although one phase is an interpretation of 
an event and the other consists of acts of worship. We ought to 
add that the description, "a i"D"D of God," is our own designation 
made for the sake of clarity. In our midrash here the terms used 
are simply i"D"i:i (:4) and mDID (:5), for the conceptual term itself 
can stand for only a phase of the concept (see RM, p. 161), and 
phases differ from sub-concepts by not possessing designations 
which apply to them alone (see ibid., p. 17). 

A nD"ll which has as its object another human being is, in 
rabbinic thought, really a prayer, a HlPpa. Thus, the Rabbis 
interpret Pharaoh's plea, "And bless me also" (Exod. 12:32) to 
mean "Pray for me. . . ."As far as rabbinic thought is concerned, 
the concept of PD12 seems to be limited to the phases we have just 
discussed. 
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Chapter XXXVI 

XXXVI.1 <8S3:5ff.) 

XXXVI.2 (887:40.) 

[1] nyum . . • D"HY)3)3 ]m (:4)—This comment is exegesis, not inter
pretation. The metaphor is first enlarged upon and then explained 
with reference to the biblical narrations. Ps. 80:9, the text com
mented on, itself contains this mixture of metaphor (JPUH . •. \SM, 
:4), and reference to the biblical narrative (WVL ttnan, :5), and the 
comment does no more than quote the reference to the biblical 
narrative. 

[2] r m n n n . . . pHY . . . JDanrrn (838:5 f.)—Solomon is spoken of here 
as a pHY, a characterization entirely different from the biblical 
view expressed in I Kings 11:1 ff. There are, however, also rabbinic 
opinions in which Solomon is by no means regarded as a pHY 
(see Ginzberg, Legends, VI, p. 294, n. 59). 

[3] DWin . . . JM nn (839:3)—The concepts embodied here are: TO^n 
Dan (:4), and p K n DV (:4); also HpTY, the help which the 
ignorant extend to the learned. But there is also a concept that 
acts as a motive for the HpTY, namely, !TYin TID^H, and this 
concept, too, is thus concretized here. 

[4] D*Tira . . . ]Dan HD (:4)—The terms Tim pHY and WTO pHY (:5) 
represent sub-concepts of the concept pHY. Obviously, however, 
the Tim pHY is superior to the "UTTQ p*HY, and hence the terms 
also represent gradations in virtue. But the highest grade in 
virtuous conduct is T»on (see RM, p. 39). Such division into better 
and still better types of good conduct undoubtedly bespeaks keen 
ethical awareness and discrimination on the part of the folk, not 
only on that of the Rabbis, for the terms characterizing the types 
are value concepts, and value concepts are common terms in the 
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basic vocabulary of the people as a whole. Incidentally, TIBA pHSf 
has an obverse in Tim VUH (see Kid., 40b). 

[5] VTOnn . . . t7*atf7,» . . . ]S*n HE (:5)—He who knows more Torah 
than his fellows appears, because of his humility, to know less 
than they do. The concepts are: Torah and humility (mjmjy). 
But a phase of the concept of Torah is concretized as well: the 
efficacy of Torah, the idea that the knowledge of Torah has an 
immediate, though not inevitable effect on conduct. The knowl
edge of Torah in this case makes a man humble. 

[6] rrUKl imbn . . . pan n)3 (:7)—The point is made, apparently, that 
while the divisions of Torah are related just as grapes and raisins 
are related, each division has its own character. 

[7] mbw ~\b . . . lEUn nn (840:3)—If the purpose is to teach m m n 
incumbent on the individual, what is primarily taught here is the 
first part of the midrash, namely that grapes require JTD-D U7"7U7. 

[8] Knb TViyb (841:2)—Refers to the Days of the Messiah when Israel 
will be supreme. 

]Vbv . . • 0*0*7)3 Vm (:3)—The verses are biblical antecedents of 
the concept of rPUJDn m D \ All of the rabbinic value concepts are 
rooted in the Bible, have antecedents in the Bible. This is one of 
the indications that the Bible and rabbinic thought are in the 
same universe of discourse (on that subject see our comment at 
801:2). 

[9] KMb "my1? . . . "pan nn (:4)—The words tyioi n ^ n n (:5) have their 
analogy in HTH D'TU/n and Kll"? TrW^ (:5). The mil D'Viy is 
regarded as the "beginning" and thus it is considered in its entirety 
as a single stage. The other stage is Kl^^ ITWb. Following that is 
not another stage but the unending and enduring i o n D'Tiy. If 
the entire ntn D'TIV is a single stage, there can be only events or 
happenings in this world but no development. This absence of 
development in history itself reflects the character of the organic 
complex of concepts which is felt to be the same throughout 
history. (See also TE, pp. 104 ff.) 
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[10] ^KTIK . . • ]£Xn n)3(:6f.)—Apparently refers to the nations paying 
tribute to the kings of Israel. A similar idea seems to be already 
implied in the biblical metaphor itself (see our next comment). 

[11] ^ m t t m n w . . . ]SUn n)3 (842:2)—The analogy of the watchman or 
"keeper" ( i n w n , :2) enables the midrash to quote, "Behold, He 
that keepeth Israel doth neither slumber nor sleep" (Ps. 121:4). 
The ideas in this and the preceding midrash are contained pri
marily in the verses quoted from the Bible, again an indication 
that the Bible and rabbinic thought are in the same universe of 
discourse. The midrash (842:4) describes Israel as leaning upon 
the written Torah, the Torah written with a reed, entirely "leaning 
upon it" because the unwritten Torah, too, derives from it. 

[12] npJP . . . pan n» (:5)—"The Merit of their Fathers" supports Israel 
to this day. This concept implies a corporate personality, for the 
Patriarchs and their descendants are regarded as one personality. 
The midrash teaches here that they constitute a single personality 
in time, even though the Patriarchs are no longer living. Else
where the conception of a corporate personality underlies the 
interpretation of events involving the individual and those asso
ciated with him in the present. The conception of corporate per
sonality also underlies the concept of "the Merit of the Children" 
(D"03 mat), which connotes that the fathers are rewarded for the 
future meritorious acts of their children (see 843:6 f. and 847:6 f., 
below). 

XXXVI.3 (843:1 ff.) 

[1] D"0D JWH (:5)—A concept connoting: to be ashamed. A kindred con
cept is ntETO, shame. 

vaa riK . . . nratpn piw . . . "wra 05 f.)—According to rrD\ 
this may well mean not that he was ashamed but that he fled from 
the prophet to a place of uncleanness so that the prophet should 
not see him. (On the idea that the nJOUJ (:6) does not rest in an 
unclean place, see CA, p. 43.) However, it is possible that two 
ideas are expressed in this midrash, namely, that Ahaz went to an 
unclean place thinking that the prophet would not go there and 
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that when the prophet did go there to speak to him, he was 
ashamed to face him. 

ilVllJ:l ,,me ... i1,31v,ii1 •, (844:5 )-The concepts here are: Merit 
of the Fathers and Merit of the Children. Because in the case of 
Ahaz both were actualized, he was listed among the kings who 
were c,p,,Y. The corporate personality which involved Ahaz 
spanned, so to speak, three persons: his father, himself and his 
son. 

[2] ci',:, ... om,!l •, 'J:l!C (845:l)-A person performing a iliYJ:l is here
urged to make ni:ix ni:,r a matter of concern, a factor in his 
attitude in performing that iliYJ:l. Usually m:ix n,:,y is not some
thing deliberately sought after, is not a consideration when per
forming an act but is an interpretation of an event which has 
already occurred. 

:ip31, ,n,,:i ... ,r,,x 7::, (:3)-The prime example of m:ix ni:,r is 
adduced in order to imply that it was the intention of the Patri
archs to have their descendants benefit from the miYJ:l (:4) which 
they, the Patriarchs, had performed. Similarity in style makes it 
likely that this is an instance of the idea given in our 
preceding comment, even though the authority here is not the 
same. 

XXXVI.4 (846:l ff.)

[ l] ',x,v,, ... om,!l •, ... il:, ilnl1i (:l)-The idea here that Jacob
created the world is not meant seriously, of course. This very 
statement characterizes the world as God's (in',i31',, :2) and in it 
God says to the world, "My world, My world" (,n',i31 ,,n',,31, :2). 
What the idea does convey is a glorification of Jacob that goes 
even beyond hyperbole. In the light of the extravagant idea here, 
an idea not accepted seriously, our notion of indeterminacy of 
belief is to be seen as a sound psychological midrashic principle. 

[2] ,r, n,v,x, ... il,l:i ,, 'IC (847:3)-It was due to the merit which Moses
would acquire that heaven and earth were created. 

[3] .Kiil ',:,il ,y,, ... iil:J.K •, 'J:l.K (:4)-It was due to the merit which
Jacob would acquire that everything was created. 
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[4] n,v,y ... p:::i.,, ... ',v,n ... n,::,,:::i. ,, (:6f.)-The concept in both
views here is c,l:i. n,::,r. Unlike the preceding statements here, the 
ni::,r here involves the idea of a corporate personality. In ni::,r 
c,l:i. the good deeds have not yet taken place, yet the ancestor, the 
first link in the corporate personality, is already rewarded. The 
idea of corporate personality is thus even more evident here than 
in the ni:::i..tc ni::,r. An auxiliary idea, God's omniscience or fore
knowledge is in the service, as always, of a value concept, in this 
case the concept of c,l:i. ni::,r. 

The parable, as usual, is not wholly in accord �ith the appli
cation. In the parable it is the ruler who decides to execute 
the prisoner and then releases him, whereas in the application it 
is God, not Nimrod, who saves Abraham against the ruler's 
(Nimrod's) wishes. 

XXXVI.5 (849:1 ff.)

[ 1] u,u . . . ,,n.tcl nn', (: 1 )-The text is somewhat awkward but the idea
seems clear. In the order of succession, the Patriarchs are, of 
course, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, but here the order is reversed. 
The lesson is drawn that ni:i..tc ni::,r does not refer to the merit of 
the Patriarchs as a group but to the merit of each of them individu
ally, each Patriarch's merits being sufficient to reconcile God to 
Israel. The idea that there must be sufficient merit in order to 
bring about reward indicates that ni:i..tc ni::,r is a sub-concept of 
God's justice. There is an emphasis on the individual here at the 
same time that the idea of corporate personality is involved. 

[2] n:i.rnn ,:u ... •n.tcl nn',i (:3)-There is undoubtedly a suggestion of
the concept of vicarious atonement in the first opinion regarding 
Isaac, although it is given in the context of ni:::i..tc ni::,r. There is a 
similar ambiguity in the second opinion. The concepts of vicar
ious _atonement, mD::>, and ni:i..tc ni::,r are kindred concepts, the 
idea of corporate personality being the underlying idea in both 
concepts. 

[3] c,p,,:r . . . •n.tcl nn',i ( :5 f. )-The word q.tc ( :5 ), is taken as a depreca
tion. Only Jacob's sons were, all of them, righteous. The ni:n of 
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Abraham and Isaac, on the other hand,._ is flawed because each of 
them had unworthy offspring. Here again, the ancestor and 
his descendants are viewed as a corporate personality, and the 
unworthiness of the descendants reflects on the ancestor. 

[4] •u, ,,::ip ... ,r, 1'.K (850:3)-niil�.K n,::n is regarded as merit in their
own right. It is not included in m::ix n,::,r. 

[5] ,,:::irx y,x;,i •.• ,,:::,r� ;,�r,, (:5 £.)-The parable indicates that the
Land of Israel is regarded as having reared the Patriarchs, as 
having contributed to their character. The Land of Israel is holy, 
sensed as having a mystical quality whereby it belongs to God in 
a special sense, a mystical quality characteristic of what we have 
called the hierarchical phase of the concept of holiness (WE, 
pp. 216 ff.). But there is also a non-hierarchical phase of holiness 
which refers to moral conduct and refraining from sin. In the 
midrash here, the Land of Israel, though it concretizes hierarchical 
holiness, has a non-hierarchical, moral role as well, and thus the 
midrash also teaches incidentally that the two phases of holiness 
are not entirely separate. In what sense, however, does the Land 
have merit? It has merit, n,:::,r, indirectly, by contributing to the 
merit of the Patriarchs. The parable here is vital to the midrash 
for without it the essential moral role of the Land would not be 
taught. 

XXXVI.6 (851:3 ff.)

[I] ;,,v,�;, ... ,n�,x ,y .KDU (:3 f.)-A number of authorities teach here
that m::ix n,:::,r had a limited duration, although they set various 
limits to that duration. Since all these limits refer to the days of 
the First Temple, they all teach, by implication, that n,::ix ni:::,r 
does not "function" in their day. Apparently they felt that by 
relying on ni::ix ni:::,r there would be a tendency on the part of the 
folk to slacken in positive moral effort. However, the concept of 
n,::ix ni:::,r was an element of the rabbinic complex of values; 
hence the view that it functioned only in the past met with oppo
sition, as we shall see below [3]. 

[2] w,�, .K? . . .  1,,, •, (852:4)-This teaching agrees with the preceding 
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statements in the passage. Recognizing that JTDK JT1DT is no longer 
a factor, the individual ought to engage in deeds of lovingkind-
ness. The word p n n (:5), "cleave/* suggests the imitation of God, 
cleaving to Him by imitating His acts of lovingkindness, and the 
word 'Hon (:7) in the prooftext (Isa. 54:10), "My kindness/' seems 
to bear this out. (On imitating God's lovingkindness, see OT, 
pp. 142 f.) 

[3] "M "prniK . . . KriK "1 '»K (:7f.)—A view which emphatically 
declares that JTDK niDT always "functions" and is to be invoked 
in prayer (DTDm, 853:1). 

Chapter XXXVII 

X X X V I I . l (853:5ff.) 

[1] KDITp . . . •WKmu(:5f.)—Two differing halakic opinions embody
ing the value concept of TTJ, vow. A third halakic statement also 
embodying this concept is at 856:1. 

[2] m » n . . . 1HU7K . . . npy» . . . Win n '»K (854:1 f.)—In all these 
statements, the concept of "Hi is embodied (together with other 
value concepts) in haggadic contexts. The concept Til is thus not 
limited to Halakah. 

"UlD^Ka . . . pmnnI7K1)3tt7/n(:3f.)—The three concepts here, 
besides "HI and n*DK, are the three cardinal sins. Because of the 
idea of corporate personality, Jacob and his children being 
members of a single personality, these sins are here attributed to 
Jacob. The very heinousness of the sins, however, suggests that 
the statement is hyperbole (see also H^D1). It was very likely subject 
to indeterminacy of belief. 

[3] "rfo . . . py&tp "1 'BK (856:1)—R. Simeon, in teaching that the prohi
bitions concerning a vow also apply to "valuation" of persons, 
etc., evidently regards the latter as a form of vow. The text itself, 
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(Lev. 27:2) by using "vow" as the verb having "valuation" as its 
object, also implies that "valuation" is a form of "vow." 

XXXVII .2 (856:4 ff.) 

[1] '7\b mU7DJ . . . ^VID "O K"l (860:5 f.)—This midrash seems to teach 
that had it not been for Moses the passage on "valuation" would 
not have been given. Because Moses adjusted the burdens so that a 
man carried a burden suitable to a man and so also in the case of a 
woman, etc., he was rewarded by being able to teach analogous 
divisions in "valuations." The concepts are: m i n "[HE; Tltt^n 
rrnn; and pin n m 

XXXVII .3 (861:6 ff.) 

[1] "JQfc mw . . . HDYttn (862:3)—ttnpnrm(:3) has here a connotation 
of clairvoyance but in relation to the learned. Elsewhere it has the 
more intrinsic connotation of divine inspiration resulting in new 
interpretations and laws (OT, pp. 37 ff.). 

D̂ DU/DH "UM (:5)—This indicates that while magic was prohibited 
there was a belief in its efficacy. 

[2] "1̂7 nnD n M (863:5)—He gave the man an opportunity to retract his 
vow by asking him if he knew how wrong it was to make a vow 
(see n"^). This is implied in the statement of prTP "I. 

XXXVII .4 (864:4 ff.) 

[1] piHD n"npn pnpm (:4)—God answered them in a proper manner, 
that is, to their satisfaction. The concept here is God's love. 

[2] impnn . . . bw mn K l̂ (866:7 ff.)—According to Jewish law the 
vow could have been retracted. That it was not, was due to Jepthah 
and Phineas, each of whom, because of his pride, refused to go to 
the other, and both were punished. The concepts are: *ra, TTD t̂t, 
HJirD, miG, ]Hn mi3. This is an example of the interrelation of 
Halakah and Haggadah. 
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[3] 1̂7 pK . . . py»W "i . . . prw "I (888:1)—According to Jewish law, 
the sacrifice was absolutely not permitted, vow or no vow. On 
that the two great authorities are at one, although otherwise their 
opinions differ. This is another example of the interrelation of 
Halakah and Haggadah. 

[4] "UO"1 . . . npy TK (:5)—Elsewhere the idea that a man can make 
certain that his prayer will be answered is emphatically negated. 
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